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This data conversion handbook is a compilation of data sheets and application notes from Motorola
designed to help to data conversion circuit designers. It also includes a selector guide that gives the
minimum technical basis on the AID and D/A conversion.

The introduction of monolithic digital to analog conversion (DAC) IC's has opened a new area for cir-
cuit designers. The cost barriers that have in the past limited the use of the DAC to only the most
sophisticated system have now been broken down.

Not only have designers found that there is a cost saving to be realized in present applications, but
more important, they have found that the new economy of monolithic DAC's allows their use in
numerous new applications such as microprocessor based system. As an added bonus, monolithic
DAC's are superior to modular units in most performance specifications.

Motorola range of products for high speed D/A conversion include the MC1408 and the DAC08, 8-bit
multiplying converters.
These circuits have broken the cost barrier that up to now caused system designers to use alternate
and often less efficient techniques.

For very high speed D/A conversions, a circuit is now available: the 8-bit D/A converter MC10318
operating at speeds above 25 MHz in MECL technology. It is aimed at the video, TV, radar, storage
oscilloscope and communication markets. The MC10320, a triple 4-bit color palette video DAC is also
to be introduced at time of printing.

The MC 14411 0 and MC 144111 are hex and quad static 01A converters realized in CMOS techno-
logy. Each converter featuring 6-bit resolution, consists of a 6-bit shift register, 6-bit latch and a sta-
tic 01A converter.

In addition, Motorola offers "building block" subsystems useful for implementation of the AID con-
version (ADC) function. These low cost devices allow the construction of high performance ADC's at
a fraction of the cost of comparable modular units.

The MC14433 is a high performance, low power 31 /2 digitA/D converter combining both linear CMOS
and digital CMOS circuits on a single monolithic IC. The system forms a dual slope A/D converter with
automatic zero correction and automatic polarity.

A precision band gap voltage reference for critical instrumentation and D/A converter is also available.
This is the MC1 503; low temperature drift is a prime design consideration. The output voltage is
2.5 V with a temperature coefficient of 10 ppm (typ).

There are also the MC1 504, a series available with 5.0 V, 6.25 V, 10 V output voltages and trim-
mabie output. This voltage reference family is extended with the MC1500 series available with 2.5,
5, 6.25 and 10 V output voltages with very low temperature coefficient (5 ppm/oC typ) and the
TL431 programmable precision references, and the l.M385 micropower voltage reference diodes.

Motorola also has microprocessor based AID Converter linear subsystem. The MC14443 and
MC 14447 devices are 6 channel, single slope, 8-10-bitA/D converters. Each device contains a 1 to
8 decoder, an 8 channel analog multiplexer, a buffer amplifier, a precision voltage to current conver-
ter, a ramp start circuit and a comparator.



Motorola announces availability of the MC145040/MC145041 analog to digital converters with
serial interface. The device are low cost 8-bit AID converters with serial interface parts that are com-
patible with SPI, Microwire and other similar interfaces.

The MC1 0319, an 8-bit parallel high-speed flash AID converter with overrange is now available. Applica-
tions include video display and radar processing, high-speed instrumentation, and TV broadcast video
encoding. An 8-bit MPU compatible AID converter, the MC6108, has also been introduced for use in
servo control or process systems and medium speed signal processing or wave form storage.

Moreover, the MC1 0321, a 7-bit low cost derivative of the MC1 0319 for consumer-like applications, is
to be introduced at time of printing.



Typical Acquisition/Control System
D/A Converters
AID Converters
Voltage Reference

1- 2
1- 3
1- 6
1- 9

DAC-08
LM285/385
MC1403,Al1503A
MC1408/1508
MC6108
MC10318
MC10319
MC10320
MC14433
MC14442
MC14443/14447
MC14444
MC144110/144111
MC 145040/41
MC145042/43
TL431

High Speed 8-Bit Multiplying D/A Converter
Micropower Voltage Reference Diodes
Precision Low-Voltage Reference
8-Bit Multiplying D/A Converter
MPU Bus Compatible 8 -Bit D/A Converter
High-Speed 8-Bit D/A Converter
High-Speed 8-Bit flash AID Converter
Triple 4-Bit Color Palette Video D/A Converter
31/2 Digit AID Converter
Microprocessor-Compatible AID Converter
AID Converter Linear Subsystem
To be phased out, use MC14442
Quad & Hex D/A Converter
Analog to Digital Converter with Serial Interface
Similar to MC145042/43
Programmable Precision References

2- 3
2- 13
2- 17
2- 21
2- 35
2- 53
2- 65
2- 84
2- 90
2-102
2-111
2-115
2-117
2 -123
2-134
2-135

AI-44 Absolute Value Amplifier for DVM 3- 3
AIA8 AVI Analog Voltage Indicator 3- 5
AI-52 31/2 Digit Auto-Ranging CMOS DVM 3- 7
AI-63 31/2 Digit DMM 3- 9
AI-73 Automatic Portable DVM 3- 13
AI-74 Portable Digital Thermometer 3- 15
AN321 The Acquisition and Recovery of Analog Signals in a

M6800 Data Processing System 3- 17
AN702 High-Speed D/A and AID Techniques 3- 27
AN713 Binary D/A Converters Can Provide BCD-Coded

Conversion 3- 42



AN716 Successive Approximation AID Conversion 3 - 47
AN757 A/9 Conversion Techniques with the

M6800 Microprocessor System 3 - 55
AN769 Autoranging Digital Multimeter Using the

MC14433 CMOS AID Converter 3 - 88
ANnO Data Acquisition Networks with NMOS and CMOS 3 - 93
AN963 Iflterfacing the MC61 08 AID to a Microprocessor 3 - 105
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How to choose a converter - check list.
Before selecting a converter, the following questions have to be answered.

Which resolution is needed (6,8. 10•... bit)?
Which accura~y~eetfed?

Which lineari~. ,"_
Which logic level (input. output)?
Which type of reference voltage. fixed, variable. internal, external?
Which speed is necessary?
Which settling time?
Which power supply stability?
Which operating temperature range is needed?
Which is the best performance/cost ratio?



A· BASIC Of A CONVERTER

Va = -V
REF

(...Ai..- + ~ +
2 4 II

"·f
Where AN = "'" if AN is a high level

AN = "0" if AN is a low level

A basic Of A converter consists of a reference, a set of binary-weighted precision resistors and a set of switches.
A way to reduce the resistance range is to use a limited number of repeated values with suitable attenuation· carrying this

reduction of resistance values all the way, one arrives at the R-2R ladder.

LS8 8'1 J

~
!.r::=::_:

, 0'
"", ..If all bits but the «MSB» are off, the output voltage is:

Va = _.JL V
REF

= _.JL!lfL
2R 2

If all bits but bit 2 are off, the output voltage is:

Va =-'- (-Pf2RI VREF --'- VREF2 4

The lumped re.l.hlnee of ell the LSB circuitry Ito the l.ft of bit 2) I. 2R .
Sinc. the grounded MSB •• rl•• re.l.tanc., 2R, ha. virtually no influenc.,
beeeu •• the empllfl.r .ummlng point I. virtualground, the equivalent circuit
I.: fi

R"
2R

2R I A
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The same line of thinking can be employed to show that the Nth bit produces an increment of
output equal to 2-N VREF.

Offset error
Zero error
Gain error
Linearity error
Monotonicity
Absolute accuracy

OFFSET ERROR. The deviation from the theoretical output
with all internal D/A switches in the off state. A D/A con-
verter that has only offset error displays a transfer function
either to the right or left of the theoretical transfer function,
but parallel to it.
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ZERO ERROR. Sometimes confused with offset error
because both are the same and measured at 0 -V. Zero error
is the deviation from the theoretical output at 0- V. 00000100100011001111

DIGIT Al INPU r

LINEARITY ERROR (integral linearity). A measure of how
straight a device's transfer function is. it indicates the worst-
case deviation of straightness of the actual transfer function
from the ideal straight line. It's normally spec'd in parts of an
LSB, with 1/2 = LSB maximum error the criterion for a good
device.
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GAIN ERROR. The deviation of the slope of the transfer
function from its ideal value. The converter's offset is first
adjusted to zero. Then the difference in full scale output be-
tween the device voltage and the theoretical value is
measured. Gain error is expressed as a percent of the
device's output voltage.

'~~~~LQ '4i', Gain error

0"

0000 0'00 1000 1100
MONOTONICITY, This means that the analog output
should increase for an increase in digital input. If the analog
output decreases for an increasing input. the device is non·
monotonic. Monotonicity is usually spec'd over a particular
temperature range, which should at least equal the operating
range. If integral linearity (see linearity error) is ± 1/2 LSB,
over temperature monotonicity is guaranteed.

'~~~~~~'~<".

, :1 Monotonicity

"

ooסס 0100 1000 1100

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY. The deviation of actual output
voltage from ideal output voltage for a given digital input, it
includes all error sources, including gain, offset and linearity.
It's usually expressed as a percent of fullscale range.
Relative accuracy, which often appears on spec sheets, is
equivalent to integral linearity, not absolute accuracy.



Reso- Motorola Max. Settling Inter- Supplies Inputs Package Temp. Function
lution Part Linearity Time nal (Volts) (Pins) Range
(bits) Number in% ns Refer- l: Ceramic eC)

(@25°C) (typ) ence P: Plastic
D: Soic

MC144110 CMOS, 18, P Hex static D/A
6 NA NA No +4,5 to + 15 NMOS o to +65

MC144111 14, P Quadstatic D/ A

MC1408 0.19 +5, TTl, 16, l, P o to +70
8 300 No -5 to -15 CMOS Multiplying

MC1508 0.19 16, l -55 to +125

DAC-08H 0.10 16, l, P o to +70

DAC-08Q 0.19 TTL. 16, l -55 to +125 High Speed8 85 No +5, -15 CMOS MultiplyingDAC-08E 0.19 ECl 16, l, P, D o to +70

DAC-08C 0.39 16, l, P, D o to +70

8 MC10318 0.19 10 No -5.2 ECl 16, l o to +70 Very High Speed
Multiplying

MC10320 +5 TTl,3x4 (see Note) 1.56 3 Yes or ECl 28, l o to 70 Video DAC
±5

II
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There are many techniques of AID conversion, each having different characteristics and each favoring different applica·

tions. The dual ramp technique of AID conversion provides an inexpensive method of obtaining high accuracy which makes it
ideal for DVM applications.
A - THE DUAL SLOPE TECHNIQUE - THEORY AND PRACTICE

The dual ramp conversion cycle consists of two basic time periods· time period T 1 results from the input unknown voltage
being integrated for a fixed time interval. This integration results in the output voltage of the integrator being proportional to
the input unknown voltage. At the end of the time period T1 , the voltage reference IVREF)is applied to the integrator, causing
the integrator output voltage to decrease. This integrat~n continues until the output voltage again reaches the zero reference
level. This time period, T2, is the down ramp time period.

Time period T 1 is constant for each conversion time. The time interval T2 is dependent upon the input unknown voltage.
V on capacitor is equal in T1 and T2.

_1 JT2 VIN DT _1JT3 VREFDTRC RC
T1 T2

T2 T1 ~ VIN T1 VREFT2
VREF

Looking at the four variables in the relationship, T 1 is a fixed time period, T2 is measured from the start of the ramp down
time period until the zero level is reached and VREFis calibrated into the system. The only remaining variable in the equation is
VIN, which is the analog input to be determined. Thus by counting out a time period T 1, measuring the down ramp time inter·
val T2, and calibrating the reference voltage, the dual ramp AiD conversion technique determines the value of an analog input
voltage.

Quantization error
Linearity
Differential non linearity
Relative accuracy
Gain error
Gain temperature coefficient
Offset error
Offset temperature

IDEAL
AID
conversion

18 001

• 0
0-000

~;;;;;~~~
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QUANTIZATION ERROR. This is the fundamental error
associated with dividing a continuous (analog) signal into a
finite number of digital bits. A 10 bit converter, for example,
can only identify the input voltage to 1 part in 2 ". and there
IS an unavoidable output uncertainty of ± 1/2 LSB (Least
Significant Bitl.

LINEARITY. The maximum deviation from a straight line
drawn between the end points of the converter transfer
function. It's usually expressed as a fraction of LSB size. A
good converter has + 1/2 LSB.

DIFFERENTIAL NON-LINEARITY. This describes the
variation in the analog value between adjacent pairs of
digital numbers, over the full range of the digital output. If
each transition is equal to 1 LSB, the differential non-
linearity is clearly zero. If the transition is 1 LSB ± 1/2 LSB,
then there is a differential linearity error of ± 1/2 LSB, but no
possibility of missing codes. If the transition IS 1 LSB ± 1
LOB, then there is the possibility of missing codes. This
means that the output may jump from, say all .. 111 to
100 ... 001, missing out 100 ... 000.

RELATIVE ACCURACY. The input to output error as a
fraction of full scale. with gain and offset errors adjusted to
zero. Relative accuracy is a function of linearity, and is usual-
ly specified at less than ± 1/2 LSB.

GAIN ERROR. The difference in slope between the actual
transfer function and the ideal transfer function, expressed
as a percentage. This error is generally adjustable to zero by
adjusting the input resistor in a current-comparing suc-
cessive approximation A/D.

OFFSET ERROR. The mean value of input voltage re-
quired to set zero code out. This error can generally be trim-
med to zero at any given temperature, or is automatically
zeroed in the case of a good integrating design.
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Reso- Motorola Max. Con- Inter- Supplies Output Package Temp. Function
lution Part Linearity version nal (Volts) Logic (Pins) Range
(bits) Number in % Time Refer- Levels L: Ceramic eC)

(@25"C) (typ) ence P: Plastic
FN: Plastic
quadpack

8 bit high
speed A/D

-3 to -6 flash
8 MC10319 0.19 40ns No +5 TIL 24, L o to +70 converter +

overrange bit
for direct 9 bit
stack

8 bit A/D

8 MC6108 0,10 1.81's Yes -5.2 TIL 28, P o to +70 converter
+5 MPU

compatible

TIL, MPU bus8 MC14442 0,19 321's No 4.5 to 5.5 CMOS, 28, P, FN -40 to +85 compatibleNMOS

MC14443 MPU based

8-10 0,5 300l's No +4.5 to + 18 NMOS, 16, P -40to +85 A/ D converter
MC14447 CMOS linear

subsystem

3/2 MC14433 ±0.05 40ms No ±4.5 to ±8 CMOS, 24, P, FN -40 to +85 31/2 Digit
digits TIL A/D converter

MC145040 10l's CMOS, L -55 to + 125 11 channels
8 0,19 I--- No 4.5 to 5.5 TIL, serial data

MC145041 2Ol's NMOS 20 P, FN -40 to +85 interface

MC145042
8 Same as MC145040/41 but with 19 Analog Inputs and 28 pin package.

MC145043



Out- Motorola Voltage Output Max. Line Load Input Temp. Package
put Part Toler- Volt. Output Regulation Regula- Voltage Range U Cera-
Vol- Number ance Temp. Volt. mV tion Range (V) Available mic
tage max. TA Coeffic. Change 0",10", G Metal

= 25"C over over 10mA D Soic
Temp. Temp. mV
Range Range
PPMrC mV
max.

MC1403 40 7.0 o to 70 8, U, D
2.5 ±1% 4.5 10 4.5 to 40

MC1503 55 25 -55 to +125 8, U

MC1403A 4.4 o to +70
2.5 ±1% 25 4.5 10 4.5 to 40 8, U

MC1503A 11 -55 to +125

Adj. o to +70 T092

2.5Vto TL431 ±2% 50 17 2.5 to 37 -40 to +85 8, P

36V -55 to +125 8,U
8, D

1.235V o to +70 T092LM385 ±1% 20 10 1.25 to 40 8, D2.5V -40 to +85

II
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® MOTOROLA

HIGH SPEED 8-BIT MULTIPLYING D-TO-A CONVERTER
The DAC-08 series is a monolithic 8-bit high speed multiplying

digital-to-analog converter, capable--i:>fsettling to within 1/2 LSB
(0.19%) in 85 ns. Monotonic multiplying performance is retained
over a wide40-to-1 reference current range. Full scale and reference
currents are matched to within 1 LSB, therefore eliminating the
need for full scale trim in most applications.

Dual complementry current outputs with high voltage compliance
provide added versatility and allow differential mode of operation to
effectively double the peak-to-peak output swing. In many appli-
cations, output current-to-voltage conversion can be accomplished
without requiring an external op amp. Noise-immune inputs permit
direct interface with TTL and DTL levels when the logic threshold
control, VLC, (pin 1) is grounded. All other logic family thresholds
are attainable by adjusting the voltage level of pin 1. Performance
characteristics are virtually unchanged over the entire ±4.5 V to
±18 V power supply range. Power consumption is typically 33 mW
with ±5.0 V supplies.

The DAC-08 is available in several versions, with nonlinearity
as tight as ±0.1 % (±1 /4 LSB) over temperature. All versions are
guaranteed monotonic over 8 bits. For an extra margin of perfor-
mance, Motorola utilizes thin-film resistors permitting very accurate
resistive va Iues which are extremely stable over temperature.

High performance characteristics, along with low cost, make the
DAC-08 an excellent selection for applications such as CRTdisplays,
waveform generation, high-speed modems, and high-speed analog-
to-digital converters.
• Fast Settling Time - 85 ns
• Full Scale Current Prematched to ±1 LSB
• Nonlinearity Over Temperature to ±O.l % Max
• Differential Current Outputs
• High Voltage Compliance Outputs -10 V to +18 V
• Wide Range Multiplying Capability
• Inputs Compatable With TTL, DTL, CMOS, PMOS, ECL, HTL
• Low Full Scale Current Drift
• Wide Power Supply Range ±4.5 V to ±18 V
• Low Power Consumption
• Thin-Film Resistors
• Low Cost

DAC-OB EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

(MSB) (LSBI

V+ VLC B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 BB

1

HIGH SPEED
8-BIT MULTIPLYING D-TO-A

CONVERTER

Q SUFFIX P SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 620-02 CASE 648-06

o SUFFIX ,.
PLASTIC PACKAGE • ,;'"'

CASE 7518-01 • "
SQ-'P _ 16 l'

Threshold
Control

IVLC)

lout

Temperature
Device Nonlinearity Range Package

DAC-08Q ±O.19% - 55'C to + 125'C Ceramic

DAC-08HQ ±O,l% O·Cto +70'C Ceramic

DAC-08EQ ±O.19% O'C to +70'C Ceramic

DAC-08HP ±O.l% O'C to 70'C Plastic

DAC-08EP ±O.19% DOCto + 70'C Plastic

DAC-08CP ±O.39% O'C to +70'C Plastic



Rating Symbol Value Unit

V+ Supply to V-Supply - 36 V

Logic Inputs - V-to V- Plus 36 V

Logic Threshold Control VLC V-to V+ V

Analog Current Outputs lout See Figure 7 mA

Reference Inputs (V14, Vl 5) VREF V-to V+ V

Reference Input Differential Voltage (Vl 4 to V15) VREFIDI ±18 V

Reference Input Current (114) 'REF 5.D mA

Operating Temperature Range TA °c
DAC-08 Q -55 to +125
DAC-08HQ, EO, HP, EP, CP o to +70

Storage Temperature TA -65 to +150 °c

Power Dissipation PD 500 mW
Derate above 100°C ROJA 10 mW/oC

DAC-08
Characteristic Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

Resolution - 8 8 8 8its

Monotonicity - 8 8 8 Bits

Nonlinearity, TA":' aoc to +700e NL - - ±0.19 %FS

Settling Time to ±1 /2 LSB, Figure 24 ts - 85 150 ns
(All 8its Switched On or Off, TA = 25°C, Note 1)

Propagation Delay, Note 1, TA = 25°C ns
Each Bit tpLH - 35 60
All Bits Swtiched tpHL - 35 60

Full Scale Tempco TCIFS - ±10 ±80 ppm/oC

Output Voltage Compliance VOC -10 - +18 V
Full Scale Current Change < 1/2 LSB,

Rout> 20 meg'ohm typo

Full Range Current IFR4 1.94 1.99 2.04 mA
(VREF= 10.000 V; Rl 4, R15 = 5.000 kil, TA = 25°C)

Full Range Symmetry IIFR4 - IFR2) IFRS - ±1.0 ±8.0 I"A
Zero Scale Current IZS - 0.2 2.0 I"A
Output Current Ra nge mA

V- = -5.0 V IOR1 0 - 2.1
V- = -8.0 V to -18 V IOR2 0 - 4.2

Logic Input Levels IVLC - 0 V) V
Logic "0" VIL - - 0.8
Logic"1 .. VIH 2.0 - -

Logic Input Current (VLC = 0 VI I"A
Logic Input "0" (Vin = -10 V to +0.8 V) IlL - -2.0 -10
Logic Input "1" (Vin = +2.0 V to +18 V) IIH - 0.002 10

Logic Input Swing, V- = - 15 V VIS -10 - +18 V

Logic Threshold Range, Vs - ±15 V VTHR -10 - +13.5 V

Reference Bias Current 115 - -1.0 -3.0 I"A
Reference Input Slew Rate (Note 1) Figure 19 di/dt 4.0 8.0 - rnAlJ.Ls
Power Supply Sensitivity (IREF = 1.0 mAl %/%

V+=4.5Vto 18V PSSIFS+ - ±0.0003 ±0.01
V- = -4.5 V to - 18 V PSSIFS_ - ±0.002 ±0.01

Power Supply Current mA
Vs = ±5.0 V, IREF = 1.0 mA 1+ - 2.3 3.8

1- - -4.3 -5.8
Vs = +5.0 V, -15 V, IREF = 2.0 mA 1+ - 2.4 3.8

1- - -6.4 -7.8
Vs =.±15 V, IREF = 2.0 mA 1+ - 2.5 3.8

1- - -6.5 -7.8

Power Dissipation PD mW
Vs = ±5.0 V, IREF = 1.0 mA - 33 48
Vs = +5.0 V, -15 V,IREF = 2.0 mA - 108 136
VS=±15V,IREF=2.0mA - 135 174



DAC-08H DAC-08E DAC-08C
Characteristic Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit

Resolution·' - 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Bits

Monotonicity - 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Bits

Nonlinearity, TA- O°C to +70oC NL - - ±0.1 - - ±0.19 - - ±0.39 %FS

Settling Time to ±1 12 LSB ts - 85 135 - 85 150 - 85 150 ns
(All Bits Switched On or Off,

TA= 25°C, Note 1I Figure 24

Propagation Delay, Note 1. TA - 25°C ns
Each Bit tpLH - 35 60 - 35 60 - 35 60
All Bits Swtiched tpHL - 35 60 - 35 60 - 35 60

Full Scale Tempco TCIFS - ±10 ±50 - ±10 ±50 - ±10 ±80 ppm/oC

Output Voltage Compliance VOC -10 - +18 -10 - +18 -10 - +18 V
Full Scale Current Change

< 112 LSB,
Rout> 20 megohm typo

Full Range Current IFR4 1.984 1.992 2.000 1.94 1.99 2.04 1.94 1.99 2.04 mA
(VREF = 10.000 V;

R14, R15 = 5.000 kn)
TA = 25°C

Full Range Symmetry (IFR4 - IFR21 IFRS - ±0.5 ±4.0 - ±1.0 ±8.0 - ±2.0 ±16.0 I"A
Zero Sea Ie Current IZS - 0.1 1.0 - 0.2 2.0 - 0.2 4.0 I"A
Output Current Range mA

V-= -5.0V IOR1 0 - 2.1 0 - 2.1 0 - 2.1
V- = -8.0 V to -18 V IOR2 0 - 4.2 0 - 4.2 0 - 4.2

Logic'lnput Levels (VLC - 0 VI V
Logic "0" VIL - - 0.8 - - 0.8 - - 0.8
Logic "1" VIH 2.0 - - 2.0 - - 2.0 - -

Logic Input Current (VLC - 0 VI I"A
Logic Input "0" IlL - -2.0 -10 - -2.0 -10 - -2.0 -10

(Vin = -10 V to +0.8 VI
Logic Input "1" IIH - 0.002 10 - 0.002 10 - 0.002 10

(Vin = '2.0 Vto +18 VI

Logic Input Swing, V- = -15 V VIS -10 - +18 -10 - +18 -10 - +18 V
Logic Threshold Range, Vs = ±15 V VTHR -10 - +13.5 -10 - +13.5 -10 - +13.5 V
Reference Bias Current 115 - -10 -3.0 - -1.0 -3.0 - -1.0 -3.0 I"A
Reference Input Slew Rate dlldt 4.0 8.0 - 4.0 80 - 4.0 8.0 - mA/l"s

(Note 1I Figure 19

Power Supply Sensitivity %1%
(IREF = 1.0 mAl

V+=4.5Vto 18V PSSIFS+ ±0.0003 ±0.01 - ±0.0003 ±0.01 - ±0.0003 ±0.01 -
V- = -4.5 V to -18 V PSSIFS ±0.002 ±0.01 - +0.002 +0.01 - +0.002 +0.01 -

Power Supply Current mA
Vs = ±5.0 V, IREF = 1.0 mA 1+ - 2.3 3.8 - 2.3 3.8 - 2.3 3.8

1- - -4.3 -5.8 - -43 -5.8 - -4.3 -5:8
Vs = +5.0 V, -15 V, IREF = 2.0 mA 1+ - 2.4 3.8 - 2.4 3.8 - 2.4 3.8

1- - -6.4 -7.8 - -6.4 -7.8 - -6.4 -7.8
Vs = ±15 V, IREF = 2.0 mA 1+ - 2.5 3.8 - 2.5 3.8 - 2.5 3.8

1- - -6.5 -7.8 - -6.5 -7.8 - -6.5 -7.8
Power Dissipation Po mW

Vs = ±5.0 V, IREF = 1.0 mA - 33 48 - 33 48 - 33 48
Vs = +5.0 V, -15 V, IREF = 2.0 mA - 108 136 - 108 136 - 108 136
Vs = ±15 V, 'REF = 2.0 mA - 135 174 - 135 174 - 1.35 174

D
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
FIGURE 7 - OUTPUT CURRENT versus

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
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Low T.C.
4.5 k

+10 V 14

DAC-OB
39 k

15

10 k
Pot = 1.0V

RL

IFR=~ IREF
256

If complementry output (Negative Logic DAC) operation IS

desIred. connect Inverting input of op amp to IQ (Pin 2) and

ground '0 (Pin 4)

VREFIREF __ (+)

+VREF

Io.1"F
V+

IFR = 255 IREF
256

0.1"F1 V-

10 + iQ ~ IFR for - +VREF
all logic states IFR = --- x

RREF

For fixed reference. TTL operation, typical values are
VREF ~ +10.000 V Cc ~ 0.01"F
RREF ~ 5.000 k VLC ~ 0 V (Ground)
R15= RREF

'0

2 TO--R15

I I-VREF I 255
FR= --- x--

RREF 256



R15
(Optional I

RREF = R15 +VREF must be above peak positive swing of Vin

+VREF

'?
Optional Resistor ~
for Offset Inputs ~ RREF

ovJL I

Rin
Rp --Reql=

2000

EO 5.000 k
IREF 14 104- DAC-08_ ) EO2.000 mA

5.000 k
10}

-=
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 lamA lamA EO EO

Full Range 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.992 0.000 9.960 0.000
Half Scale +LSB 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.008 0.984 -5.040 -4.920
Half Scale 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.000 0.992 -5.000 -4.960
Half Scale -LSB 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.992 1.000 -4.960 -5.000
Zero Scale + LSB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.008 1.984 -0.040 -9.920
Zero Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000 1.992 0.000 -9.960



IREF 14
2\ EO

104- .) 10.000k
2.000 mA DAC-OB _

_ EO
10 2

/ 10000 k

+10.000V

Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 BB EO EO
Pas Full Range 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -9.920 +10.000
Pas Full Range -LSB 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 -9.B40 + 9. 920

Zero Scale +LSB 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -O.OBO +0.160
Zero Scale 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000 +0.080
Zero Scale -LSB 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 +0.080 0.000

Neg Full Scale -+-lSB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 +9.920 -9 840
Neg Full Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +10.000 -9.920

+10V

MC1404Ul0 6

Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 EO
Pas Full Range 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -4.960

Zero Scale 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000
Neg Full Scale +' LSB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -4960
Neg Full Scale 0 0 a a a a a a -5.000



TIl,DTl

VTH=+1AV

R
1=
5.0V CMOS

VTH = 2.8 V

VlC
lN4148

15 V CMOS, HTl, HNll

VTH=7.6V

6.2kl--l0.l )'F

PMOS

VTH = OV

NOTE: Do not exceed negative logic input range of DAC.

VTH :::VLC .•. '.4 V

10 V CMOS

VTH = 50 V

10KEel
VTH= -1 .29 V

fI



For Turn "On'. VL = 2.7 V VL
For Turn "Off' . VL = 07 V

RREF
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.VREF 14 DAC·OB
(DUn

15
R15

13 3 16 -=
-= o 01~F

0.1 ~F

I 'T' 0.1 ~F

-l
-= -=

·15V -15V

NOTE Oscilloscope bandwidth lor settling tIme measurement

,,50 MH,

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

MBD501
Schottky Diodes------.....
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S.04V
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MUlMmRS INCHES M1WMrnRS INCHES
DIM MI. MAX MI. MAX DIM MlH MAX MI. MAX

A 19.05 19.81 0.750 0.18:) A 18.80 21.34 0740 0.840 MIlUMET£JlS INCHES
8 6.22 .98 0.245 0.275 8 6.10 '.60 0240 0260 DIM MlN MAX MlN MAX
C '06 SOB 0.160 0.200 C 3.69 '.69 0145 oHI5 A 9.78 10.01 0.38S 0394
D 0.38 051 0.015 0.020 D 038 0.53 0.015 0021 8 3.81 401 0150 0158
F 140 165 0.055 0065 F 102 1.18 0040 0010 C 1J> 1.75 0053 0069
G 2.548SC O.l00BSC G 25485C o 100 BSC D O.J> 0.46 0014 0018
H 051 11. 0.020 0.045 H 0.3812.41 0015 0095 F 0.61 0.77 0,026 0.030
J 0." 0.30 0.008 0.012 J 0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 G \.27 BSe O.OSOBSC, 3.18 '06 0.125 0.160 , 2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 J 0.19 0.22 0.007 0009
L 7.37 7.81 0.290 0.310 L 1.62 SSC 0,30085C , 0.10 0." 0004 0008
M 15' - IS' M ao I lac D" lD" L '.82 521 0.189 om• 051 1.02 0.020 0.040 • 0.)9 1101 0.015 0040 , $.79 .,. 0228 0244

Q SUFFIX P SUFFIX o SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE PLASTIC PACKAGE PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 620-02 CASE 648-06 CASE 7516-01
SO-16



® MOTOROLA

The LM2851LM385 series are micropower two-terminal band-
gap voltage regulator diodes. Designed to operate over a wide
current range of 10 p.A to 20 mA, these devices feature excep-
tionally low dynamic impedance, low noise and stable operation
over time and temperature. Tight voltage tolerances are achieved
by on-chip trimming. The large dynamic operating range enables
these devices to be used in applications with widely varying sup-
plies with excellent regulation. Extremely low operating current
make these devices ideal for microRower circuitry like portable
instrumentation, regulators and other analog circuitry where ex-
tended battery life is required.

The LM285/LM385 series are packaged in a low cost TO-226AA
(TO-92) plastic case and are available in two voltage versions of
1.235 and 2.500 volts as denoted by the device suffix (see ordering
information table). The LM285 is specified over a - 40·C to + 85·C
temperature range while the LM385 is rated from O·C to + 70·C.

• Operating Current from 10 p.A to 20 mA

• 1.0%,1.5%,2.0% and 3.0% Initial Tolerance Grade&,

• Low Temperature Coefficient

• 1.0 n Dynamic Impedance

• Available in 1.235 and 2.500 Volt Versions

360 k
Open
for 1.235 V

LM285
LM385

MICRO POWER VOLTAGE
REFERENCE DIODES

SILICON MONOLITHIC
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

Z SUFFIX
CASE 29-02

TO-226AA IITO-92)
PLASTIC PACKAGE

c::w "~

1.5 V

Banery i-

ORDERING INFORMATION

Reverse I
Breek- I

Temp. down
Device Renge Voltage Tolerance

lM285Z-1.2 -40 ·C 1.235 ±1.0%
to +85·C Volts

lM285Z-2.5 2.500 ±1.5%
Volts

lM3858Z-1.2 O·Cto 1.235 ±1.0%
+70·C Volts

LM385Z-1.2 1.235 ±2.0%
Volts

LM3858Z-2.5 2.500 ±1.5%
Volts

lM385Z-2.5 2.500 ±3.0%

JVolts



Rating Symbol Value Unit

Reverse Current IR 30 mA

Forward Current IF 10 mA

Operating Ambient Temperature Range TA ·C
LM285 -40 to +85
LM385 o to + 70

Operating Junction Temperature TJ +150 ·C

Storage Temperature Range Tsta -65 to + 150 ·C

LM285-1.2 LM385- 1.21LM385B-1.2

Characteristic Symbol Mln Typ Max Mln Typ Max Unit

Reverse Breakdown Voltage V(BR)R V
IRmin '" IR '" 20 mA

LM285- 1.2/LM385B- 1.2 1.223 1.235 1.247 1.223 1.235 1.247
LM385-1.2 - - - 1.205 1.235 1.260

Minimum Operating Current IRmin - 2.5 10 - 2.5 15 pA
(TA = Tlow to Thiah Note 1)

Reverse Breakdown Voltage Change with Current dV(BR)/dIR mV
IRmin '" IR '" 1.0 mA, TA = + 25·C - - 1.0 - - 1.0

TA = Tlow to Thigh (Note 1) - - 1.5 - - 1.5
1.0 mA '" IR '" 20 mA, TA = +25·C - - 10 - - 20

TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) - - 20 - - 25

Reverse Dynamic Impedance Z n
IR = 100 pA. TA = +25·C - 0.2 0.6 - 0.4 1.0

TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) - - 1.5 - - 1.5

Average Temperature Coefficient dV(BR)/dT - 20 - - 20 - ppml"C
10 pA '" IR '" 20 mA, TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1)

Wideband Noise (RMS) n - 60 - - 60 - IJ.V
IR = 100 pA. 10 Hz '" f '" 10 kHz

Long Term Stability S - 20 - - 20 - ppmlkHR
IR = 100 pA. TA = +25·C ±0.1·C

LM285-2.5 LM385-2.5/lM385B-2.5

Characteristic Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit

Reverse Breakdown Voltage V(BR)R V
20 pA '" IR '" 20 mA

LM285-2.5/LM385B-2.5 2.462 2.5 2.538 2.462 2.5 2.538
LM385-2.5 - - - 2.425 2.5 2.575

Minimum Operating Current IRmin - 5.0 20 - 5.0 20 pA
TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1)

Reverse Breakdown Voltage Change with Current dV(BR)/ mV
20 pA '" IR '" 1.0 mA, TA = +25·C dlR - - 1.0 - - 2.0

TA = Tlow to Thigh (Note 1) - - 1.5 - - 2.5
1.0 mA '" IR '" 20 mA. TA = +25·C - - 10 - - 20

TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) - - 20 - - 25

Reverse Dynamic Impedance Z n
IR = 100 pA. TA = +25·C - 0.2 0.6 - 0.4 1.0

TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) - - 1.5 - - 1.5

Average Temperature Coefficient dV(BR)/ - 20 - - 20 - ppml"C
20 pA '" IR '" 20 mA, TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) dT

Wideband Noise (RMS) n - 120 - - 120 - IJ.V
IR = 100 pA. 10 Hz '" f '" 10 kHz

Long Term Stability S - 20 - - 20 - ppm/kHR
IR = 100 pA. TA = +25·C ±0.1·C
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® MOTOROLA

A precIsion band-gap voltage refer4nce. designed for critical
instrumentation and D/A converter alPpttCatlons. This Unit 15

designed to work with Motorola MC1506. MC1508, and MC3510
D/A converters, and MC14433 A/D systems. Low temperature drift
is a prime design consideration.

• Output Voltage: 2.5 V -'-25 mV
• Input Voltage Range ~ 4.5 V to 40 V
• Quiescent Current: 1.2 mA tyO
• Output Current: 10 mA
• Temperature Coefficient: 10 ppm/oC typ
• Guaranteed Temperature Drift Speclfi ation
• Equivalent to AD580
• Standard 8-Pln DIP Package

Typical Applications

• Voltage Reference for 8-12 Bit D/A Converters
• Low TC Zener Repla~ement
• High Stability C"rrent Reference
• Voltmeter System Reference

MAXIMUM RATINGS IT A 0 25°C unless oth",w,~e noted)

Rating Symbol Value Unit
Input Voltage VI 40 V

Storage Temperature T" -6510150 °c
JunctIon Temperature TJ ' 175 °c

Operating AmbIent Temeprature Range TA
MCI50J,A -551o '125 °c
MC140J,A o to .•.70 °c

MC1403,A
MC1503,A

PRECISION LOW·VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

LASER TRIMMED
SILICON MONOLITHIC
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

USUFFIX •
CERAMIC PACKAGE

I
CASE 693

EJ
Temperature

Range

-55 to .12SoC
-55 to + 12SoC

o to +70 C

o to +70 C

Ceramic DIP
C.ramic DIP
Ceramic DIP

Ceramic DIP

MC1503U

MC1503AU

MC1403U

MC1403AU

PROVIDING THE REFERENCE CURRENT
FOR MOTOROLA MONOLITHIC D/A CONVErTERS

-,
I
I
I
I
I

- -l

The MC1403/1503 makes an Ideal refe~ence tor the
Motorola monolithIc O/A converters. The 'rC1406/1506.
MC140B/I50B, MCJ410/J510 and MCJ408 D/A conve,te,s all
requIre a stable current reference of nominal! 2.0 mA. This
can be easily obtained from the MC140311503 With the
addItion of a series resistor, Al.·A variable )esistor. A2. is

recommended to provide means for full-scale adtust on the
O/A converter.

The resistor A3 jmproves temperature performance by
matching the Impedance on both inputs of the O/A reference
amplifier. The capacitor decouples any noise present on the
reference line. It is essential If the O/A converter IS located any
appreciable dIstance from the reference.

A Single MC1403/1503 reference can provide the reqUired
current input for up to five of the monolithiC O/A converters.



~
Ch.rKt.,iltic Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

Output Voltoge Vo 2.475 2.50 2.525 V
110 ~ OmA)

Temper.ture Coefficient of Output Voltage AVO/AT ppm/oC
MC1503 - - 55
MC1503A - - 25
MC1403 - 10 40
MC1403A - 10 25

Output VollOge Change AVO mV
lover specified temperature rangel
MCI503

I-55°C to +1250C - - 25
MCI503A - - 11
MC1403

10°C to +70°C
- - 7.0

MC1403A - - 4.4

Line Aegul.tion Aegin mV
115V C; VI <; 4OV) - 1.2 4.5
(4.5 V C; VI <; 15 V) - 0.6 3.0

Load Regulation Regload - - 10 mV
{O mA < 10 < 10 mAl

Quiescent Current II - 1.2 1.5 mA
110' OmAI



FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL CHANGE IN Vout versus Vi"
(NORMALIZED TO Vi" = 15 V @ TC = 250CI
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3-1/2-DIGIT VOLTMETER - COMMON ANODE
DISPLAYS, FLASHING OVER RANGE

An example of a 3-1/2-digit voltmeter using the
MC14433 is shown in the circtlit diagram of Figure 8.
The reference voltage for the system uses an MC1403
2.5 V reference IC. The full scale potentiometer can
calibrate for a lull scale of 199.9 mV or 1.999 V. When
switching from 2 V to 200 mV operation, RI is also
changed, as shown on the diagram.

When using RC equal to 300 kSl, the clock frequency
for the system is about 66 kHz. The resulting conversion
time is approXimately 250 ms.

When the input is overrange, the display flashes on
and off_ The flashing rate is one-half the conversion rate_

ThiS is done by diViding the EOC pulse rate by 2 with
1/2 MC14013B flip-flop and blanking the display using
the blanking input of the MC14543B.

The display uses an LED display with common anode
digit lines driven with an MC14543B decoder and an
MC1413 LED driver. The MC1413 contains 7 Darlington
transistor drivers and resistors to drive the segments 01
the display_ The digit drive is provided by four MPS-A 12
Darlington transistors operating in an emitter-follower
configuration. The MC14543B, MC14013B and LED
displays are referenced to VEE via pin 13 of the MC14433.
This places the full power supply voltage across the
display. The current for the display may be adjusted by
the value of the segment resistors shown as 150 ohms
in Figure 8.

EJ

• AI '" 470 kfi for 2 V Range

AI '" 27 kO for 200 mV Range
• -Mylar Capacitor

7 10
6 11

5 ; 12

4 U 13

~ 14

15

16

200n
MPS.A 12 Plus Sign

MPS·
Al2

(4)



® MOTOROLA MC1408
MC1508

Specifications and Applications
Information

EIGHT-BIT MULTIPLYING
DIGITAL·TO·ANALOG

CONVERTER
EIGHT-BIT MULTIPLYING

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER
designed for use where the output current is a linear product

of an eight-bit digital wo'rd and an analog input voltage.

• Eight-Bit Accuracy Available in Both Temperature Ranges
Relative Accuracy: ±0.19% Error maximum
(MC1408L8. MC1408P8. MC1508L8)

• Fast Settling Time - 300 ns typical

• Noninverting Digital Inputs are MTTL and
CMOS Compatible

• Output Voltage Swing - +0.4 V to -5.0 V

• High-Speed Multiplying Input
Slew Rate 4.0 mA/ps

• Standard Supply Voltages: +5.0 V and
-5.0 V to -15 V

SILICON MONOLITHIC
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

..-
LSUFFIX _

CERAMIC PACKAGE
CASE 620 16

1

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 648

<t

i 0
f--
Z
w
a:
a:
:J
u 1.0
f--
:J
0-
f--
:J
o
02.0

• Tracking A-to-D Converters

• Successive Approximation A-to-D Converters

• 21/2 Digit Panel Meters and DVM's

• Waveform Synthesis

• Sample and Hold

• Peak Detector

• Programmable Gain and Attenuation

• CRT Character Generation

• Audio Digitizing and Decoding

• Programmable Power Supplies

• Analog-Digital Multiplication

• Digital-Digital Multiplication

• Analog·Digital Division

• Digital Addition and Subtraction

• Speech Compression and Expansion

• Stepping Motor Drive



Rating Symbol Value Unit

Power Supply Voltage VCC +5.5 Vdc

Vee -16.5

Digital Input Voltage V5 thru V12 o to +5.5 Vdc

Applied OutPut Voltage Va +0.5,-5.2 Vdc

Reference Current 114 5.0 rnA

Reference Amplifier Inputs V14,V15 Vcc,Vee Vdc

Operating Temperature Range TA °c
MC1508 -55 to +125
MC1408 o to +75

Storage Temperature Range Tstg . -65 to +150 °c

Vre!
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (VCC = +5.0 Vdc, Vee = -15 Vdc, Ri4 = 2.0 mA, MC150SLS: TA = -55°C to +1250C.

MC 1408L Series: T A = 0 to +75°C unless otherwise noted. All digital inputs at h'lgh logic level. I

Characteristic Figure Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

Relative Accuracy (Error relative to full scale '0) 4 er %
MC150SLS, MC140SLS, MC140SP8 - - ±0.19

Settling Time to within .1/2 LSS(includes tpLH)(T A=+250CISee Note 5 ts - 300 - ns

Propagation Delay Time 5 tPLH,tPHL - 30 100 ns
TA = +250C

OutPut Full Scale Current Drift TCIO - -20 - PPM/oC

Digital Input Logic Levels IMSS) 3 Vdc
High Level, Logic "1" VIH 2.0 - -
Low Level, Logic "0" VIL - - O.S

Digital Input Current IMSS) 3 mA
High Level, VIH = 5.0 V IIH - 0 0.04
Low Level, VIL = O.S V IlL - -0.4 -O.S

Reference Input Bias Current (Pin 15) 3 115 - -1.0 -5.0 IlA

Output Current Range 3 lOR mA
Vee = -5.0 V 0 2.0 2.1
Vee = -15 V, TA = 25°C 0 2.0 4.2

Output Current 3 10 mA
Vre! = 2.000 V, R 14 = 1000 n 1.9 1.99 2.1

Output Current 3 10lmin) - 0 4.0 IlA
(All bitslowl

OutPut Voltage Compliance (er :<;0.19% at TA = +250C) 3 Va Vdc
Pin 1 grounded - - -0.55, +0.4
Pin 1 open, Vee below -10 V - - -5.0, +0.4

Reference Current Slew Rate 6 SR Ire! - 4.0 - mAills

Output Current Power Supply Sensitivity PSRR(-) - 0.5 2.7 IlAIV

Power Supply Current 3 ICC - +13.5 +22 mA
(All bitslowl lee - -7.5 -13

Power Supply Voltage Range 3 VCCR +4.5 +5.0 +5.5 Vdc
ITA = +250CI VeeR -4.5 -15 -16.5

Power Dissipation 3 PD mW
All bits low

Vee = -5.0 Vdc - 105 170
Vee = -15 Vdc - 190 305

All bits high
Vee = -5.0 Vdc - 90 -
Vee = -15 Vdc - 160 -



A14=A15=lk
Vraf '" +2.0 V

C = 15 pF

{ A 1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A 7 AS

10 = K 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 64 + 128 + 256'}
where K :;:;:V ref

R14

12·Bit

D·to·A
Converter

M$B 14

5

6

7

S

9

10

11

12

LSS

TRANSIENT a
RESPONSE

-100
mV

eo ::::::l::n~i.me
(All bits switched

low to high)



FIGURE 6 - REFERENCE CURRENT SLEW
RATE MEASUREMENT
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The maximum power consumption an integrated circuit
can tolerate at a given operating ambient temperature, can
be found from the equation:

TJ(max) - T A
PD(T A) = ROJA(TyP)

Where: PD(T A) = Power Dissipation allowable at a given

operating ambient temperature. This must be greater than
the sum of the products of the supply voltages ·and supply
currents at the worst case operating condition.

T J(max) = Maximum Operating Junction Temperature
as listed in the Maximum Ratings Section

T A = Maximum Desired Operating Ambient
Temperature

ROJA(TyP! = Typical Thermal Resistance Junction to
Ambient

Al

A2

A3 (-) Vrel~
A6

A6

A1

AS

~~
~l

~-#! J- ~
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FIGURE 9 - MC1408. MC1508 SERIES EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

DIGITAL INPUTS

REFERENCE
CURRENT

AMPLIFIER

, 2
OUTPUT GND
RANGE

CONTROL

The MCl408 consists of a reference current amplifier, an
R·2R ladder, and eight high-speed current switches. For many
'applications. only a reference resistor and reference voltage need
be added.

The switches afe noninverting in operation, therefore a high
state on the input turns on the specified output current component.
The switch uses current steering for high speed. and a termination
amplifier consisting of an active load gain stage with unitY gain
feedback. The termination amplifier holds the parasitic capacitance
of the ladder at a constant voltage during switching, and provides

a low impedance termination of equal voltage for all legs of
the ladder.

The R-2R ladder divides the reference amplifier current into
binarily·related components, which are fed to the switches. Note
that there is always a remainder current which is equal to the
least significant bit. This current is shunted to ground, and the
maximum output current is 255/256 of the reference amplifier
current. or 1.992 mA for a 2.0 mA reference amplifier current
if the NPN current source pair is perfectly matched.



Reference Amplifier Drive and Compensation

The reference amplifier provides a voltage at pin 14 for con·
verting the reference voltage to a current, and a turn·around circuit
or current mirror for feeding the ladder. The reference amplifier
input current, 114, must always flow into pin 14 regardless of the
setup method or reference voltage polaritY.

Connections for a positive reference voltage are shown in Figure
7. The reference voltage source supplies the full current 114. For
bip~ar reference signals, as in the multiplying mode, R15 can be
tied to a negative voltage corresponding to the minimum input
level. It is possi~e to eliminate R15 with only a small sacrifice
in accuracy and temperature drift. Another method for bipolar
inputs is shown in Figure 25.

The compensation capacitor value must be increased with in-
creases in R 14 to maintain proper phase margin; for R 14 values
of La, 2.5 and 5.0 kilohms, minimum capacitor values are 15,
37, and 75 pF. The capacitor should be tied to VEE as this in·
creases negative supply rejection.

A negative reference voltage may be used if R14 is grounded
and the reference voltage is applied to R15 as shown in Figure 8.
A high input impedance is the main advantage of this method.
Compensation involves a capacitor to Vee on pin 16, using the
values of the previous paragraph. The negative reference voltage
must be at least 3.0·volts above the Vee supply. Bip~ar input
signals may be handled by connecting R 14 to a positive reference
voltage equal to the peak positive input level at pin 15.

When a dc reference voltage is used, capacitive bypass to ground
is recommended. The 5.0·V logic supply is not recommended as
a reference voltage. If a well regulated 5.o-V supply which drives
logic is to be used as the reference, R14 should be decoupled by
connecting it to +5.0 V through another resistor and bypassing
the junction of the two resistors with 0.1 IotF to ground. For
reference voltages greater than 5.0 V, a clamp diode is reoommen·
ded between pin 14 and ground.

If pin 14 is driven by a high impedance such as a transistor
current source, none of the above compensation methods apply
and the amplifier must be heavily compensated, decreasing th.e
overall bandwidth.

Output Volt8\le Renge

The volta~ on pin 4 is restricted to a range of -0.55 to +0.4
volts at +25 C, due to the current switching methods employed
in the MC1408. When a current switch is turned "off". the posi·
tive voltage on the output terminal can turn "on" the output
diode and increase the output current level. When a current switch
is turned "on", the negative output voltage range is restricted.
The base of the termination circuit Darlington transistor is one
diode voltage below ground when pin 1 is grounded, so a negative
voltage below the specified safe level will drive the low current
device of the Darlington into saturation, decreasing the output
current level.

The negative output voltage compliance of the MCl408 may
be extended to -5.0 V volts by opening the circuit at pin 1. The
negative supply voltage must be more ne9Btive than -10 volts.
Using a full scale current of 1.992 mA and load resistor of 2.5
kilohms bebWen pin 4 and ~ound will yteld a voltage output
of 256 levels between 0 and -4.9BO IIOlts. Floeting pin 1 does
not affect the converter speed or power dissipation. However, the
value of the load resistor determines the switching time due to
increased voltage swing. Values of Rl up to 500 ohms do not sig·
nificantly affect performance, but a 2.5-kilohm load increases
"worst case" settling time to 1.2 lotS(when all bits are switched on).

Refer to the subsequent text section on Settling Time for more
details on output loading.

If a power supply value between -5.0 V and -10 V is desired,
a voltage of between 0 and -5.0 V may be applied to pin 1. The
value of this voltage will be the maximum allowable negative out·
put swing.

Output Current Range

The output current maximum rating of 4.2 mA may be used
only for negative supply voltages typically more negative than
-8.0 volts, due to the increased voltage drop across the 350·ohm
resistors in the reference current amplifier.

Accuracy

Absolute accuracy is the measure of each output current level
with respect to its intended value, and is dependent upon relative
accuracy and full scale current drift. Relative accuracy is the
measure of each output current level as a fraction of the full scale
current. The relative accuracy of the MC140a is essentially
constant with temperature due to the excellent temperature track-
ing of the monolithic resistor ladder. The reference current may
drift with temperature, causing a change in the absolute accuracy
of output current. However. the MC1408 has a very low full
scale current drift with temperature.

The MC140B/MC150B Sories is gueranteed accurate to with·
in ± 1/2 LSB at +250C at a full scale output current of 1.992 mA.
This corresponds to a reference amplifier output current drive to
the ladder network of 2.0 mA, with the loss of one LSB = 8.0 IJA
which is the ladder remainder shunted to ~ound. The input current
to pin 14 has a guaranteed value of between 1.9 and 2.1 mA,
allowing some mismatch in the NPN current source pair. The
accuracy test circuit is shown in Figure 4. The 12·bit converter
is calibrated for a full scale output current of 1.992 mA. This is
an optional step since the MC1408 accuracy is essentially the
same between 1.5 end 2.5 mA. Then the MCI408 circuits' full
scale current is trimmed to the same value with R 14 so that a zero
value appears at the error amplifier output. The counter is activated
and the error band may be displayed on an oscilloscope. detected
by comparators, or stored in a peak detector.

Two 8·bit D·to·A converters may not be used to construct a
16·bit accurate D·to-A converter. 16·bit accuracy implies a total
error of ±1/2 of one part in 65, 536. or ±0.OOO76%, which is much
more accurate than the ±.O.l9% specification provided by the
MCI40BxB.

Multiplying Accuracy

The MCI40B may be used in the multiplying mode with
eight·bit accuracy vvhen the reference current is varied over a range
of 256: 1. The major source of error is the bias current of the
termination amplifier. Under "worst case" conditions, these eight
amplifiers can contribute a total of 1.6 iotA extra current at the
output terminal. If the reference current in the multiplying mode
ranges from 16 iotA to 4.0 mA, the 1.6 iotA contributes an error
of 0.1 LSB. This is well within eight.t>it accuracy referenced to
4.0mA.

A monotonic converter is one which supplies an increase in
current for each increment in the binary word. Typically, the
MC1408 is monotonic for all values of reference current above
0.5 mA. The recommended range for operation with a de reference
current is 0.5 to 4.0 mA.



Settling Time

The "worst case" switching condition occurs when all bits are
switched "on", which corresponds to a low-to-high transition for
all bits. This time is typically 300 ns for settling to within ±1/2
LSB, for B-bit accuracy, and 200 ns to 1/2 LSB for 7 and 6-bit
accuracy. The turn off is typically under 100 ns. These times
apply when R L .;;;500 ohms and Co .;;;25 pF.

The slowest single switch is the least significant bit. which turns
"on" and settles in 250 ns and turns "off" in 80 ns. In applica-
tions where the D-to-A converter functions in a positive-going
ramp mode, the "worst case" switching condition does not occur,
and a settling time of less than 300 ns may be realized. Bit A7
turns "on" in 200 ns and "off" in 80 ns, while bit A6 turns "on"
in 150 ns and "off" in 80 ns.

The test circuit of Figure 5 requires a smaller voltage swing for
the current switches due to internal voltage clamping in the MC-
1408. A 1.0-kilohm load resistor from pin 4 to ground gives
a typical settling time of 400 ns. Thus, it is voltage swing and not
the output RC time constant that determines settling time for
most applications.

Extra care must be taken in board layout since this is usually
the dominant factor in satisfactory test results when measuring
settling time. Short leads, 100 IJF supply bypassing for low fre-
quencies, and minimum scope lead length are all mandatory.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
IVcc = +5.0 V, VEE = -15 V, T A = +250C unless otherwise noted. I

FIGURE 11 - TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC versus TEMPERATURE
(AS thru AS thresholds lie within range for A 1 thru A4)
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
(VCC -== +5.0 V, VEE = -15 V, TA = +250C unless otherwise noted.)

FIGURE 15 - TYPICAL POWER SUPPLY CURRENT
FIGURE 14 - REFERENCE INPUT FREQUENCY RESPONSE versus TEMPERATURE (all bits lowl
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Voltage outputs of a larger magnitude are obtainable with this
circuit which uses an external operational amplifier as a current
to voltage converter. This configuration automatically keeps the
output of the MC1408 at ground potential and the operational
amplifier can generate a positive voltage limited only by its positive
supply voltage. Frequency response and settling time are primarily
determined by the characteristics of the operational amplifier. In
addition, the operational ampl ifier must be compensated for unity
gain, and in some casesovercompensation may be desirable.

Note that this configuration results in a positive output voltage
only, the magnitude of which is dependent on the digital input.

The following circuit shows how the MLM301AG can be used
in a feedforward mode resulting in a full scale settling time on
the order of 2.0 jJ.S.

An alternative method is to use the MC 1539G and input com-
pensation. Res\X>nseof this circuit is also on the order of 2.0J,.Ls.
See Motorola Application Note AN-459 for more details on this
concept.

(Resistor ann

d,ode optional

see text)

The output voltage range for this circuit is 0 volts to BVCBO
of the transistor. If pin 1 is left open, the transistor base may be
grounded, eliminating both the resistor and the diode. Variations
in beta must be considered for wide temperature range applica-
tions. An inverted output waveform may be obtained by using a
load resistor from a positive reference voltage to the collector of
the transistor. Also, high-speed operation is possible with a large
output voltage swing, because pin 4 is held at a constant voltage.
The resistor (R) to Vee maintains the transistor emitter voltage
\M1en all bits are "off" and insures fast turn-on of the least
significant bit.

Combined Output Amplifier and Voltage Reference

For many of its applications the MC1408 requires a reference
voltage and an operational amplifier. Normally the operational
amplifier is used as a current to voltage converter and its output
need only go positive. With the popular MC1723G voltage regula-
tor both of these functions are provided in a single package with
the added bonus of up to 150 mA of output current. See Figure
21. The MC1723G uses both a positive and negative power supply.
The reference voltage of the MC1723G is then developed with
respect to the negative voltage and appears as a common·mode
signal to the reference amplifier in the D-to-A converter. This
allows use of its output amplifier as a classic current-to-voltage
converter with the non-inverting input grounded.

Since ±15 V and +5.0 V are normally available in a combina-
tion digital-to-analog system, only the -5.0 V need be developed.
A resistor divider is sufficiently accurate since the allowable range
on pin 5 is from -2.0 to -8.0 volts. The 5.0 kilohm pulldown
resistor on the amplifier output is necessary for fast negative
transitions.

Full scale output may be increased to as much as 32 volts by
increasing RO and raising the +15 V supply voltage to 35 V maxi-
mum. The resistor divider should be altered to comply with the
maximum limit of 40 volts across the MC1723G. Co may be
decreased to maintain the same RoCa product if maximum speed
is desired.



Programmable Power Supply

The circuit of Figure 21 can be used as a digitally programmed
power supply by the addition of thumbwheel switches and a BCD·
to-binary converter. The output voltage can be scaled in several
ways, including 0 to +25.5 volts in 0.1-volt increments, ±O.05 volt;
or 0 to 5.1 volts in 20 mV increments, ± 10 mV.

A7

A8
LS8

VEE -15 V

AO
Vo-Vret-;;-;{A}

Settling time for a 10-lIolt step ~ 1.0 ~s

bIPOlar or Negative Output Voltage
The circuit of Figure 22 is a variation from the standard volt-

age output circuit and will produce bipolar outPut signals. A
positive current may be sourced into the summing node to offset
the output voltage in the negative direction. For example, if
approximately 1.0 mA is used a bipolar outPut signal results which
may be described as a a-bit "1'5" complement offset binary. Vref
may be used as this auxiliary reference. Note that RO has been
doubled to 10 kilohm. because of the anticipated 20 V(p-pl
ou tpu t range.

'5 V
Vcc -15 V

VEE

Vref [A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 A8] Vref
Va = - IRO) -+-+-+-+-+ -+- +- - - 1RO)

R14 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 RS

VEE
VCC -15 V
'5 V

For a ±'5.0 I/Oit output range:

V ref - -5.00 IIOltS
R14" R15 - 2.5 kn

Coo 37 pF (minI
RO - 5 kO

Decrease RO to 2.5 kn for a 0 to -5.0-volt output range.
This application provides somewhat lower speed, 8. previousJv
discussed in the Output Voltage Range section of the Genen.1
Information.



Polarity Switching Circuit, 8-Bit Magnitude
Plus Sign D-to-A Converter

Bipolar outputs may also be obtained by using a polarity switch·
ing circuit. The circuit of Figure 24 gives 8-bit magnitude plus
a sign bit. In this configuration the operational amplifier is switched
between a gain of +1.0 and -1.0. Although another operational
amplifier is required, no more space is taken when a dual operational
amplifier such as the MC1558G is used. The transistor should be
selected for a very low saturation voltage and resistance.

From Vo
Output

Op-Ampl

Programmable Gain Amplifier or Digital Attenuato·r

When used in the multiplying mode the MC1408 can be
applied as a digital attenuator. See Figure 25. One advantage of
this technique is that if RS = 50 ohms, no compensation capacitor
is needed. The small and large signal bandwidths are now identical
and are shown in Figure 14.

The best frequency response is obtained by not allowing 114
to reach zero. Howev.er, the high impedance node, pin 16, is
clamped to prevent saturation and .insure fast recovery when the
current through R14 goes to zero. RS can be set for a.±1.0 mA
variation in relation to '14. 114 can never be negative.

The output current is always unipolar. The quiescent de output
current level changes with the digital word which makes ac coupling
necessary.

The MC1408 can be used to read out the status of BCD or
binary registers or counters in a digital control system. The current
output can be used to drive directly an analog panel meter. Ex·
ternal meter shunts may be necessary if a meter of less than 2.0
mA full scale is used. Full scale calibration can be done by adjust-
ing R14 or Vref.

.
Observe internal meter

resistance (for pin 4

voltage swing)

EJ
Vret 2 MC1741G.-

R142 MC1408

R152 Me 1508
IS

I'·------------ R.
• A

~
Vret 1 ,.

R141 Me 1408
R151 IS

Me 1608
Va

IO=OIOl-I02'=~
R141

Digital SubUeetion:

Let V ref_~ V ref ~

R141 R142



This digital subtraction application is useful for indicating when
one digital word is approaching another in value. More information
is available than with a digital comparator.

Bipolar inputs can be accepted by using any of the previously
described methods. or applied differentially to R 141 and R142
or R151 and R152. Vo will be a bipolar signal defined by the
above equation. Note that the circuit shown accepts bipolar differ-
ential signals but does not have a negative common·mode range.
A very useful method is to connect R141 and R142 to a positive
reference higher than the most positive input. and drive R151 and
R1S2. This yields high input impedance. bipolar differential and
common-mode range.

In a character generation system one MC1408 circuit uses 8

fixed reference voltage and its digital input defines the starting
point for a stroke, The second converter circuit has a ramp input
for the reference and its digital input defines the slope of the
stroke. Note that this approach does not result in a 16-bit D-to-A
converter (see Accuracy Sectionl.

Vo (load sensitive)

(256)
VO(max) • - 256-

VO(max)" 0 to -5.0 \JOlts

Fast rise and fall times require the use of high-speed switching
transistors for the differential pair, 04 and as, Linear ramps and
sine waves may be generated by the appropriate reference input.

Current pulses. ramps. staircases, and sine waves may be genera·
ted by the appropriate digital and reference inputs. This circuit is
especially useful in curve tracer applications.



This circuit yields the inverse of a digital word scaled by a
constant. For minimum error over the range of operation. 10 can
be set at 16 IlA so that 114 will have a maximum value of 3.984
mA for a digital bit input configuration of .oo001סס0

Compensation is necessary for loop stability and depends on
the tYpe of operational amplifier used. If a standard 1.0 MHz
operational amplifier is employed. it should be overcompensated
when possible. If the MC1733, MC1520 or any other wideband
amplifier are used, the reference amplifier should always be
overcompensated.

102· i,~;1 sf
if R14, • R142

Vref "0 '02Vo ~
R141

4
15

13
VCC VCC
VEE

C 3pF

R142

200

R15

~ ~
A B

Since AO '" R142 and K "" Vref
R141

110 2 '" K {A ~ {B} I K can be an analog variable.



Two a-bit, D-to·A converters can be used to build a two digit
BCD D-to-A or A-to-D converter. If both outputs feed the virtual
ground of an operational amplifier, 10.1 current scaling can be
achieved with a resistive current divider. If current output is de-
sired, the units may be operated at full scale current levels of

4.0 mA and 0.4 mA with the outputs connected to sum the currents.
The error of the D-to-A converter handling the least significant bits
will be scaled down by a factor of ten.

4
R14 12

vref 11
R15 14 10

MC1408 9

MCl508 8
13

VEE 7
6
5

The Circuit shown is a simple counter-
ramp converter. An UP/DOWN counter
and dual threshold comparator can be
used to provide faster operation and con-
tinuous conversion.

LSB MSB'-----y--------
C

C = Vin/RO

Vref/R14



® MOTOROLA

8·BIT MPU BUS·COMPATIBLE
HIGH SPEED A·TO·D CONVERTER

The MC6108 is a microprocessor compatible, 8-bit, high speed
analog-to-digital converter. Included are a precision reference,
DAC, comparator, SAR, matched scale resistors, 3-state output
buffers, and control logic. Conversion can be completed in under
2.0 !-'s and input voltage ranges of 0 to + 10 V, 0 to + 5.0 V, and
- 5.0 to + 5.0 V can be converted without additional external com-
ponents. With appropriate external resistors, the converter can
accommodate other input voltage ranges. 8-bit linearity and
monotonic operation with no missing codes are guaranteed over
temperature. Bus compatibility is provided for by the 3-state out-
puts (latches not required).

The MC6108 conversion time' is short enough to allow most
microprocessors to accept the data immediately after requesting
a conversion. Applications include process control systems, servo
control.systems, waveform storage, signal processing, and others.

This device is functionally and pin compatible with the AM61 08.

• 1.8!-,s Conversion Time (Guaranteed)

• Microprocessor Compatible - Connect Directly to Data Bus

• Trimmed Internal Voltage Reference

• 0.1% Nonlinearity (Typ)

• Low Operating Voltage (+ 5.0 V, - 5.2 V)

• Internal Matched Gain, Reference, and Offset Resistors

• Pin Programmable Natural Binary or Two's Complement

• Conversion Complete Available as Interrupt or on Data Bus

• Max Power Dissipation - 415 mW

Compen-
A Gnd salion Vref

26 27 25

BLOCK DIAGRAM
Ref
In Rin Roft
23 20 22

-Comp T;;
18 21

Gain
R
24

12101511141316 29
CS CC Clk S DI R CodeSel LSB MSB

ST

111
1 28 17

VCC VEE D Gnd

8-BIT
MPU BUS·COMPATIBLE

HIGH SPEED A·TO·D
CONVERTER

SILICON MONOLITHIC
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 710-02

VCC 28

LSB DO

D5

D6

MSB D7

CC
S

CS
R

D/ST 14



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
(Voltages referred to D. Gnd except where noted)

Parameter Value Units

VCC (Pin 1) -0.3, + 7.0 V

VEE (Pin 28) +0.3, -7.0 V

Max Differential (VCC- VEE) 12 V

Digital Inputs (Pins 11-16) -0.5, +6.0 V

A. Gnd (Pin 26) ±1.0 V

Input Current @ Ref In, Gain R 3.0 mA

Voltage @ Gain R VCC,VEE V

Voltage @ Rin, Roff ±12 V

Voltage @ +Comp, -Comp, 10 -2.5, +12 V

Voltage @ DO-D7 (in 3-state mode) -0.5, +6.0 V

Junction Temperature -65, + 150 ·C

RECOMMENDED OPERATING LIMITS
(Voltages referred to D. Gnd except where notedl

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units

Power Supply Voltage VCC 4.75 5.0 5.25 V

VEE -5.46 -5.2 -4.94 V

Analog Ground AGnd -0.1 0 0.1 V

Vref Current IVref 0 - 5.0 mA

Voltage @ Gain R - 1.25 2.5 5.0 V

Ref In Current Iref 0.5 1.0 2.0 mA

Voltage @ Rin Vin -8.0 - 10 V

Voltage @ Roff Voff -8.0 - 10 V

Clock Frequency felk 0 - 5.0 MHz

Voltage @ -Comp - 0 0 4.0 V

Voltage @ 10 - -1.0 0 +5.0 V

Digital Input Voltage - 0 - 5.25 V

Ambient Temperature TA 0 - +70 ·C

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS (VCC ~ +5.0 V, ±5.0%, VEE ~ -5.2 V, ±5.0%, 0 < TA < 70·C, Clk = 5.0 MHz,
Vref connected to Gain R, unless otherwise noted.)

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units

Resolution Res 8.0 - 8.0 Bits

Monotonicity Mon GUARANTEED

Differential Non-Linearity DNl - ±1/4 ±3/4 lSB

Integral Non-Linearity (Unipolar) INLU - ±1/4 ±1/2 lSB

Integral Non-Linearity (Bipolar) INlB - ±1/4 ±3/4 lSB

Unipolar Gain Error (Vin = 0 to + 5.0 V @ Pin 22) UGER - - ±2-1/2 lSB

Unipolar Gain Error (Vin = 0 to + 10 V @ Pin 20) UGER - - ±2-1/2 lSB

Unipolar Offset Error (D7-DO = OOHto 01H) UOFF - - ±1.0 lSB

Bipolar Gain Error (Vin = - 5.0 to + 5.0 V @ Pin 20) BGER - - ±2-1/2 lSB

Bipolar Zero Error (D7-DO = 7FH to 80H) BZER - - ±1-1/2 lSB

Bipolar Offset Error ID7-DO = OOHto 01HI BOFF - - ±2-1/2 lSB



Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units

10Full Scale Current (07-00 = FFH. TA = 25°C) (See Text "OAC") IFS 3.1 3.992 4.9 mA

10Zero Scale Current (07-00 = FFH. TA = 25°C) (See Text "OAC") IZS -5.0 - +5.0 p.A

10Zero Scale Current (07-00 = OOH.TA = 25°C) (See Text "OAC") IZS 3.0 7.8 13 p.A

10Full Scale Current (07-00 = OOH.TA = 25°C) (See Text "OAC") IFS 3.1 3.984 4.9 mA

OAC Current Gain (See Text "OAC") GOAC 3.92 4.0 4.08 -
Gain Sensitivity to VCC Variations PSSVCC - ±0.01 ±0.2 %FS

(4.75 < VCC < 5.25 V. VEE = - 5.2 V)

Gain Sensitivity to VEE Variations PSSVEE - ±0.02 ±0.2 %FS
(-5.46 < VEE < -4.94 V. VCC = +5.0 V)

Pin 25 Voltage (lref = -1.0 mA. VCC = + 5.0. VEE = -5.2) Vref 2.475 2.5 2.525 V

Temperature Coefficient TC - ±20 - ppmfC

Load Regulation (- 1.0 mA < Iref < - 5.0 mAl Regload - ±0.05 ±0.2 %Vref

Line Regulation (4.75 < VCC < 5.25 V) Regline - ±0.02 ±0.2 %Vref

Noise (fn = 10 kHz to 1.0 MHz. TA = 25°C) - - 20 - !-LVrms

Short Circuit Current (TA = 25°C) IRSC -30 -20 -5 mA

VCC Current (Outputs unloaded) ICC 5.0 20 27 mA

VEE Current (Outputs unloaded) lEE -50 -38 -5 mA

Power Oissipation (Outputs unloaded) Po - 300 415 mW

Input Resistance @ Gain R (Pin 24) RGR - 2.5 - kfi

Input Resistance @ Rin (Pin 20) RRI 1.75 2.5 3.25 kfi

Input Resistance @ Roff (Pin 22) RRO - 1.25 - kfi

Reference Input Offset Voltage (Pin 23-26) Refoff -10 - +10 mV

Comparator Input Clamp Voltage Vclamp ±0.4 ±0.8 ±1.3 V
(4.0 mA through the back-to-back diodes)

Input Capacitance @ + Comp (Pin 19) Cc - 20 - pF

Input Capacitance @ 10 (Pin 21) CI - 10 - pF

Input Capacitance @ Rin. Roff. Ref In. Gain R. - Compo - - 2.0 - pF

Input Voltage - High (Pins 11-16) VIH 2.0 - 5.25 V

Input Voltage - Low (Pins 11-16) VIL 0 - 0.8 V

Input Current @ 4.0 V (Pins 11-16) IIH - - 10 !-LA

Input Current @ 0 V (Pins 11-16) IlL - - 10 !-LA

Output Voltage - High (lOH = -400 !-LA.Pins 2-10) VOH 2.4 3.2 - V

Output Voltage - Low (lOL = 8.0 mA. Pins 2-10) VOL - 0.15 0.4 V

Short Circuit Current" (Pins 2-10. TA = 25°C) ISC -50 -25 - mA

Three-State Leakage (VO = 2.4 V. Pins 2-9) IHLK -20 - +20 !-LA
(VO = 0.4 V. Pins 2-9) ILLK -20 - +20

Capacitance (3-State Mode. Pins 2-9) Co - 7.0 - pF



TIMING CHARACTERISTICS (TA = 25°C, See System Timing Diagram)

Parameter I Symbol

S High After ClK High' tCKS 0 - - ns

S High Before ClK High' tss 25 - - ns

ClK low Time tCKl 50 - - ns

ClK High Time tCKH 50 - - ns

ClK Rise, Fall Time tr, tf - - 100 ns

CS, ClK, S Concurrent low Time' tST 50 - - ns

Clock Frequency fClK - - 5.0 MHz

CC High from S, CS, or ClK low tscc - 25 55 ns

Data to 3-State from S, and ClK low" tsz - 25 55 ns

CC low from ClK High tCKCC - 15 40 ns

Data Valid from ClK High" tCKDV - 25 50 ns

Data Valid from CS low" tCSDV - 25 40 ns

Data to 3-State from CS High" tcsz - 20 40 ns

Data Valid from R low" tRDV - 20 40 ns

Data to 3-State from R High" tRZ - 20 40 ns

07 to Status from D/ST low" tDSTS - 20 40 ns

07 to Data from D/ST High" tDSTD - 20 40 ns

07 to Status from R low" tRS - 20 40 ns

H-tCK~

/_1/fClK-j j--t-tCKH

CC
tCSDV I-; 1_tsz 1- tcsz 1-

~Oe~D~gure 1)~----------fl"" -----~@t9bf.4~---
OLD DATA

00-07
(See Figure 1) 3-STATE

NOTE: 00-07 timing measured at 2.0 and 0.8 volts when testing active outputs, and at 0.35 volts below VOH and 0.35 volts above VOL
when entering 3·state mode.



FIGURE 1 - DATA OUTPUT LOAD TEST CIRCUIT

~

2'OV

330 G

00-07

l' Oiodes = 1N914 or equivalent
Cl = 125 pF (total)

Typical
Function Pin Change Units

Vref 25 0020 ppmrC

OAC Current Gain - 008.0 ppmrC

10 Oynamic Impedance 21 +1.1 %rC

Reference Input Offset 23-26 0020 ,...vrc

Resistance @ Rin, Roff, Gain R 20,22,24 +0.1 %rC

Symbol Pin Description

VCC 1 To be connected to a 5.0 volts (005.0%)supply.

00-07 2-9 TTL level data outputs capable of three-state mode. Pin 2 is the LSB, Pin 9 is the MSB.
Pin 9 can also indicate conversion status.

CC 10 Conversion Complete. TTL level output. High indicates conversion in progress, low
indicates conversion complete and valid data at the outputs. This output does not have
three-state capability ..

S 11 Start conversion - TTL Input. Taking S low (with Clock and Chip Select low) resets the
SAR. Taking S high allows the conversion to start.

CS 12 Chip Select - TTL Input. When low, a conversion may be initiated or data read at the
outputs. When high, data outputs are in the three-state mode, and other digital inputs are
ignored.

R 13 Read- TTL Input. When low, data may be read at 00-07. When high, 00-07 are in
three-state condition.

O/ST 14 Oata/Status - TTL Input. When high, 00-07 provide normal data. When low, 07
indicates "Conversion Complete" status, while 00-06 are in three-state mode.

CLK 15 Clock - TTL Input. 0-5.0 MHz.

CodeSel 16 Code Select - TTL Input. When low, output data is in 2's complement format. When
high, output data is straight binary (offset binary when used in the bipolar mode).

O. Gnd 17 Oigital Ground. Connect to ground associated with digital side of the circuitry.

-Comp 18 Negative input of the comparator. Normally grounded, a voltage on this pin will provide
an offset of the input voltage range.

+Comp 19 Positive input of the comparator. Normally open, this pin may be used for input voltage
ranges other than 0-10 volts, or 005.0 volts.

Rin 20 The voltage to be converted to a digital equivalent is normally applied to this pin. A
nominal 2.5 kG resistor is internally connected from this pin to the comparator/OAC
output node.

10 21 Current flows into this pin, complementary in value to the OAC's normal current output
(10)' Normally grounded, it may be connected to a resistor to ground or a positive
voltage source in order to provide an analog output.



Symbol Pin Description

Roff 22 An input for the bipolar offset function. This input can also serve as an alternate voltage
input with half the range at Rin. A nominal 1.25 kfl resistor is internally connected from
this pin to the comparator/DAC output node. When not used this pin should be
grounded:

Ref In 23 DAC's reference input. Reference current may be supplied to the DAC through this pin
rather than through Pin 24. The DAC's full scale current is 4x the reference current.
Source impedance should be less than 10 kfl.

Gain R 24 Normally 2.5 volts (from pin 25) is applied to this pin to supply the 1.0 mA reference
current to the DAC. An internal 2.5 kfl resistor connects this pin to the DAC's reference
input.

Vref 25 Output of the internal precision 2.5 volt reference supply, it can supply up to 5.0 mA.
Normally used to supply the DAC's reference current and the bipolar offset current.

A. Gnd 26 Analog Ground. Connect to ground associated with the analog side of the circuitry.

Compen 27 Compensation for the reference supply regulator. Typically, a 0.01 /LFcapacitor is
connected from this pin to A. Gnd or to VEE.

VEE 28 To be connected to a - 5.2 volts (+ 5.0%) supply.

ANALOG SECTION

OAC (Refer to Figures 2 and 3)
The DAC generates an output current (lal which is

proportional to both the reference current and the digital
input presented to it by the Successive Approximation
Register (SAR), according to the following formula:

I - Iref x 4 x A + I
zs0- 256

where A is the binary digital code (0-255), and Izs is the
Zero scale current. 10flows into the DAC, never out. The
4x (± 2.0%) factor is a current gain built into the DAC.
For a nominal Iref of 1.0 mA, the maximum 10 (@A =
~55) !s ~.992 mA .(which i~dudes an Izs of 7.8 /LA). Izs
IS bUilt In so the first transition occurs when the signal
voltage (Vin) is 1/2 LSB above its minimum value. In
normal operation, 10 is supplied from the signal voltage
that is being converted to a digital code. Therefore, the
signal source must be capable of supplying up to 4.0
mA in the unipolar mode. Iref is the reference current
flowing in through either pin 23 or 24. See Figure 2 for
the basic unipolar configuration.

In the bipolar mode, an offset current of 2.0 mA is
supplied to the 10node (normally through Roff) in order
that Vin may be symmetrical about zero volts. The signal
source must be capable of sinking 2.0 mA when at the
negative extreme, and sourcing 2.0 mA when at the
positive extreme. See Figure 3 for the basic bipolar
configuration.

+Comp (Pin 19) is maintained dose to a virtual
ground after a conversion as long as -Camp (Pin 18)
is at ground. The voltage at +Comp varies (nominally
± 0.8 volts) during a conversion as the DAC forces dif-
ferent current values at 10 and will end up dose to zero
at the end of a conversion. Because of the varying volt-
age at + Comp, the current from the signal source and
the offset source (if used) will vary with each step of the
successive approximation sequence, necessitating that

V1 x Rx
1.6 V

where V1 = 1/2 LSB of the signal voltage, and
Rx = Resistance between the signal source and

Pin 19
(2.5 kD. if using Rin, 1.25 kD. if using Roff).

Normally Pin 19 is left open, although it may be used
as a path for the offset current, or the signal current (to
be digitized), with appropriate external resistors. See
the Applications Information for more details.

Iref flows into the DAC, never out, and should be be-
tween 0.5 mA and 2.0 mA to preserve linearity and ac-
curacy. Linearity specified in the Electrical Characteris-
tics is tested @ Iref of =1.0 mA. The reference input
stage is depicted in Figure 4. Normally Iref is supplied
by the MC6108's internal 2.5 volt reference (Pin 25)
through Gain R (Pin 24). If a separate voltage source is
used for the reference current, it must be free of noise
spikes, and ripple since the accuracy of a conversion i~
directly related to the quality and stability of the
reference.

SIGNAL VOLTAGE
The input signal voltage (to be digitized) is applied to

either Rin, Raft, or through an appropriate external re-
sistor to + Camp, such that current from the signal
source flows into the DAC's 10port. The preset ranges,
with Vref connected to Gain R are as follows:

Input Connect Rin Connect Roft
Range to to

Oto +10V Vin A. Gnd l

o to +5.0 V A. Gnd Vin
-5.0 to +5.0 V Vin Vref



Vin

Rin +Comp

20 19

2.5 k

-= RefGain
A. Gnd Compen V,ef R In

26 27 25 24 23
-= 2.5 k

16 14
Code5el Df

5T

-Comp

18

22 Roft

13 15 12
R ClK

Vin
+Comp

19

A. Gnd

26
Compen V,e!

25 24
Gain R

23

2.5 k

Ref In Roft
22

1.25 k
10

Rin
20

2.5 k

-Comp

18

16 14 13
Code5el Df

Sf



To DAC
24 2.5 k Current

Gain R Switches

Although the tolerance on the absolute values of the
resistors at Gain R, Rin, and Roff is = ± 30%, the ratio
of their values is accurately controlled. Due to this fact,
when the MC6108 is connected for any of the above
mentioned ranges, the conversion accuracy is assured.

The voltage being digitized must be steady to within
± 1/2 LSB during a conversion cycle in order to get an
accurate representation of that voltage. The maximum
slew rate during the conversion is defined by:

Vrange
2 x 256 x tCONV

Vrange x fCLK
2 x 256 x 9

Vrange x fCLK
4608

where Vrange = range of the input voltage;
tCONV = conversion time (min. 9 clock
cycles); and
fCLK = clock frequency.

For a typical input range of 10 volts, and a clock fre-
quency of 5.0 MHz, the maximum input slew rate is
0.0108 V/!'-s. The maximum sine-wave frequency which
can be digitized without using a sample-and-hold is:

fCLK
4608 x 7T

The above equation assumes the signal's peak-to-
peak voltage is equal to the input range of the MC6108.
If the input signal will change more than 1/2 LSB during
a conversion, a sample-and-hold is then needed at the
input. With the use of a sample-and-hold, the maximum
frequency which can be accurately digitized is 1/2 the
conversion frequency, (277.78 kHz with an fCLK of 5.0
MHz).

The dynamic impedance requirements of the signal
source are discussed in the DAC section.

-COMP
Pin 18 is normally grounded, resulting in +COMP (Pin

19) being close to a virtual ground at the end of a con-
version. However, this pin may be used as an alternate
means of offsetting the input range. Applying a positive
voltage to - CaMP shifts the input voltage range in a
positive direction.

The amount of the input's shift depends not only on
the voltage applied to -CaMP, but also on the imped-

ances between the 10 node and the input source and
ground. For example, if the signal voltage applied to
Rin, and Roff is at ground (+ CaMP open), the input
range shifts 3 volts for each volt applied to - CaMP.

Since a portion of the DAC's 10 current will be drawn
from the voltage at -CaMP, that voltage source must
be capable of supplying ± 2.0 mA, and must have a low
dynamic impedance. The voltage at -CaMP, Rin, and
Roff must be kept within the limits listed in the Rec-
ommended Operating Conditions.

i;;I;; (Pin 21) is the DAC's complementary current output.
The current at this pin changes opposite to that at 10
such that their sum is a constant value (4 x IrefJ. Current
flow is into the pin.

In most applications, this pin is grounded. However,
connecting this pin to a resistor to ground permits mon-
itoring the steps of the SAR(see figure 5), or obtaining
an analog output representative of the input voltage.
The steps in Figure 5 indicate how the circuit finds the
value of 1;;, representative of Vin, by successively trying
each bit, and leaving each bit on or off (a conversion
always starts with the MSB on). The voltage at I;; will
swing negative, and is limited to -1.0 volt (max resistor
value is 250 il). To get a wider voltage swing, a larger
resistor may be connected to a pull-up voltage (+ 5.0
volts max). For example, using a 1.25 kil resistor pulled
up to + 5.0 volts results in this pin swinging between
ground and + 5.0 volts. The output dynamic impedance
of the 1; current source (when I;; is maximum) is = 2.0
Mil for applied voltages of - 1.0 to + 4.0 V, and is =50
kil for applied voltages> + 4.0 V, and tends to increase
as the nominal value of I;; decreases.

At the end of a conversion, I;; produces a spike ap-
proximately 40 ns wide which starts with the falling
edge of CC. The spike's amplitude varies from =1.0 mA
(@ Vin = 0) to 0 mA (@ Vin = max). After the spike, 1;
remains at the final current value until the start of the
next conversion. The current value, once established, is
independent of the inputs at R, D/ST, CodeSel, and CS.



REFERENCE SUPPLY
The internal bandgap reference produces an output

of +2.500 volts, ±25 mV (@ Vref, pin 25). and is pri-
marily intended to supply the reference current and the
bipolar offset current. The output impedance is typically
<0.5 0. for load currents up to 5.0 mA, and increases
rapidly at higher currents. Variations in Vref are typically
< 0.5 mV as VCC is varied from + 4.75 to + 5.25 volts,
and Vref is independent of VEE variations. The output
is designed to source, not sink current.

A 0.001 J.LFcapacitor from Vref to A. Gnd is recom-
mended to reduce noise on this output produced by the
digital section. A 0.01 J.LFcapacitor from the Compen-
sation pin (Pin 27) to A. Gnd, or to VEE, is necessary to
stabilize the regulator.

POWER SUPPLIES
The power supplies are to be + 5.0 volts, ± 5.0% at

VCC (Pin 1). and - 5.2 volts, ± 5.0% at VEE (Pin 28). For
proper operation, bypassing is required for both sup-
plies at the IC. 10 J.LFtantalum in parallel with 0.01 J.LF
ceramic is recommended for each supply.

ICC varies with the chip's different operating condi-
tions, and is a maximum (typically 20 mAl during a con-
version (R = 0, D/ST = 1, CS = 0) with the signal voltage
at its minimum value. Minimum ICC (typically 12 mAl
occurs during a conversion with the signal voltage at
its maximum value. I~is typically 16 mA when the
MC6108 is deselected (CS = 1), and under all conditions,
ICC is independent of clock frequency.

lEE is typically 38 mA, and varies <2.0 mA over dif-
ferent operating conditions. lEE is independent of clock
frequency.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
A conversion is initiated when the S (Start), CS (Chip

select). and ClK (Clock) inputs are simultaneously low
for a minimum of 50 ns. The three inputs may be taken
low in any sequence, including simultaneously. After all
three have been brought low, CC (Conversion Com-

plete) will change to a high state =25 ns later, indicating
the SAR has been reset. A clock low-to-high transition
must then occur before or with S switching high, and
the conversion begins with the next ClK rising edge (S
must precede that one by >25 ns). The conversion then
requires seven complete clock cycles. At the end of the
conversion, CC will switch low indicating the end of the
conversion, and that valid data is available. See Figure
6 for the basic timing sequence.

If the S, CS, and ClK inputs appear simultaneously
low during a conversion, the conversion sequence will
be re-initiated at that point.

The following truth table describes the relationship of
the six digital inputs (Pins 11-16):

logic Inputs Function

ClK CS S R D/ST CodeSel

X 1 X X X X Chip de-selected.
DO-D7@ Hi-Z

0 0 0 X X X Reset SAR

t t X 1 X X X Conversion process
(after SAR is reset)

X 0 X 1 X X 00-07 @ Hi-Z

X 0 1 0 1 1 Read binary or
offset binary data at
00-07 after
conversion

X 0 1 0 1 0 Read 2's
complement data at
00-07 after
conversion

X 0 1 0 0 X Read CC status at
07 (00-06 @ Hi-Zl

Figure 7 depicts the input configurations in order to read
the various output formats. Any digital input left open
is equivalent to a logic "0" - however, good design
practice dictates that inputs should never be left open.

CC

DO-D7~
Old Data

A ~ SAR Reset
B ~ Conversion Starts
C = Conversion Ends

~
New Data

II
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CLOCK
The clock input (Pin 15) is a TTl level input which

steps the SAR through the successive approximation
conversion process. There is no minimum required fre-
quency, and the maximum operating frequency is listed
in the timing characteristics. The clock duty cycle does
not have to be 50%, but the minimum low and high
times must be observed. The clock is needed only for
the conversion, and may be removed or left applied to
the MC61 oa between conversions. The operation of CS,
D/ST, Fl, and CodeSel are not affected by the presence
or absence of the clock.

CHIP SELECT
Chip Select (Pin 12) is a TTl level input which is nor-

mally used by a microprocessor's address decoding to
select and de-select the device. A logic "0" selects (en-
ables) the MC610a, while a logic "1" disables it. CS
must be low for a conversion to start, and to read data
at DO-D7 or status at D7 (see D/ST description). CS may
be taken high during a conversion, as long as the min-
imum low time for CS, 5, and ClK is adhered to, and
then taken low in order to read the data after CC goes

low. Alternately CS may be left low during the entire
conversion.

Whenever the MC610a is de-selected, a conversion
cannot be initiated, and DO-D7 are in the high-
impedance condition, regardless of the other digital
inputs.

START
5 (Pin 11) is a TTl level input used to reset the SAR,

and initiate a conversion. The SAR is reset when this
pin is low simultaneous with the Clock and CS inputs
for a minimum of 50 ns. CC output will then change to
a high state. A clock rising edge must occur while 5 is
low, or no later than coincident with its rising edge.
There is no maximum time limit for 5 to stay low, but
the conversion will not begin until the next rising edge
of the Clock input after 5 goes high. Seven complete
clock cycles are then needed to complete the
conversion.

If the 5 input is connected to the CC output through
a flip-flop (see Figure a), the MC610a will operate at the
maximum possible conversion repetition rate, Le. one
conversion each 9 clock cycles.

Busy
To Latches
or!'P Bus

CLK

~ II~I ------~
BUSY f-l I

s --u:.=========-----C-o-n-v-e-rt-in-g================:..,-O/sT

CodeSel

00-07~

Active



READ
Read (Pin 13) is a TTl level input which controls the

state of the outputs (DO-07) between conversions as
long as the MC6108 is enabled (CS = 0). A logic "1"
forces the 8 outputs to a high impedance condition re-
gardless of the other digital inputs. A logic "0" permits
reading the data at 00-07 after the conversion is com-
plete, or the CC status at 07 (depending on the O/ST
input). During a conversion, R is ineffective, except for
controlling 07 if O/STis low.

The Readinput differs from the CSinput in that taking
Read high does not prevent a conversion from being
initiated in response to the CS, ClK, and S inputs (de-
scribed elsewhere). If desired, the Read input may be
kept low at all times in a simple application.

CONVERSION COMPLETE
CC (Pin 10) is a TTl level output which indicates the

status of the conversion. After CS,ClK, and Sare taken
low to initiate a conversion, CCwill go high =25 ns later.
CC will stay high during the conversion, and then go
low =15 ns after the rising edge of the clock corre-
sponding to the end ofthe conversion. SeeFigure 6 and
the System Timing Diagram.

The CC pin does not have a high impedance capa-
bility, and is therefore always active. The CC status is
typically monitored through a port, or an interrupt pin.

DATA/STATUS
O/ST(Pin 14) is a TTl level input which controls the

information presented at 00-07. When at a logic "1",
00-07 will provide the digital equivalent of the analog
input at the end of the conversion (00-07 are in a high
impedance mode during the conversion). When at a
logic "0", 00-06 are maintained in a high impedance
mode, while 07 provides the Conversion Complete sta-
tus both during and after the conversion (07 does not
go into a high impedance mode). The rising and falling
edges of 07, when providing status, follow those of CC
(Pin 10)within = 10 ns.

O/STmay be used by the microprocessor as a means
of reading the Status and the Data on the bus rather
than using a separate port for the CC output (Pin 10).
However, since 07 is active during the conversion, the
microprocessor cannot be busy with other functions
during this time. If the microprocessor is to be busy
during the conversion, the status may be checked by
periodically switching the O/STpin, or the CS pin, or by
reading the CC pin (Pin 10) through a separate port or
interrupt pin. R (Pin 13) must be low to read data or
status.

CODE SELECT
CodeSel (Pin 16) is a TTl level input which controls

the format ofthe binary data presented at 00-07 at the
end of a conversion. When at a logic "1", the data is
presented as natural binary or offset binary, depending
on whether the analog input is unipolar or bipolar, re-
spectively. When at a logic "0", the output code is in
2's complement form (applicable to bipolar operation
only). This pin has no effect on 07 when the O/STinput
is low (seesection on Data/Status).The following tables
illustrate examples of the different codes:

Input +10 V Range +5.0 V Range Natural Binary

FS-1LSB 9.961 V 4.980 V 11111111
3/4 FS 7.500 V 3.750 V 11000000
1/2 FS 5.000 V 2.500 V 10000000
1/4 FS 2.500 V 1.250 V 01000000

0 0.000 V 0.000 V 00000000

2'5
Input ±5.0 V Range Offset Binary Complement

+FS-1LSB 4.961 V 11111111 01111111
+1/2 FS 2.500 V 11000000 01000000
MidScale 0.000 V 10000000 00000000
-1/2 FS -2.500 V 01000000 11000000
-FS + lLSB -4.961 V 00000001 10000001
-FS -5.000 V 00000000 10000000

If an input voltage range other than those listed above
is used, and CodeSel is at a logic "1" (binary format).
the code 00000000will correspond to the most negative
input voltage, while the code 11111111corresponds to
the most positive input voltage (-1 lSB). The 2's com-
plement code is the same as the binary with the MSB
(07) inverted.

DATA OUTPUTS
The data outputs (Pins2-9) are TTl level outputs with

high impedance capability. Pin 2 is the lSB (DO).while
Pin 9 is the MSB (07). The 8 outputs are in the high
impedance mode during a conversion (CC = high), or
if CS or R are high. 00-06 are in the high impedance
mode, and 07 is active, anytime that O/STis low (CS =
R = 0).

During normal operation, the 8 outputs change from
valid data to high impedance within 55 ns after the SAR
has been reset (CS = ClK = S = 0) at the beginning
of a conversion, and backto valid data within 50 ns after
the rising edge of the ClK at the end of a conversion.



POWER SUPPLIES, GROUNDING
The P.C. board layout, the quality of the power sup-

plies and the ground system at the ICare very important
in order to obtain proper operation. Noise, from any
source, coming into the device on VCC, VEE, or ground
can cause an incorrect output code due to interaction
with the analog portion of the circuit. At the same time,
noise generated within the MC6108 can cause incorrect
operation if that noise does not have a clear path to ac
ground.

Both the VCC and VEE power supplies must be de-
coupled to ground at the IC (within 1" maxI with a 10
!LFtantalum and a 0.01 !LF ceramic. Tantalum capacitors
are recommended since electrolytic capacitors simply
have too much inductance at the frequencies of interest.
The quality of the VCC and VEE supplies should then
be checked at the IC with a high frequency scope. Noise
spikes (always present when digital circuits are present)
can easily exceed 400 mV peak, and if they get into the
analog portion of the IC, the operation can be disrupted.
Noise can be reduced by inserting resistors «10 0,
metal film) or inductors between the supplies and the
IC.

If switching power supplies are used, there will usu-
ally be spikes of 0.5 volts or greater at frequencies of
50 - 200 kHz. These spikes are generally more difficult
to reduce because of their greater energy content. In

extreme cases, 3-terminal regulators (MC78L05ACP,
MC7905.2CT), with appropriate high frequency filtering,
should be used and dedicated to the MC6108.

The ripple content of the supplies should not allow
their magnitude to exceed the values in the Recom-
mended Operating Limits.

The P.C. board tracks supplying VCC and VEE to the
MC6108 should preferably not be at the tail end of the
bus distribution, after passing through a maze of digital
circuitry. The MC6108 should be close to the power sup-
ply, or the connector where the supply voltages enter
the board. If the VCC and VEE lines are supplying con-
siderable current to other parts of the boards, then it is
preferable to have dedicated lines from the supply or
connector directly to the MC6108.

The MC6108 has two ground pins - A. Gnd (Pin 26),
and D. Gnd. (Pin 17). VCC and VEE should be referenced
to D. Gnd. A. Gnd is mainly a signal ground, and is the
return path for the internal 2.5 volt reference, and the
DAC's reference amplifier. A. Gnd must be connected
to D. Gnd, preferably at one point, and in a manner so
as to not pick up noise. The dc voltage between A. Gnd
and D. Gnd must be <100 mY. Long PC tracks between
them should be avoided as the inductance (at 5.0 MHz)
can create stability problems. See Figure 9 for a depic-
tion of the major current paths.

~
Digital

110

rh = Digital Gnd.

.J:- = Analog Gnd.

Tie
Together at =
One Point



FUll SCALE, ZERO ADJUSTMENTS
The unadjusted full scale accuracy (at max. Vin) of the

MC6108, when the internal resistors are used (Figures
2 and 3), is guaranteed to be within 2-1/2 LSBs. The
offset error (at min. Vin) is guaranteed to be less than
1LSB for the unipolar configuration, and 2-112 LSBs for
the bipolar configuration. If the application requires
greater accuracy at the end points, then adjustments are
needed, as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The potentiom-
eters should be 20-turn type, with low T.C. The 50 n
resistor is added to the Rin pin to ensure that the po-
tentiometers can provide adjustment over the full plus
and minus error range.

Full Scale
Adj.

Vref Gain R Rin

Raff

Zera
Adjustment

OTHER INPUT RANGES
The MC6108 has internal resistors providing preset

input ranges of 0 to + 10 volts, 0 to + 5.0 volts, and - 5.0
to + 5.0 volts (see previous section entitled "Signal Volt-
age"). The input range, and the offset, are determined
by the value of the resistors at Pins 20, 22, and 24. Where
input ranges other than those listed above are to be
digitized, then external resistors of comparable toler-
ance and temperature coefficient should be used for the
reference (at Pin 23). and for the input signal (at Pin 19),
and for the bipolar offset function (also at Pin 19). See
Figures 12 and 13. Rin and Roff should be connected to
A. Gnd when not used. Due to the tolerances of the
absolute value of the internal resistors, they should not
be used in conjunction with external resistors.

Figure 13 shows the reference current and the offset
current supplied from the same reference source, which
may be the internal reference (Pin 25). However, sepa-
rate sources may be used for the two currents if desired.

4 x Vref x Riv
Rref

A modulation of the input signal (for waveform ma-
nipulation or signal processing) may be done by apply-
ing the modulating signal to the reference current. Re-
writing equation 1 to determine the output code results
in:

10 x 256

4 x Iref

Vin x 256
Rin x 4 x Iref II(The offset term has been omitted to simplify the

equation.) As can be seen, the output code varies in-
versely with the reference. When varying the reference
current, its value must be maintained between 0.5 and
2.0 mA, and the current flow must always be into Pin
23 or 24.

Vref Offset
C~nt Ra

Rref

23 Ref In

Iref

Vref x Riv [R:f - R~]

Vref x Riv
Ra



MAXIMUM CONVERSION RATE
Although a conversion, once initiated, requires 7+

clock cycles, the maximum conversion repetition rate is
once per 9 clock cycles, due to the OACand SAR reset
times. This is easily achieved by connecting CC to S,
through a Ootypeflip-flop, allowing the MC6108to re-
start itself at the end of each conversion (seeFigure 8).
Inthis mode, the dataoutputs may beconnected directly
to the microprocessor bus, and the BUSYoutput used
to indicate when valid data is available. Alternately, the
data outputs may be connected to latches, which are
activated by the BUSY signal, in order that the micro-
processor may relld the data at its convenience. This
configuration may also be used for OMA loading of
memory.

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
With the proliferation of microprocessors available to-

day, interfacing schemes can take anyone of several
hundred configurations. Figures 14, 15,and 16 indicate
some generic interfacing schemes which can be
adapted to most any microprocessor. Some of the ter-
minology in the Figures is based on the MC6800series
of processors-other processorshave similar functions
by different names.

Figure 14depicts a simple basic interface using a port
(such as an MC6821)andlor an interrupt. A conversion

~
MC610B

ClK

CodeSol

IT
I

O,tOI'P J
Interrupt

is initiated when the active low address decoder
switches low, Rm is high, and the port outputs one
active low pulse to S. At the end of the conversion, CC
goes low, alerting the processor through the port or
through an interrupt. The processor can then read the
data at its convenience by switching Rand CS low.

Figure 15 eliminates the need for an interrupt, and
instead periodically checks the conversion status at 07
(O/ST = low) by reading the data bus. When 07 is low,
the conversion is complete, and the O/ST input is then
taken high so as to read the data at 00-07.

Figure 16 eliminates the need for an interrupt or a
port, but requires the processor to wait during the con-
version until it is complete. The conversion is initiated
when the address decoder switches low, and Rm goes
high - that brings CSlow and provides the Start pulse.
The processor waits 9 clock cycles, and then reads the
data.

In the above examples, the timing of the Spulse must
be such that it is low for >50 ns concurrently with CS
and ClK low, and must include one rising clock edge.
If the S pulse timing is synchronized with the other in-
puts, this is relatively easy to guarantee. If, however, in
Figure 16, the CS and ClK are not synchronized, then
the SN74lS122 must be set for a pulse width that is
equal to or greater than one clock cycle.

FIGURE 15.- MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE
WITHOUT AN INTERRUPT

OTTo't07

~~ -~-w-m~.0h__ ~
07 Data

DO_06_1 ~



STAND·ALONE USE
Although the MC6108was designed for use with mi-

croprocessors, it can be used in a stand-alone mode.
The digital inputs may be controlled by other digital
circuitry, or hard-wired in a simple application. Figure
17 shows a simple configuration whereby the MC6108
is permanently enabled, and each S input pulse pro-
vides new data at the outputs. Figure 18shows a circuit
whereby the MC6108 is continually self-updating the
information into latches. The latches are necessary
since in this mode of operation, the MC6108data out-
puts are in the 3-state mode the majority of the time.
The 430 n resistor and 68 pF capacitor provide a =60
ns delay from CC's falling edge to allow 00-07 to sta-
bilize, and to allow the setup time "required by the
SN74LS374 latches. The clock high time in this circuit
must be ;;.100ns.

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
In the cases where a negative power supply is not

available - neither the - 5.2volts, nor a higher negative
voltage from which to derive the - 5.2volts - the circuit
of Figure 19can be usedto generate the - 5.2volts from
the + 5.0 volts supply. The PC board space required is
small (=2.0 in2), and it can be located physically close
to the MC6108.The MC34063is a switching regulator,
and in Figure 19 is configured in an inverting mode of
operation. The regulator operating specifications are
given in the Figure.

csl I~I-~I513I Conversion ------r
DO-D7~---~~-~~fffi~{ti~~~""'~ fI



CodeSel

R
CS

CLK~t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I J I I
CCII~
S~-------converting------~LJ

DO-D7~

Active

Vout
-5.2 V/SO mA

ltOOI"F

Line Regulation 4.75 V < Vin < 5.25 V (lout = 20 mAl 0.04%

Load Regulation Vin = 5.0 V. 20 mA < lout < 50 mA 0.8%

Output Ripple Vin = 5.0 V. lout = 50 mA 3.0 mV p-p

Short Circuit lout Vin = 5.0 V. Rt = 0.1 n 300 mA

Efficiency Vin = 5.0 V. lout = 50 mA 57%



BANDGAP REFERENCE - A voltage reference circuit
based on the predictable base-emitter voltage of a tran-
sistor. The silicon bandgap voltage of =1.2 volts is the
basis for generating other voltages which are stable
with time and temperature.

BIPOLAR INPUT - A mode of operation whereby the
analog input (of an A-Dl. or output (of a DAC), includes
both negative and positive values. Examples are - 5 to
+5 V, -2 to +S V, etc.

BIPOLAR OFFSET ERROR - The difference between the
actual and ideal locations of the OOHto 01H transition,
where the ideal location is 1/2 LSB above the most neg-
ative input voltage.

BIPOLAR ZERO ERROR - The error (usually expressed
in LSBs) of the input voltage location (of an A-D) of the
7FH to SOHtransition. The ideal location is 1/2 LSB below
zero volts in the case of an A-D set up for a symmetrical
bipolar input (e.g., - 5 to + 5 V).

DAC CURRENT GAIN - The internal gain the DAC ap-
plies to the reference current to determine the full scale
output current. The actual maximum current out of a
DAC is one LSB less than the full scale current.

DIFFERENTIAL NON-LINEARITY - The maximum de-
viation in the actual step size (one transition level to
another) from the ideal step size. The ideal step size is
defined as the Full Scale Range divided by 2n·(n = num-
ber of bits). This error must be within ± 1 LSB for proper
operation.

FULL SCALE CURRENT or RANGE (ACTUAL) - The dif-
ference between the actual minimum and maximum
end points of the analog input (of an A-D), or output (of
a DAC).

FULL SCALE RANGE (IDEAL) - The difference between
the actual minimum and maximum end points of the
analog input (of an A-D), or output (of a DACl. plus one
LSB.

GAIN ERROR - The difference between the actual and
expected gain (end point to end point) of a data con-
verter, with respect to the device's internal reference.
The gain error is usually expressed in LSBs.

INTEGRAL NON-LINEARITY - The maximum error of
an A-D, or DAC, transfer function from the ideal straight
line connecting the analog end points. This parameter
is sensitive to dynamics, and test conditions must be
specified in order to be meaningful. This parameter is
the best overall indicator of the device's performance.

LSB - Least Significant Bit. It is the lowest order bit of
a binary code.

LINE REGULATION - The ability of a voltage regulator
to maintain a certain output voltage as the input to the
regulator is varied. The error is typically expressed as
a percent of the nominal output voltage.

LOAD REGULATION - The ability of a voltage regulator
to maintain a certain output voltage as the load current
is varied. The error is typically expressed as a percent
of the nominal output voltage.

MONOTONICITY - The characteristic of the transfer
function whereby increasing the input code (of a DAC),
or the input signal (of an A-Dl. results in the output never
decreasi ng.

MSB - Most Significant Bit. It is the highest order bit
of a binary code.

NATURAL BINARY CODE - A binary code whose nor-
malized decimal value is defined by:
N = An2n + ... + A323 + A222 + A121 + A020

where each "A" coefficient has a value of 1 or O. Typ-
ically, all zeroes corresponds to a zero input voltage of
an A-D, and all ones corresponds to the most positive
input voltage.

OFFSET BINARY CODE - Applicable only to bipolar in-
put (or output) data converters, it is the same as Natural
Binary, except that all zeroes corresponds to the most
negative input voltage (of an A-D), while all ones cor-
responds to the most positive input.

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY - The change in a data
converter's performance with changes in the power
supply voltage(s). This parameter is usually expressed
in percent of full scale versus /iV.

QUANTITIZATION ERROR - Also known as digitization
error or uncertainty. It is the inherent error involved in
digitizing an analog signal due to the finite number of
steps at the digital output versus the infinite number of
values at the analog input. This error is a minimum of
± 1/2 LSB.

RESOLUTION - The smallest change which can be dis-
cerned by an A-D converter, or produced by a DAC. It
is usually expressed as the number of bits, n, where the
converter has 2n possible states.

SAMPLING THEOREM - Also known as the Nyquist
Theorem. It states that the sampling frequency of an
A-D must be no less than 2x the highest frequency (of
interest) of the analog signal to be digitized in order to
preserve the information of that analog signal.



TWO'S COMPLEMENT CODE - A binary code appli-
cable to bipolar operation, in which the positive and
negative codes of the same analog magnitude sum to
all zeroes, plus a carry. It is the same as Offset Binary
Code, with the MSB inverted.

DAC),includes values of a single pqlarity. Examples are
o to + 10 V, 0 to - 5 V, +2 to +8 V, etc.

UNIPOLAR OFFSET ERROR - The difference between
the actual and ideal locations of the OOH to 01H tran-
sition, where the ideal location is 1/2 LSB above the
most negative input voltage.UNIPOLAR INPUT - A mode of operation whereby the

analog input range (of an A-D), or output range (of a

PSUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 710-02

NOTES:
1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS 101, SHALL BE

WITHIN 0.25mmI0.0101 AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL
CONOITION, IN RELATION TO SEATING PLANE
AND EACH OTHER.

2. DIMENSIDN L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN
FORMED PARALLEL.

3. DIMENSION B DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH.

MIWMETERS INCHES
DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

A 36.45 3721 1.435 1.465
B 13.72 14.22 0.540 0.560
C 3.94 5.06 0.155 0.200
0 0.36 0.56 0.014 0.022
F 1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060
G 2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC
H 1.65 2.16 0.065 I 0.065
J 0.20 0.38 0.008 I 0.015
K 2.92 3.43 0.115 I 0.135
L 15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC
M 0" 15' 0' I 15'
N 0.51 1.02 0.020 I 0.040
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Specifications
and Applications Information

HIGH SPEED
8-BIT DIGITAl-TO-ANAlOG CONVERTER

The MC10318 is a high-speed D/A converter capable of data
conversion rates in excess of 25 MHz. The digital inputs are compat-
ible with M ECl 10,000 Series logic. Complementary current out-
puts provide up to 56 mA full scale capability. The MC1 0318 meets
the requirements of many applications, including: high-speed instru-
mentation and test equipment. storage oscilliscopes, display
processing, radar systems, and digital video systems (broadcast and
receiver applications).

• FAST Settling Time - 10 ns (Typ to ± 0.19%)
• Inputs MECl10,000 Compatible
• Complementary Current Outputs
• Output Compliance: -1.3 V to + 2.5 V
• Single MECl Supply: -5.2V
• Standard 16-Pin Dual-in-line Package

HIGH SPEED
8-BIT DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG

CONVERTER

l SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE

CASE 690

Digital Inputs
I \

(MSB) 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO (lSB)

87654321

~ ! I

Current

Switches
, I •
I I I

16

Gnd VEE

PIN CONNECTIONS

(TOPVIEWI



-
Rating Symbol Value Unit

Power Supply Voltage VEE -6.0 to + 0.5 Vdc

Digital Input Voltage VI o to VEE Vdc

Applied Output Voltage Vo +5.0 to VEE Vdc

Reference Current Irefl121 5.0 mA

Output Current IFS -75 mA

Reference Amplifier Input Range Vref +0.5 to VEE Vdc

Reference Amplifier Differential Inputs VreflDI I ",5.0 Vdc

Operating Temperature Range TA o to + 70 'c

Storage Temperature Range Tsta -65 to + 150 'c

Junction Temperature Ceramic Package TJ + 175 'c

Thermal Resistance. Still Air
R9JA

80 'c/w
Junction 10 Ambient With 500 LFPM 50

Characteristics Fig. Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

Nanlinearity (Integral)
(Pin 14 ar 15) MC10318L - - - ",0.19 %FS

l(a IFS ~ 51 mA, 25.5 mAl

Zero Scale Output Current (Pin 14 or 151 (TA ~ 25'CI 10 IZS - 5.0 50 ~A

Zera Scale Output Current Temperature Drift IZS/.lT nWC
IPin 14 ar 151 0< TA < 25'C - ",17 -

25'C < TA < 70'C - '" 2.0 -
Full Scale Output Current (Pin 14 ar 15) 10 IFS --46.00 -51.00 -56.00 mA

(lref = 3.2 mA, 00-07 = 1)

Full Scale Output Current Temperature Drift .lIFSJOC ppmrC
(Pin 14 or 151 0< TA < 25'C - ",50 -

25'C < TA < 70'C - ",10 -

Full Scale Output Sensitivity ta Power MC10318L IFSPSS - ",0.005 ",0.02 %/%
Supply Variations (Pin 14 or 151

(-4.94 V < VEE < - 5.46 V)

Full Scale Symmetry (lFS - IFSI 10 IFSS - ",21 '" 100 ~
Output Voltage Campliance (Pin 14 ar 151 VOC -1.3 - +2.5 V

Full Scale Current Change'" ';' LSB (Specified
Nanlinearity) (TA ~ 25'C)

Output Resistance (Pin 14 or 151 (TA = 25'C) 12 RO - 69 - kO

Reference Amplifier Offset Valtage ITA ~ 25'CI VIO - "'3.2 - mV

Reference Amplifier Offset Valtage Temperature Drift <1VIOI.lT ~vrc
0< TA < 25'C - ",10 -

25'C < TA < 70'C - ",4.0 -
Reference Amplifier Bias Current IPin 10) liB - 4.0 15 ~

(lref ~ 3.2 mAl

Reference Amplifier Bias Current Temperature Drift .lIIBI.lT nWC
(lref = 3.2 mAl 0< TA < 25'C - -40 -

25'C < TA < 70'C - -10 -
Reference Amplifier Common Mode Range VICR - '" 1.15 - V

IVEE = - 5.2 VI IT A = 25'CI

Reference Amplifier Common Mode Rejection VICMRR - 58 - dB
Ratio (TA ~ 25'C) (lref ~ 3.2 mA, VICR ~ 0 to - 2.0 V,
Pins 1-8 ~ Logic 1)

Reference Amplifier Input Impedance RIN - 1.0 - MO
(Pin 10) ITA = 25'C)

Power Supply Current lEE - 90 130 mA
(Pins 1 thru 8 Open, Iref = 3.2 mA, Includes '0 + i(;)



Characteristics Fig. Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

Feedthrough Current - All Bits Off 9 IFC ••A pop
f~ 10 kHz - 2.0 -
f= 100 kHz - 18 -

Distortion - (0 10) %
(Sinewave applied to reference amplifier Input,
DO-D7 = Logic 11

C = 0.01 ••F. f = 20 kHz THO - 1.0 -
C = 0.01 ••F, f = 65 kHz THO - 5.0 -
C ~ 0.001 ••F, f ~ 340 kHz THO - 1.0 -
C = 0.001 ••F, f = 600 kHz THO - 2.0 -
C = 240 pF, f ~ 600 kHz THO - 0.8 -

Reference Amplifier Slew Rate 13 mAl ••s
(Step change at Pin 10, all bits onl i

C ~ 0.01 ••F - 0.5 -
C = 0.001 ••F - 5.0 -
C ~ 240 pF - 20 -

Settling Time Ito '" 0.19% of Full Scalel 1,22 ts ns
1 LSB Change - 7.0 -

All Bits Switched - 10 -
Propagation Delay 2 to - 5.0 - ns

Output Glitch Energy (with De-Skewing Capacitorsl - 50 - LSB·ns
(Input Change: 01111111 ~ 100000001

Glitch Duration - 50 - ns

DIGITAL INPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS

Volts (See Note)

TA VIHmax VIHAmin VILAmaX VILmin

O°C -0.845 -1.151 -1.516 -1.868

25°C -0.810 -1.105 -1.505 -1.850

70°C - 0.727 -1052 -1.480 -1.830

Gnd (Pin 16) The ground pin. This line should be as noise-free
as possible in order to obtain a noise·free output.

NOTE: Vee = - 5.2 V, ~ 5% Inputs are MECl 10,000 compatible within

the temperature and power supply ranges listed. See MECl System
Design Handbook for further details. See Fig. 19 in this data sheet

DO--D7 (Pins 1-8) The eight ECL digital inputs compatible with
MECL 10,000 series devices. Logic "0" is nominally -1.8 V,
and Logic "1" is nominally -0.9 V.

Vref _ (Pin 10) The high impendance input of the reference
amplifier. This input is normally grounded. but may be used
for ae applications involving modulation. digitally controlled
gain, etc. Normal operating range is from ground to VEE + 2.9
V (nominally - 2.3 VI.

Vref. (Pin 12) The noninverting input of the reference ampli-
fier. The inverted output of the reference amplifier is internally
fed back to this input, thus causing it to track Pin 10. A nominal
3.2 mA is to be supplied to this pin from an external (stable
and noise free) voltage source and current setting resistor.

Compo (Pin 11) A nominal 0.01 ••F capacitor is connected to
this pin and to ground to stabilize the reference amplifier.
Lower values of capacitor may be used if a good PC board
layout is used. where frequencies higher than 10 kHz are ap-
plied to the reference amplifier.

1o, i;; (Pins 14,15) The complementary current outputs. Current
flow is into the DAC and varies linearily with Iref and the digital
input code. lout increases as the digital input increases. Output
compliance range is - 1.3 V to + 2.5 V.
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Inverting Input IV ref-l
Test Circuit of Fig. 14

Noninverting Input IV ref + I
Test Circuit of Fig. 11
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OPERATIONAL INFORMATION
Typica' DAC Operation

The MC10318 is designed to be operated with an Iref
(Pin 12) of 3.2 mA, resulting in a full scale output curre"t
(10) of 51 mA when DOthrough 07 are at a Logical "1"
(- 0.9 VI. The transfer equation for 10 is therefore:

A
10 = Iref X 16 X 256

(" A" is the binary value of the digital input).

Typically Vref- (Pin 10) is connected to Ground, and
Iref is supplied to Vref+ (Pin 12) by means of an external
supply Vr (see Figure 15). A resistor inserted between
Pin 10 and Ground will minimize temperature drift, and
should have a value equivalent to that connected to Pin
12. Any noise or ripple present on the reference current
will be present on the output current, and the stability
of the reference directly affects the output current's sta-
bility. The ground connection for Vref- should be cho-
sen with care so as not to pick up noise (digital or
otherwise).

The complementary outputs (10 and 1;) are high
impedance current sources having a compliance range
of 3.8 V (-1.3 to + 2.5 VI. 10 increases with increasing
digital input. while I;decreases. Their sum is a constant
equal to 15.94 x Iref. Neither output can be left open
- an unused output must be connected to ground or
a load resistor. Typically both outputs should be loaded
similarly for best speed and accuracy performance. A
compensation capacitor must be connected between
Pin 11 and Ground to stabilize the amplifier. A 0.01 JLF
ceramic is satisfactory for most applications, and should
be located physically close to the device. The ground
side of the capacitor should be noise-free. When op-
erated as above, the output(s) will be controlled by the
digital inputs, and the MC10318 can be used for various
functions such as waveform generation, process con-
trol, AOC conversion, and others.

Digital Signal "A" (Eel Level)

+V,.t 100------07\

Common Mode Range - AC Operation
The reference amplifier inputs (Pins 10 and 12) may

be used to control the output current in conjunction

with the digital inputs for applications such as digitally
controlled gain of an ac signal, digitally controlled am-
plitude modulation, and others. Either the positive or
negative input of the reference amplifier may be used,
depending on the application. There are, however, dif-
ferences in the manner in which an ac signal is to be
applied.

1) When applying a signal to the Vref- (Pin 10) input
(See Figure 16), the signal must be kept within the range
of 0 to - 2.3 V. The input has a high impedance (typically
1 Megohm). The Vref+ pin (Pin 12) will track this signal,
causing Iref to vary, in turn causing 10and I; to vary.
The ac component of 10 (and 1;) will be in phase with
the applied signal. The ac gain of the circuit shown is:

Applying the above to the test circuit of Figure 14
yields a gain of 0.0966, which is the 0 dB reference level
for the curves of Figures 3-5.

If the peak values of the applied ac signal cannot be
kept within the above mentioned voltage range, an al-
ternate circuit is shown in Figure 17.

Rref

Iref-
c,

-= J:: -2V ~C_5.2V
ac Signal (p-p ~ 2 VI



The compensation capacitor (Pin 11) of Figures 16
and 17 is to be nominally 0.01 ILFfor best overall sta-
bility. If frequencies higher than 10 kHz are to be applied
to the reference input, a smaller value capacitor will be
necessary as indicated by Figures 3--5. However, greater
care will be necessary in the breadboarding and PC
layout to prevent instabilities caused by unintended
feedback paths.

2) When applying a signal to the Vref + (Pin 12) input
(see Figure 18). the effect is a direct modulation of the
reference current supplied by Vref- Pin 12 is a virtual
ground, and therefore the current Iref is equal to:

, Vref Vi
ref = Rref + Ai

10 and ~ will vary with the reference current, but the
ac component will be 1800 out of phase with the applied
signal. The ac gain of the circuit shown is:

tJ.Vout -AxRL

tJ.Vi 16 x Ri

Applying the above to the test circuit of Figure 11
yields a gain of - 0.3188, which is the 0 dB reference
level for the curvas of Figures &-8.

The reference current 'ref must always flow into Pin
12, requiring that the values of Vref, Rref, Ri' and Vi be
chosen so as to guarantee this.

The compensation capacitor (Pin 11) of Figure 18 is
to be nominally 0.01 ILFfor best overall stability. If fre-
quencies higher than 4 kHz are to be applied, a smaller
value capacitor will be necessary as indicated by Figures
&-8. However, greater care will be necessary in the
breadboarding and PC layout to prevent instabilities
caused by unintended feedback paths.

The digital inputs (Pins 1-8) are compatible with
MECL 10,000 series devices over the temperature and
VEE range listed on page 3. Standard MECL 10,000 de-

sign guidelines apply, and should be implemented.
Maximum speed response requires careful PC board
layout and choice of components. See Motorola's MECL
System Design Handbook for a complete explanation
of specifications and characteristics. Figure 19 shows
a typical ECLinterconnection with recommended values
for optimum speed performance. Other values of RT
and VTT may be used, but at a slight increase in overall
propagation delay. Unused inputs should not be left
open, but should be connected to a Logic 0 (- 1.8 V),
or a Logic 1 (- 0.9 V). Resistors RT should be connected
at the receiving end of the interconnection, i.e. physi-
cally located adjacent to the MC10318 inputs, for best
speed performance.

MECL
10.000
Device

Interfacing a TTL system to the MC10318 is easily
accomplished by the use of two MC10124 devices (Fig-
ure 20).

The MC10318 DAC has been designed specifically for
high-speed operation by incorporating ECL structured
inputs, bit switching circuits which are small in size and



simple in operation, and high-current complementary
outputs (which permits current steering rather than on·
off sWitching). In this manner, very short propagation
delays and settling times are possible.

Output Glitch
All OAC's will produce a glitch at the output when

various bits are switched in opposite directions, due to
differences in transition times of the switching transis-
tors. Ouring the switching period, typically the output
current will momentarily seek a value other than the
desired final value, and then return to and settle at the
final value. This glitch can be several lSBs in magni·
tude, but of a very short duration (5-6 ns). In some
instances, the output current may overshoot, and then
undershoot before reaching the final value, resulting in
a "glitch doublet."

The glitch is most apparent when switching the higher
order bits, and in the case of the MC10318, the maxi-
mum glitch generally occurs when switching bit 05 and
the lower 5 bits (typically 85 lSB·ns). Switching bit 06
and the lower 6 bits produces a similar but slightly re-
duced glitch. Switching bit 07 and the seven lower bits
(major carry transition) results in a glitch of typically 50
lSB·ns, with an amplitude of 17 lSBs. Switching of
lower order bits while maintaining the higher ones con-
stant produces glitches typically of less than 1 lSB in
magnitude, and less than 10 ns in duration, and are
generally not considered to be of significance.

Glitches can be removed from the output by filtering,
or by using a sample-and-hold circuit on the output, or
by using de-skewing capacitors on the higher order bits.
See Fig. 31.

Output glitch is generally specified in terms of glitch
energy, which is the area under the curve of the wave-
form. Most glitches appear as a triangle, and so the area
is simply V, x t x ~I, where t is the duration of the
glitch, and ~I is the amplitude normalized in terms of
lSBs. In the case of a glitch doublet, having both pos·
itive and negative amplitude, the areas are summed
algebraiCally. It is possible, therefore to have a glitch
with zero energy, although having amplitudes of several
lSB's.

In applications where the output glitch is of concern,
steps can be taken to minimize .ts magnitude. The two
main factors to consider are: 1) That the 8 bits of data
reach the MC10318 simultaneously; and 2) that the PC
board layout prevent noise from reaching the MC10318.

It is obvious that if the updated 8 bits are not received
by the OAC simultaneously, even an ideal OAC will not
produce an ideal waveform. Where simultaneous trans·
mission by the sending device(s) cannot be guaranteed
(such as two cascaded counters), latches should be used
ahead of the MC10318. The latches should then be
clocked after their inputs have settled. Suggested latches
are the MC10133/MC10153/MC10168 at the ECl level,
and the SN74lS273 at the TTl level.

NOTE Use Buffer
0' FET probe be
tween MSB and
Scope Trigger

Nonlinearity
Integral nonlinearity has been specified, rather than

differential nonlinearity, as this is a better indicator of
the maximum error to be expected. Integral nonlinearity
is measured by comparing the actual output (at each
digital value) with the expected ideal value. The ex-
pected values lie along a straight line between zero and
the full scale output current. The MC1 0318 will not differ
from the ideal value by more than the specified non·
linearity.

PC Board layout
A proper PC board layout is very important in order

to obtain the full benefits of the MC10318's high·speed
ct"!aracteristics. Each of the current paths (10' ~, lEE, lref,
etc.) must be carefully considered to avoid interference,
and isolation from other circuits on the board (partic·
ularly digital) is essential. By-passing of all supplies is,
of course, necessary, and in some cases, by-passing to
VEE may be more beneficial than by-passing to Ground.
Sockets should be avoided as the extra pin-to-pin ca·
pacitance can slow down the ECl edges andlor the out·
put settling time. PC board layout should include the
following guidelines:

1) A dedicated ground track from the power supply
to Pin 16 (Gnd);

2) A single dedicated ground track from the power
supply to the two load resistors associated with
10and ~ - this results in a constant dc current
in this track;

3) A separate ground for the circuitry associated
with Vref •• Vref., and Comp (Pins 10-12). Any
noise on this ground will feed through the ref-
erence amplifier and show up on the output;

4) The compensation capacitor must be physically
adjacent to Pin 11;

5) Bypass VEE (Pin 9) with a 0.1 I-lF to the ground
line feeding the load resistors;

6) Provide proper terminations at the inputs - the
suggested values for AT and VTT will provide best
speed response;



7) Bypass VTT to VEE and to Ground with 0.1 f'F
capacitors;

B) If the power supplies are not on the same PC
board with the MC1031B, bypass VEE and VTT to
Ground with (minimum) 10 f'.F and 0.1 f'.Fwhere
the supply voltages enter the PC board;

9) Use of a ground plane is mandatory in all high
speed applications;

10) Keep all TTL circuitry tracks separate from the
MC10318 by means of ground tracks andlor
ground planes.

Many of the above points have to do with isolating
the device from all other circuitry, since most applica-
tions·involve using the MC10318 (which is 50% analog)
in a (noisy) digital circuit. If the output voltage swing

IS typIcally 1 volt. then' LSB IS appro)(lm;ttelv 4 mV.
Since TTL circuitry can easily generate 50 mV nOise on
the ground line, the need for isolation is apparent.

The above points are not the only ones to be consid-
ered by the designer, as each application will have its
own individual additional requirements.

Propagation Delay
The propagation delay is measured from the 50%

point of the input transition to the 50% point of the
output transition. Since the typical propagation delay
is on the order of 5 ns, see Figure 21 and the information
in Settling Time if this parameter is to be measured.
Switching 1 LSB or all of the bits simultaneously pro-
duces no significant difference in propagation delay.

Scope
~IT"ggerl

75 l!

NOTES:
1) Pulse generator outputs - 0.9 V to - 1.8 V, tr and tf

~ 2 ns.
2) Adjust vref for full scale output at VA = -1.3000 V.
3) Adjust Rl for - 1.3075 V at input of lower comparator.
4) Adjust R2 for - 1.2925 V at input of upper comparator.
5) Rl, R2 are 20 turn trimpots.
6) Keep all wiring as short, tidy as possible - isolate

all digital and analog supplies, grounds, signal lines,
etc.

7) Heavily bypass all supplies at each device, and ref-
erence (-) inputs to the comparators.

8) Comparators are high-speed devices, such as
AM687ADL.

9) Account for comparator offset when setting refer-
ence values.



Settling Time
The settling time is defined as the time from the 50%

point of the input transition to the point at which the
output enters into and stays within :t V,LSB (the error
band) of the final value. Minimum settling time occurs
when the output enters the error band at the maximum
slew rate, and then settles out within the band. In ac-
tuality, however, the output's slew rate will lessen prior
to entering the error band, and then may exit and enter
the band once or twice as it settles to its final value. The
settling time is determined by the last time the output
enters the error band. See Figure 1.

When testing for settling time, the measurement tech-
nique used will have an effect on the result. Simply
connecting scope probes to an input and output is gen-
erally not satisfactory due to the capacitive loading (typ-
ically 10-20 pF) of the probes. The rise (fall) time of an
ECL input can be significantly increased by such a
probe, with the result that the inputs of the MC10318
'nay be skewed from each other, which, in turn, affects
the output. However, probes with low input capaci-
tance, on the order of 2 pF or less (such as FET probes).
can be used with very little degradation of the wave-
forms. The overall propagation delay of the probe (from
tip to scope input) must be taken into account, as this
can be on the order of 10 ns.

When attempting to view the output on ~ scope, sev-
eral factors need to be considered. If the output swing
is a full scale transition (e.g., 1.0 V), 1 LSB is 3.9 mY.
The scope's amplifier must then be set at a sensitive
range (5 mV/cm or 10 mV/cm). with the result that the
scope's amplifier will be saturated when the MC10318's
output is at the initial value. When the device inputs are
switched, the output approaches the final value, but the
scope's amplifier will require some time to come out
of saturation, and then may overshoot, causing a false
indication. In order to overcome this problem, the
MC10318 was tested for settling time by connecting the
output to a dual high-speed comparator configured as
a window detector. The window is 1 LSB wide, centered
about the final value. The outputs of the comparators
are then monitored on a scope, as they indicate when
the MC10318 output is settled within the error band.
Propagation delays of the comparators, scope probes,
and cable lengths are taken into account. See Figure 22.
This method of monitoring the DAC's output. although
indirect, does not cause changes to the output wave-
form because of probe loading, characteristics of the
scope, or noise which the probe (and cable) may pick
up.

Voltage Output
There are two methods of converting the current out-

put of the MC10318 to voltage outputs, depending on
the voltage swing desired. For a limited range
«3.8 V pop) the circuit of Figure 23 can be used.

;-!~ __ v~_.,... ~ .•
0\1 2551010 lJV I]VIOOV I

-25149 ·25toOV I 010 ·25V 1"0
·25 I 745 II ·2510 13 V 1 J to ·25 V
'10 .• ~...J. 'lOIO~~V ~ _~OIO~ ..•

Where a larger voltage swing is required, an op amp
is required at the output. The choice of op amp will be
based on whether accuracy or speed is of primary im-
portance. Where repeatable and stable accuracy is re-
quired, the op amp characteristics to consider are open-
loop gain, offset voltage, bias current, and temperature
drift. Where speed is paramount, a wideband amplifier
should be used. Slew rate, propagation delay, and set-
tling time of the op amp are the primary factors to eval-
uate. The PC board should be designed for high fre-
quency operation, possibly using Microstrip or Stripline
techniques. See Figure 24 for a suggested circuit.

Connecting 10 and r;; as shown in the above figures
places a constant dc load (51 mAl on the Vs supply,
thus facilitating its design. The Gain Adjust resistor
should be a 20 turn trimpot, as this will result in one
turn equaling approximately 1 LSB of adjustment (for
the recommended values in the figure). All of the re-
sistors should have similar temperature coefficients for
best temperature stability.
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NOTE: Terminating Resistors and Zo must be matched to
within 0.4% to keep initial reflection below 112 lSB in
magnitude,

NOTES:
1) When generating waveforms at low frequencies, fil-
tering the output is recommended to smooth out the
steps.
2) In many applications, bipolar voltage output may be
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obtained by monitoring the differential voltage at Pins
14 and 15 (with equal load resistors).
3) When connecting the outputs to transmission lines
(See Figures 28 and 29), proper transmission line theory
and techniques must be used for optimum performance.



The maximum power consumption an integrated cir-
cuit can tolerate at a given operating ambient temper-
ature, can be found from the equation:

P _ TJ(maxl - TA
D(TAI - R8JA(TyP)

Where: PD(TAl = Power Dissipation allowable at a
given operating ambient temperature. This must be
greater than the sum of the products of the supply volt-

ages and supply currents at the worst case operating
condition.

TJ(max) = Maximum Operating Junction Temper-
ature as listed in the Maximum Ratings
Section

TA = Maximum Desired Operating Ambient
Temperature

R8JA(Typ) = Typical Thermal Resistance Junction to
Ambient
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® MOTOROLA

Specifications and Applications
Information

HIGH SPEED
8-BIT ANAlOG-TO-DIGITAl CONVERTER

The MC10319 is an 8-bit high speed parallel flash AID converter.
The device employs an internal Grey code structure to eliminate
large output errors on fast slewing input signals. It is fully TIL
compatible, requiring a + 5.0 V supply and a wide tolerance neg-
ative supply of - 3.0 to - 6.0 V. Three-state TIL outputs allow
direct drive of a data bus or common I/O memory.

The MC10319 contains 256 parallel comparators across a pre-
cision input reference network. The comparator outputs are fed
to latches and then to an encoder network, to produce an 8-bit
data byte plus an overrange bit. The data is latched and converted
to 3-state LS-TIL outputs. The overrange bit is always active to
allow for either sensing of the overrange condition or ease of
interconnecting a pair of devices to produce a 9-bit AID converter.

Applications include Video Display and Radar processing, high
speed instrumentation and TV Broadcast encoding.

• Internal Grey Code for Speed and Accuracy, Binary Outputs

• 8-Bit Resolution/9-Bit Typical Accuracy

• Easily Interconnected for 9-Bit Conversion

• 3-State LS-TTL Outputs with True and Complement Enable
Inputs

• 25 MHz Sampling Rate

• Wide Input Range: 1.0-2.0 Vp_p Between ±2.0 V

• Low Input Capacitance: 50 pF

• Low Power Dissipation: 618 mW

• No Sample/Hold Required for Video Bandwidth Signals

• Single Clock Cycle Conversion

. Analog

Input

Vi"
114)

vRT
1241

GNO
VCCIOI 12. 12.
111. 171 '6,221

~ - 1
I Bias I
I IL .•r----..,

I 1
I

Over-
Range

(31
07 (41

D6 (51

05 (6)

D4 17)

03 (8)

02 (91

01 (101

DO 12'1

HIGH SPEED
8-BIT ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL

FLASH CONVERTER

SILICON MONOLITHIC
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

L SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE

CASE 623-05

OVER·
RANGE

07 4

Motorola reserves the right to make changes without
further notice to any products herein to improve reo
liability, function or design. Motorola does not as-
sume any liability arising out of the application or use
of any product or circuit described herein; neither
does it convey any license under its patent rights nor
the rights of others. Motorola and@are registered
trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Motorola, Inc. is an
Equal Employment Opponunity/Affirmative Action
Employer.

Temperature Range

O· to + 70·C
C1MOTOROLA INC., 1986
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Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Supply Voltage VCC(A),(D) +7.0 Vdc
VEE -7.0

Positive Supply Voltage Differential VCC(D)- -0.3 to +0.3 Vdc
VCC(A)

Digital Input Voltage (Pins 18-20) VI(D) -0.5 to + 7.0 Vdc

Analog Input Voltage (Pins 1, 14, 23, 24) VI(A) -2.5 to +2.5 Vdc

Reference Voltage Span (Pin 24-Pin 23) - 2.3 Vdc

Applied Output Voltage (Pins 4-10,21 in 3-State) - -0.3 to + 7.0 Vdc

Junction Temperature TJ +150 ·c
Storage Temperature TstQ -65 to + 150 ·c

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

Power Supply Voltage (Pin 15) VCC(A) +4.5 +5.0 +5.5 Vdc
(Pins 11, 17) VCC(D)

VCC(D) - VCC(A) Il.VCC -0.1 0 +0.1 Vdc

Power Supply Voltage (Pin 13) VEE -6.0 -5.0 -3.0 Vdc

Digital Input Voltages (Pins 18-201 VI(D) 0 - +5.0 Vdc

Analog Input (Pin 14) VilA) -2.1 - +2.1 Vdc

Voltage 0 VRT (Pin 24) VRT -1.0 - +2.1 Vdc

Voltage @ VRB (Pin 23) VRB -2.1 - + 1.0 Vdc

VRT - VRB Il.VR +1.0 - +2.1 Vdc

VRB - VEE - 1.3 - - Vdc

Applied Output Voltage (Pins 4-10,21 in 3-State) Vo 0 - 5.5 Vdc

Clock Pulse Width - High tCKH 5.0 20 - ns
Low tCKL 15 20 -

Clock Frequency fCLK 0 - 25 MHz

Operating Ambient Temperature TA 0 - +70 ·c

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (0' < TA < 70'C, VCC ~ 5.0 V, VEE ~ -5.2 V, VRT = + 1.0 V, VRB = -1.0 V, except
where noted.)

Resolution N - - I 8.0 Bits

Monotonicity MON Guaranteed Bits

Integral Nonlinearity INL - ±1/4 ±1.0 LSB
Differential Nonlinearity DNL - - ±1.0 LSB

Differential Phase (See Figure 16) DP - 1.0 - Deg.

Differential Gain (See Figure 16) DG - 1.0 - %

Power Supply Rejection Ratio PSRR LSBN
(4.5 V < VCC < 5.5 V, VEE = -5.2 V) - 0.1 -
(- 6.0 V < VEE < - 3.0 V, VCC = +5.0 V) - 0 -



70C.VCC ,OV.VEE ,2'1 'JR,
1.0 V. except where noted.)

Symbol I Min Typ

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS - continued (00 < 1 A

VRB =

Input Current «I' Vin = VRB (See Figure 5) IINL -100 0 - !LA

Input Current (U Vin = VRT (See Figure 5) IINH - 60 150 JLA

Input Capacitance (VRT - VRB = 2.0 V. See Figure 4) Cin - 36 - pF

Input Capacitance (VRT - VRB = 1.0 V. See Figure 4) Cin - 55 - pF

Bipolar Offset Error VOS - 0.1 - LSB

Ladder Resistance (VRT to VRB. TA = 25°C) Rrel 104 130 156 n
Temperature Coefficient TC - +0.29 - "Iorc
Ladder Capacitance (Pin 1 open) Crel - 25 - pF

Input Voltage - High (Pins 19-20) VIHE 2.0 - - V

Input Voltage - Low (Pins 19-20) VILE - - 0.8 V

Input Current «, 2.7 V IIHE - 0 20 p.A

Input Current (to 0.4 V «" EN (0 < EN < 5.0 VI IILl -400 -100 - p.A

Input Current (u. 0.4 V (u EN (EN = 0 V) IIL2 -400 -100 - p.A

Input Current (U 0.4 V «I EN (EN = 2.0 V) IIL3 -20 -2.0 - p.A

Input Clamp Voltage (11K= -18 mAl 'lIKE -1.5 -1.3 - V

Input Voltage High VIHC 2.0 - - Vdc

Input Voltage Low VILC - - 0.8 Vdc

Input Current «< 0.4 V (See Figure 7) IILC -400 -80 - p.A

Input Current (a 2.7 V (See Figure 7) IIHC -100 -20 - p.A ,
Input Clamp Voltage (11K= -18 mAl VIKC -1.5 -1.3 - Vdc

High Output Voltage (lOH = -400 !LA, VCC = 4.5 V. See Figure 8) VOH 2.4 3.0 - V

Low Output Voltage (lOL ~ 4.0 mA, See Figure 9) VOL - 0.35 0.4 V

Output Short Circuit Current" (VCC = 5.5 V) ISC - 35 - mA

Output Leakage Current (0.4 < '10 < 2.4 V. See Figure 3. ILK -50 - +50 !LA
VCC = 5.5 V, DO-D7 in 3·State Mode)

Output Capacitance (DO-D7 in 3-State Mode) Cout - 9.0 - pF

VCC(A) Current (4.5 V < VCC(A) < 5.5 V) (Outputs unloaded) ICC(AI 10 17 25 mA

VCC(D) Current (4.5 V < VCC(D) < 5.5 V) (Outputs unloaded) ICC(D) 50 90 133 mA

'lEE Current (- 6.0 V < 'lEE < - 3.0 V) lEE -14 -10 -6.0 mA

Power Dissipation (VRT - VRB = 2.0 V) (Outputs unloaded) PD - 618 995 mW



TIMING C'!ARACTERISllCS (TA = 25°C,VCC = + 5.a V, VEE = - 5.2 V, VRT = + 1.0 V, VRB = - 1.0 V,
See System Timing Diagram.)

Min Clock Pulse Width - High tCKH - 5.0 - ns

Min Clock Pulse Width - Low tCKL - 15 - ns

Max Clock Rise, Fall Time tR F - 100 - ns

Clock Frequency fCLK 0 30 25 MHz

New Data Valid from Clock Low tCKDV - 19 - ns

Aperture Delay tAD - 4.0 - ns

Hold Time tH - 6.0 - ns

Data High to 3-State from Enable Low" tEHZ - 27 - ns

Data Low to 3-State from Enable Low" tEll - 18 - ns

Data High to 3-State from Enable High" tEHZ - 32 - ns

Data Low to 3-State from Enable High" tELZ - 18 - ns

Valid Data from Enable High (Pin 20 = 0 VI" tEDV - 15 - ns

Valid Data from Enable Low (Pin 19 = 5.0 V)" tEDV - 16 - ns

Output Transition Time" (10%-90%) ttr - 8.0 - ns

Symbol Pin Description

VRM 1 The midpoint of the reference resistor ladder. Bypassing can be
done at this point to improve performance at high frequencies.

GND 2,12 Power supply and signal ground. The four pins should be connected
16,22 directly together, and through a low impedance to the power supply.

OVR 3 Overrange output. Indicates Vin is more positive than VRT-1/2 LSB.
This output does not have 3-state capability.

07-00 4-10, Digital Outputs. 07 (Pin 4) is the MSB, DO(Pin 21) is the LSB. LSTTL
21 compatible with 3-state capability.

VCC(DI 11,17 Power supply for the digital section. + 5.0 V, ± 10% required.

VEE 13 Negative Power supply. Nominally -5.2 V, it can range from -3.0
to - 6.0 V, and must be more negative than VRB by > 1.3 V.

Vin 14 Signal voltage input. This voltage is compared to the reference to
generate a digital equivalent. Input impedance is nominally 16-33
kG in parallel with 36 pF.

VCC(A) 15 Power supply for the analog section. + 5.0 V, ± 10% required.

CLK 18 Clock input. TTL compatible.

EN 19 Enable input. TTL compatible, a Logic "1" (and Pin 20 a Logic "0")
enables the data outputs. A Logic "0" puts the outputs in a 3-state
mode.

EN 20 Enable input. TTL compatible, a Logic "0" (and Pin 19 a Logic "1")
enables the data outputs. A Logic "1" puts the outputs in a 3-state
mode.

VRB 23 The bottom (most negative pointl of the internal reference resistor
ladder.

VRT 24 The top (most positive point) of the internal reference resistor
ladder.
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FIGURE 10 - SUPPLY CURRENT versus TEMPERATURE
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INTRODUCTION

The MC10319 is a high-speed, 8-bit, parallel ("Flash")
type analog-to-digital converter containing 256 com-
parators at the front end. See Figure 17 for a block dia-
gram. The comparators are arranged such that one in-
put of each is referenced to evenly spaced voltages,
derived from the refetence resistor ladder. The other
input of the comparators is connected to the input signal
(Vin)' Some of the comparator's differential outputs will
be "true," while other comparators will have "not true"
outputs, depending on their relative position. Their out-
puts are then latched, and converted to an 8-bit Grey
code by the Differential Latch Array. The Grey code en-
sures any input errors due to cross talk, feed-thru, or
timing disparaties, result in glitches at the output of only
a few LSBs, rather than the more traditional 1/2 scale
and 1/4 scale glitches.

The Grey code is then translated to an 8-bit binary
code, and the differential levels are translated to TTL
levels before being applied to the output latches. EN-
ABLE inputs at this final stage permit the TTL outputs
(except Overrange) to be put into a high impedance
(3-state) condition.

SIGNAL INPUT

The signal voltage to be digitized (Vin) is applied
simultaneously to one input of each of the 256 com-
parators through Pin 14. The other inputs of the com-
parators are connected to 256 evenly spaced voltages
derived from the reference ladder. The output code de-
pends on the relative position of the input signal and
the reference voltages. The comparators have a
bandwidth of >50 MHz, which is more than sufficient
for the allowable (Nyquist theory) input frequency of
12.5 MHz.

The current into Pin 14 varies linearly from 0 (when
Vin = VRB) to =60 p.A (when Vin = VRT). If Vin is taken
below VRB or above VRT, the input current will remain
at the value corresponding to VRB and VRT respectively
(see Figure 5). However, Vin must be maintained within
the absolute range of :': 2.5 volts (with respect to
ground) - otherwise excessive currents will result at
Pin 14, due to internal clamps.

The input capacitance at Pin 14 is typically 36 pF if
[VRT - VRBI is 2.0 volts, and increases to 55 pF if [VRT
- VRBl is reduced to 1.0 volt (see Figure 4). The ca-
pacitance is constant as Vin varies from VRT down to
=0.1 volt above VRB. Taking Vin to VRB will show an
increase in the capacitance of =50%. If Vin is taken
above VRT, or below VRB, the capacitance will stay at
the values corresponding to VRT and VRB, respectively.

The source impedance of the signal voltage should
be maintained below 100 0 (at the frequencies of in-
terest) in order to avoid sampling errors.

REFERENCE

The reference resistor ladder is composed of a string
of equal value resistors so as to provide 256 equally
spaced voltages for the comparators (see Figure 17 for
the actual configuration). The voltage difference be-
tween adjacent comparators corresponds to 1 LSB of
the input range. The first comparator (closest to VRB)
is referenced 1/2 LSB above VRB, and the 256th com-
parator (for the overrange) is referenced 1/2 LSB below
VRT. The total resistance of the ladder is nominally 130
0, :':20%, requiring 15.4 mA @ 2.0 volts, and 7.7 mA @
1.0 volt. There is a nominal warm-up change of = + 9.0%
in the ladder resistance due to the +0.29%/"C temper-
ature coefficient.

The minimum recommended span (VRT - VRBI is
1.0 volt. A lower span will allow offsets and nonlinear-
ities to become significant. The maximum recom-
mended span is 2.1 volts due to power limitations of
the resistor ladder. The span may be anywhere within
the range of - 2.1 to + 2.1 volts with respect to ground,
and VRB must be at least 1.3 volts more positive than
VEE. The reference voltages must be stable and free of
noise and spikes, since the accuracy of a conversion is
directly related to the quality of the reference.

In most applications, the reference voltages will re-
main fixed. In applications involving a varying reference
for modulation or signal scrambling, the modulating
signal may be applied to VRT, or VRB, or both. The out-
put will vary inversly with the reference signal, intro-
ducing a nonlinearity into the transfer function. The ad-
dition of the modulating signal and the dc level applied
to the reference must be such that the absolute voltage
at VRT and VRB are maintained within the values listed
in the Recommended Operating Limits. The RMS value
of the span must be maintained •• 2.1 volts.

VRM (Pin 1) is the midpoint of the resistor ladder,
excluding the Overrange comparator. The voltage at
VRM is:

VRT + VRB _ In LSB
2.0

In most applications, bypassing this pin to ground (0.1
p.F) is sufficient to maintain accuracy. In applications
involving very high frequencies, and where linearity is
critical, it may be necessary to trim the voltage at the
midpoint. A means for accomplishing this is indicated
in Figure 18.

POWER SUPPLIES

VCC(A) (Pin 15) is the positive power supply for the
comparators, and VCC(D) (Pins 11, 17) is the positive
power supply for the digital portion. Both are to be + 5.0
volts, :': 10%, and the two are to be within 100 millivolts
of each other. There is indirect internal coupling be-
tween VCC(D) and VCC(A). If they are powered sepa-
rately, and one supply fails, there will be current flow
through the MC10319 to the failed supply.



ICC(A) is nominally 17 mA, and does not vary with
clock frequency or with Vin. It does vary linearly with
VCC(A). ICC(D) is nominally 90 mA, and is independent
of clock frequency. It does vary, however, by 6-7 mA
as Vin is changed, with the lowest current occuring
when Vin = VRT. It varies linearly with VCC(D).

VEE is the negative power supply for the comparators,
and is to be within the range - 3.0 to - 6.0 volts. Ad-
ditionally, VEE must be at least 1.3 volts more negative
than VRB. lEE is a nominal -10 mA, and is independent
of clock frequency, Vin, and VEE.

For proper operation, the supplies must be bypassed
at the IC. A 10 J.LFtantalum, in parallel with a 0.1 J.LF
ceramic is recommended for each supply to ground.

CLOCK

The Clock input (Pin 18) is TTl compatible with a typ-
ical frequency range of 0 to 30 MHz. There is no duty
cycle limitation, but the minimum low and high times
must be adhered to. See Figure 7 for the input current
requirements.

The conversion sequence is shown in Figure 19, and
is as follows:

• On the rising edge, the data output latches are latched
with old data, and the comparator output latches are
released to follow the input signal (Vin).

• During the high time, the comparators track the input
signal. The data output latches retain the old data.

• On the falling edge, the comparator outputs are
latched with the data immediately prior to this edge.
The conversion to digital occurs within the device,
and the data output latches are released to indicate
the new data within 20 ns.

• During the clock low time, the comparator outputs
remain latched, and the data output latches remain
transparent.

A summary of the sequence is that data present at
Vin just prior to the Clock falling edge is digitized and
available at the data outputs immediately after that
same falling edge.

The comparator output latches provide the circuit
with an effective sample-and-hold function, eliminating
the need for an external sample-and-hold.

ENABLE INPUTS

The two Enable inputs (Pins 19,20) are TTl compat-
ible, and are used to change the data outputs (07-00)
from active to 3-state. This capability allows cascading
two MC10319s into a 9-bit configuration, flip-flopping
two MC10319s into a 50 MHz configuration, connecting
the outputs directly to a data bus, multiplexing multiple
converters, etc. See the Applications Information sec-
tion for more details. For the outputs to be active, Pin
19 must be a logic "1," and Pin 20 must be a logic "0."
Changing either input will put the outputs into the high
impedance mode. The Enable inputs affect only the
state of the outputs - they do not inhibit a conversion.
The input current into Pins 19 and 20 is shown in Figure
6, and the input - output timing is shown in Figure 1
and 20. leaving either pin open is equivalent to a logic
"1," although good design practice dictates that an in-
put should never be left open.

The Overrange output (Pin 3) is not affected by the
Enable inputs as it does not have 3-state capability.

OUTPUTS

The data outputs (Pins 4-10, 21) are TTllevel outputs
with high impedance capability. Pin 4 is the MSB (07).
and Pin 21 is the lSB (DO). The eight outputs are active
as long as the Enable inputs are true (Pin 19 = high,
Pin 20 = low). The timing of the outputs relative to the
Clock input and the Enable inputs is shown in Figures
1 and 20. Figures 8 and 9 indicate the output voltage
versus load current, while Figure 3 indicates the leakage
current when in the high impedance mode.

The output code is natural binary, depicted in the table
below.

The Overrange output (Pin 3) goes high when the in-
put. Vin, is more positive than VRT - 1/2 lSB. This
output is always active - it does not have high imped-
ance capability. Besides being used to indicate an input
overrange, it is additionally used for cascading two
MC10319s to form a 9-bit AID converter (see Figure 27).

VRT, VRB (voltsl Output
Input 2.048 V, 0 V +1.0V, -1.0V +1.0V,OV Code Overrange

>VRT - 1/2 LSB >2.044 V >0.9961 V >0.9980 V FFH 1
VRT - 1/2 LSB 2.044 V 0.9961 V 0.9980 V FFH 0 •.• 1
"RT - 1 LSB 2.040 V 0.992 V 0.9961 V FFH 0
VRT - 1-112LSB 2.036 V 0.988 V 0.9941 V FEH'" FFH 0
Midpoint 1.024 V 0.000 V 0.5000 V 80H 0
VRB + 1/2 LSB 4.0 mV -0.9961 V 1.95 mV OOH•.• 01H 0
<VRB <OV <-1.0V <OV OOH 0



POWER SUPPLIES, GROUNDING

The PC board layout, and the quality of the power
supplies and the ground system at the IC are very im-
portant in order to obtain proper operation. Noise, from
any source, coming into the device on VCC, VEE, or
ground can cause an incorrect output code due to in-
teraction with the analog portion of the circuit. At the
same time, noise generated within the MC10319 can
cause incorrect operation if that noise does not have a
clear path to ac ground.

Both the VCC and VEE power supplies must be
decoupled to ground at the IC (within 1" maxI with a 10
J.LFtantalum and a 0.1 J.LFceramic. Tantalum capacitors
are recommended since electrolytic capacitors simply
have too much inductance at the frequencies of interest.
The quality of the VCC and VEE supplies should then
be checked at the IC with a high frequency scope. Noise
spikes (always present when digital circuits are present)
can easily exceed 400 mV peak, and if they get into the
analog portion of the IC, the operation can be disrupted.
Noise can be reduced by inserting resistors and/or in-
ductors between the supplies and the IC.

If switching power supplies are used, there will usu-
ally be spikes of 0.5 volts or greater at frequencies of
50-200 kHz. These spikes are generally more difficult to
reduce because of their greater energy content. In ex-
treme cases, 3-terminal regulators (MC78L05ACP,
MC7905.2CT). with appropriate high frequency filtering,
should be used and dedicated to the MC10319.

The ripple content of the supplies should not allow
their magnitude to exceed the values in the Recom-
mended Operating Limits.

The PC board tracks supplying VCC and VEE to the
MC10319 should preferably not be at the tail end of the
bus distribution, after passing through a maze of digital
circuitry. The MC10319 should be close to the power
supply, or the connector where the supply voltages en-
ter the board. If the VCC and VEE lines are supplying
considerable current to other parts of the boards, then
it is preferable to have dedicated lines from the supply
or connector directly to the MC10319.

The four ground pins (2,12, 16,22) must be connected
directly together. Any long path beween them can cause
stability problems due to the inductance ((a25 MHz) of
the PC tracks. The ground return for the signal source
must be noise free.

REFERENCE VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

Since the accuracy of the conversion is directly related
to the quality of the references, it is imperative that ac-
curate and stable voltages be provided to VRT and VRB·
If the reference span is 2 volts, then 1/2 LSB is only 3.9
millivolts, and it is desireable that VRT and VRB be ac-
curate to within this amount, and furthermore, that they
do not drift more than this amount once set. Over the
temperature range of 0 to 70°C, a maximum tempera-

ture coefficient of 28 ppml"C is required.
The voltage supplies used for digital circuits should

preferably not be used as a source for generating VRT
and VRB, due to the noise spikes (50-400 mV) present
on the supplies and on their ground lines. Generally
:!: 15 volts, or :!: 12 volts, are available for analog circuits,
and are usually clean compared to supplies used for
digital circuits, although ripple may be present in vary-
ing amounts. Ripple is easier to filter out than spikes,
however, and so these supplies are preferred.

Figure 21 depicts a circuit which can provide an ex-
tremely stable voltage to VRT at the current required
(the maximum reference current is 19.2 mA (aJ2.0 volts).
The MC1400 and MC1403 series of reference sources
have very low temperature coefficients, good noise re-
jection, and a high initial accuracy, allowing the circuit
to be built without an adjustment pot if the VRT voltage
is to remain fixed at one value. Using 0.1% wirewound
resistors for the divider provides sufficient accuracy and
stability in many cases. Alternately, resistor networks
provide high ratio accuracies, and close temperature
tracking. If the application requires VRT to be changed
periodically, the two resistors can be replaced with a 20
turn, cermet potentiometer. Wirewound potentiometers
should not be used for this type of application since the
pot's slider jumps from winding to winding, and an ex-
act setting can be difficult to obtain. Cermet pots allow
for a smooth continuous adjustment.

In Figure 21, Rl reduces the power dissipation in the
transistor, and can be carbon composition. The 0.1 J.LF
capacitor in the feedback path provides stability in the
unity gain configuration. Recommended op amps are:
LM358, MC34001 series, LM308A, LM324, and LM 11C.
Offset drift is the key parameter to consider in choosing
an op amp, and the LM308A has the lowest drift of those
mentioned. Bypass capacitors are not shown in Figure
21, but should always be provided at the input to the
2.5 volt reference, and at the power supply pins of the
op amp.

Figure 22 shows a simpler and more economical cir-
cuit, using the LM317LZ regulator, but with lower initial
accuracy and temperature stability. The op amp/current
booster is not needed since the LM317LZ can supply the
current directly. In a well controlled environment, this
circuit will suffice for many applications. Because of the
lower initial accuracy, an adjustment pot is a necessity.

Figure 23 shows two circuits for providing the voltage
to VRB. The circuits are similar to those of Figures 21
and 22, and have similar accuracy and stability. Al-
though the MC1400G2 is meant to provide a positive
voltage, it can be configured to provide a negative reg-
ulated voltage by grounding the input and output, and
deriving the regulated voltage at the ground pin (Pin 4).
The MC1403 series of regulators cannot be used in this
manner. The output transistor is a PNP in this case since
the circuit must sink the reference current.



VIDEO APPLICATIONS

The MC10319 is suitable for digitizing video signals
directly without signal conditioning, although the stan-
dard 1 volt pop video signal can be amplified to a 2.0
volt pop signal for slightly better accuracy. Figure 24
shows the input (top trace) and reconstructed output of
a standard NTSC test signal, sampled at 25 MSPS, con-
sisting of a sync pulse, 3.58 MHz color burst, a 3.58 MHz
signal in a Sin2x envelope, a pulse, a white level signal,
and a black level signal. Figure 25 shows a Sin2x pulse
that has been digitized and reconstructed at 25 MSPS.
The width of the pulse is =450 ns at the base. Figure 26
shows an application circuit for digitizing video.

9-BIT AID CONVERTER

Figure 27 shows how two MC10319s can be con-
nected to form a 9-bit converter. In this configuration,
the outputs (07-00) of the two 8-bit converters are par-
alleled. The outputs of one device are active, while the
outputs of other are in the 3-state mode. The selection
is made by the OVERRANGE output of the lower
MCl 0319, which controls Enable inputs on the two de-
vices. Additionally, this output provides the 9th bit.

The reference ladders are connected in series, pro-
viding the 512 steps required for 9 bits. The input volt-
age range is determined by VRT of the upper MCl 0319,
and VRB of the lower device. A minimum of 1.0 volt is
required across each converter. The 500 fl. pot (20 turn
cermet) allows for adjustment of the midpoint since the
reference resistors of the two MC10319s may not be
identical in value. Without the adjustment, a non-equal
voltage division would occur, resulting in a nonlinear

conversion. If the references are to be symmetrical
about ground (e.g., ± 1.0 volt). the adjustment can be
eliminated, and the midpoint connected to ground.

The use of latches on the outputs is optional, de-
pending on the application.

50 MHz, 8-BIT AID CONVERTER

Figure 28 shows how two MC10319s can be con-
nected together in a flip-flop arrangement in order to
have an effective conversion speed of 50 MHz. The
74F74 Ootype flip-flop provides a 25 MHz clock to each
converter, and at the same time, controls the ENABLES
so as to alternately enable and disable the outputs. The
Overranges do not have 3-state capability, and so can-
not be paralleled. Instead they are OR'd together. The
use of latches is optional, and depends on the appli-
cation. Data should be latched, or written to RAM (in
a OMA operation). on the high-to-Iow transition of the
50 MHz clock.

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REGULATOR

In the cases where a negative power supply is not
available - neither the - 3.0 to - 6.0 volts, nor a higher
negative voltage from which to derive it - the circuit
of Figure 29 can be used to generate - 5.0 volts from
the + 5.0 volts supply. The PC board space required is
small (=2.0 in2). and it can be located physically close
to the MC10319. The MC34063 is a switching regulator,
and in Figure 29 is configured in an inverting mode of
operation. The regulator operating specifications are
given in the Figure.
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(See Below)

FIGURE 16 - DIFFERENTIAL PHASE AND GAIN TEST
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FIGURE 17 - MC10319
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FIGURE 18 - ADJUSTING VRM FOR IMPROVED UNEARITY
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EN-=t~.~__0_.9_~_-16-r---

00-07 __ ~iVc{~;~'-

r ....,
I 1.5kl

I Ir--E' /: ~f~:or L ~
12.0 kn 1/
1 I =
L__ .J

2.5 V References MC14OOG2 MC1403U MC1403AU

Line Regulation 1.0mV 0.5 mV 0.5 mV

TC (ppmrC) max 25 40 25

<1Vout for 0-70·C 4.4mV 7.0 mV 4.4 mV

Initial Accuracy ±O.2% ±1% ± 1%

+ 5.0 to 1.25 to 2.00 V to VRT
+40 V In lM317LZ Out

10 p.F.J; Adj. 240 J 1.0 p.F

LM317LZ

Line Regulation 1.0 mV

TC (ppmrC) max 60

<1Vout for 0-70·C 8.4 mV

Initial Accuracy ±4%



R1 = 100 n for -5.0 V
620 n for -15 V

R2 = 620 n for -5.0 V
3.0 kn for - 15 V

Out - 1.25 to- 2.00 V to

VRS

J1.01tF
-l
10 Ikn I

I
1.5 Ikn
_J

MC1400G2 lM337MT

line Regulation 1.0 mV 1.0 mV

TC (ppmI"C) max 25 48

tN out for 0-70'C 4.4 mV 6.7 mV

Initial Accuracy ±O.2% ±4%



CLK ORIref MC10319
VRT 07

0.1 • Output

t VRM • Data

•
•

VRS DO

Vin
VEE GND

620 n -5.2 V

1/2W
10 iLF 0.13.0 kn

-15 V

-2.5 V
0.1~

. >10 uF 25 nVideo Input '-----..J ~
(1 Volt p-p) r-o

NOTES: 1) MC34080's powered from ±1S V
supplies. MC34083 (Duall may be used.

21 Bypass capacitors required at
power supply pins of ALlle·s.

3) Ground plane required over all
parts of circuit board.

4) Care in layout around MC34080's
necessary for good frequency
response.

5) A 1 ~ MC34002.





GNO EN
-=

EN OR

CLK 07

MC10319 •
VRT (#1) ••VRM •

DO
VRB

Vin VEE VCC(O) VCC1A)

EN VEE VCCIO) VCC(A)

VRT..d VRM OR-= 0.1 OR
-1.0V VRB MC10319

(#2) 07 07
CLK •• •• •Vin Vin • •• •

+5.0 V EN DO DO
GNO latches fJ-= (Optionall

I

a~ ~_I __ '---
I I

DO-07 #1-T(valid I?ata~--- ..••~--- •.•~

I :
DO-07#2~ t ~ __ •••••~

Vin
1+4.5 to +5.5 V)

100,.F1
Line Regulation 4.5 V < Vin < 5.5 V, 0.16%

'out = 10 mA

Load Regulation Vin = 5.0 V, 8.0 mA < 0.4%
lout < 20 mA

Output Ripple Vin = 5.0 V, lout = 20 mA 2 mVp-p

Short Circuit lout Vin = 5.0 V, R1 = 0.1 n 140mA

Efficiency Vin = 5.0 V, lout = 50 mA 52%

470,.F r
Vout

-5.0V/20 mAr470
l'F



APEhTURE DELAY - The time difference between the
sampling signal (typically a clock edge) and the actual
analog signal converted. The actual signal converted
may ocOUr before or after the sampling signal, depend-
ing on the internal configuration of the converter.

BIPOLAR INPUT - A mode of operation whereby the
analog input (of an A-Dl. or output (of a DAC), includes
both negative and positive values. Examples are -1.0
to + 1.0 V, - 5.0 to + 5.0 V, - 2.0 to + 8.0 V, etc.

BIPOLAR OFFSET ERROR - The difference between the
actual and ideal locations of the OOHto 01H transition,
where the ideal location is 1/2 LSB above the most neg-
ative reference voltage.

BIPOLAR ZERO ERROR - The error (usually expressed
in LSBs) of the input voltage location (of an A-D) of the
80H to 81H transition. The ideal location is 1/2 LSB above
zero volts in the case of an A-D setup for a symmetrical
bipolar input (e.g., - 1.0 to + 1.0 V).

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY - The maximum de-
viation in the actual step size (one transition level to
another) from the ideal step size. The ideal step size is
defined as the Full Scale Range divided by 2n (n = num-
ber of bits). This error must be within:!: 1 LSB for proper
operation.

FULL SCALE RANGE (ACTUAL) - The difference be-
tween the actual minimum and maximum end points
of the analog input (of an A-D).

FULL SCALE RANGE (IDEAL) - The difference between
the actual minimum and maximum end points of the
analog input (of an A-Dl. plus one LSB.

GAIN ERROR - The difference between the actual and
expected gain (end point to end pointl. with respect to
the reference, of a data converter. The gain error is usu-
ally expressed in LSBs.

GREY CODE - Also known as reflected binary code, it
is a digital code such that each code differs from adja-
cent codes by only one bit. Since more than one bit is
never changed at each transition, race condition errors
are eliminated.

INTEGRAL NONLINEARITY - The maximum error of
an A-D, or DAC, transfer function from the ideal straight
line connecting the analog end points. This parameter
is sensitive to dynamics, and test conditions must be
specified in order to be meaningfull. This parameter is
the best overall indicator of the device's performance.

LSB - Least Significant Bit. It is the lowest order bit of
a binary code.

LINE REGULATION - The ability of a voltage regulator
to maintain a certain output voltage as the input to the
regulator is varied. The error is typically expressed as
a percent 0

LOAD REGULATION - The ability of a voltage regulator
to maintain a certain output voltage as the load current
is varied ..The error is typically expressed as a percent
of the nominal output voltage.

MONOTONICITY - The characteristic of the transfer
function whereby increasing the input code (of a DAC),
orthe input signal (of an A-Dl. results in the output never
decreasi ng.

MSB - Most Significant Bit. It is the highest order bit
of a binary code.

NATURAL BINARY CODE - A binary code defined by:
N = An2n + ... + A323 + A222 + A121 + A020

where each "A" coefficient has a value of 1 or O. Typ-
ically, all zeroes correspond to a zero input voltage of
an A-D, and all ones correspond to the most positive
input voltage.

OFFSET BINARY CODE - Applicable only to bipolar in-
put (or output) data converters, it is the same as Natural
Binary, except that all zeroes correspond to the most
negative input voltage (of an A-Dl. while all ones cor-
respond to the most positive input.

POWER SUPPLY SENSITIVITY - The change in a data
converter's performance with changes in the power
supply voltage(s). This parameter is usually expressed
in percent of full scale versus tN.

aUANTITIZATION ERROR - Also known as digitization
error or uncertainty. It is the inherent error involved in
digitizing an analog signal due to the finite number of
steps at the digital output versus the infinite number of

. values at the analog input. This error is a minimum of
:!:1/2 LSB.

RESOLUTION - The smallest change which can be dis-
cerned by an A-D converter, or produced by a DAC. It
is usually expressed as the number of bits, n, where the
converter has 2n possible states.

SAMPLING THEOREM - Also known as the Nyquist
Theorem. It states that the sampling frequency of an
A-D must be no less than 2x the highest frequency (of
interest) of the analog signal to be digitized in order to
preserve the information of that analog signal.

UNIPOLAR INPUT - A mode of operation whereby the
analog input range (ot'an A-D), or output range (of a
DACl. includes values of a signal polarity. Examples are
o to + 2.0 V, 0 to - 5.0 V, + 2.0 to + 8.0 V, etc.

UNIPOLAR OFFSET ERROR - The difference between
the actual and ideal locations of the OOHto 01H tran-
sition, where the ideal location is 1/2 LSB above the
most negative input voltage.



NOTES'
1. OIM "L" TO CENTER Of

LEAOS WHEN fORMED
PARALLEL

2. LEADS WITHIN 013 mm
10.0051RADIUS Of TRUE
POSITION AT SEATING PLANE
AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL
eONDITION.IWHEN fORMED
PARALLELI

MILUMffiRS INC!t£S
DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX

A 3124 32.71 1230 1.2911
B 12.70 15.49 0500 0.610
e 4.06 5.59 0.160 0.220
0 0.41 0.51 0.016 0.020
f 127 1.52 0.050 0.060
G 2.54 sse 0.1 sse
J 0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012
K 3.1B 4.06 0.125 0.160
L 15.2 sse 0.6() sse
M 0" 15" 0" IS"
N 051 1.27 0.020 0.050

II

l SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE

CASE 623-05
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TRIPLE 4-BIT COLOR PALETTE VIDEO DAC
The MC10320 integrates a triple 4-bit video digital-to-analog converter

and a 16 x 12 color look-up table into a single 28-pin IC for use in high-
resolution color graphics display systems. It generates RS-343Acompat-
ible red, green and blue video signals capable of driving singly- or doubly-
terminated 50 ohm or 75 ohm cable directly. Complementary outputs are
provided for custom monitor interfacing.

Control signals (BLANK and SYNC) produce the output levels required
by the monitor for vertical and horizontal retrace.

The color look-up table allows up to 16 color combinations (out of a
palette of 4096) on the screen at anyone time. The table can be updated
as often as desired during vertical retrace.

The lower speed digital inputs (Write, Data and SYNC) are TTL com-
patible, whereas the high-speed signals (Address, PIXEL CLOCK and
BLANK) can be user programmed to either ECLor TTL compatibility. The
address and blank signals are latched into input registers, providing great
input timing flexibility. Additional registers frame the data as it is pre-
sented to the three DACs, ensuring low glitch area and matched
responses. _

Innovative level translators allow for both single- and dual-supply
operation for tremendous flexibility to meet the demands of any system
design.

The MC10320 is fabricated with Motorola's MOSAIC process to obtain
high speed and low power dissipation.
• Triple 4-Bit Video DAC with 16 x 12 Color Look-Up Table
• .Monolithic Construction
• 125 MHz Pixel Rate (MC10320L) or90 MHz Pixel Rate (MC10320L1)
• User Selectable TTL or ECLCompatibility on High-Speed Inputs
• Single- or Dual-Supply Operation
• RS-343A Compatible Outputs
• Low Glitch Area - 20 pV-S Typical
• Low Power Dissipation - 750 mW Typical
• Internal Bandgap Reference
• Excellent Supply Rejection
• Differential Current Outputs
• Sync and Blank Video Control Signals

----------------~ ,,
I

:
I

TRIPLE 4-BIT
COLOR PALETTE

VIDEO DAC

SILICON MONOLITHIC
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

Lor L1 SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE

CASE 733-03

,
I
I,,

_________ J



Parameter Value Units

Supply Voltages Vdc
VCC1 (measured to VEE1) -0.5 to + 7.0
VCC2 (measured to VEE2) -0.5 to + 7.0
VEE2 (measured to VEE1) -7.0 to +0.5

Input Voltages Vdc
(Address, Data, WR, WG, WB, SYNC, BLANK, PCLK) -0.5 to VCC1 +0.5
Threshold Control (measured to VEE1) -0.5 to VCC1 +0.5
RSET Pin (measured to VEE2) -0.5 to VCC2

Output Voltages (VR, VR, VG, VG, VB, VB, measured to VEE2) +2.5 to +8.0 Vdc

Junction Temperature -55 to + 150 ·C

Parameter Min Typ Max Units

Single Supply - VCC1 4.5 5.0 5.5 Vdc
VEE1 - 0 -

VCC2 4.5 5.0 5.5
VEE2 - 0 -

Dual Supply - VCC1 4.5 5.0 5.5 Vdc
VEE1 - 0 -
VCC2 - 0 -
VEE2 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5

RSET 500 1.0K 2.0K fl
RL 0 37.5 75

Input Voltages - TTL High VEE1 + 2.0 - VCC1 Vdc
TTL Low VEE1 - VEE1 + 0.8
ECL High VCC1 - 1.13 - VCC1
ECL Low VEE1 - VCC1 - 1.48

Output Compliance (measured to VCC2) -2.0 0 +2.0 Vdc

Ambient Temperature 0 - +70 ·C

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units

Resolution (Each DAC) Res 4.0 4.0 4.0 Bits

Palette Colors (Active) - - - 16 Colors
(Possible Range) - - - 4096

Voltage Output (Each DAC, VR, VG, VB, relative to VCC2) mV
Ref White (DAC Input = 1111) VRW -15 -2.0 0
Ref Black (DAC Input = 0000) VRB -672 -640 -608
Blank (BLANK = 0) VB -724 -690 -655
Sync (SYNC = 0, BLANK = 0, Green Only) VSY -1029 -980 -931

Output Impedance Zo - 100 - kfl

Gain Error (Each DAC, Ref White to Ref Black) GER -5.0 0 +5.0 %

Gain Tracking Error (Any Two DACs @ Ref Black) GTR -3.0 0 +3.0 %

Integral Nonlinearity INL -1/4 0 +1/4 LSB

Differential Nonlinearity DNL -1/4 0 +1/4 LSB

Monotonicity - Guaranteed

Offset (@ Ref White) 10S - 50 - p.A

Input Voltage High (Data, WR, WG, WB, SYNC) VIHA VEE1 + 2.0 - - Vdc

Input Voltage Low (Data, WR, WG, WB, SYNC) VILA - - VEE1 + 0.8 Vdc

Input Voltage High (Address, PCLK, BLANK) Vdc
(Threshold Cont. @ VEE1 (TIL Mode)) VIHB VEE1 + 2.0 - -
(Threshold Cont. @ VCC1 (ECL Mode)) VIHC VCC1-1.13 - -
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Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units

Input Voltage Low (Address, PCLK, BLANK) Vdc
(Threshold Cont. @ VEE1 (TTL Mode]) VILB - - VEE1 + 0.8
(Threshold Cont. @ VCC1 (ECL Mode]) VILC - - VCC1-1.48 IInput Current <it 2.4 V (TTL Mode) (All Digital Inputs IIHA - 50 - fLA

<Iv 0.4 V (TTL Model except Pin 111 IILA - 10 -
<it VCC1-0.8 V (ECL Mode) IIHB - 100 -
<it VCC1 -1.8 V (ECL Mode) IILB - 60 -

Power Supply Rejection Ratio (All DACs @ Ref Black) PSRR dB
VCC1 <it 1.0 kHz - 60 -
VCC1 @ 1.0 MHz - 45 -
VCC1 <it 50 MHz - 30 -
VEE <it 1.0 kHz - 50 -
VEE <it 1.0 MHz - 33 -
VEE <it 50 MHz - 12 -

Signal Feedthrough due to SRR dB
Pixel Clock <it 125 MHz - -50 -
BLANK @ 125 MHz - -50 -
Data @ 125 MHz - -60 -

Power Supply Requirements mA
VCC1 Current ICC1 - 50 -
VEE1 Current IEE1 - 50 -
VCC2 Current ICC2 - 28 -
VEE2 Current (Includes Output Current) IEE2 - -95 -

Power Dissipation PW - 750 - mW

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units~
Max Pixel Clock Rate fCLK MHz

MC10320L 125
Mel0320l1 90

READ Cycle {D.splay Model ns
Address, BLANK, Setup Time tRSA - 1.5 -
Address, BLANK, Hold Time tRHA - 1.5 -
Min Clock Pulse Width - High tpWH - 3.0 -
Min Clock Pulse Width - Low tpWL - 3.0 -
Pipeline Delay tplPE 1.0 1.0 1.0 Clock

Cycle
DAC Prop Delay (to 50% Point) tDPD - 9.0 - ns
DAC Prop Delay Difference (DAC to DACI tDPD6 - 0.5 -
SYNC Prop Delay tSPD - 6.0 -
Output Settling Time (± 1/2 LSB to ± 1/2 LSB) tDS - 3.0 -

Output Slew Rate SR - 300 - V/fLS
Glitch Area AG - 20 - pV-S

WRITE Cycle (RAM Update Model ns
Address Setup Time tWSA - 1.5 -
Clock Setup Time twsc - 5.0 -
Data Setup Time tWSD - 60 -
Write Pulse Width twpw - 60 -
Address Hold Time twHA - 1.5 -
Clock Hold Time tWHC - 10 -
Data Hold Time tWHD - 10 -

Parameter Typical Change Units
Offset (at Ref Whitel ±20 ppm GSrC
DAC Gain ± 100
Gain Tracking (any 2 DACs @ Ref Blackl ±50
Linearity ±100



Symbol Pin Description

WR 1 Write Enable (Red) - Taking this pin low enables the data (Pins 25-28) to be written into the selected
address location for the RED look-up table. The data is latched when the pin is high.

WG 2 Write Enable (Green) - Same as Pin 1, except for the GREENtable.

WB 3 Write Enable (Blue) - Same as Pin 1, except for the BLUE table.

VEE1 4 This is the common for all circuitry prior to the supply option translators (See Block Diagram). This is
the reference for VCC1. Internally connected to Pin 22, both pins must be connected externally for
proper operation.

AO-A3 5-8 Address lines - They are used to select one of sixteen 12-bit words in the color look-up table for
both reading and writing.

PCLK 9 Pixel clock - Address and BLANK signals are latched on the rising edge of this clock. The following
rising edge presents the data in the look-up table (of the selected address) to the DACs.

BLANK 10 Blanking - A logic low overrides the color look-up table, and forces the three DACs to the blanking
level. The BLANK input is latched, with the same pipeline delay as the address lines.

Th Cntl 11 Threstold Control - When tied to VCC1, the PCLK,AO-A3, and BLANK inputs are at ECL levels with
respect to VCC1.When tied to VEE1 (Pin 4 or 22). the same inputs are at TTL levels with respect to
VEE1·

VEE2 12 This is the common for the circuitry to the right of the supply option translators (See Block Diagram).
This is the reference for VCC2, and is typically 5.0 volts below it. It is internally conneced to Pin 20.
Both pins must be connected externally for proper operation.

VB 13 The output of the BLUE 4-bit DAC. Output compliance is ± 2.0 volts with respect to VCC2,and output
impecNnce is typically 100 kO. Designed for a typical load of 37.5 0, the load may be between 0 and
75 O. The output is a current sink. Waveform polarity is "Sync down."

VB 14 The complementary output of the BLUE DAC. This output may be used in conjunction with Pin 13 for
twisted pair signal transmission or for custom interface schemes. If unused, it must be tied to VCC2.

VG 15 Same as Pin 13, except for the GREENDAC.

VG 16 Same as Pin 14, except for the GREEN DAC.

VR 17 Same as Pin 13, except for the REDDAC.

VR 18 Same as Pin 14, except for the RED DAC.

VCC2 19 Power supply pin for the circuitry to the right of the supply option translators (See Block Diagram). Its
reference is VEE2,and nominally 5.0 volts more positive than VEE2.

VEE2 20 This is the common for the circuitry to the right of the supply option translators (See Block Diagram).
This is the reference for VCC2, and is typically 5.0 volts below it. It is internally connected to Pin 12.
Both pins must be connected externally for proper operation.

RSEl 21 Current setting resistor - A user supplied low inductance resistor is to be connected between VCC2
and this pin to set the DAC's full scale current. An RSETof 1.0 kO, combined with load resistors of
37.50 (at Pins 13, 15, 171provides output signals consistent with RS-343A. The RSETresistor is to be
between 500 0 and 2.0 kO.

VEE1 22 This is the common for all circuitry prior to the supply option translators (See Block Diagram). This is
the reference for VCC1. Internally connected to Pin 4, both pins must be connected externally for
proper operation.

SYNC 23 A logic low on this input forces the GREENDAC to increase its output current by 7.6 mA (RSET = 1.0
kO). providing the sync level of 286 mV (RL ~ 37.50) below blanking. The BLANK input must have
been asserted previously.

VCC1 24 Power supply pin for the circuitry to the left of the supply option translators (See Block Diagraml.
00-03 25-28 Data inputs - Data on these pins is written into the color look-up table, at the locations specified by

the address lines, by taking the appropriate WRITE pin low.
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FIGURE2 - COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT
(NOT TO SCALE) Levels

Relative
to VCC2
(j;5%)'-:-.;,:~::"r--------------------------------------------------------l 'V

Gray Scale 643 mV
Range 90 IRE uniis

·~=~::,1--- ------------------------------------50-~'----1-- J-''''V
Blanking Level 7.:~~~~~~~t~_---- -0.693 V

(VB)

286 mV
40 IRE units

Sync Level _L -0.979 V

(Green Only) ~ Sy~c .1 Video Portion .1. Sync--l
~rt_ ~rt_

[::::::::::]l
NOTES,

1. DIM E IS DATUM.
2. POSJTlONAL TOL fOR LEADS,

1t90.2510.01018 TIA81
3. L:£ IS SEATING PlANE.
4. DIM A AND B INCLUDES MENISCUS.
5. DIM ·L· TO CENTER Of LEADS WHEN fORMED

PARALLEl.
6. DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING PERANSI

Y14.5.1973.

MIlUM EllS INCHES
DIM MIN MAX M1N MAX

A 36.45 37.85 1.435 1.490
8 12.70 15.37 0.500 0.605
C 4.06 5.84 0.160 0230
D 0.38 056 0.015 0.022
f 1.27 1.65 0.050 0.065
G 2.54 8SC 0.100 BSC
J 0.20 0.111 0.1108 0.012
K 318 4.06 0.125 0.160
L IS.248SC 0.600 BSC
M 5" 15· 5· 15·
N 0.51 1.27 0.020 0.050

L SUFfiX
CERAMIC PAcKAGE

CASE 733-03
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Only)
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Address Valid
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The MC14433 is a high performance, low power, 3,/, digit AID converter com-
bining both linear CMOS and digital CMOS circuits on a single monolithic IC. The
MC14433 is designed to minimize use of external components. With two external
resistors and two external capacitors, the system forms a dual slope AID converter
with automatic zero correction and automatic polarity.

The MC14433 is ratiometric and may be used over a full-scale range from 1.999
volts to 199.9 millivolts. Systems using the MC14433 may operate over awide range
of power supply voltages for ease of use with batteries, or with standard 5 volt
supplies. The output drive conforms with standard B-series CMOS specifications
and can drive a low-power Schottky TIL load.

The high impedance MOS inputs allow applications in current and resistance
meters as well as voltmeters. In addition to DVM/DPM applications, the MC14433
finds use in digital thermometers, digital scales, I!!mote AID, DIA control systems,
and in MPU systems.
• Accuracy: ± 0.05% of Reading ± 1Count
• Two Voltage Ranges: 1.999V and 199.9 mV
• Up to 25 Conversionsls
• lin> 1000 M ohm
• Auto-Polarity and Auto-lero
• Single Positive Voltage Reference
• Standard B-Series CMOS Outputs - Drives One Low Power

Schottky Load
• Uses On-Chip System Clock, or External Clock
• Wide Supply Range: e.g. ± 4.5 V to ± 8.0 V
• Overrange and Underrange Signals Available
• Operates in Auto Ranging Circuits
• Operates with LED and LCD Displays
• Low External Component Count
• See also Application Notes AN:769 and AN-770
• Chip Complexity: 1326 FETs

20-23
00-03
BCD Data

16-19
DS1-DS4
Digit Strobe

CMOS LSI
(LOW POWER COMPLEMENTARY MOS)

•
FNSUFFIX

PLCCPACKAGE
CASE776-01

ORDERING INFORMATION

MC14XXX Suffix Denotes
L P Plastic Package
LFN PLCCPackage

R1

Rlltl

CI

Nt ,

Col 9

C0210

ad:El!i:~SI~
PLCC

PACKAGE

Vref Reference Voltage

VAG Analog Ground

Vx Analog Input

VDD = Pin 24
VSS = Pin 13
VEE = Pin 12



Rating Symbol Value Unit

DC Supply Voltage VDD to VEE -0.5 to + 18 V
Voltage, any pin, referenced to VEE V 0.5 to V

VDD +0.5

DC Input Current, per Pin 1m ±1O mA

Operating Temperature Range TA 40 to +85 'C

Storage Temperature Range Tstg 65 to +150 'C

This device contatns circuitry to pro!ect
the Inputs against damage due to high
static voltages or electnc fields; however.
It is advised that normal precautions be
taken to avoid application of any VOltage
higher than maximum rated voltages to
this high Impedance circuit. For proper
operation it IS recommended that V In and
Vout be constrained to the range
VEE~(Vln or Vout)~VOO

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

DC Supply Voltage - VDD to Analog Ground VDD +5.0to +8.0 Vdc
VEE 10 Analog Ground VEE -2.8 to -8.0

Clock Frequency fClk 32 to 400 kHz

Zero Offset Correction Capacitor Co 0.1 ±20% ~F

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (CI=0.1 ~F mylar, RI=470 k{l@Vref=2.000V, RI=27 k{l@Vref=2OO.0mV, Co=O.1 ~F,
RC = 3(X) kO; all voltages referenced to Analog Ground, pin 1, unless otherwise indicated)

VDD VEE -40°C 25°C 85°C

Characteristic Symbol Vdc Vdc Min Max Min Typ Max Min Max Unit

Linearity-Output Reading (Note 1) - %rdg
IVref=2.000 VI 50 -50 - - -0.05 ±0.05 +0.05 - -

- Count + Count
IVref= 200.0 mVI 5.0 -5.0 - - - ±005 - - -

Stability - Output Reading
(Vx = 199.0 mV, Vref= 200.0 mVI - 5.0 -5.0 3 LSD

Symmetry - Output Reading (Note 2)
IVref= 2000 mVI - 5.0 -50 4, LSD

Zero-Output Reading
1VX=0 V, Vref=2.000 VI - 50 -50 - - - 0 0 - - LSD

Bias Current Analog Input 5.0 50 ±20 ± 100 pA
Reference Input 5.0 -50 - - - ±20 ± 100 - -
Analog Ground 5.0 -5.0 - - - ±20 ±500 - -

Common Mode Rejection (fclk - 32 kHz,
VX= 1.4 V, Vref=2.000 VI - 50 -50 - - - 65 - - - dB

Input Voltage* Pins 9, 10 "0" Level VIL V
1VO=45 or 0.5 VI 50 - - 1.5 - 225 15 - 1.5

1VO=9.0 or 1.0 VI 10 - - 3.0 - 4.50 3.0 - 3.0
1VO= 13.5 or 1.5 VI 15 - - 4.0 - 6.75 4.0 - 4.0

"'" Level VIH V
1VO = 0.5 or 4.5 VI 50 - 35 - 3.5 2.75 - 35 -
1VO= 1.0 or 9.0 VI 10 - 7.0 - 7.0 5.50 - 7.0 -
1VO= 1.5 or 13.5 VI 15 - 11.0 - 11.0 825 - 11.0 -

Output Voltage - Pins 14 10 23 V
IVSS=O VI "0" Level VOL 50 -50 - 005 - 0 005 - 005

"'" Level VOH 5.0 -5.0 4.95 - 495 -5.0 - 495 -
IVSS= -5.0VI "0" Level VOL 50 -50 - 4.95 - -50 -4.95 - -4.95

"'" Level VOH 50 -5.0 4.95 - 4.95 50 - 4.95 -
Output Current - Pins '4 to 23 mA

IVSS=OVI
-0251VOH=4.6 VI Source IOH 5.0 -5.0 - -0.2 -0.36 - -0.14 -

1VOL =0.4 VI Sink IOL 5.0 -50 0.64 - 0.51 0.88 - 0.36 -
1VSS = - 5.0 VI

1VOH=4.5 VI Source IOH 50 -5.0 -0.62 - -05 -0.9 - -035 -
1VOL = -4.5VI Sink IOL 50 -50 1.6 - 1.3 2.25 - 0.9 -

Input Current DU, Pin 9 IDU 5.0 -50 - ±0.3 - ±O.OOOOI ±0.3 - ± 1.0 ~A
QUIescent Current IQ 50 -50 - 37 - 0.9 2.0 - 1.6 mA

(VDD to VEE, ISS = OJ 8.0 -8.0 - 7.4 - 1.8 4.0 - 3.2
DC Supply RejectIon

(VDD 10 VEE, ISS=O, Vref=2.000 VI - 50 -5.0 - - - 05 - - - mV/v

Notes: 1. Accuracy - The accuracy of the meter at full scale is the accuracy of the setting of the reference voltage. Zero is recalculated during
each conversion cycle. The meaningful specification ISlinearity. In other words, the deviation from correct reading for all inputs other
than positive full scale and zero is defined as the linearity specification.

'2 Symmetrv Oeflnpo as thp olffprpncp hptWPfOn~ npQ~hv'" ~nr1 pO<>lllVPrp~olna 01 thp <:.;tmpvott~QP .:tlor nPiJr full scalp
• Referenced to VSS for Pin 9 Referenced to VEE for Pin 10
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ANALOG GROUND (VAG, Pin 1)
Analog ground at this pin is the input reference level for

the unknown input voltage (Vx) and reference voltage
(Vrefl. This pin is a high impedance input. The allowable
operating range for VAG is from VEE + 2.8 V to VDD
-4.5 V.

REFERENCEVOLTAGE (Vref, Pin 2)
UNKNOWN INPUT VOLTAGE (VX, Pin 3)

This AID system performs a ratiometric0A/D conversion;
that is, the unknown input voltage, VX, is measured as a
ratio of the reference voltage, Vref. The full scale voltage is
equal to that voltage applied to Vref. Therefore, a full scale
voltage of 1.999 V requires a reference voltage of 2.000 V
while full scale voltage of 199.9 mV requires a reference
voltage of 200 mV. Both Vx and Vref are high impedance in-
puts. In addition to being a reference input, Pin 2 functions
as a reset for the AID converter. When Pin 2 is switched low
(referenced to VEE) for at least 5 clock cycles, the system is
reset to the beginning of a conversion cycle.

EXTERNAL COMPONENTS (RI, RI/CI, CI; Pins 4, 5, 6)
These pins are for external components for the integration

used in the dual ramp AID conversion. A typical value for
the capacitor is 0.1 flF (polystyrene or mylar) while the
resistor should be 470 kO for 2.0 V full scale operation and
27 kO for 200 mV full scale operation. These values are for a
66 kHz clock frequency which will produce a conversion time
of approximately 250 ms. The equations governing the
calculation for the values for integrator components are as
follows:

A Vx1max) T
I=-C-I-x /,;V

/,;V=VDD-Vx{max)-05 V

T=4000x ....!...
fClk

where:
AI is in kO
VDD is the voltage at Pin 24 referenced to VAG
Vx is the voltage at Pin 3 referenced to VAG, in V
fClk is the clock frequency at Pin 10 in kHz
CI is in flF, /';V is in Volts
T is the conversion time, in seconds

Example:
CI=O.l flF
VDD=5.0 volts
fClk=66 kHz

For Vx{max) = 2.0 volts
AI=480 kO(use470 kO±5%1

For Vx(max) = 200 mV
AI = 28 kOluse 27 kO± 5%)

Note that for worst case conditions, the minimum
allowable value for AI is a function of CI min, VDD min, and
fClk max. The worst-case condition does not allow /'; V + Vx
to exceed VDD. The 0.5 V factor in the above equatIon for
/';V is for safety margin.

OFFSET CAPACITOR (C01, CO2; Pins 7,8)
These pins are used for connecting the offset correction

capacitor. The recommended value is 0.1 flF (polystyrene or
mylar!.

DISPLAY UPDATE INPUT IOU, Pin 9)
If a positive edge is received on this input prior to the

ramp-down cycle, new data will be strobed into the output
latches during that conversion cycle. When this pin is wired
directly to the EOC output (Pin 14), every conversion will be
displayed. When this pin is driven from an external source,
the voltage should be referenced to VSS.

CLOCK (Clk I, Clk 0, Pins 10, 11)
The MCl4433 device contains its own oscillator system

clock. A single resistor connected between pins 10 and 11
sets the clock frequency. If increased stability is desired,
these pins will support a crystal or LC circuit. The clock in-
put, Pin 10, may also be driven from an external clock source
which need have only standard CMOS output drive. For ex-
ternal clock inputs this pin is referenced to VEE. A 300 kO
resistor results in clock frequency of about'66 kHz. ISee the
typical characteristic curves. I For alternate circuits see
Figure 7.

NEGATIVE POWER SUPPLY (VEE, Pin 12)
This is the connection for the most negative power supply

voltage. The typical current is 0.8 mA. Note the current for
the output drive circuit is not returned through this pin, but
through Pin 13. VX-VEE should be greater than 0.8 V.

NEGATIVE POWER SUPPLY FOA OUTPUT
CIRCUITRY AND INPUT DU (VSS, Pin 13)

This is the low voltage level for the output pins of the
MCl4433 IBCD, Digit Selects, EOC, OA) and the DU input.
When this pin is connected to analog ground, the output
voltage is from analog ground to VDD. When connected to
VEE, the output swing is from VEE to VDD. The allowable
operating range for VSS is between VDD - 3.0 volts and
VEE·

END OF CONVERSION (EOC, Pin 14)
The EOC output produces a positive pulse at the end of

each conversion cycle. This pulse width is equivalent to one
half the period of the system clock IPin 11).



OVERRANGE (OR, Pin 151
The OR pin is low when Vx exceeds Vref. Normally it is

high.

DIGIT SELECT <OS4, OS3, OS2, OSl; Pins 16, 17, 18, 191
The digit select output is high when the respective digit is

selected. The most significant digit (y, digiti turns on im-
mediately after an EOC pulse followed by the remaining
digits, sequencing from MSD to LSD. An interdigit blanking
time of two clock periods is included to ensure that the BCD
data has settled. The multiplex rate is equal to the clock fre-
quency divided by BO. Thus with a system clock rate of 66
kHz, the multiplex rate would be O.B kHz. Relative timing
among digital select outputs and the EOC signal is shown in
the Digit Select Timing Diagram, Figure 8.

BCD DATA OUTPUTS (00, Ql, 02, 03, Pins 20, 21, 22, 23)
Multiplexed BCD outputs contain 3 full digits of informa-

tion during DS2, 3, 4, while during DS1, the Y, digit, over-
range, underrange and polarity are available. The adjacent
truth table shows the formats of the information during OS1.

POSITIVE POWER SUPPLY (VOO, Pin 24)
The most positive supply voltage pin. VDD - Vx should be

greater than 2.5 V. VDD- VEE should be greater than 7.B V.
VDO determines VOH for the digital outputs, and VIH for the
digital inputs.

Coded Condition BCD to 7 Segment
of MSD 03 02 01 GO Decoding

+0 1 1 1 0 Blank
-0 1 a 1 0 Blank
+0 UR 1 1 1 1 Blank
-0 UR 1 0 1 1 Blank
+ 1 0 1 0 0 4-1} Hook up
-1 0 0 0 0 0-1 only seg b
+10R 0 1 1 1 7-1 and c to
-lOR 0 0 1 1 3-1 MSD

Notes for Truth Table:
03 - "., digit, low for "'''. high for "0"
02 - Polarity: "'''=posltive, "0"= negative
GO - Out of range condition exists if 00 = 1. When used in con-

junction with 03 the type of out of range condition is in-
dicated, i.e., 03~0-OR or 03~ l-UR.

When only segment band c of the decoder are connected to the
Yo digit of the display 4, 0, 7 and 3 appear as 1.

The ol/errange indication 103=0 and 00= 11 occurs when the
count is greater than 1999. e.g .• 1.999 V for a reference of 2.(00 V.
The underrange indication. useful for autorarrgmQ circuits. occurs
when the count is less than 180, e.g., 0.180 V for a reference of
2.000 V.

Cautton: If the most significant digit is connected to a display other
than a "1" only; such as a full digit display. segments other than b
and c must be disconnected. The BCD to seven segment decoder
must blank on BCD inputs 1010 to 1111.

10 Clk I

C1 MC14433

11 ClkO

f= 1.. • "2ILC2" V <tLl..

For L= 5 mH and C= 0.01 ~F, 1",32 kHz

-J 1_ .16,400 Clock Cycles
EOC~ ~ Yo Clock Cycle between EOC pulsesn --lL

I. .118 Clock Cycles

DS11MSDlJ I
Y2 DigIt , _

2 Clock Cycles
(BlanklngTlmel~ F
DS2 -------.



Time
Segment
Number

+2 3

FIGURE 10 - EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS OF THE
ANALOG SECTION DURING SEGMENT 4

OF THE TIMING CYCLE

Integrator
C,

The MCI4433 CMOS integrated circuit, together with a
minimum number of external components, forms a modified
dual ramp AI D converter. The device contains the
customary CMOS digital logic providing counters, latches,
and multiplexing circuitry as well as the CMOS analog cir-
cuitry providing operational amplifiers and comparators re-
quired to implement a complete single chip AID. Autozero,
high input impedances, and autopolarity are features of this
system. Using CMOS technology, an AID with a wide range
of power supply voltage and low power consumption is now
available with the MCl4433.

During each conversion, the offset voltages of the internal
amplifiers and comparators are compensated for by the
system's autozero operation. Also each conversion 'ratio-
metrically' measures the unknown input voltage. In other
words, the output reading is the ratio of the unknown
voltage to the reference voltage with a ratio of 1 equal to the
maximum count 1999. The entire conversion cycle requires
slightly more than 16000clock periods and may be divided In-
to six.different segments. The waveforms showing the con-
version cycle with a positive input and a negative input are
shown in Figure 9. The six segments of these waveforms are
described below.

Segment 1 - The offset capacitor ICo), which compen-
sates for the input offset voltages of the buffer and inte-

grator amplifiers, is charged during this period. Also, the
integrator capacitor is shorted. This segment requires 4000
clock periods.

Segment 2 - The integrator output decreases to the com-
parator threshold voltage. At this time a number of counts
equivalent to the input offset voltage of the comparator is
stored in the offset latches for later use in the autozero pro-
cess. The time for this segment is variable, and less than 800
clock periods.

Segment 3 - This segment of the conversion cycle IS the
same as Segment 1.

Segment 4 - Segment 4 is an up-going ramp cycle with
the unknown input voltage 1VXl as the input to the inte-
grator. Figure 10 shows the equivalent configuration of the
analog section of the MCI4433. The actual configuration of
the analog section is dependent upon the polarity of the in-
put voltage during the previous conversion cycle.

Segment 5 - This segment is a down-going ramp period
with the reference voltage as the input to the integrator.
Segment 5 of the conversion cycle has a time equal to the
number of counts stored in 1he offset storage latches during
Segment 2. As a result, the system zeros automatically

Segment 6 - This is an extension of Segment 5. The time
period for this portion is 4000 clock periods. The results of
the AI D conversion cycle are determined in this portion of
the conversion cycle.

II



MCl403

+5V

0.1~F
+5V +5V

Segment Resistors
1500171

Vx 4 9 7 10
2 lD 10 6 "RI" 3 M 11 5 M 12;1; ~4 5 ~ 12 4 U 13

5 U 13 3 ::; 14
6 MC14433 ::; 14 2 15

0.1pF·· 13 -5V' 715 1 16

7 -5V
8

0.1~F 15

"AI ~ 470 kOfor 2 V Aange
AI~ 27 kO for 200 mV Aange

* • Mylar Capacitor

3% DIGIT VOLTMETER - COMMON ANODE
DISPLAYS, FLASHING OVERRANGE

An example of a 3 % digit voltmeter using the MC14433 is
shown in the circuit diagram of Figure 11. The reference
voltage for the system uses an MCI403 2.5 V reference IC.
The full scale potentiometer can calibrate for a full scale of
199.9 mV or 1.999 V. When switching from 2 V to 200 mV
operation, AI is also changed, as shown on the diagram.

When using RC equal to 300 kll, the clock frequency for
the system is about 66 kHz. The resulting conversion time is
approximately 250 ms.

When the input is overrange, the display flashes on and
off. The flashing rate is one-half the conversion rate. This is
done by dividing the EOC pulse rate by 2 with IS MCl4013B
flip-flop and blanking the display using the blanking input of
the MC14543B.

The display uses an LED display with common anode digit
lines driven with an MC14543B decoder and an MC1413 LED
driver. The MC1413 contains 7 Darlington transistor drivers
and resistors to drive the segments of the display. The digit
drive is provided by four MPS-A 12 Darlington transistors
operating in an emitter follower configuration. The
MCl4543B, MCI4013B and LED displays are referenced to
VEE via Pin 13 of the MCl4433. This places the full power
supply voltage across the display. The current for the display
may be adjusted by the value of the segment resistors shown
as 150 ohms in the above figure.

The power supply for the system is shown as a dual ± 5 V
supply. However, the MCl4433 will operate over a wide
range of voltages, and balance between the + 5 and - 5 V
supplies is not required. See the recommended operating
conditions and Figure 1.



for Vref= 2.000V
VX: 1.999V full scale

Ifor Vref= 200.0mV
VX: 199.9mV full scale
(change470 kOto RI= 27 kO
and decimal point position)

·VEE can range between - 2.8 and
-11 V. Also see Figure 18 for
negative supply generated from a
positive supply.

300k
Resistor NetworkClk0 MC1451I 8MC14433 OR or Individual Resistors

BI R
EOC 00 a

Vre! 01 b
02 c
03 d

VSS e
f

VOO voog
VEE

OS30S2
OS4 OSl

Alternate Overrange CirCUIt

with Separate LED

OR-+I7MC1413~ A'; o+5V

I I~

3* DIGIT VOLTMETER WITH LOW COMPONENT
COUNT USING COMMON CATHODE DISPLAYS
. The 3* digit voltmeter of Figure 12 is an example of the
use of the MC14433 in a system with a minimum of compo-
nents. This circuit uses only 11 components in addition to
the MC14433 to operate the MCl4433 and drive the LED
displays.

In this circuit the MC145118 provides the segment drive
for the 3* digits. The MC1413 provides sink for digit cur-
rent. (The MC1413 is a device with 7 Darlingtons with com-
mon emitters. I The worst case digit current is 7 times the
segment current at Yo duty cycle. The peak segment current
is limited by the value of R. The current for the display flows
from VDD (+ 5 V) to ground and does not flow through the
VEE (negative) supply. The minus sign is controlled by one
section of the MC1413 and is turned off by shunting the cur-
rent through RM to ground, bypassing the minus sign LED.
The minus sign is derived from the 02 output. The decimal
point brightness is controlled by resistor RDP. Since the
brightness and the type and size of LED display are the

choice of the designer, the values of resistors R. RM, RDP,
and RR that govern brightness are not given.

During an overrange condition the 3* digit display is
blanked at the 81 pin on the MC14511 B. The decimal point
and minus sign will remain on during a negative overrange
condition. In addition, an alternate overrange circuit with
separate LED is shown.

3* DIGIT VOLTMETER WITH LCD DISPLAY
A circuit for a 3* digit voltmeter with a liquid crystal

display is shown in Figure 13. Three MC14543B LCD latch/
decoder/display drivers are used to demultiplex, decode the
three digits, and drive the LCD. The half digit and polarity are
demultiplexed with the MCl4013B dual D flip-flop.

Since the LCD is best driven by an ae signal across the
LCD, the low-frequency square wave drive for the LCD is
derived from the MCI4024B binary counter which divides the
digit select output from the A/D. This low frequency square
wave is connected to the backplane of the LCD and to the in-
dividual segments through the combination of the output cir-



cUltry of the MC14543B and the exclusive OR gates at the
outputs of the MCl4013B. Alternatively the square wave can
be derived from a 50/60 Hz input signal when available.

The minus sign and the decimal point to the right of the
half digit are connected to the inverted low frequency square
wave signal. Unused decimal points are tied directly to the
low frequency square wave.

The system shown operates from two power supplies
(plus and minusl. Alternatively one supply can be used when
VSS is connected to VEE. In this case a level must be set for
analog ground, VAG, which must be at least 2.8 V above
VEE. This circuit may be implemented with a resistor net-
work, resistor/forward-biased diode network or resistor-
zener diode network. For example, a 9 V supply can be used
with 3 V between VAG and VEE, leaving 6 V for VOO to
VAG. This system leaves a comfortable margin for battery
degeneration (end of life!. Two versions of this circuit for
single supply operation is shown in Figure 14.

For panel meter operation from a single 5 V supply, a
negative supply can be generated as shown in Figure 18.

FIGURE14 - lWO CIRCUITSFORGENERATION
OFVraf AND VAG FROMA SINGLESUPPLY

VDD VDD
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3Yz DIGIT AUTORANGING MULTIMETER
An autoranging multi meter including ac and dc voltage

ranges from 200 mV to 200 V, ac and dc current from 2 mA
to 2 A fullscale and resistance ranges from 2 kO to 2 Mil full-
scale is shown in Figure 15. In this multimeter only two input
jacks are required for all ranges and functions, eliminating
the need for changing leads on the instrument when chang-
ing ranges or functions. Although only four ranges are pro-
vided for each function, the technique used may be expand-
ed to more ranges if desired. Range switching uses
mechanical relays. However, the relays may be replaced with
solid state analog switches.

The MCl4433 provides the overrange and underrange
control signals for the automatic ranging circuits. For addi-
tional information, see Motorola Application Note AN-769,
"Autoranging Digital Multimeter Using the MCl4433 CMOS
AID Converter."

PARALLEL BCD DATA OUTPUT CIRCUIT
The output of the MCl4433 may be demultlplexed to pro-

duce parallel BCD data as shown in Figure 16. Two levels of
latches are required for a complete demultiplexing of the
data since the outputs of the MCl4042B latches change se-
quentially with the DS1 to DS4 strobe pulses. To key output
validity to one leading edge, i.e., that of the EOC signal of
the MCl4433, information is transferred to the second set of
latches IMC14175B latches!. A single set of latches can be
used when reading of output is restricted to within 12,000
clock pulses after EOC. This requires synchronous system
operation with respect to the BCD data bus.

In this system the output ground level is VSS. In most
cases, a two supply system with VSS connected to VAG IS

recommended. This allows connecting analog ground and
digital ground together without destroying a power supply.
This circuit works well with that of Figure 12.
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8 CHANNEL DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK
Figure 17 shows an 8-channel data acquisition network us-

ing the MC14433 and an MC68<Xl microprocessor system.
The interface between the microprocessor data bus and the
AID system is done with an MC6821 PIA. One half of the
PIA is used with the BCD and digit select outputs of the
MC14433, while the second half of the PIA selects the chan-
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Restart
A/IN
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PB7 E
PB6
PB5 VSS
PB4
PB3 D7
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PBO D4,
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PA7 D2
PA6 Dl
PA5 DO
PA4
PA3
PA2 CAl
PAl
PAO - !§ Vi 0

CSO t'j <fl
a: a:

}

Address
Bus

nel to be measured via the MCl4051 B analog multiplexer.
Control lines CB1 and CB2 are used for data flow control and
are connected to DU and EOC of the MCl4433.

A more detailed explanation of this system including the
actual software required for the M68<Xlmicroprocessor may
be found in Motorola Application Note AN-770, "Data Ac-
quisition Networks With NMOS and CMOS."

NEGATIVE SUPPLY GENERATED FROM POSITIVE
SUPPLY

When only + 5 V is available, a negative supply voltage
can be generated with the circuit of Figure 18 using one
MC14049UB. Two inverters from CMOS hex inverter are
used as an oscillator I", 3 kHz) with the remaining inverters
used as buffers for higher current output. The square wave
output from the oscillator is level-translated to a negative go-
ing.signal. This signal is rectified and filtered. A VDD voltage
of + 5 V for the hex buffer will result in a - 4.3 V no load out-
put voltage while the output with a 2 mA load is •••3.4 V.
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The MCl4442 ADC is a 28-pin bus-compatible 8-bit AID converter
with additional digital input capability. The device operates from a
single 5 V supply and provides direct interface to the MPU data bus
used with all Motorola M6800 family parts. It performs an 8-bit conver-
sion in 32 machine cycles and allows up to 11 analog inputs. In addition,
the part can accept up to 6 digital inputs. These inputs are designed to
be either analog or digital inputs. All necessary logic for software con-
figuration, channel selection, conversion control and bus interface is in-
cluded.

• Direct Interface to M6800 Family MPUs
• Dynamic Successive Approximation AID
• 32/'s Conversion at fE= 1.0 MHz
• Ratiometric Conversion
• Completely Programmable
• Completely Software Compatible with the MC14444 ADC
• 5 Dedicated Analog Inputs
• 6 Inputs Usable for Either Analog or Digital Signals
• Completely TTL Compatible Inputs at Full Speed with Supply

Voltage of 5 V ± 10%

BLOCKDIAGRAM AND PIN ASSIGNMENT

VAG Vref

CMOS LSI
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COMPLEMENTARYMOS)
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ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER

•

PACKAGE
PLCC

FN SUFFIX
CASE 776·1
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Symbol Parameter Value Unit

VOO OC Supply Voltage IReferenced to VSSI -0.5 to +6.5 V

vin OC Input Voltage IReferenced to VSSI 0.5 to VCC+0.5 V

Vout OC Output Voltage IReferenced to VSSJ 0.5 to VCC+0.5 V

lin DC Input Current, per Pin ±1O mA

lout DC Output Current, per Pin ±1O mA

100 OC Supply Current, VOO and VSS Pins ±20 mA

Po Power Dissipation, per Package t 500 mW

Tstg Storage Temperature 65 to + 150 'c
TL Lead Temperature nO-Second Soldering) m 'c

• Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the device may occur.
tPower Dissipation Temperature Derating:

Plastic "P" Package: -12mW/'C from 65'C to 65'C
Ceramic" L" Package: no derating

This device contains circuitry to protect the
inputs against damage due to high static
voltages or electric fields; however, it is ad-
vised that normal precautions be taken to
avoid applications of any voltage higher than
maximum rated voltages to this high im-
pedance circuit. For proper operation it is
recommended that Vin and Vout be con-
strained to the range VSS::S (Vin or
VoutJ"'VOO·

Unused inputs must always be tied to an
appropriate logic voltage level <e.g.. either
VSS or VOOI.

Characteristic

Bus Control Inputs IR/W, Enable, Reset, RS1, CS)
Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage

Input Leakage Current
Oata Bus (00-07)

Input High Voltage VIH 2.0 - V

Input Low Voltage V1L - 0.8 V

Three-State 10ff State) Input Leakage Current ITSI VOO-5.5 V, - ± 10 I'A
VSS",VinsVOO

Output High Voltage VOH 10H- 1.6 mA 2.4 V

Output Low Voltage VOL taL -1.6 mA - 0.4 V

Input High Voltage VIH 2.0 - V

Input Low Voltage VIL - 0.8 V

Input Leakage Current lin VOO=5.5 V, - ± 1.0 I'A
VSS",Vin"'VOO

Current Requirements
Supply Current

Input Current, Vref

VOO=5.5V

Vref=4.5 to 5.5 V

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS ITA = - 4O'C to 65'CI

Characteristic

Leakage current between all deselected analog Inputs and any selected
analog input with all analog input VOltages between VSS and VDO

A/O Converter (VSS=O V, VAG=O V, 4.5 VsVref",VOO"'5.5 VI

Resolution Number of bits resolved by the AID 8 - BIts

Nonlinearity Maximum deviation from the best straight line through the AID transfer - ±I> LS8
characteristic

Zero Error Difference between the output of an ideal and an actual AID for zero - ± Y2 LSB
input voltage

Full·Scale Error Difference between the output of an ideal and"an actual AID for full-scale - ±I> LSB
input voltage

Total Unadjusted Error Maximum sum of Nonlinearity, Zero Error, and Full-Scale Error - ±I> LSB

Quantization Error Uncertainty due to converter resolution - ±I> LSB

Absolute Accuracy Difference between the actual input voltage and the full-scale weighted - ± 1.0 LSB
equivalent of the binary output code. all error Sources included

Conversion Time Total time to perform a Single analog-ta-digital conversion - 32 E cycles

Sample Acquisition Time Time required to sample the analog input - 12 E cycles



Characteristic Signal Symbol Min Max Unit

Enable Clock Cycle Time Il/fEI E tcyclE) 943 - ns

Enable Clock Pulse Width, High E PWHIE) 440 ns

Enable Clock Pulse Width, Low E PWUE) 410 ns

Clock Rise Time E trlEI - 25 ns

Clock Fall Time E tfiEI - 30 ns

Address Setup Time RS1, R/W, CS tAS 145 - ns

Data Delay IRead) 00-D7 tDDR - 335 ns
Data Setup (Write) 00-D7 tDSW 185 - ns
Address Hold Time RS1, R/W. CS tAH 10 - ns

Input Data Hold Time 00-D7 tDHW 10 - ns

Output Data Hold Time DO-D7 tDHR 10 ns

Input Capacitance PO-P5, Cin 55 pF

AND-AN10.
R/W, E. RSl, - 15

CS, RESET

Three·State Output Capacitance 00-D7 Cout - 15 pF

tcyclE)

•

R/IN,
CS,
RS1



Pin No. Pin Name Function Type

1 VAG A/D Converter Analog Ground Supply

2 VSS Digital Ground Supply

3 07 Data Bus Bit 7 IMSBI Input/Output

4 D6 Data Bus Bit 6 Input/Output

5 05 Data Bus Bit 5 Input/Output

6 D4 Data Bus Bit 4 Input/Output

7 03 Data Bus Bit 3 Input/Output

8 02 Data Bus Bit 2 Input/Output

9 01 Data Bus Bit 1 Input/ Output

10 DO Data Bus Bit 0 ILSBI Input/Output

11 R/W Read/Write Input

12 E EnableClock 1~21 Input

13 RS1 Register Select Input

14 CS Chip Select Input

15 Reset Reset Input

16 P51AN71 Digital Port or Analog Channel 7 Input

17 P41AN61 Digital Port or Analog Channel 6 Input

18 P31AN91 Digital Port or Analog Channel 9 Input

19 P21AN81 Digital Port or Analog Channel 8 Input

20 PlIANlll Digital Port or Analog Channel 11 Input

21 POIAN101 Digital Port or Analog Channel 10 Input

22 AN5 Analog Channel5 Input

23 AN4 Analog Channel4 Input

24 AN3 Analog Channel3 Input

25 AN2 Analog Channel2 Input

26 ANO Analog Channel0 Input

27 VDD Supply Voltage Supply

26 Vref A/D Converter Positive ReferencE Input
Voltage

Bidirectional Data Bus (00-07) - The bidirectional rjata
lines 00-07 comprise the bus over which data is transff"'~d
in parallel to and from the MPU. The data bus output drivers
are three-state devices that remain in the high-impedence
state except during an MPU read of an AOC data register.

Enable Clock (E) - The enable clock provides two func-
tions for the MCl4442. First, it serves to synchronize data
transfers into and out of the AOC. The timing of all other ex-
ternal signals is referenced to the leading or trailing edge of
the enable clock. Secondly, the enable clock is used internal-
ly to derive the necessary SAR AID conversion clocks.
Because this conversion is a dynamic process, enable clock
must be a continuous signal into the ADC during an AID
conversion.

ReadlWrite (R/W) - The R/W signal is provided to the
MCl4442 to control the direction of data transfers to and
from the M PU. A low state on this line is required to transfer
data from the MPU to the ADC control register. A high state
is required on R/W to transfer data out Of either of the ADC
data registers.

Reset (Reset) - The reset line supplies the means of
externally forcing the MCl4442 into a known state. When a
low is applied to the Reset pin, the start conversion bit of
the control register is cleared. Analog channel 0 is
automatically selected by the analog multiplexer. The AID
status bit is also cleared. Any AID results present in the
Analog Data register are not affected by a reset. Reset forces
the data bus output drivers to the high-impedance state. The
internal byte pointer (discussed in the following pagesl is set
to point to the most significant byte of any subsequently
selected internal register. In order to attain an internally
stable reset state, the Reset pin must be low for at least one
complete enable clock cycle.

Chip Select (~) - Chip select is an active-low input used
by the M PU system to enable the ADC for data transfers. No
data may be passed to or from the AOC through the data bus
pins unless CS is in a low state. A selection of MPU address
lines and the M6800 VMA signal or its equivalent should be
utilized to provide chip selec,t to the MCl4442.

MCl4442 ANALOG INPUTS AND DIGITAL INPUTS
(Refer to the ADC Block Diagram)

Dedicated Analog Channels (ANO, AN2-AN5) - These
input pins serve as dedicated analog channels subject to AID
conversions. These channels are fed directly into the internal
12-to-l analog multiplexer which feeds a single analog
voltage to the AID converter.

Shared Analog Channels (AN6-AN11l - These input pins
are also connected to the analog multiplexer and may be
used as analog channels for AID conversion. However,
these pins may also serve as digital input pins as described
next.



Shared Digital Inputs (PO-PSI - Po-P5 comprise a 6-bit
digital input port whose bits may also serve as analog chan-
nels. The state of these inputs may be read at any time from
the ADC digital data register. The function of these pins is
not programmed, but instead is simply assigned by the
system designer on a pin-by-pin basis.

CAUTION: Digital values read from the PO-P5bit
locations do not guarantee the presence of true dig-
ital input levels on these pins. PO-P5 pass through a
TTL-compatible input buffer and into the digital data
register. These buffers are designed with enough
hysteresis to prevent internal oscillations if an analog
voltage between 0.8 and 2 V is present on one or
more of these six pins.

Positive Supply Voltage IVDDI - VDD is used internally
to supply power to all digital logic and to the chopper
stabilized comparator. Because the output buffers con-
nected to this supply must drive capacitive loads, ac noise on
this supply line is unavoidable internally. Analog circuits us-
ing this supply within the MCl4442 were designed with high
VDD supply rejection; however, it is recommended that a
filtering capacitance be used externally between VDD and
VSS to filter noise caused by transient current spikes.

Ground Supply Voltage (VSSI - VSS should be tied to
system digital ground or the negative terminal of the VDD
power source. Again, the output buffers cause internal noise
on this supply, so analog circuits were designed with high
VSS rejection.

Positive AID Reference Voltage (Vref) - This is the
voltage used internally to provide references to the analog
comparator and the digital-to-analog converter used by the
SAR AID. The analog-to-digital conversion result will be
ratio metric to Vref~VAG (full scalel. Hence Vref should be a
very noise-free supply. Ideally Vref should be single-point
connected to the voltage supply driving the system's
transducers. Vref may be connected to VDD, but degrada-
tion of absolute AI D accuracy may result due to switching
noise on VDD.

AID Ground Reference Voltage IVAGI - This supply is
the ground reference for the internal DAC and several
reference voltages supplied to the comparator. It should also
be noise-free to guarantee AID accuracy. Absolute accuracy

may be degraded if VAG is wired to VSS at the ADC
package unless VSS has been sufficiently filtered to remove
switching noise. Ideally VAG should be single-point ground-
ed to the system analog ground supply.

The MCl4442 ADC has three 16-bit internal registers. Each
register is divided into two 8-bit bytes: a most significant
IMSI byte Ibits 8-15l and a least significant ILSI byte Ibits
0-71. Each of these bytes may not be addressed externally,
but instead are normally addressed by a single 16-bit instruc-
tion such as the M6800 LDX instruction. An internal byte
pointer selects the appropriate register byte during the two E
cycles of a normal 16-bit access. In keeping with the M6800
X register format, the pointer points first to the MS byte of
any selected register. After the E cycle in which the MS byte
is accessed, the pointer will switch to the LS byte and remain
there for as long as chip select is low. The pointer moves
back to the MS byte on the falling edge of E after the first
complete E cycle in which the ADC is not selected. (See
Figure 2a for more detail.! The MS byte of any register may
also be accessed by a simple 8-bit instruction as shown in
Figure 2b. However, the LS byte of all registers may be
accessed only by 16-bit instructions as described above. By
connecting the ADC register select IRS1) to the MPU
address line A 1, the three registers may be accessed sequen-
tially by 16-bit operations.

CAUTION: RS1 should not be connected to
address line AO and the addressing of the ADC
should be such that RS1 does not change states
during a 16-bit access.

Addressing Signals

lIeS8t CS R/W RSI ADC Response

0 X X X Reset

1 0 0 0 No Response

1 0 0 1 M PU Write to Control Register

1 0 1 0 MPU Read from Analog Data
Register

1 0 1 1 M PU Read from Digital Data
Register

1 1 X X Chip Deselected (No Response)





MCl4442 CONTROL REGISTER
(Write Only)

15
X

(MSB)

o
AO

(lSBI

Analog Multiplexer Address (A(}.A3) - These four
address bits are decoded by the analog multiplexer and used
to select the appropriate analog channel as shown below.

Hexadecimlll Add ••••• 1A3= MSBI

o
1

2-5
6-B
G-F

Select
ANO
Vref

AN2-AN5
AN6-ANll
Undefined

Start AID Con~on (SC) - When the SC bit is set to a
logical 1, an AI D conversion on the specified analog channel

will begin immediately after the completion of the control
register write.

Unused Bits (X) - Bits 4-7 and 9-15 of the ADC Control
Register are not used internally.

NOTE: A 16-bit control register write is required to change
the analog multiplexer address. However, 9-bit writes to the
MCl4442 can be used to initiate an AID conversion if the
analog MUX is already selecting the desired channel. This is
useful when repeated conversions on a particular analog
channel are necessary.

MCl4442 ANALOG DATA REGISTER
(Read Only)

15
EOG

(MSB)

o
RO

IlSBI

AID Result (R(}.R7) - The lS byte of the analog data
register contains the result of the AID conversion. R7 is the
MSB, and the converter follows the standard convention of
assigning a code of SFF to a full-scale analog voltage. There
are no special overflow or underflow indications.

AID Status (EOC) - The AID status bit is set whenever a
conversion is successfully completed by the ADC. The status

bit is cleared by either an B-bit or a 16-bit MPU write to the
ADC control register. The r.emainder of the bits in the MS
byte of the analog data register are always set to a logical 0
to simplify MPU interrogation of the ADC status. For exam-
ple, a single M68Xl TST instruction can 00 used to determine
the status of the AID conversion.

MCl4442 DIGITAL DATA REGISTER
(Read Only)

Analog Multiplexer Address (A(}.A3) - The number of the
analog channel presently addressed is given by these bits.

Shared Digital Port (p(}'PS) - The voltage present on
these pins is interpreted as a digital signal and the corres-
ponding states are read from these bits.

WARNING: A digital value will be given for each pin even
if some or all of the pins are being used as analog inputs.



ANALOG SUBSYSTEM
(See Block Diagraml

The analog subsystem of the MCl4442 is composed of a
12-channel analog multiplexer, an 8-bit capilcitive DAC
(digital-to-analog converter), a chopper-stabilized com-
parator, a successive approximation register, and the
necessary control logic to generate a successive approxima-
tion routine.

The analog multiplexer selects one of twelve channels and
directs it to the input of the capacitive DAC. A fully-
capacitive DAC is utilized because of the excellent matching
characteristics of thin-oxide capacitors in the silicon-gate
CMOS process. The DAC actually serves several functions.
During the sample phase, the analog input voltage is applied
to the DAC which acts as a sample-and-hold circuit. During
the conversion phase, the capacitor array serves as a digital-
to-analog converter. The comparator is the heart of the
ADC; it compares the unknown analog input to the output of
the DAC, which is driven by a conventional successive-
approximation register. The chopper-stabilized comparator
was designed for low offset voltage characteristics as well as
VDD and VSS power supply rejection.

An AID conversion is initiated by writing a logical 1 into
the SC bit of the ADC control register. The MCl4442 allows

2 enable clock cycles for the write into the control register
even if only one byte is written. In this case, the second E
cycle does not affect any internal registers. During the next
12~ enable cycles following a write command, the analog
multiplexer channel is selected and the analog input voltage
is stored on the sample and hold DAC. It is recommended
that an input source impedance of 10 KG or less be used to
allow complete charging of the capacitive DAC.

During cycle 13 the AID is disconnected from the
multiplexer output and the successive approximation AID
routine begins. Since the analog input voltage is being held
on an internal capacitor for the entire conversion period, it is
required that the enable clock run continuously until the AID
conversion is completed. The new 8-bit result is latched into
the analog data register on the rising edge of cycle 32. At this
point the end of conversion bit (EOC) is set in the analog
data register MS byte. (See Figure 3, AID Timing
Sequence.)

NOTE: The digital data register or the analog data register
may be read even if an AID conversion is in progress. If the
analog data register is read during an AID conversion, valid
results from the previous conversion are obtained. However,
the EOC bit will be clear (logic Ol if an AI D conversion is in
progress.

MPU Write
To ADC
Control
Register Sample Analog Input
~ ~lInput Should BeStablel44( SAA AID Conversion-------~

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Analog Data
AegisterIAQ-A7

and EOCI

New
Data

Valid,
EOC-1



D

Latch!
Decoder!

Driver

Duct
Damper
Control
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ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
LINEAR SUBSYSTEM

The MC14443 and the MCl4447 are 6-channel, single-slope, 8-10 bit
analog-to-digital converter linear subsystems for microprocessor-based
data and control systems. Contained in both devices are a one-of-8
decoder, an 8-channel analog multiplexer, a buffer amplifier, a precision
voltage-to-current converter, a ramp start clfcuit, and a comparator.
The output driver of the MCl4443's comparator is an open-drain
N-channel which provides a sinking current. The output driver of the
MCl4447's comparator is a standard B-Series P-Channel, N-Channel
pair.

A processor system (such as the MC141000 or MCl468051 provides
the addressing, timing, counting, and·arithmetic operations required for
implementing a full analog-to-digital converter system. A system made
up of a processor and the linear subsystem has features such as
automatic zeroing and variable scaling (weighting) of six separate
analog channels.

• Quiescent Current 0.8 mA Typical at VDD = 5 V
• Single Supply Operation + 4.5 to + 18 Volts
• Direct Interface to CMOS MPUs
• Typical Resolution - 8 Bits
• Typical Conversion Cycle as Fast as 300 I's
• Ratio Metric Conversion Minimizes Error

• Analog Input Voltage Range: VSS to VDD - 2 V
• Chip Complexity: MCl4443 - 150 FETs

MCl4447 - 151 FETs

15Ch 1
13Ch2

Ch3 12 .
x.

11 ii
Ch4 .~

10 ~
Ch5

Ch6

Ref
Voltage

AO
A1
A2

MC14443
MC14447

MICROPROCESSOR-BASED
ANALOG- TO-DIGITAL

CONVERTER

..-
P SUFFIX

PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 648



Rating Symbol Value Unit

DC Supply Vollage VDD -0.5 to + 18 V

Input Voltage, All Inputs Vin -05 to VDD+0.5 V

DC Input Current, per Pin lin ±10 mA

Operating Temperature Range TA -40 to +85 °C

Storage Temperature Range Tstg -65 to +150 °C

This device contains circuitry to protect
the inputs against damage due to high
static voltages or electric fields; however.
it is advised that normal precautions be
taken to avoid application of any voltage
higher than maximum rated voltages to
this high impedance circuit. For proper
operation it is recommended that Vin and
Vout be constrained to the range VSS "
(Vin or Voutl <.: Voo·

VDD -40°C 26°C 86°C

Characteristic Symbol V Min Max Min Typ Max Min Max Unit

Output Voltage- Comparator "0" Level VOL 50 - 0.05 - 0.01 0.05 - 0.05 V

Vin @ Pin 4=0 V 10 - 0.05 - 0.01 0.05 - 005
15 - 005 - 0.01 005 - 005

Vin@ Pin4= 1.0V .. ". Level VOH 5.0 495 - 4.95 4.99 - 4.95 - V
IRpullup= 10 kIt MCl4443 onlyl 10 995 - 9.95 9.99 - 9.95 -

15 14.95 - 14.95 14.99 - 14.95 -
Input Voltage-Address, Ramp Start "0" Level VIL V

1VO = 4.5 or 0.5 VI 50 - 1.5 - 2.25 15 - 1.5
1VO=9.0 or 1.0 VI 10 - 3.0 - 4.50 3.0 - 30
1VO= 13.5 or 1.5 VI 15 - 4.0 - 6.75 4.0 - 4.0

.. , .. Level VIH V
1VO=0.5 or 4.5 VI 5.0 3.5 - 35 2.75 - 3.5 -
1VO = 1.0 or 9.0 VI 10 7.0 - 7.0 550 - 7.0 -
1VO = 1.5 or 13.5 VI 15 11.0 - 11.0 8.25 - 11.0 -

Output Drive Current- Comparator 10H mA
VIO @ Pin 4= 1.0 V IMCl4447 onlyl

1VOH=2.5 VI 5.0 - 2.5 - -2.1 -4.2 - -1.7 -
1VOH=4.6 VI 5.0 -052 - -0.44 -0.88 - -0.36 -
1VOH=9.5111 10 -1.3 - -1.1 -225 - -09 -
1VOH= 13.5 V) 15 -36 - -30 -8.8 - -2.4 -

Vin @ Pin 4=0 V 10L mA
(VOL =0.4 VI 5.0 0.52 - 0.44 088 - 036 -
(VOL =05 VI 10 1.3 - 1.1 2.25 - 09 -
(VOL = 1.5 VI 15 3.6 - 3.0 88 - 2.4 -

Input Current-Address. Ramp Start lin 15 - ±0.3 - - +0.3 - +10 ~A

Input Current-Analog Inputs 110 15 - - - ±0.1 ±50 - - nA

Input Capacitance- Address. Ramp Start C,n 15 - - - 5.0 7.5 - - pF
Vin=O V

Ouiescent Current 100 5 - - - 0.8 1.5 - - mA
10 - - - 1.5 - - -
15 - - - 1.7 3.0 - -

Crosstalk Between Any Two Input Channels VCr - - - - 0 40 - - mV

Reference Current Range IR - - - 10 - 50 - - ~A
Channel Inpul Voltage Range VAl 5 - - 0 - 3.0 - - V

10 - - 0 - 80 - -
15 - - 0 - 13.0 - -

8uffer Amplifier Output Offset V80 5 - - - 0285 - - - V
10 - - - 0.400 - - -
15 - - - 0.420 - - -

Comparator Threshold VTC 5 - - 0 0195 VSO - - V
10 - - 0 0.275 VSO - -
15 - - 0 0.290 VSO - -

Reference Voltage Range VR 5 - - 2.0 - 3.0 - - V
10 - - 20 - 80 - -
15 - - 2.0 - 13.0 - -

Conversion Linearity LC % Full
C>1OO pF, VAI=O to 2.5 V, Vref=25 V 5 - - - - 0.5 - - Scale

VAI=O 10 7.0 V, Vref=7.0 V 10 - - - - 05 - -
VAI=O 1012.0 V, Vre!= 12.0 V 15 - - - - 0.5 - -



Characteristic Symbol Voo Min Typ Max Unit
V

Output Rise Time-Comparator (MC14447 only) 'TLH 5.0 - 120 240 ns
10 - 75 150
15 - 65 130

Output Fall Time-Comparator 'THL 5.0 - 250 500 ns
10 - 350 700
15 - 650 1300

ProPagation Delay Time-Comparator MCI4443 'PLH 5.0 - 550 1100 n.
(RL = 10 k 10 VOO) 10 - 500 1000

15 - 550 1100

'PHL 5.0 - 350 700 ns
10 - 300 600
15 - 300 600

MCl4447 'pLH 5.0 600 1200 n.
10 - 475 950
15 - 500 1000

'PHL 5.0 - 450 980 n.
10 - 540 1080
15 - 750 1500

Multiplexer Propagation Delay 'M 5.0 - 180 360 ns
10 - 125 250
15 - 110 220

Ramp Start Delay Time ITS 5.0 - 40 80 n.
10 - 25 50
15 - 20 40

Acquisition Time* 'A 5.0 - 30 60 ".
C= looopF 10 - 15 30
Aref~ 100 k{) 15 - 14 28

1>.2, Al, AO, ANALOG MUX ADDRESS INPUTS (PINS 2,
1, 16) - These inputs determine the input voltage source to
be presented to the measurement system according to the
Truth Table shown in Figure 2.

Ramp Start, RAMP START (PIN 3) - When Ramp Start
is low, the ramp capacitor is charged to a voltage associated
with the selected input channel. When Ramp Start is
brought high, the connection to the input channel is broken
and the capacitor begins to ramp toward VSS. See Figure 4.

Ramp Cap, RAMP CAPACITOR (PIN 4) - The ramp
capacitor is used to generate a time period when discharged
from a selected voltage via a precise reference current. A
polystyrene or mylar capacitor is recommended. The value
should be '" 100 pF so that the board and stray capacitances
have negligible effects. large values of capacitance with the
associated large leakage currents are not recommended
because the leakage current must be insignificant in com-
parison to the minimum reference current (10 "AI.

VSS, NEGATIVE POWER SUPPLY (PIN 5)
system ground.

Ref Current, REFERENCE CURRENT (PIN 6) - To
discharge the ramp capacitor, the reference current is fixed
via a resistor (Rref) to a positive supply from Pin 6. Typical
current is equal to (VOO- Vrefl/Rref.

Comp Out, COMPARATOR OUTPUT (PIN 7) - This out-
put is low when the capacitor has reached the discharged
voltage and is high otherwise. The MCl4443 requires a pull-
up resistor on Pin 7 due to the open-drain configuration. The
MCl4447 does not require a pull-up resistor.

Ref Voltage, REFERENCE VOLTAGE (PIN 8) - This is the
known voltage to which the unknown is compared.

INPUT CHANNELS (PINS 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15) - Input
channels 1 through 6 are used to monitor up to six separate
unknown voltages. Selection is via the address inputs.

VDD, POSITIVE POWER SUPPLY (PIN 14) - This pin is
the package positive power supply pin.



Address Lines ~
from the
Microprocessor

Aamp start
from the
Microprocesso

Comparator
Output to
Microprocesso

(VBO)count" to

(Vx + VBO)count '" tx

(VA + VBO)count '" tA

(VAlcount'" tA·+ to

(VX)count'" tx - to

(VX)count '" tx - to

IV A)count tR - to

A2 A1 AO Input Selected

0 0 0 VSS Channel 0 (ground)

0 0 1 Ch, Channell

0 1 0 Ch2 Channel 2

0 1 .1 Ch3 Channel 3

1 0 0 Ch4 Channel 4

1 0 1 Ch5 Channel 5

1 1 0 Ch6 Channel 6

1 1 1 Vref Channel 7 (External Reference)

I
1 16

2 15
I

r----' ~tC;to, : M" 14. """" 13, a: :! :!
Rl -F 5 UU 12

:i :i
116

7 10,
8 9

R2

Channell

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel 4 1
Unknown

Analog
Voltage
Inputs

Step No. A2 A1 AO Ramp Start Comment
1. 1 1 1 0 Channel 7 Selected (Reference Voltage)
2. 1 1 1 1 Record time until Pin 7 goes low
3. 0 0 0 0 Channel 0 Selected (Ground)
4. 0 0 0 1 Record time until Pin 7 goes low
5. 0 0 1 0 Channell Selected
6. 0 0 1 1 Record time until Pin 7 goes low

Calculate tCh7 - tChO '" tChi Step 2-Step 4
Calculate tChl - tChO - tChl' Step 6-Step 4

Calculate Vunknown = VCh7(tCh1/tCh7')*
7. I 0 I 1 I o I 0 I Channel 2 Selected
8. I 0 I 1 I o I 1 I Record time until Pin 7 goes low

Calculate tCh2 - tChO = tCh2'

Calculate Vunknown - VCh7 (tCh2'/tCh7')t
etc.
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The MCl4444 ADC is a 4O-pin bus-compatible 8-bit AID converter
with additional digital 1/0 capability. The device operates from a single
5 V supply and provides direct interface to the MPU data bus used with
all Motorola M6800 family parts. It performs an 8-bit conversion in 32
machine cycles at 1 MHz and allows for up to 15 analog inputs. In addi-
tion. the part has a 3-bit digital 1/0 port and can accept up to 9 digital
inputs. Six of these inputs are designed to be either analog or digital
inputs. All necessary logic for software configuration. channel selec-
tion, conversion control, bus interface and maskable interrupt capability
is included.
• Direct Interface to M6800 Family MPUs
• Dynamic Successive Approximation AID
• 32 I's Conversion at IE~ 1.0 MHz
• Ratiometric Conversion

• Completely Programmable
• Polled or Interrupt Driven Operation
• 3 Dedicated Digital Inputs
• 3-8it Digital 1/0 Port
• 9 Dedicated Analog Inputs
• 6 Inputs Usable for Either Analog or Digital Signals
• Completely TTL Compatible Inputs at Full Sp

Voltage of 5 V ± 10%

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 711

Suffix Denotes

Ceramic Package
Plastic Package

Analog
Data

Aegister
(Read Only)

O'()()'2

013-5
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The MC 144110 and MC 144111 are hex and quad static, 0/ A
converters realised in CMOS technology. Each converter, featuring
6-bit resolution, consists of a 6-bit shift register, 6-bit latch and a
static 0/ A converter.

• 4/6 direct R·2R network outputs

• 4/6 emitter follower outputs

• MPU compatible input levels

• Serial data input

• Data cascade output

• Wide operating voltage range of 4.5 to 15 Vdc

MC144110/1

CMOS
QUAD & HEX

D/A CONVERTERS

.-
,.•Me 144110

P SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 707.Q2

Me 144111
PLASTIC PACKAGE
CASE 646 (TO-116)

DIN 1 1. VDD DIN M VDD
EF1 2 17 DOOT EF1 2 13 DOOT
RN1 3 1. RN6 RN1 3 - 12 RN4--En 4 15 EF6 EF2 4 ~ 11 EF40 ~- -RN2 - RNS RN2

~
10 RN35 ~ M 5

~
EF3 • - 13 EF5 m • • EF3U
RN3 7 :E 12 RN4 Vss 7 • Cl
fN • 11 EF4
VSS • 10 Cl



Reting Symbol V.lu. Unit

OC Supply Volt89" VOO + 18 to - 0.5 Vde

Input Voltage. All Input> Vin - 0.5 to VOO + 0.5 Vde

Input Current, All Inputs lin 10 mAde

Operating Temperature Range TA o to +85 ·C

Storage Temperature Range Tstg -65to +150 ·C

This device contains circuitry to protect
the inputs against damage due to high static
voltages or electric fields; however, it is
advised that normal precautions be taken
to avoid application of any voltage higher
than maximum fated voltages to this high
impedance circuit. For proper operation it
is recommended that V in and Vout be
constrained to the range V 5S <; (V in or
Vout) <; VOO'

IJ SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (T A = O ... 85°C)

Ch.,ect.ristics Conditions Symbol Min Typ Mox Unit

Clock high time VOO = 5V tCH 2 0.2 liS

VOO = 10V 1.5 liS

VOO = 15V 1 0.1 liS

Clock low time VOO = 5V tCL 5 1.5 liS

Voo = 10V 3.5 liS

Voo = 15V 2 0.5 liS

Enable lead time VOO = 5V tElead 5 1.5 liS

VOO = 10V 3.5 liS

VOO = 15V 2 0.5 liS

Enable lag time VOO = 5V tElag 5 1.5 liS

VOO = 10V 3.5 Ii'

VOO= 15V 2 0.5 liS

Data set-up time VOO = 5V tDsup 1 0.1 Ii'

VOO = 10V 0.75 Ii'

VOO = 15V 0.5 0 Ii'

Data Hold time VOO = 5V tOhold 5 1.5 liS

VOO = 10V 3.5 liS

VOO = 15V 2 0.5 Ii'

Clock rise time tCrise 2 IlS

Clock fall time tCfall 2 liS



a..r8Cftrist1c PinJ Symbol Min Typ Max Unit

DC Supply VOltogo 18 VOO 4.5 15 VOC

DC Supply Current MC 144110 (14) 100 12 mAOC

MC 144111 8 mAOC

Input low level 1,8,10 DIN 0.8 V

High level VOO= 5V (1,6,8) CL 3.0 V

VOO = 10V rn 3.5 V

VOO= 15V 4.0 V

Current VIN=VOO IIN 1 jlA

Output Sink VOL = 0.5V 17 IOL 200 jlA

Source VOH = VOO -0.5V (13) IOH -200 'jlA

0/ A Ch••.oc:teristics

Network Resistance R 7 10 15 kn •
Precision 3,5,7,12
(w.c. et VRN = VOO12) VOO= 5V 14,16 VNONL2 20 100 mV

VOO= 10V (3,5,10, 200 mV
VOO= 15V 12) 120 300 mV

Stop Size 3 -75% VOO/54 +75 %

Me 144110

NPN Emitter Follower Current Gain

IE = 0.1 -lOrnA .t 250C 2,4,6, hfe 40 100

Emitter leek""" Current VRN = OV 11,13 10 jlA

VBE et IE = lmA VBE 0.4 0.7 V

Max Dissipation 15

per outPUt TAmox=85·C PE 10 mW
ell 6 outputs PEtot 25 mW
_output TAmox = 70·C PE 30 mW
ell 6 outputs PEtot 100 mW

Me 144111

NPN Emitter Follower Current Gain 2,4,9,

IE = 0.1 -lOrnA et 250C 11 hfe 40 100

Emitter Leek""" Current VRN = OV 10 jlA

VBE et IE = lmA VBE 0.4 0.7 V

Max Dissipltion

per outPut TAmox=85·C PE 20 mW
ell 4 outputs PEtot 50 mW
_output TAmox=70·C PE 50 mW
ell 4 outputs PEtot 150 mW

fI

I Pin numbers in brecketo 0 ref.r to MC 144111

2 See Figur. 4

3 See Figure 5
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LINEARITY ERROR (integral linearity). A measure of
how straight a device's transfer function is, it indicates the
worst-case deviation of straightness of the actual transfer
function from the ideal straight line. It is normally speci-
fied in parts of an LSB.

Step size = VOO ± 0.75 VOO
64 64

MlUI.URS I. HfS
DIM - Mal - MAX
A 2U2 23.2. 0.115 0.915
I \

4 I .55
D D.• D.H O.D14

~
I.

2.54 IS .\
H 1. D.D40 D.
J D.20 0.• O.DOI 0.012
X .4 0.115 0.1 5

M rI' \5' IS'• Ul I.D2 D.D20 0.040

NOTES
1 lEAOSWITHINQ l)mm

rOOOSI RADIUM OF T~uE
POSITION AT SEATING
PLANE AT MAXIMuM
MA TE RIAL CONDITION
101"'"G "j

2 DIMENSION l' TO CENTER
OF LEADS WHEN fORMED
PARAllEL

101M
MllUM(TlRS IleM(
tit,. MAX ••• •••

A ".1' '1.10 0.115 0.140
I .10 6.60 O. 0
t 4. ..S1 D.l 0.110
D 0.11 0.51 001, 1.02 1.52 D4D, 2.54ISC 0.100 ISC
H 1.32 1.13 o.au O. 72
J 0.20 0.• 1
X 2.92 l.n 0.115 0.\35
l 1.1 I. 0 .1
M - 1 lD"• 0.51 1.02 D.020 00lD

0.13 Oil D.0D5 0.015
.1 016 0 D.03D



® MOTOROLA

Advance Information
a-Bit AID Converters
With Serial Interface
Silicon-Gate CMOS

MC145040
MC145041

The MC145040 and MC145041 are low-cost 8-bit AID Converters with serial inter-
face ports to provide communication with microprocessors and microcomputers .
The converters operate from a single power supply with a maximum nonlinearity of
± 14 LSB over the full temperature range. No external trimming is required.

The MC145040 allows an external clock input (AI D CLK) to operate the dynamic
AID conversion sequence. The MC145041 has an internal clock and an end-of-
conversion signal (EOC) is provided.

• Operating Voltage Range: VDD = 4.5 to 5.5 Volts
• Successive Approximation Conversion Time:

MC145040 - 10 ",s (with 2 MHz AID CLK)
MC145041 - 20 fJ-S Maximum (Internal Clock)

11 Analog Input Channels with Internal Sample and Hold
0- to S-Volt Analog Input Range with Single S-Volt Supply
Ratiometric Conversion
Separate Vref and VAG Pins for Noise Immunity
Wide Vref Range
No External Trimming Required
Direct Interface to Motorola SPI and National MICROWIRE Serial Data Ports
TIUNMOS-Compatible Inputs May Be Driven with CMOS
Outputs are CMOS, NMOS, or TIL Compatible
Very Low Reference Current Requirement
Low Power Consumption: 11 mW
Internal Test Mode for Self Test

•PLASTIC LEADED
CHIP CARRIER (PLCCI

CASET75

ANO 1

AN1 2

AN2 3

AN3 4
5AN4
6 ANALOG

AN5
7 MUX

AN6
8

AN7
AN8 9

AN9 11

AN10 12

INTERNAL TEST V,ef+VAG
VOLTAGEOF --2-

Din 17

°out
16

CS 15
SClK 18

AIO ClK IMC145040 ONLY) 19
EOCIMC145041 ONLY) 19

MICROWIRE is a trademark of National Semiconductor.
This document contains information on a new product. Specification and information herein are subject to change without notice.

Suffix
2.5 V S Vret S VOO
Vret=VOO
Plastic 1- 40 to + 85°CI
Ceramic (- 55 to + 125°C)
PLCC (- 40 to + 85°CI

VOO·PIN 20
VSS·PIN 10



Symbol Paramater Value Unit

VDD DC Supply Voltage (Referenced to VSS) -0.5 to + 7.0 V

Vrof DC Reference Voltage VAG to VDO+O.l V

VAG Analog Ground VSS -0.1 to Vrof V

Vin DC Input Voltage, Any Analog or Digital VSS-1.5 to V
Input VDD+l.5

Vout DC Output Voltage VSS-0.5 to V
VOO+0.5

lin DC Input Current, per Pin ±20 mA

lout DC Output Current, per Pin ±25 mA

IDD,ISS DC Supply Current, VOD and VSS Pins ±5O mA
Tstg Storage Temperature -66 to +150 ·C

TL Lead Temperature I8-Second Soldering) 260 ·C

This device contains protection circuitrY to
guard against demage due to high static "';ltageS
or electric fields. However, precautions must be
taken to avoid applications of any voltage higher
than maximum rated voltages to this high-
impedance circuit. For proper operation, Vin and
Vout should be constrained to the range VSS :s
1Vin or Vout) s VDD.

Unused inputs must always be tied to an
appropriate logic voltage level (e.g., either VSS
or VOD.) Unused outputs must be left open.

*Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the device may occur.
Functional operation should be restricted to the Operation Ranges below.

Suffix
Symbol Perameter Ll L2 Pl, FNl P2, FN2 Unit

VDD DC Supply Voltage (Referenced to VSS) 4.5 to 5.5 4.5 to 5.5 4.5 to 5.5 4.5 to 5.5 V
Vrof DC Reference Voltage (Note 1I VAG +2.5 to VDD VDD VAG+2.5 to VDD VDD V

VAG Analog Ground (Note 1) VSS to Vref-2.5 VSS VSS to Vrof-2.5 VSS V
VAl Analog Input Voltage (Note 2) VAG to Vref VAG to Vref VAG to Vref VAG toVrof V

Vin, Vout Digital Input Voltage, Output Voltage VSS to VOD VSS to VDD VSS to VDD VSS to VDD V
TA Operating Temperature -56 to +125 -56 to + 125 -40 to +86 -40 to +86 ·C

NOTES:
1. Reference voltages down to 1.0 V (Vref - VAG = 1.0 V) are functional, but the AID Converter Electrical Characteristics are not guaranteed.
2. VSSsVAISVAG produces an output of $00 and VrefSVAISVDD produces an output of $FF. See VAG and Vrof pin descriptions.

PIN ASSIGNMENTS

• N Z co '" AND VDDz z '".. .. .. > * AN1 *20
AN3 SClK AN2 18 SClK

AN4 Din AN3 Din

AN5 0001 AN4 0001

AN6 B AN5 ~
AN] Vrof AN6 Vrof

10 11 12 AN] VAG

'" '" '" co '" AN8 AN1Dz ~ z Z .... .. >..
VSS AN9

*NOTE:
AID CLK (MCl450401
EOC (MCl45041)



DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Voltages Referenced to VSS. Full Temperature and Voltage Ranges Per Operation Ranges Table)

Guaranteed
Symbol Parameter Tast Conditions Limit Unit

VIH Minimum High-Level Input Voltage 2.0 V
lOin. SCLK. CS. AID CLK)

VIL Maximum Low-Level Input Voltage 0.8 V
(Din, SCLK, CS. AID CLK)

VOH Minimum High-Level Output Voltage (Dout) lout - - 200 ~A 2.4 V
(EOC) lout= -100 ~A 2.4
(Dout, EOC) lout= -20 ~A VDD-O.l

VOL Maximum Low-Level Output Voltage (Dout) lout- + 1.6 mA 0.4 V
(EOC) lout= + 1.0 mA 0.4
(Dout. EOC) lout =20 ~A 0.1

lin Maximum Input Leakage Current Vin - VSS or VDD ±2.5 ~A
(Din. SCLK, CS, AID CLK)

IOl Maximum Thre&-State Leakage Current (Dout) Vout=VSS or VDD ±10 ~A

IDD Maximum Power Supply Current Vin - VSS or VDD. All Outputs Open 2 mA
MCl45040: AID CLK=2 MHz

Iref Maximum Static Analog Reference Current (Vref) Vref=VDD 10 ~A
VAG=VSS

IAI Maximum Analog Mux Input Leakage Current VAl = VSS to VDD. L1 and L2 Suffix ± 1000 nA
between all deselected inputs and any selected Pl.P2, FNI. FN2 Suffix ±400
input. (ANQ-AN10)

AID CONVERTER ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(MCl45040: 1 MHz :5A/D CLK :52 MHz. Full Temperature and Voltage Ranges Per Operation Ranges Table)

Guaranteed
Characteristic Definition and Test Conditions Limit Unit

Minimum Resolution Number of bits resolved by the AI D 8 Bits

Maximum Nonlinearity Maximum deviation from the best straight line through the AID ±Y.. LSB
transfer characteristic

Maximum Zero Error Difference between the output of an ideal and an actual AI D for zero ±Y.. LSB
input voltage

Maximum Full-Scale Error Difference between the output of an ideal and an actual AI D for full- ±Y.. LSB
scale input voltage

Maximum Total Unadjusted Maximum sum of Nonlinearity, Zero Error, and Full-Scale Error ±Y.. LSB
Error

Maximum Quantization Error Uncertainty due to converter resolution ±Y.. LSB
Absolute·Accuracy Difference between the actual input voltage and the full-scale ±1 LSB

weighted equivalent of the binary output code. all error sources included
Maximum Conversion Time Total time to perform a single analog-to-digital conversion MCl45040 20 AID CLK

cycles
MCl45041 20 ~

Maximum Data Transfer Time Total time to transfer digital serial data into and out of the device 8 SCLK
cycles

Maximum Sample Acquisition Analog input acquisition time window ~s
Time MCl45040: AID CLK=2 MHz, SCLK~ 1 MHz 10

MCl40541: SCLK=l MHz 16
Maximum Total Cycle Time Total time to transfer serial data, sample.the analog input, and ~s

perform the conversion
MCl45040: AID CLK =2 MHz, SCLK = 1 MHz 24
MCl45041: SCLK=l MHz 40

Maximum Sample Rate Rate at Which Analog Inputs May be Sampled kHz
MCl45040: AID CLK=2 MHz, SCLK= 1 MHz 41
MCl45041: SCLK= 1 MHz 25



Guaranteed
Figure Symbol Parameter Limit Unit

1 f Maximum Clock Frequency (50% Duty Cyclel, SCLK 1.1 MHz

1 f Clock Frequency (50% Duty Cycle), AID CLK (MCI45040) Minimum 1.0 MHz
(same as Maximum 2.1

SCLK)

1,7 tpLH, tpHL Maximum Propagation Delay, SCLK to Dout 400 ns

1,7 th Minimum Hold Time, SCLK to Dout 10 ns

2,7 tpLZ, tpHZ Maximum Propagation Delay, CS to Dout 150 ns

2,7 tPZL, tPZH Maximum Propagation Delay, CS to Dout MCI45040 3 AID CLK cycles +400 ns
MCI46041 3.4 I's

3 tsu Minimum Setup Time, Din to SCLK 400 ns

3 th Minimum Hold Time, SCLK to Din 0 ns

4,7,8 td Maximum Delay Time, EOC to Dout IMSBI MCI46041 400 ns

5 tsu Minimum Setup Time, CS to SCLK MCI45040 3 AID CLK cycles + BOOns
MCI46041 3.8 us

5 th Minimum Hold Time, 8th SCLK to CS 0 ns

6,8 tPHL Maximum Propagation Delay, 8th SCLK to EOC 500 ns

1 tr,tf Maximum Input Rise and Fall Times, Any Digital Input 100 ns
1.4,6,7,8 tTLH, tTHL Maximum Output Transitilln Time, Any Output 300 ns

- Cin Maximum Input Capacitance ANo-AN10 55 pF
AID CLK, SCLK, CS, Din 15

Cout Maximum Three-State Output Capacitance Dout 15 pF
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NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS A AND U 00 NOT INCLUDE MOtD

'lASH
1. DIMENSIONING AND TOlERANCJHG PER ANSI

,('4.5M,1982
3 CONTROlLING DIMENSION INCH

- -,••• •• IIAX •• IIAX
A 25." 2718 1010 1010• 610 UO 02 •• OltO
C 394 OS) 0'\5 0110
D 031 0\6 0.015 0012, 1.27 '78 0010 00711
G 2501BSC o 100 BSC
J 020 1031 000ll-r"0015
I 2191 356 011010140
L 162BSC 0.3DOBSC

•• .. w .. ".
N 011 '02 0020 0040

NOTES·
I. DIM m IS DATUM
2 POSiTlONAl TOt FOR lEADS

1.I~o",oo,ol®ITI A®I
3 III IS SEATING PlANE
.• DIM "8" DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH
5 DIM [I] TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FOAMED

PARALLEL
6 DIMENSIONING AND TOtERANCING P£R ANSI

YIH,l973

M1LUMETERS INCHES

~ "N MAX ••• MAX
A 2388 "" 0940 0990• 660 14. 0'60 01"
C 3.' '01 "'" 0200
D 031 0\6 0015 0022, '40 'is o os, OOSS
G 2!iolBSC Ol~~
H 011 127 0020' OOSO
J 020 030 0001 0012
I 318 406' 0125 0160
L 161BSC I OlOOBSC

•• .. " I .. "N 0" 102! 0010 0 •••

NOTES
1 lEADS WITHIN 0 25 mm to 0101 OIA. TFiUE

POsmON AT SU.TlNG PlANE. AT MAXIMUM
MATERIAl CONDITION

2 DIM l TO CENTER OF lEADS WHEN FORMED
PARAllEl

J DIM A AND B IN(lUOES MENISCUS

PLASTIC LEADED
CHIP CARRIER (PLCCI

CASE T15

MlLUMETtRS INCHES
DIM MlH MAX MIl< MAX

A 9.18 10.02 0,385 0'"• 9.78 10.02 0385 0'"
C 4,19 4.57 0,165 0.180
D 064 1.01 0,025 0040
E 2,16 '79 0,085 0110, 033 013 0013 0021
G 1.27 BSC O.OSOBSC
H 0" 081 0026 0032
J 0.13 038 OOOS 0015
I 7,37 831 0290 0330• 8.89 '.04 0350 0356
U 889 '04 0350 0356
V 1.07 121 0042 0048
W 107 12\ 0042 0048
X 107 102 004' 0056
Y o <Xl 0'" 0000 0020
M 23' 271 0011 0107
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DIGITAL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

CS (Pin 15)

Activ&-Iow 'chip select input. CS provides three-state con-
trol of Dout. CS at a high logic level forces Dout to a high-
imPedance state. In addition, the device recognizes the falling
edge of CS as a serial interlace reset to provide synchroniza-
tion between the MPU and the AID converter's serial data
stream. To prevent a spurious reset from occurring due to
noise on the CS input, a delay circuit has been included such
that a CS signal of duration :s 1 AID ClK period (MCl45040)
or :s500 ns (MCl45041) is ignored. A valid CS signal is
acknowledged when the duration is 2:3 AID ClK periods
(MCl45040) or 2:3 J'S (MCl45041).

CAUTION
A reset aborts a conversion sequence, therefore
high-to-Iow transitions on CS must be avoided
during the conversion sequence.

Dout (Pin 16)

Serial data output of the AID conversion result. The 8-bit
serial data stream begins with the most significant bit and is
shifted out on the high-to-Iow transition of SClK. Dout is a
three-state output as controlled by CS. However, Dout is
forced into a high-impedance state after the eighth SClK, in-
dependent of the state of CS. See Figures 9, 10, 11, or 12.

Din (Pin 17)

Serial data input. The 4-bit serial data stream begins with
the most significant address bit of the analog mux and is
shifted in on the low-to-high transition of SClK.

SClK (Pin 18)

Serial data clock. The serial data register is completely
static, allowing SClK rates down to DC in a continuous or in-
termittent mode. SClK need not be synchronous to the AID
ClK (MCl45040) or the internal clock (MCl45041). Eight
SClK cycles are required for each simultaneous data transfer,
the low-to-high transition shifting in the new address and the
high-to-Iow transition shifting out the previous conversion
result. The address is acquired during the first four SClK
cycles, with the interval produced by the remaining four cycles
being used to begin charging the on-chip sampl&-and-hold
capacitors. After the eighth SClK, the SClK input is inhibited
(on-chip) until the conversion is complete.

AID ClK (Pin 19, MC145040 only)

AID clock input. This pin clocks the dynamic AID conver-
sion sequence, and may be asynchronous and unrelated to
SClK. This signal must be free running, and may be obtained
from the MPU system clock. Deviations from a 50% duty
cycle can be tolerated if each half period is > 238 ns.

EOC (Pin 19, MC145041 only)

End-of-conversion output. EOC goes low on the negative
edge of the eighth SClK. The low-to-high transition of EOC
indicates the AID conversion is complete and the data is ready
for transfer.

ANALOG INPUTS AND TEST MODE

ANO through AN10 (Pins 1-9. 11, 12)

Analog multiplexer inputs. The input ANO is addressed by
loading $0 into the serial data input, Din. ANl is addressed by
$1, AN2 by $2 ... AN10 via $A. The mux features a break-
befor&-make switching structure to minimize noise injection
into the analog inputs. The source impedance driving these in-
puts must be :s 10 kG. NOTE: $B addresses an on-chip test
voltage of (Vref + VAG)/2, and produces an output of $80 if
the converter is functioning properly. However, a ± 1 lSB
deviation from $80 occurs in the presence of sufficient system
noise (external to the chip) on VDD, VSS, Vref, or VAG.

POWER AND REFERENCE PINS

VSS and VDD (Pins 10 and 2O)

Device supply pins. VSS is normally connected to digital
ground; VDD is connected to a positive digital supply voltage.
VDD - VSS variations over the range of 4.5 to 5.5 volts do
not affect the AID accuracy. Excessive inductance in the VDD
or VSS lines, as on automatic test equipment, may cause AID
offsets>)h lSB.

VAG and Vref (Pins 13 and 14)

Analog reference voltage pins which determine the lower
and upper boundary of the AID conversion. Analog input
voltages 2: Vref produce an output of $FF and input voltages
:sVAG produce an output of $00. CAUTION: The analog in-
put voltage must be 2: VSS and :s VDD. The AID conversion
result is ratiometric to Vref - VAG as shown by the formula:

V' = [output code x (V _ V ;1 + quantizing + linearity
'n $FF ref AGj error error

V ref and VAG should be as noi5&-free as possible to avoid
degradation of the AID conversion. Noise on either of these
pins will couple 1:1 to the analog input signal, i.e. a 20 mV
change in Vref can cause a 20 mV error in the conversion
result. Ideally Vref and VAG should be singl&-point connected
to the voltage supply driving the system's transducers.



SAMPLE ANALOG INPUT -------1 ~
~,n""•• " '00"" "."U~""•• '""""' '.'00' ,••"."••••,"' ~ .d:" ~"''''l----_.~=I "'

CYCLES RESET
AID CONVERSION INTERVAL

20 A/O ClK CYCLES

Figure 9. MC145040 Timing Diagram
Utilizing CS to Three-State Dout

N,
-" CSw
0

°OU!

SClK

Din

MSB

-------- SAMPLE ANALOG INPUT

---- ~,n• "•••• ,•• "'. ""U,,,",,,, "n ":~ •• oo,'""'''''' ••,"' ~

--.
12

AlO CLK
CYCLES

Figure 10. MC145040 Timing Diagram
Not Utilizing CS. AID Conversion Interval Controls Three-State

NOTES:
07.06,05 ... DO=The result of the previous AID conversion.
A3, A:2, AI, AO=The mux address for the next AID conversion.



EOC J
SAMPLE ANALOG INPUT =rli I==~I MSB I

~
I~-

L _I_AIO CONVERSIO~ INTERV~ I
SHIFT IN NEW MUX AOORESS, SIMULTANEOUSLY SHIFT OUT PREVIOUS CONVERSION VALUE .," 12 ~S~ :520 ~s

RESET RESET
Figure 11. MC146041 Timing Diagram

Utilizing CS to Three-State Dout

°in

JJ MSB

EOC

II·
RESET TO
INITIALIZE

I

~
I---,-

Figure 12. MC146041 Timing Diagram
Not Utilizing CS. AID Conversion Interval Controls Three-State

NOTES:
07, 06, 05 ... DO = The result of the previous AID conversion.
A3, A2. A1, AO=The mux address for the next AID conversion.



DESCRIPTION

This example application of the MC145040/MC145041
ADCs interfaces three controllers to a microprocessor and
processes data in real-time for a video game. The standard
joystick X-axis (Ieft/right) and V-axis (up/down) controls as
well as engine thrust controls are accommodated.

Figure 13 illustrates how the MC145040/MC145041 is used
as a cost-effective means to simplify this type of circuit design.
Utilizing one ADC, three controllers are interfaced to a CMOS
or NMOS microprocessor with a serial peripheral interface
(SPI) port. Processors with National Semiconductor's
MICROWIRE serial port may also be used. Full duplex opera-
tion optimizes throughput for this system.

DIGITAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Motorola's MC68HC05C4 CMOS MCU may be chosen to
reduce power supply size and cost. The NMOS MCUs may
be used if power consumption is not critical. A "ilDD to VSS
0.1 p.F bypass capacitor should be closely mounted to the
ADC.

Both the MC145040 and MC145041 will accommodate all
the analog system inputs. The MC145040, when used with a 2
MHz MCU, takes 24 p's to sample the analog input, perform
the conversion, and transfer the serial data at 1 MHz. Thirty-
two AID Clock cycles (2 MHz at input pin 19) must be provid-
ed and counted by the MCU after the eighth SClK before
reading the ADC results. The MC145041 has the end-of-
conversion (EOC) signal (at output pin 19) to define when data
is ready, but has a slower 40 p.S cycle time. However, the 40 p's
is constant for serial data rates of 1 M Hz independent of the
MCU clock frequency. Therefore, the MC145041 may be used
with the CMOS MCU operating at reduced clock rates to
minimize power consumption without sacrificing ADC cycle
times, with EOC being used to generate an interrupt. (The
MC145041 may also be used with MCUs which do not provide
a system clock.)

ANALOG DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Controllers with output impedances of less than 10 kilohms
may be directly interfaced to these ADCs, eliminating the need

for buffer amplifiers. Separate lines connect the Vref and VAG
pins on the ADC with the controllers to provide isolation from
system noise.

Although not indicated in Figure 13, the Vref and controller
output lines may need to be shielded, depending on their
length and electrical environment. This should be verified dur-
ing prototyping with an oscilloscope. If shielding is required, a
twisted pair or foil-shielded wire (not coax) is appropriate for
this low frequency application. One wire of the pair or the
shield must be VAG.

A reference circuit voltage of 5 volts is used for this applica-
tion. The reference circuitry may be as simple as tying VAG to
system ground and V ref to the system's positive supply. (See
Figure 14.) However, the system power supply noise may r&-
Quire that a separate supply be used for the voltage reference.
This supply must provide source current for Vref as well as
current for the controller potentiometers.

A bypass capacitor across the Vref and VAG pins is recom-
mended. These pins are adjacent on the ADC package which
facilitates mounting the capacitor very close to the ADC.

The software flow for acquisition is straightforward. The
nine analog inputs, ANO through ANa, are scanned by reading
the analog value of the previously addressed channel into the
MCU and sending the address of the next channel to be read
to the ADC, simultaneously. All nine inputs may be scanned in
a minimum of 216 p.S (MC145040) or 360 p.S (MC145041).

If the design is realized using the MC145040, 32 AID clock
cycles (at pin 19) must be counted by the MCU to allow time
for AID conversion. The designer utilizing the MC145041 has
the end-of-conversion signal (at pin 19) to define the conver-
sion interval. EOC may be used to generate an interrupt,
which is serviced by reading the serial data from the ADC. The
software flow should then process and format the data, and
transfer the information to the video circuitry for updating the
display.
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Figure 13. Joystick Interface

Figure 14. Alternate Configuration Using the Digital
Supply for the Raferance Voltage



® MOTOROLA
MC145042
MC145043

MC145042 and MC145043 are similar (respectively) to MC145040 and MC145041 but these
converters have 19 Analog Input Channels.



® MOTOROLA

The TL431,A integrated circuits are three-terminal program-
mable shunt regulator diodes. These monolithic IC voltage ref-
erences operate as a low temperature coefficient zener which is
programmable from Vref to 36 volts with two external resistors.
These devices exhibit a wide operating current range of 1.0 to
100 mA with a typical dynamic impedance of 0.22 O. The char-
acteristics of these references make them excellent replacements
for zener diodes in many applications such as digital voltmeters,
power supplies, and op amp circuitry. The 2.5 volt reference
makes it convenient to obtain a stable reference from 5.0 volt
logic supplies, and since the TL431,A operates as a shunt regu-
lator, it can be used as either a positive or negative voltage
reference.

• Programmable Output Voltage to 36 Volts
• Voltage Reference Tolerance: ± 1.0% (TL431,A)
• Low Dynamic Output Impedance, 0.22 0 Typical
• Sink Current Capability of 1.0 to 100 mA
• Equivalent Full-Range Temperature Coefficient of 50 ppm/"C

Typical
• Temperature Compensated for Operation over Full Rated

Operating Temperature Range
• Low Output Noise Voltage
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SOP-8 is an internally modified 50-8 Package. Pins
2. 3. 6 and 7 are electricallv common to the die
attach flag. This internal lead frame modification
decreases package thermal resistance and
increases power dissipation capability when
appropriately mounted on a printed circuit board.
SOP-8 conforms to all external dimensions of the
standard 80-8 Package.

Temperature
Device Range Package

TL431 CLP,ACLP o to +70°C Plastic TO-92

TL431CP,ACP o to +70°C Plastic DIP

TL431CO,ACO o to + 70°C SOP·8

TL431CJG o to + 70°C Ceramic DIP

TL431ILP.AILP -40 to +85OC Plastic TO-92

TL431IP.AIP -40 to +85°C Plastic DIP

TL431IJG -40 to +85°C Ceramic DIP

TL431MJG -55 to + 125°C Ceramic DIP



Rating Symbol Value Unit

Cathode To Anode Voltage VKA 37 V

Cathode Current Range. Continuous IK -100to+150 mA

Reference Input Current Range, Continuous Iref ~0.05 to + 10 mA

Operating Junction Temperature TJ 150 'C

Operating Ambient Temperature Range TA 'C
TL431M -55 to + 125
TL431I. TL431AI -40 to +85
TL431C, TL431AC o to + 70

Storage Temperature Range Tsta -65 to + 150 'C

Total Power Dissipation @ TA = 25'C Po W
Derate above 25'C Amb.ient Temperature
0, LP Suffix Plastic Package 0.70
P Suffix Plastic Package 1.10
JG Suffix Ceramic Package 1.25

Total Power Dissipation @ TC = 25'C Po W
Derate above 25'C Case Temperature
0, LP Suffix Plastic Package 1.5
P Suffix Plastic Package 3.0
JG Suffix Ceramic Package 3.3

D, LP Suffix P Suffix JG Suffix
Characteristics Symbol Package Package package Unit

Thermal Resistance, Junction to Ambient R9JA 178 114 100 'CIW

Thermal Resistance, Junction to Case R9JC 83 41 38 'CIW

ConditionNalue Symbol Min Max Unit

Cathode To Anode Voltage VKA Vref 36 V

Cathode Current IK 1.0 100 mA

TL431M TL4311 Tl431C

Characteristic Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit

Reference Input Voltage (Figure 1) Vref V
VKA = Vref, IK = 10 mA

TA = +25'C 2.440 2.495 2.550 2.440 2.495 2.550 2.440 2.495 2.550
TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) 2.396 - 2.594 2.410 - 2.580 2.423 - 2.567

Reference Input Voltage Deviation Over 6Vref - 15 44 - 7.0 30 - 3.0 17 mV
Temperature Range (Figure 1, Note 1, 2, 4)

VKA = Vref, IK = 10 mA

Ratio of Change in Reference Input Voltage 6Vref mVN
to Change in Cathode to Anode Voltage 6VKA

IK = 10 mA (Figure 2), 6VKA = 10 V to Vref - -1.4 -2.7 - -1.4 -2.7 - -1.4 -2.7
6VKA = 36Vto 10V - -1.0 -2.0 - -1.0 -2.0 - -1.0 -2.0

Reference Input Current (Figure 2) Iref p.A
IK = 10 mA, Rl = 10 k, R2 = ""

TA = +25'C - 1.8 4.0 - 1.8 4.0 - 1.8 4.0
TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) - - 7.0 - - 6.5 - - 5.2

Reference Input Current Deviation Over 61ref - 1.0 3.0 - 0.8 2.5 - 0.4 1.2 p.A
Temperature Range (Figure 2, Note 1, 4)

IK = 10 mA, Rl = 10 k, R2 = ""
Minimum Cathode Current For Regulation Imin - 0.5 1.0 - 0.5 1.0 - 0.5 1.0 mA

VKA = Vref (Figure 1)

Off-State Cathode Current (Figure 3) loff - 2.6 1000 - 2.6 1000 - 2.6 1000 nA
VKA = 36 V, Vref = 0 V

Dynamic Impedance (Figure 1, Note 3) 12kal - 0.22 0.5 - 0.22 0.5 - 0.22 0.5 n
VKA = Vref, 61K = 1.0 mA to 100 mA

f •• 1.0 kHz



n431AI TL431AC

Characteristic Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit

Reference Input Voltage (Figure 1) Vref V
VKA = Vref, IK = 10 mA

TA = +25·C 2.470 2.495 2.520 2.470 2.495 2.520
TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 4) 2.440 - 2.550 2.453 - 2.537

Reference Input Voltage Deviation Over tNref - 7.0 30 - 3.0 17 mV
Temperature Range (Figure 1, Note 1, 2)

VKA = Vref, IK = 10 mA

Ratio of Change in Reference Input Voltage 6Vref mVN
to Change in Cathode to Anode Voltage 6VKA

IK = 10 mA (Figure 2), 6VKA = 10 V to Vref - -1.4 -2.7 - -1.4 -2.7
6VKA = 36 V to 10 V - -1.0 -2.0 - -1.0 -2.0

Reference Input Current (Figure 2) Iref pA
IK = 10 mA, R1 = 10 k, R2 = '"

TA = +25·C - 1.8 4.0 - 1.8 4.0
TA = Tlow to Thiah (Note 1) - - 6.5 - - 5.2

Reference Input Cur~ent Deviation Over 61ref - 0.8 2.5 - 0.4 1.2 pA
Temperature Range (Figure 2, Note 1)

IK = 10 mA, R1 = 10 k, R2 = '"
Minimum Cathode Current For Regulation Imin - 0.5 1.0 - 0.5 1.0 mA

VKA = Vref (Figure 1)

Off-State Cathode Current (Figure 3) loff - 2.6 1000 - 2.6 1000 nA
VKA = 36 V, Vref = 0 V

Dynamic Impedance (Figure 1, Note 3) IZkal - 0.22 0.5 - 0.22 0.5 n
VKA = Vref, 61K = 1.0 mA to 100 mA

f'" 1.0 kHz
Note 1:

Tlow = - SS·Cfor TL431MJG
-4O"C for TL431AIP.TL431AILP,TL431IP,TL431ILP,TL431IJG

= O·Cfor TL431ACP,TL431ACLP,TL431CP,TL431CLP,TL431CJG,TL431CD,TL431ACD

Thigh : :~~:~~~~~r~~~~:~L431AILP, TL431IP,TL43l1LP,TL4311JG
+ 70·Cfor TL431ACP,TL431ACLP,TL431CP,TL431CLP,TL431CJG,TL431CD,TL431ACD

FIGURE 2 - TEST CIRCUIT FOR VKA > Vref

Input l;[VKA
R1 t IK

Iref--
R2

V .". VKA= Vref (1 +~) +Iref· R1ref R2

Note 2:

The deviation parameter tNref is defined as the differences between
the maximum and minimum values obtained over the full operati.ng
ambient temperature range that applies.

VrefMax r~ ~Vref=VrefMax

VrefMin~:T::f~~nT1

T1 T2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 1 - TEST CIRCUIT FOR VKA = Vref

,nputffVKA tlK

Vref

! .".
The average temperature coefficient of the reference input volt-

age, a Vref. is defined as:

ppm
a Vref °C

(
6Vref )x 106

Vref @ 25°e

6TA

6Vref'106

6 TA (Vref @ 25°C)

aVref can be positive or negative depending on whether Vret
Min orVref Maxoccurs at the lower ambienttemperature.{Referto
Figure 6)

Input~+ VKA

q;'"
Example: 6Vref = 8.0 mV and slope is positive. Vref @ 25°e =

2.495 V. 6 TA = 700e

0.008 x 106
aVref = 70 (2.495) = 45.8 ppm/oe



Note 3

The dynamIc impedance Zka is defined as.

':'VKA
Ilk.1 =---

L'>IK

When the device is programmed with two ex.ternal resistors. R1
and R2. (refer to Figure 2) the total dynamic impedance of the

~KA = Vrel
TA= 25°C

'""'Ef'~11K

/'

/
/
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Note 4:

This test is not applicable to surface mount (0 suffix) devices.
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FIGURE 11 - DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE
versus AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
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Vref
'out =--

RCL

Vout(trip) = 0 + ~ )VrefR2

LE.D. indicator is 'on' when V+ is between the
upper and lower limits.

Lower Limit = (1 + :: )Vref

Upper Limit = (1 +~)Vref
R4

FIGURE 28 - LINEAR OHMMETER
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NOT£S:
I. COHTOUR Of I'AaAGE llEYOMllOHE ""1$

UNCONTROllEO
2. DIM "fH Al'PUES BETWEEN"HHAHD "l H OIM

'V. "S. Al'PUES BETWEEN"1,H.1270 mm

10 51 fROM sunNG I'I.AHE.lEAD DIMIS
UNCOHTAOlLED IN '1f''' llEVONl) 1270 IMl
«'-51 FROM sunNG 1'l»IE.

NOTES;
1 I.fAD5 WITHIN0.13 mm 1O~) RAO Of TRUE

I'OSrTION AT sunNG IUNE AT MAXI'''U''
MATERIALCONDmON.

2.DlMENSION '\H TO aNTER OF lEAOS WHEN
roRMEOI'ARA.l.LEL

FIGURE 30 - HIGH EFFICIENCY STEP-DOWN
SWITCHING CONVERTER

150 ILH @2.0A

• 2200
j'F

4.7 k 0.01

j'F

Vout = 5.0 V
lout = 1.0 A

100 k

470
j'F

51 k

TEST CONDITIONS RESULTS

Line Regulation Vin = 10 V to 20 V, 10= 1.0 A 53 mV (1.1%)

Load Regulation Vin = 15 V, 10= OA to 1.0 A 25 mV (05%)

Output Ripple Vin = 10 V, 10= 1.0 A 50 mVp_p PAR.O.

Output Ripple Vin = 20 V, 10= 1.0 A 100 mVp_p PAR.O.

Efficiency Vin = 15 V, 10= 1.0 A S2%

D'I•y . ---.1
C.~\. .

F / r=L=J~F1'~c

"~~;Ji. : V_,
I lEAD I'OSITIOKAl TCUIWfC(

1.1'01'IO"'~ITI'~I,~I
2 OlMENSIONl TO CENTEROf lEAOS WHEN

FOftMEDI'ARAlLEL
) I'A.O:AGECONTOUR OI'TlONA.l.lROUHQ011

SOtJARECOIINUlSI
, DIMENSIONS A AND B ARE DATUMS
5. DIMENSIONINGAND TQlfRANONG PER ANSI

Yl'_W,l9B2

P1 SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 626-04

•••••••• -.
". •• "'" •• "'",

47' •.• 01. 0157, 3J' 4.0' "18 "18
t ..•, '" "., OlIO
D us 0." 0.01' 0.01'
F 0.01 o.n 0.'" 0""
G 1 8SC •••• 8SC
J • 11 on 0.001 0 ••• 010 OlD 0.••• 0."
L 4.J2 ." 0.119 0.'", .,. .., om 01<0

......,.,., -.
". •• "'" •• "'", .... 1016 om O., 010 '.81 0.'" OlBl
t .. u• 0.155 0.115
D 038 051 0015 o OlD, '01 '62 0.••• 00Bl
G ,... o 100 asc
H 01' 1.21 0"" 0IlOO
J 0." 030 0" 0.012

• '" '" 0.115 0.135
L 1.62BSC 0 8SC• ,~ I~• 0.51 OJ, 0.020 0""

.,n"
l.·T·1SSUnNGfIlAHE .
2. DIMENSION .lIS DATUM.
1.1'OSmOfrW. TQlfRANcr

FORlfAD6
1.10l!lI0-0101eIA<tl1

o SUFRX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 751-01
SOP-S"

·SOP-8 is an internally modified 50-8 Package. Pins 2. 3. 6 and 7 are electrically common to the die attach flag. This internal lead frame modification
decreases package thermal resistance and increases power dissipation capability when appropriately mounted on a printed circuit board. SOP-8 conforms
to all external dimensions of the standard 50-8 Package.

MI1MTDIS IJltIti
DOl ••• MAX ••• MAX• .,2 5.33 0.11'0 0110, .... .11 0.175 •••
t 3.11 4.19 0.125 0.165
D 0.41 0," 0.016 0.022
F 0.41 •... 0.016 0.019
G 1.14 '-'. 0.015 0'"
H ,.•. 0.100
J 2.41 2.01 0 ••• 0.105• 12.70 0500

L 0" Ol5O• '.ro 2.61 O.OJ) 0.105• '" 0.115• '43 0.135
S U, 0.41 0.014 0.016

LP SUFFIX
PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 29-02
TO-226M (TO-921

R8JA = 200·CIW

......,.,., -.
". •• "'" •• "'", •.•. ".92 0.38l "30, ." ..., 0 0.215
t '" '.08 0.170 0""
D 0.'1 O.Sl 0.016 0020, I." '66 01106 0.'"
G ,.•. Olooesc
H u. 1.66 0.015 0066
J 0." 0.30 0." 0.012

• 1.1' '08 0.125 0.1110
l 131 1J1 O.lBl 0.110• ". ".• .51 1.01 0.020 ''''

U SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE

CASE 693-02
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UJ. ONE~
APPLICATION IDEA FROM MOTOROLA

Absolute Value
Amplifier for

In many DVM systems, the Analog Digital Converter works with a unipolar differenHal input voltage. In order
to obtain a DVM which accepts bipolar inputs, it is possible to use the absolute value amplifier shown here.
The M LM301 A is connected for a gain of + 1 or -1 according ot the polarity of the input, as detected by the
MC1741, which can also be used to drive the polarity indicator.
The switches used for changing the circuit form inverting to non-inverting may be either mechanical (e.g. reed
relays) or electronic (MC14016). The circuit shows the connections for the MC14016. The supply voltages
VDD ( 5V) and VSS (-3Vl are chosen to provide good switching action taking into account both the switch
drive requirements and the analog voltage levels to be switched.
In this application, the absolute voltage output is ten times smaller (V" MCl505) than the input voltage
(VINl applied. This ratio may be changed by modification of the alternating voltage divider at the input
terminal.

II
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Absolute Value Amplifier



d.t ONE H AI-48

APPLICATION IDEA FROM MOTOROLA

ANALOG VOLTAGE
INDICATOR

Digital voltmeters are accurate measuring devices but in some casesthe display is not practical.
The Analog Voltage Indicator described here is ideal as an inexpensive display and is easy to build.

Description of the circuit
The quad comparator MC3302 is used as an A/D. flash converter.
The quad operational amplifier MLM324 is used to make an input buffer amplifier, an internal current
source and a 5 Hz oscillator. This oscillator continuously changes the input reference voltages (A-50 mV) of
all comparalOrs. The variation of 50 mV is made between 3/4 and 1/4 of each voltage step (100 mVI. If the
output voltage is within this bracket, the active comparator will change continuously the status of the
indicating LED. This flashing (at 5 Hz) shows that VIN is half way between two voltage steps. Effectively
this doubles the resolution of the Analog Voltage Indicator.

1r =
n (LED) x 2

Features
- Single Supply +5 V to +6 V
- Input Voltage up to + 20 Vdc

- Accuracy ± 0.3 V Reading
- Resolution 2.50/0 by flashing

of the LED

- Input Impedance 1 Mn
- Solid State Reliability

II
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Up to 20V
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1I4MlM 324
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U-t ONEH
APPLICATION IDEA FROM MOTOROLA

3'j, DIGIT
AUTO-RANGING

CMOS DVM

The MC14433 is a CMOS monolithic 3'j, digit AID converter. This device may be usedas
the basis for an accurate DVM. Only 5 integrated circuits are needed, MC14433 (AID
converter), MC14511 (BCD to 7-segmentdecoder), MC75492 (LED digit driver), MC1403
(2.5 volt reference), MC14013 (0 Flip-flop for sign and over-range). The application
shown here is an autoranging DVM, using a few addition parts, and has the following
features:

- Bipolar input
- Auto-Polarity
- Input Voltage Range Up to ± 19,99 Vdc (first range)

± 20,0 V to ± 199,9 Vdc (second range)
± 0,05010 Full Scale± 1 count
10 MI1

- Accuracy
- Input Impedance
- Auto-Zero
- Display Up-dating (HOLD)

Input protected by subtrate diodes
- Flashing display when input is Over-Range IIQllibration Procedure:
1) A Voltage of ± 19,900 Volts ± 2 mV is applied to the input terminal. Adjust the

Reference Voltage (MC1403) potentiometer in order that the display shows "19,90",
This occurs mid-way between the value "19,89" and "19,91".

2) A Voltage of ± 199,00 Volts ± 20 mV is applied to the i'nput terminal. Adjust the
voltage divider potentiometer in order that the display shows "199,0".
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-d.t ONEH'-
APPLICATION IDEA FROM MOTOROLA

DMM

The application shown here is an auto·ranging DMM for measuring voltages, currents, resistances and
temperatures. The features are:

Volt.
AC or Bipolar DC up to 19,99 V

20,0 V to 199,9 V
200 V to 1000 V

Cu.rent
AC or Bipolar DC up to 1999 mA (Drop Voltage max. 0,36 VI

up to 1,999 KS1!
2 KS1 to 19,99 KS1

20 KS1 to 199,9 KS1

IDC, S1) to,OS% Full Scale tl count
lAC, °Cl to,25% Full Scale t 1 count
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K Mode Input Pot. Display
Remarks

Selection Parameter Adjust Reading
Step

1 +19,00 VDC P 1 +19,00
VIN

2 V,DC +190,0 VDC P 2 +190,0
.1:0,2"••

3 +1000 VDC P 3 +1000

4 A,DC +1900mA P 4 +1900

5 OV P 5 00,00 VIN
V,AC

6 19,00 VAC P 6 19,00 to,I%

7 190,0 Kn P 7 190,0

8 n,DC 19,00 Kn P 8 19,00

9 1,900 Kn P 9 1,900

10 O,OoC P10 0,0
°C, DC

11 + 100,0 °c P 11 +100,0

Adjust the potentiometers in order that the display shows "1900" or "1000" or "0000".

This occurs mid·way between the value "1899" and "1901" or "999" and "1001" or "-0001" +0001".

II



#.t ONEH
APPLICATION IDEA FROM MOTOROLA

• AccUTacy
± 0.05% FS ± 1 count (DC)
± 0.2% FS ± 1 count (AC) • Auto-Selection

of AC and DC
• Resolution

3Y:.digit

AUTOMATIC

PORTABLE • Auto-Ranging

up to 199.9 V
200 to 1999 VDVM

AC or DC voltages Up to 1000 V can be measured without manual intervention using an AC detector
circuit (OVER FLOW INTEGRATOR).

When an AC voltage is applied to the input, the AC detector circuit (MC14022, MC14013) switches
the inputs signal through a decoupling capacitor onto a rectifier and an integrator (MC1458SP2). At
the same time the sign on the display is removed. The minimum AC voltage to be detected by the
circuit is about 0,5 VAC.

The conversion rate is about 4 Hz with provision for holding the display value by means of the switch
(hold).

~
Input Pot. Display

Step tion parameter adjust reading
Remarks

1 OV P1 000.0

2 + 190 VDC P2 190.0 VIN ± 0.02%
3 + 1000 VDC P3 1000 Sign + is on

4 2 VAC P4 2.0 VIN±O.l%
5 190 VAC P5 190.0 Signs are off

B
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#t ONEH
APPLICATION IDEA FROM MOTOROLA·

PORTABLE
DIGITAL

THERMOMETER

Accuracy

± 0.3 °C at
Tamb = 0 °C to 50°C

An accurate digital thermometer can be built with a transistor sensor (BC585) and an analog-to-digital
converter (MC14433). The transistor sensor has a temperature coefficient of about -2 millivolts/oC.
So with a tot of 100°C, the toV of the sensor will be 200 mY. Using the ratio-metric function of the
MC14433 it is easy to calibrate the thermometer.

Vout (VX - VAG)
(display) = 2000 (VR- VAG) where Vx - VAG = tlV (sensor)

The voltage between VAG and VEE is calculated according to the specification on the Data Sheet, the
resistance tolerance of 5% and a temperature of 0 °c for the sensor. The voltage between VR and
VAG will be about 400 mY, according to the formula shown above.
The accuracy of the thermometer is given by the high quality of the regulation circuit (MC1503U and
MLM208U) associated with the auto-zero and auto-polarity features of the MC14433_

The total current consumption is about 3 mA, ensuring a long life for the battery. The thermometer
remains functional with voltages as low as 8 volts.

~
Sensor Pot Display

Step Temperature Adjust Reading

1 O°C Pl ± 00.0

2 + 90·C P2 + 90.0
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AN-321

The acquisition and recovery of analog signals
in a M68DD data processing system

Some practical examples of the interfacing required in
analog data processing with microprocessors are discussed.
A multi-channel process control data acquisition module
and the graphic display of digital data on a standard X-Y
chart recorder are presented as typical interface units.



The acquisition and recovery of analog signals in a M6800 data processing system

The fundamental circuits used in processing analog signals
by conventional methods include the operations of
filtering and detection. These are, in fact, simplified
electronic circuit realisations for the operations of con-
volution and correlation. The introduction of the digital
computer into the realm of signal processing permits these
mathematical operations to be performed in practice.
Once the analog signal has been transformed into digital
format, any required sequence of operations for process-
ing the signal may be performed, simply by programming
the computer accordingly.
On-line computation can now be envisaged, since com-
puters are available as circuit components. HoweYer, the
limitation remains, that total calculation time must be
more rapid than the rate of data acquisition. The
relatively slow speed of performing digital arithmetic
operations therefore limits the on-line microprocessor
system to applications in the audio and subsonic area (e.,g.
physiological signals, vibration analysis, servo-motor con-
trollers) at present.
Since data acquisition can usually be performed faster
than the rate of calculation, the techniques of off-line and
batch processing can be advantageously employed in
treating higher frequency sigoals. To illustrate this facility,
we consider here the problem of data acquisition to meet
the requirements of a process control application. The
time delay and/or change of time scale implied in off-line
processing often necessitates visual displays (e.g. CRT,
chart recorder) of computed signal parameters over
defined time windows. The example of such a graphic
display using an x- Y recorder is discussed later.
In considering these particular examples, the basic fea-
tures of sampled data processing must be ul)(lerstood. A
brief description is included in the Appendix.

II The particular example taken here concerns multi-channel
data acquisition for an on-line process control application
using an M6800 system. A large number of slowly varying
analog parameters have to be made available as inputs for
the control algorithm being evaluated by the digital
microprocessor. The control algorithm may call for any of
the analog variables to be available in digital represen-
tation with an access time that is compatible with the
response time of the control loop (including the calcula-
tion time of the processor). This restriction makes it
impossible to use conventional data logging 1 owing to the
long conversion time of an integrating analog-to digital
converter. The requirement here is that an analog variable
should be available for digital data manipulation by the
M6800, with a minimum time delay after the appropriate
software instruction. The solution adopted is to use
successive approximation analog-to-digital conversion with
a digitally controlled channel selector.

The specifications taken for a data acquisition module are
the following:

8 single ended analog input channels (extension possi-
ble to 16).
Input voltage excursion +5 to -5 Volts.
Conversion accuracy 0.5%0 (10 bits with sign).
Digital output compatible with M6800 bus.
Conversion time less than 100 microseconds after
software "request" for any analog variable (channel).

The input voltage variations are assumed to be less than
'h LSB (2,5 millivolt) during the inter-sampling period
(100 microseconds). This obviates the need for a "sample
and hold" circuit at the input to the cQnverter.
The multi-channel analog to digital converter is to be
interfaced with the M6800 bus structure. Several com-
binations using the MC6820, Peripheral Interface Adapter,
have been described elsewhere2• However the organisation
of hardware/software to achieve the specifications defined
above, precludes the use of the MC6820, owing to access
time limitations. This leads to the adoption of a multi-
plexed successive approximation register converter)
The interface to the M6800 system may still be realiseo a
number of different ways, three of which will now be
discussed in more detail.

(a) Direct Memory Access (DMA) is a means of entering
the digital data from the converter directly into the
M6800 system RAM without going through the MPU
registers (for a detailed description, see the M6800
Applications Manual). In this case, the AID conver-
sion is free-running, converting the analog channels in
a pre-determined order. (hardwired). Whenever a
channel of digital data is ready for transfer into RAM
via the data bus, the assigned address corresponding
to that data channel must be generated externally for
the MPU address bus.
The M6800 bus structure can be forced into 3-state
(high impedance) condition, in order to accept the
data, by using the GO/HALT line. Alternatively, the
TSC line may be used and the clock generator
stretched to permit "cycle stealing". More efficient
still is to use rapid 3'state buffers to isolate the RAM
(which must also have rapid access time for this
application) from the rest of the MPU system. During
clock cycle phase 01, the data may be written into
the RAM, without affecting the MPU in any way.
The information transferred into the RAM by DMA
will be the latest converted value, so is always
available to the MPU by a standard software read
command (LOA). This technique has the disad-
vantage that the analog multiplexing is not under
MPU control. The rate of updating the RAM for one
particular channel (analog bandwith) depends then on
the rate and sequence of scanning the channels.

Data acquisition networks with NMOS end CMOS - Motorola
Application Note AN-770.

2 Anelog to digital conversion techniques with M6800 Micro-
processor Svstem - Motorola Application Note AN-757.

3 Sucessive approximation AID conversion - Motorola Application
Note AN-716.



(b) Interrupt (I RQ) routines can be used to transfer a
completed analog-to-digital conversion into the MPU
registers. The free-running converter signals the end
of the conversion (EOC) to the M6800 via the IRQ
line. An interrupt service routine is used to store the
result in a defined RAM location before returning to
the original program. The updated value can be
accessed from the RAM by a software read command
(LOA). However when using interrupts, it should be
remembered that the time between the IRQ occuring
and access to the interrupt routine may be as long as
231ls. Returning to the original program will take a
further lOlls. So much permanent dead time will
seriously affect the computational speed and signi-
ficantly reduce the response time, if the system is
part of a control loop.

(c) Software command of the data acquisition system
may be realised if the analog channel selection/ana-
log·to-digital converter is hardwire coded so that it
can be addressed directly by the MPU bus. The
software request to read a desired analog channel will
connect that analog channel to the AID converter and
trigger the start of conversion. When conversion is

10 BIT
AID

CONVERT.

CONTROL
LOGIC

complete the result is transferred into the accu-
mulator and computation proceeds.
Although some dead time is involved in waiting for
the conversion to be performed. this only occurs
while the software request for analog data is being
serviced. In a real system, such requests will probably
occur relatively infrequently at irregular intervals
(compared with the AID conversion time). so the
loss of computing time may not be significant.

In view of the above discussion, the last technique as
chosen for this application.
The requirement for working to an accuracy of 0.5%0 im-
plies the use of a 10 bit successive approximation register
converter. For convenience, two consecutive MPU data
bytes are used, since the data bus in only 8 bits wide. The
timing sequence of the latched bits of a successive
approximation converter is well defined by the clock, so it
is possible to handle the two most significant bits in one
MPU data byte while the remaining eight bits are being
determined by the converter. These latter 8 bits are then
transferred as one byte into the MPU system. The
"pipeline" organisation of the system is shown in figure 1.

MPU
DATABUS

MPU
CONT.BUS
MPU
ADD.BUS I

To illustrate the use of this technique with a real example,
an 8-channel data acquisition system has been built on an
EXORciser card. The AID converter (10 bit with sign) is
not synchronous with the MPU clock. The circuit diagram
of the board is shown in figure 2. This circuit permits the
micro-computer (not shown I to request, by means of

LOA software instructions, the two byte digital value of a
desired analog channel. The result is made available in the
A (LSB) and B (MSB) accumulators and also is stored in
defined locations in the MCM6810 (random access me-
mory) on the card.





In this example, the following address assignments were
used:

(sac lineI with the analog multiplexer latched to the
appropriate channel.

CHANNEL 1
CHANNEL 2

2080/2081
2082/2083 The timing diagram relevant to the sequence of operations

is shown in figure 3. The conversion is completed approxi·
mately 55/.1s after the first read instruction initiates the
converter. An example of the· use of this data acquisition
card is in storing (in the RAM) the values of the 8 analog
channels in rapid sequence. The software for this is shown
here where the program is intended for use as a
subroutine, with retrieval of index and accumulators
included.

CHANNEL 8
RAM

208E/208F
2100/217F

A software instruction to read (LOA) any channel address
is decoded on the card and starts the A/O converter

" 1 J\fi.IUUUl. 1M H I

INSTR. JDAil DELAY ILDAB ISTAB I
n - MSB n ~

--~-----
.-Y'//J%/$//7///0N 7ff/T~A-CONV.

CLOCK
ADC

IVALID~flZ2/

IVALID00'?//Z/T~flZ'//Z'

START SEI Interrupt request masked
PSH A Save ACC.A
PSH B Save ACC.B
STX $2120 Save Index Register
LOX #$2080
LOA B OO.X Start of Conversion (SOC)
PSH A Delay. I"
PUL A Delay 4IJ.s

LOOPI NOP Delay 2,,,
LOA B OO,X MSB BYTE Valid, SOC locked
STA B $BO,X Final Data Memory (RAM)

BINX Prepare LSB BYTE Address
PSH A Delay. I"
PUL A Delay .,,,
PSH A Delay. '"
PUL A Delay. "S
LOA A OO,X LSB BYTE Valid
STA A SBO,X Final Data Memory (RAM + 1)
INX Prepare next channel input
LOA B OO.X Next channel SOC
CPX #$2090 Need 16 BYTE lor 8 channll
8NE LOOPI
PUL B Restore ACC.B
PUL A Restore ACC.A
LOX $2120 Restore Index Register
NDP
CLI Clear Interrupt M.sk
RTS Return

END

No.: that i I a 16 channel multiplexer is used, then the CPX instruction must be raised by 16 more byt •• (to $20AOI,
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EJ LOWER PEN +250 mS
DELAY, RAISE PEN

+250 mS DELAY

CALCULATE ~, YO+YM
2 2

AND PUT AESUL T IN DOUBLE
PRECISION BACK INTO XM. YM

ROUND OFF XM. YM AND CALCULATE
ax. /1v BY SUBTRACTING FROM

PRESENT PIA OUTPUT



IR = 2mA Sk

O/A XA MC140a

MC6120 Sk
PIA

O/A IIB MC140a y

CB2
IRz2mA

f'TT A 2410 -;

+SV

I Ito:
~

---~ PEN

":'

FIGURE 5 - GRAPHIC PLOTTER INTERFACE

A distinct advantage of the system just described is that,
once the digitisation process has been initiated, it is
possible to predict exactly when the data will become
available. The microcomputer could therefore be made to
do useful work (not just stack shifting as shown in this
example) during this time interval.

Although acquisition, data manipulation, and output are
now purely digital, a display of some parameters in analog
form is very often needed. As pointed out in the
Appendix, provided the data is defined at regular time
intervals, respecting the Nyquist criterion, then complete
signal recovery is possible by convoluting the digital data
with the appropriate sinc function. Examining the more
general case though, where the time intervals are not
regular, which may occur when the data held in the
memory represents discontinuous signals of graphic infor·
mation, then the above procedure cannot be used to
generate a visual display. The general case will now be
treated in more detail, since it is also applicable to the
specific case of signal display where the signal has been
stored again after the convolution process has been
performed. The two most common displays are the CRT
(usually for on·line) or X-V chart plotter where off-line
hard-copies are required. This latter display will now be
considered in more detail, since it is easily compatible
with the M6800 as far as speed is concerned. The
electro-mechanical parts of X-Y plotters are usually
controlled either by stepper motors (digital pulse train
inputs) or analog servo-motors (analog voltage inputs). In
either case a dedicated interface circuit is usually em-
ployed, which relieves the host computer of the ineffic-

ient task of generating the slowly varying signals required
to drive the pen correctly _ A digital differential analyser
(DDA) may be used, which generates incremental X and Y
control signals based on the co-ordinates and graphic
"primitive" information calculated by the host computer.
Owing to the slow writing speed of standard X-Y
recorders, a microcomputer can provide, at low cost, a
viable general purpose interface which can easily calculate
and generate the pen drive signals itself. The classical
method would be to use it to calculate the characteristic
co-efficients of the chosen "primitive" and evaluate the
pen coordinates as X or Y (as appropriate) are slowly
incremented. This procedure involve the formal opera-
tions of multiplication and division. For simplicity, the
graphic "primitives" used here are restricted to straight
line segments between points, so a less formal algorithm
of "continuous averaging" is used to generate the pen
movements, as discussed below.

The X, Y co-ordinates of the mid-point between the two
points to be joined are calculated by subtraction and a
right shift (in double precision). If the pen would have to
move more than 1 bit to reach this point, the mid-point of
the actual pen position and the previous average is
calculated. This procedure is repeated until the difference
is only one bit; the pen is then advanced to the calculated
point. Averaging starts again, to obtain the next point;
this continues repetitively until the pen is within one bit
of the defined X, Y co-ordinates held in memory. The pen
is finally advanced to this point, finishing the straight line
traverse between the two sets of co-ordinates.

The flow chart describing this operation is shown here in
figure 4_
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A typical display unit is a Hewlett-Packard 7035B chart
recorder. For this plotter, the precision of positioning the
pen (±O.2%) is of the same order as the resolution of the
8 bit data bus. The display unit therefore only requires
that two (X and Y) D/A converters (MC1408) be
interfaced to the MPU bus via a PIA (MC6820). The
circuit is shown in figure 5 where the peripheral control
line, CB2, is also used to provide the pen-lift function.
The gain of the X and Y channels may be adjusted
independantly so as to obtain graphics suited to the
particular paper size used.
If more than 8 bit precision is required (i.e. a more
accurate plotter), double precision (2·byte) data becomes
necessary. Both hardware and software now become more
complex, but the same principle is applied in the
interpolation for the pen movement.
A program for use with the HP7035B recorder has been
written to allow one of three modes of operation to be
selected by the user.

unsigned and assumed to be in memory as a table; the
lowest address specifies the first Y co-ordinate and-the
highest, the last X co-ordinate. Pen movement is slowed to
25 mm/sec. by software delay in order to avoid slewing
errors.

OPTION P - Plots individual co-ordinate points with the
pen lifted between points while traversing. Otherwise.
identical to Option I.

OPTION T - Plots alphanumeric text as a series of
straight lines. Part of the memory table contains the
co-ordinates for alpha numerics. The appropriate addresses
are called up by the ASCII code for the character
required. Three possible sizes of character may be specifed
by the user as well as the starting point for every line of
text.

These three options are illustrated by the plot shown here
in figure 6.
The basic program consists of about 700 bytes. while the
alphanumeric ASCII character look-up table occupies
another 700 memory bytes.

OPTION I - Plots straight lines between adjacent points
specified by the co·ordinates held in memory. The data is

SALES
PLAN
ACTUAL $M



With suitable AID and D/A conversion circuits, the
microcomputer ~an be considered as a general purpose
circuit component in the same sense as an operational
amplifier. The defined task is specified by external
components for an operational amplifier, while this
function is performed by the software program in the case
of the microcomputer. When processing analog signals, the
advantages of using digital computation are in the stability
and high accuracy achieved; the disadvantage is the speed
restriction imposed in handling the sampled-data signals,

The input to a digital signal processor is a series of discrete
Quantized data points. In order that a continuously
varying analog signal be compatible with the processor, an
interface is needed which will make available the quan-
tized values (with the required precision) at accurately
known time intervals. For the purposes of this discussion
it will be assumed that the quantisation is multi-level
(binary coding) and that the time intervals are all
identical. These are real restrictions, since a number of
other useful representations do exist. However, accepting
the above assumption, leads to the simpl ification that the
.interface has two functions, which can be considered
·separately. One is the data sampling function (sample and
hold) while the other is the analog to digital converter.
Both of these are well known to electronic engineers and

so limiting the operational band-width. However, the
impact of the microcomputer will be felt most in areas
where the procedures used call for long storage time and
for versatile algorithms which are adaptable in real time.
In the low-frequency part of the spectrum, microcom-
puter calculations can be performed sufficiently rapidly to
implement processing in real time. Higher frequency
signals however can be treated off-line requiring an
understanding of efficient data acquisition and display
methods. The two examples described in this note are
intended to be practical without resorting to discussions
that may be too general ised.

the various possible implementations will not be discussed
further here.

The decision to use regular sampling intervals imposes
constraints on the analog input signal which is to be
processed. From basic sampling theory developed by
Shannon, any analog variable can be completely specified
as a discrete time series, provided that sampling is
performed at a frequency higher than the "Nyquist
frequency". That is, above twice the frequency of the
highest frequency component present in the analog signal.
If the analog signal does not conform to this limitation
then an over-lapping phenomenon known as "aliasing"
can occur. In practice, the analog input signal is band-
limited by using a suitable low-pass filter to attenuate the
higher frequency components, so avoiding digitising in-
correct values due to under-sampl ing.

DCONTINUOUS

ANALOG SIGNAL

"'" BAND -LIMITED SAMPLED "DATA~ S/H
'" ANALOG SIGNAL ANALOG INPUT

DIGITAL
SAMPLED - DATA
SERIES

DIGITAL
PROCESSOR

UNIT
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The above procedure, illustrated in figure 7, describes a
simple technique for entering data into a digital processor.
However, the problems encountered in the inverse pro-
cedure for the reconstitution of analog signals from the
digital processor output are not so widely appreciated.
Continuous analog signals may be generated from a
discrete time series by irlterpolation, the inverse procedure
to sampling. Mathematically this necessitates the con-
volution of the output time series with the "sinc"
function4. The convolution may be performed by an ideal
low-pass linear phase analog filter, as shown in figure 8.
Such an ideal filter is not easy to real ise; the usually
adopted approximation is to use a first or second order
low pass filter. This has to be designed so as to limit the
interpolation distortion due to phase non-linearity to the
same order as the precision of the D/A converter which
preceeds it, a relatively simple task.

DIGITAL
PROCESSOR

UNIT

DIGITAL
SAMPLED DATA
SERIES

SAMPLED - DATA

ANALOG OUTPUT

If the output signal is to be presented slowly enough (as
when using off-line display) the convolution may be
carried out in digital form by the pr~ssor itself. This
necessitates the evaluation of the convolution process
being performed faster than the slew-rate of the display
device. Such a system, eliminating the analog low-pass
filter, is a realistic possibility for the case of a chart
recorder display.
The particular arithmetic manipulations carried out on the
digital time series between digitisation and analog re-
covery will not be considered here. The actual processes
are defined by algorithms usually in the time domain (e.g.
Z-transformsl which are realized entirely by the software
program, thereby giving the versatility and on-line adapta-
bility which characterises this form of signal processing.

ANALOG
INTERPOLATION

FILTER

CONTINUOUS

ANALOG OUTPUT
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HIGH SPEED DIGITAl-TO-ANAlOG
AND ANAlOG-TO-DIGITAl TECHNIQUES

A brief overview of some of the more
popular techniques for accomplishing DIA
and AID techniques. In particular those
techniques which lead themselves to high
speed conversion.

II
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HIGH SPEED DIGITAl-TO-ANAlOG
AND ANAlOG-TO-DIGITAl TECHNIQUES

The world in which we live is truly an analog world.
Data taken from anything that is tested or measured will
usually appear in analog form and is difficult to handle,
process, or store for later use without introducing con-
siderable error. If data is taken frequently from a large
number of sources, it will accumulate at such a rate that it
becomes a burden and a major problem to the laboratory
running the test. A digital computer has the capability of
processing such data at rates comparable to those at which
it was produced; however, the data must first be converted
into a form usable by the digital computer. Then after the
digital processing is complete, the digits must be recon-
verted to analog form to interface with the real world.

Although a pure analog system is capable of better
accuracy than an analog-digital system, its accuracy is
rarely completely usable because it is presented in a form
that cannot be easily read, recorded, or interpreted with
high accuracy. Digital data, however, is readily presented
in numerical form regardless of the number of bits, and is
just as easily manipulated, processed, and stored. Once
data is converted into digital form it may be processed
mathematically, sorted, analyzed, and used for control
much more accurately and rapidly than with the analog
data. If data must be "handled" much after it is acquired,
it is safer to digitize it because there is little chance of
error accumulation in successive manipulation. Further,
digital data can be stored in many non-volatile types of
memory devices.

The applications of AID and D/A converters are almost
unlimited. As the state-of-the-art of semiconductor tech-
nology advances, the cost of these conversion systems will
continue to drop, and more system designers will be able
to use AIDs and D/As, which were before economically or
physically impractical. A few current uses include: space
telemetry systems, all digital voltmeters, voice security
systems,c1osed loop process control systems (i.e., chemical
plants, steel mills, etc.), in-night checkout systems (to
code the output of sensors so that a small computer on
board can proces~ the information), and hybrid com-
puters use both AID and DIA converters as a means of
interfacing analog and digital computers to solve large
system simulation problems. The listed applications indi-
cate the versatility and represents only a small portion of
the actual uses.

It should be obvious that the AID converter that con-
trols the ambient temperature of a large supermarket
cannot encode the video information from an optical
scanner; obviously, the system requirements are as different
as night and day. There are many ways of performing
AID and D/A conversion, from very slow, inexpensive
techniques to ultra-fast expensive ones. For the rest of
this note, only the latter category will be discussed.

Appendix A is a glossary of terms pertaining to the
subject of AID and DIA conversion, and may benefit the
reader in understanding the author's interpretation of
some key terms.

Appendix B discusses several of the more common
digital codes used with AID and D/A conversion.

HIGH SPEED D/A CONVERTERS
Digital-to-Analog conversion can be accomplished by

quite a number of methods. It is not the purpose of this
discussion to give an exhaustive description of each type,
but merely to mention a few of the more popular tech-
niques and point out where they fit into the more
specialized category of high speed D/A converters.

Voltage Output D/As

The output of a DI A converter can be an analog voltage
or curren t. The voltage output types will be discussed
first, since they are used most commonly and are easiest
to understand.

Figure I shows the block diagram of a 3-bit voltage
output D/A using weighted resistors and a summing
amplifier. The summing resistors of an operational amplifier
are weighted in binary fashion and are connected via an
electronic switch to the reference or to ground, depending
upon the state of each individual digital input. A digital
"I" connects the resistor to the reference, and thus adds
in its respective binary weighted increment. Although
double-throw switches are shown, conceptually it is' un-
necessary to switch the resistor to ground when not con-
nected to the reference. However, when single pole
switches are utilized, the gain of the amplifier varies with
the digital input and this affects bandwidth, dc offset, and
drift. This variation is eliminated by the more expensive
double throw switch.

A significant disadvantage of the simple weighted re-
sistor approach of Figure I is that the accuracy and



stability of this type of OAC is dependent upon the
absolute accuracy of the resistors and their ability to
track eacH other versus temperature. Since the input re-
sistors all have different values, it is difficult to obtain
identical tr)lcking characteristics. Furthermore, since each
input resistor's value is twice the preceding one, the
absolute values become quite large. For higher resolution
OACs it is also difficult, or at least expensive to get good
stable resistors at such values. The high impedances, as well
as the speed limitations of voltage switches and operation
amplifiers, result in the voltage output OAC being
relatively slow.

To overcome the problems relating primarily to the
resistors, an alternate technique utilizing an R·2R resistive
"ladder" network, shown in Figure 2, is generally used.
Note, that if one leg of the ladder is connected to the
reference by the electronic switch and the remaining are
all grounded, a current is produced in the leg which
"travels" through the ladder and gets divided by a factor
of two at each junction. Thus, the contribution of current

R

2R 2R

=
A21VR

from that leg (e.g., bit) at the summing junction is binarily
weighted in accordance with the number of junctions
through which it has passed. The LSB (least significant
bit) is therefore on the left in Figure 2.

One of the most significant advantages of the R·2R
ladder approach is that the impedance as seen from the
input to the op-amp is constant (equal to R). Hence,
bandwidth, etc., do not change with digital setting. Of
more significance, however, is the fact that all the reo
sistors are either R or 2R. Note that the accuracy is not
dependent upon the absolute value of all the Rs, but
rather only their differences. Similarly, temperature effects
are only significant with respect to how well all the Rs and
2Rs track each other, respectively. Since the value of R
can be any convenient value (0.1 k to 50 k), ladder net-
works are a natural for monolithic diffusion or deposition,
which futther improve their tracking capability. Also, the'
impedance levels can be kept sufficiently low to minimize
bandwidth limitations due to stray capacitance.

Another type of R-2R ladder, voltage output O/A, is
shown in Figure 3. This circuit is very similar to the one
just described, except equal value current sources are
switched into the nodbs of the ladder rather than switching
the "legs" of the ladder between voltages. Simply network
theory will show that the effect of each current, at eo, is
the same as in the previous circuit, hence they are
binarily weighted.

For several reasons, currents may be switched much
more rapidly than voltages. This gives the current source
O/A an increase in speed by at least one order of magni-
tude. Because of this switched current-source R·2R ladder
01A is one of the types most often used in high speed
voltage-output 01As. This technique, because of the R-2R
ladder and current switching, lends itself to monolithic
fabrication.
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II

Cunent Output D/As

This type of D/A can be implemented by generating
binarily·weighted currents, preferably from active sources,
and summing these on a common bus. Figure 4 shows a
block diagram of a D/A using this principle.

FIG UR E 4 - Curront Output 01A Using
Weighted Current Sources

In an actual circuit the switches controlled by the
digital word input, would simply be current steering
circuits, not on-off switches as shown. Current from a
current source would either be steered into the output
bus or into another node of the circuit. This type of
switching is the fastest method of current. switching
available; switching speeds of less than a nanosecond are
possible with emitter coupled logic (MECL).

The weighted current source DI A technique is also a
method that can easily be implemented in monolithic
form. It is the opinion of this author that this system
offers the best possibility of producing a truly high·speed
D/A in monolithic form.

The subject of monolithic fabrication leads us to the
circuit shown in Figure 5. At the present time Motorola
is producing both a 6·bit and an g-bit monolithic DI A
using this technique (MC 1406, MC 140g - see data sheets
for complete information). In this type of DI A a constant
current, IL, is injected into an R·2R ladder. Each of the
ladder legs are terminated with an equipotential current·

steering switch. The state of these switches is dependent
upon the digital word input. In one state of the switch·
the ladder current in each respective leg is steered into the
output bus, in the other state the switch steers the leg
current into ground. In this wayan analog current is
produced proportional to the digital word input. One
advantage of this system is that current in all portions of
the ladder is constant at all times and not a function of the
input digital word. In this way the loss of speed due to the
time constant of the ladder is eliminated.

Analog-to-Digital conversion can be accomplished by a
myraid of techniques. However, AID systems capable of
high speed (less than a micro-second conversion time) are
limited to a few basic conversion methods.

There are three general categories in which all high
speed AID converters fall. These are Parallel. Serial and
Combination. In a parallel conversion technique, all of the
bits are converted simultaneously by many circuits in
parallel. In a serial type of AID each bit is converted
sequentially one at a lime. The third category, com-
bination, is simply a combination of the previous two.

In general the parallel systems are faster and more
complex than the serial types. The combination types are
simply a compromise between speed and complexity.

The Parallel AID (Flash)

In the parallel method, all bits of the digital representa·
tion are determined simultaneously. It is called the parallel
method because of the configuration; a bank of voltage
comparators, each responding to a different level of input
voltage. This method is also called "Flash" encoding.
Figure 6 shows the block diagr.am.

Characteristic of this configuration, it can be shown
that for n·bits of binary information the system requires
2n·1 comparators, and each comparator determines one
LSB level. Unitl recent advances in the state-of-the·art of
integrated circuits, this method was prohibitive if "n"
were very large because of the large quantity of com-
parators required. It is economically more feasible now
and should be considered where ultra·high speed con-
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version is required. As MSI and LSI·circuits become more
and more common, it is very likely that a semiconductor
manufacturer could produce a one chip AID of 4-6 bits
on one monolithic IC. It is the opinion of this author that
this is an interim.solution at best because the performance
of such a device could not match those of the discrete
circuits. And there are other techniques, some of which
will be discussed later, that suggest more attractive per-
formance specifications per nano-acre than that of the
Flash system at lower cost.

One disadvantage of this system is that the output of
the comparator bank is not directly usable information.
These 2n_1 outputs must be converted to binary infor-
mation in some sort of binary code. (For more information
on coding, see Appendix B.) For large values of n, the
massiveness of the conversion logic not only increases
cost and complexity, but requires more successive stages,
thus increasing the conversion time. .

The parallel converter is essentially asynchronous by
the nature of its construction, and can be used effectively
in both multiplexing or continuous tracking mode. It
should be noted that often times a set of latches and
a clock are added to this system to store and up-date the
output in a clocked manner. This is done because the
output of the Flash system can give erroneous glitches
during a change from one value to another.

Specific requirements of the complete system determine
the type of comparator needed. With this system since
2n·1 comparators are used, the total input bias current of
the system is one of the comparator's input bias currents
multiplied by 2n_1. This figure can be quite high if "n"
is 011 the order of 6 to 8 bits.

Most comparators and digital logic circuits have a rela-
tively fixed propagation delay. If parts are selected with
this feature, the system can be preloaded. This means

that a new signal can be injected to the system before the
system has had time to completely convert the previous
signal. While one signal is propagating through the digital
logic a new signal is applied to the comparators. The digital
logic operates on this signal while the comparators convert
a new signal. This procedure will, in effect, decrease the
total conversion time. However, it must be attempted
with great care, since timing problems can arise in this
sort of configuration.

Tracking Type of AID

The Tracking AID derives its name from the fact that
the digital output continuously "tracks" the analqg input
voltage. This type of AID is usually used in communi·
cations systems or some other application where the input
is a continuously varying signal.

The Tracking type of AID is one of several systems
tha t use a Digital-to-Analog converter (DI A) in a feedback
path to make an AID. With this type of converter the
accuracy can be no better than the DIA being used,
(usually 6-10 bits).

Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the Tracking type
AID. There are two operating modes of the Tracking AID.
The first of these is when the AID is "locked" on the
signal and is "tracking" with it. The system will stay
"locked" onto the signal as long as the signal does not
increase or decrease in amplitude faster than the AID
system can "track" with it. The other mode of operation
occurs when the system is just turned on or the signal has
changed amplitude faster than the AID could follow. When
this occurs the system is "out of lock" and the AID
generates a staircase, in the direction of the input siganl
change, until it again reaches the input voltage and acquires
"lock" again. Figure 8 .shows the waveform generated by
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the output of the 01A and the input signal plotted on the
same set of axes This figure shows both the "locked" and
"out of lock" conditions.

Conversion time, for this type of AID is a very nebulous
thing. As long as the AID is "locked" onto the signal, the
conversion time is now the time required for the system to
acquire,lock again. This time will vary, depending OIl the
absolute value difference between the output voltage of
the 01A and the input signal. One can see from this that
this system would be good if the requirement is to con-
tinuously monitor a slowly changing signal. If, however,
the input signal varies in steps, as the case of several
different signals being multiplexed, this particular system
would not be a proper choice.

In operation the D/A generates a voltage output with a
possible 2n discrete step, the value of this voltage being
directly proportional to the digital "word" that is on the
digital inputs of the D/A. A comparator in the system
compares the output of the D/A to the input voltage and
gives an output signifying whether the input is above or
below the D/A voltage.

Also included in the system is an n-bit upldown counter
and a free-running oscillator or clock. The -'n" outputs of
the upldown counter are connected to the input of the
DIA, thus determining its output voltage. The "n" outputs
of the counters are also the digital output of the AID.

The output of the comparator causes the upldown
counter to count either up or down, depending on the

state of ,ts output. Thus. the output of the 01A will
change in discrete steps (depending on the output of the
upldown counter) in such a manner that will always tend
to decrease the absolute value of the difference between
the input voltage and the 01A output. In this condition the
system will give a parallel digital output which tracks the
input signal's amplitude

The speed, and hence the conversion time, of the
system is dependnet on the settling time of the 01A. With
a monolithic D/A. about the best one can expect is 200
to 300·nonoseconds for the system to settle to 8-bit
accuracy. If the rest of the system is capable of higher-
speeds. then the D/A is the limiting factor in the AIDs
conversion time.

With a 01A settling time of 300-nanoseconds, and
allowing another IOO-nanoseconds for the response of the
comparator, the maximum speed the system can be oper-
ated at. for 8-bit accuracy, is approximately 400-nano-
seconds. Therefore, this system can give a conversion,
while it is in lock, in 500 nanoseconds. This is quite fast
for a serial type of converter.

The problem with this system, however, is the time it
takes the AID to reacquire lock once the signal is lost. In
the absolute worst case, it could take 2n clock pulses'
This is very poor indeed. In order to prevent this con-
dition in operation, the slew rate of the input signal must
be limited.

In most applications, the operational characteristics of
the Tracking AID are undesi,able. However, there are
applications where its "unique" features are not detri-
mental and in these cases the Tracking type of AID can
be a very powerful, economical system.

Motorola will soon offer a new IC which is useful in
implementing the Tracking AID converter technique. The
type MC 1507L contains a high-speed op amp and a dual
threshold comparator with separate UP and DOWN out-
puts. Both thresholds may be adjusted simultaneously by
varying a reference voltage input.

Combining the MC 1507 with either a MC 1506L or
MC 1508L-8 Of A Converter and a pair of UPIDOWN
counters produces a relatively inexpensive tracking con-
verter. The MC 1507 data sheet also shows a method of
speeding up the clock to hasten the conversion time under
the conditions when the system gets out of lock. This
option requires use of a second MC 1507 function block.

Successive Approximation AID

The Successive Approximation (S/A) type of AID is a
serial system which uses a 01A in a feedback loop. It is
relatively slow compared to other types of high-speed
AiDs, but its low cost, ease of construction, and system
operational features more than make up for its lack of
speed in many applications. It is by far the most widely
used AID system in use today.

Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the system. In
operation, the system enables the bits of the 01A one at
a time, starting with the most significant bit (MSB). As
each bit is enabled, the comparator gives an output
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signifying that the input signal is greater or less in ampli·
tude than the output of the D/A. If the D/A output is
greater than the input signal, the bit is "reset" or turned
off. The system does this with the MSB first, then the
next most significant bit, then the next, etc. After all the

bits of the D/A have been tried, the conversion cycle is
complete. At this time, another conversion cycle is started.
The operation of the system can easily be understood by
referring to Figure 10. This cartoon shows the system in
actual operation.
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At the start of the conversion cycle, the MSB of the
D/ A is enabled, presenting a voltage to the comparator of
half-scale or Vref/2. The comparator makes a decision as
to which of its two inputs are greater and gives the ap-
propriate output, a high if Vin is the greater and a low if
the D/A output voltage is the largest. The S/A storage
register then turns off the MSB if the comparator is low.
This process is repeated sequentially for each bit of the
system.

In the example of Figure 10, we see the MSB was en-
abled and was less than Vin. Therefore, the MSB was left
and the second MSB was enabled. When the second MSB,
or Vref/4, was added to the magnitude of Vref/2, the
sum was greater than Vin. Therefore, the second MSB,
Vref/4, was disabled (as shown in the cartoon). Next,
the third MSB was tried and the sum was less than Vin so
that the bit was left high. At the present time, the storage
register is turning on the fourth MSB, or Vref/16. We see
that the sum will surpass Vin and the comparator is getting
ready to "disable" the fourth MSB. In this example, we
have only shown four bits, but the operation can be ex-
tended to as many as desired. After the conversion cycle
has completed the address of the D/ A is the parallel binary
word output of the A/D.

The serial output of the system is taken from.the out-
put of the comparator. While the system is in the con-
version cycle, the comparator output will be either low or
high, corresponding to the digital state of the respective
bit. In this way, the Successive Approximation AID gives
a serial output during conversion and a parallel output
between conversion cycles.

Speed and accuracy of this type of A/D are directly
dependent upon the D/A sPecifications. Typical S/A
systems will convert in 200 to -500-ns/bit and have bit
accuracies of 6-12 bits. As stated earlier, the S/A system
is a very popular type of A/D. The modular and hybrid

producers use this system extensively, and it is available
in modular form from many sources.

During the discussion of the S/A system, and on the
block diagram, reference was made to a Successive Ap-
proximation storage register. This block can be an MSI
integrated circuit which performs all of the digital logic
and storage functions for the S/A type of A/D.

With the availability of the MIS storage registers and the
advent of the low cost, monolithic D/ As, the S/ A system
is becoming an even more attractive system. The S/ A
gives the best combination of speed and accuracy per unit
cost of any A/D available.

Parallel Ripple A/D

The Parallel Ripple A/D technique was developed to
decrease the amount of hardware required to implement
the standard Parallel converter without increasing the con-
version time drastically. The system sacrifices some speed
in return for a considerable reduction in cost and
complexity.

Figure I I shows the block diagram of the Parallel
Ripple type of A/D. Basically, the system consists of two
each, m-bit Parallel converters, and an m-bit D/A. The
total system has an n-bit output, where n = 2m. In this
system both the parallel converters and the D/ A-subtraction
circuits must be n-bit accurate!.

In operation, the AID converts the first m-bits of the
output by the standard flash technique. As in most A/D
systems, the output of the first m-bit Flash encoder is a
digital word representing the largest number of discrete
quantums that does not exceed the input signal.

The output of the first Parallel converter is used not
only as the first m-bits of the output word, but is also
used to address the D/A in the analog subtraction section.
The output of the D/ A gives a voltage output that is equal
to the highest discrete level that does not exceed the input
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signal. This voltage is subtracted, by analog means, from
the input signal. The remainder is then fed to another
m-bit Flash encoder which converts the remaining m-bits
of the system. In an actual system, either the thresholds
of the second set of 2m_1 comparators must be scaled
down by a factor of 2m, or the remainder signal must be
amplified by 2m

As can easily be seen, the time required to complete a
conversion is the sum of:

I. Time required for first m-bit conversion
2. Time for D/ A to settle to required accuracy
3. Time to complete analog subtraction
4. Time required for second m·bit conversion
Since the first m-bits arrive at the output ahead of the

second, and the system uses the Parallel technique, the
name of Parallel Ripple was coined.

As stated earlier ,at the present time no one is producing
a monolithic A/D of any type. However, this ;cheme, and
the other types of A/Ds about to be described, offer the
possibility of monolithic fabrication of an A/D system.
With present technology the system would probably have
to be divided into several parts, each of which could be
integrated. As the capabilities of the manufacturers con-
tinue to increase, a one chip, high speed A/D becomes
more and more feasible.

VTF AID System

The Variable Threshold Flash A/D converter is a c1ock-
less, non-synchronous type of A/D which gives a binary
output, requires only one comparator per bit, and needs no
decoding of the comparator ouiputs.

Primarily, the advantage of the VTF system over other
types of A/Ds is the capability of high speed conversion
coupled with low parts' count and low cost. Also, the
unique method that the system uses for conversion gives
it added versatility. More will be said about this later.
In addition to the above, the VTF type of AID lends itself
to monolithic fabrication.

Basically the VTF system is a "flash" approach with the
addition of feedback. The addition of the feedback reduces
the number of comparators required for an n·bit system
from 2n_1 to n. Like the flash method, n comparators
have their thresholds initially set at the binary weightings
of the reference voltage. That is, the threshold of the
MSB is set at Vref/2; the threshold of the second MSB is
set at Vref/4, etc.· (See AN-471).

In VTF operation, however, the comparator threshold
voltages are changed at appropriate times and in such
manner that their outputs are made to count in the proper
code. Note that the VTF system may be set up to count
standard "binary", Grey code, BCD or several other
codings.

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of a 3-bit A/D using
the VTF principle. Operation of the system may be easily
understood if we look at each of the threshold determining
circuits as a D/ A converter. Note that only a one-bit D/ A
is needed for the MSB, a two-bit D/A is required for the
second MSB, a three-bit for the third MSB, etc. The reason
for this is shown in Figures 13(a) and 13(b). Figure 13(a)

# A B C
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
2 0 1 0
3 0 1 1
4 1 0 0
5 1 0 1
6 1 1 0
7 1 1 1

lists all of the possible states of a three-bit binary code.
Figure 13(b) shows the level where each respective bit is
high; the shaded areas representing the input voltage range
for which the bit is high and the non-shaded areas the
range of a low state.

It can be seen that there are 2n separate areas for each
bit, counting both shaded and non-shaded areas, where
"n" is the bit number starting with the MSB as I. An n
bit D/A has 2n possible output levels. Therefore, the
system requires an n-bit D/A for bit number "n". This
can be generalized to any number of bits.

Figure 13(b) shows that the first (lowest) transition of
bit number n, occurs at the level of Vref/2n. Therefore,
the lowest value of the comparator threshold for the bit
is Vref/2n. This corresponds to the level out of the D/A
with the least significant bit energized. For this reason the
LSB of each D/A is always left on.

Using the above rules, the MSB uses a I-bit D/A which
is always on. This gives, in effect, a constant voltage equal
to Vref/2 as the threshold voltage of the MSB comparator.
As can be seen in Figures 12 and 13, the threshold of the
MSB does not change.

The second most significant bit uses a 2-bit D/ A, (no
pun intended). The LSB of this D/A is always on, giving a
threshold of Vref/4 to the second MSB comparator. The
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other input of the 01A is connected to the output of the
MSBcomparator. The other input of the O/A is connected
to the output of the MSB comparator. This means that the
threshold of the second MSB comparator will have two
possible states, Vref/4 and 3Vref/4.

The third MSB uses a 3-bit 01A with the LSB always
high. This gives nominal threshold for the third MSB of
Vref/8. The two other inputs of the O/A give a com-
bination of three additional possible states of the third
MSB comparator's threshold, givinga total of four states -
Vref/8, 2Vref/8, SVref/8 and 7Vref/8.

This process may be extended to as many bits as desired.
Note that the addition of more bits to the system in-
creases the compleixty of the additional bits only. The
MSB is the same for a one-bit system as a ten-bit system.
The second is identical in a two-bit as an n-bit, etc.

As an example of how the system operates, let us
assume that the circuit of Figure 12 is in a steady condition
with a zero volts on the input. The circuit is set up with a
full scale of 8-volts. This gives the LSB a value of I volt.
At time lJ a step input is initiated of S.o-volts. Figure
14(a) through (f) show the waveforms of the system as it
"converts" the step input voltage to the digital word
(101) output.

For the purposes of this discussion, the propagation
times of the comparators, tc, are all equal. Also, the
settling times of the 01As, tdl A, are identical and equal
to tc'

Figure l4(a) shows the threshold of the MSB com-
parator and the input voltage, Vin. The output of the
MSB is shown in Figure 14(b). Figures l4(c) and (d) and
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l4(e) and (f) show the same points for each of the other
two bits respectively.

From time to to t I the input voltage to the system Vin
is zero volts. The threshold of the comparators are at their
lowest states, namely. 4,2, and I-volt respectively. As the
input voltage is below all of the thresholds the outputs of
the comparators are all low.

At time, t I, the input voltage is stepped to S.O-volts.
The input being greater than each of the respective
threshold voltages, causes all of the outputs to go high.
Therefore at time, t I + tc I, all of the bits are high. The
output of the MSB is one input to each of the 01As on the
two least significant bits. Also, the output of the second
MSB is one input of the LSB's O/A. These voltages on the
O/A inputs cause the threshold of the second MSB to go
to six volts and the LSB threshold to go to seven volts.
At time, tl + tc + td/A, the thresholds of the two least
significant bits are at 6 and 7-volts respecti\'ely.

Since at this time the input voltage is less than the
2nd MSB's comparator and LSB's thresholds, both of the
two least significant bits of the AlO go to a low. Because
the output of the second MSB is an input to the LSB's
01A, the threshold of the LSB again changes. At time,
t I + tc I + tdl A I + tc2 + tdl A2 the threshold of the LSB
is at S.o-volts. As S.o is less than the S.I-volts input, the
output of the LSB goes high. The conversion is complete
at time lJ + tel + td/AI + tc2 + td/A2 + tc3· Thus, at this
time, the data on the outputs of the comparators is the
digital representation of the input voltage.

The data at the output of the MSB is valid one com-
parator delay after the input has been applied. The reason
for this is the fact that the threshold of the MBS never
changes.

The threshold of the second MSB is dependent on the
state of the MSB. Therefore, the threshold voltage of the
second MSB cannot be assumed to be accurate until one
D/A settling time after the MSB reaches its final state. The
output of the second MSB requires one comparator delay
in addition to this. Because of this, the output of the
second MSB cannot be guaranteed to be valid until two
comparator delays and one DI A settling time after the
input has been applied.

This process can be repeated through all of the stages of
an n-bit system, giving a time necessary to guarantee the
accuracy of a given bit. It is, however. easy to generalize
the process by the formula:

t=ntc+(n-l)td/A (1)

where n is the bit number, tc is the propagation delay time
of a comparator and td/A is the settling time of a D/A.

Because of the above phenomenon, in operation the
VTF AID system converts the most significan t bit first,
then the second, etc. This means that if the output were
taken before the AID had completely converted the
answer, the error would be in the least significant bits
only. This appears as error and rolls off the amplitude of
the signal output so that it appears as though the system
were bandwidth limited. This means that the converter
can give useful information befo.e the AID system has had



time to guarantee a complete conversion. Most AID con-
verters of this speed capability will give a completely
unpredictable answer if the output is taken before the
system has completely converted.

It should be noted here that the VTF AID does not
always require the time given by equation (I). The system
can give the correct answer in as little as one comparator
delay. The time required to give the complete conversion
is a function of the amount of change of Vin since the last
conversion. For example, if Vin only changes I LSB, the
worst-case conversion time is two comparator delays and
one DIA settling time.

The system as described here is a clock less, 'non-
synchronous type of AID. In this type of system, the
converter output follows the input and the output can go
through false states during the conversion. If desired, the
VTF AID system could be made into a completely
synchronous, clocked type of system by adding digital
delay circuits plus an analog delay time.

Synchronous VTF AID System

Figure 15 shows the VTF system in a clock synchronous
configuration. This circuit is identical to the one described
earlier and shown in Figure 12, except for the addition of
the D-type flip-flops and the analog delay lines. The
advantages of this system is that after an initial n-<:Iock
period propagation delay, the output of the AID gives a
complete conversion every clock pulse thereafter. The only
r~quirements being that the delay of the analog delay line
must be equal to the clock period, and that period must
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Delay
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Delay
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be greater than the sum of one comparator delay and one
01A settling time.

The purpose of the analog and digital delay circuits is
to allow the more significant bits to make another com·
parison before the least significant bits have completely
converted. For example,let us assume the circuit is setting
at zero and a signal input is applied as a step function. The
value of the step input changes every clock period to a
new value. This waveform is shown in Figure l6(b).

As described in the non-5ynchronous system. the MSB
comparator output is valid after one comparator delay.
This output is fed to all of the successive stages to change
the other bit's respective thresholds. In the non-syn-
chronous system the input signal must remain constant
until the system has had time to complete the conversion.
However, in the synchronous system the output is stored
in a flip·flop and the output of the flip-flop is fed to the
successive stages. This allows the MSB to give a new output
without waiting for the rest of the system to complete
the conversion.

This process is repeated through aU of the stages of the
AID. In this manner the AID can, after an initial n·dock
period delay, give a complete conversion every clock period.

Figures (a) through (n) show waveforms of the system
in operation. The delays are shown and one can see how
the system gives a complete conversion every clock period.

As can be seen from the block diagrams of the systems
and the above discussion, the VTF technique gives the
simplest, lowest cost, and lowest parts count, high speed
AID that can be built with today's technology. Also, the
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fact that the VTF A/D can be built in monolithic form
could give the system an added benefit to the user who
desired to fabricate a high-speed A/D.

A 6-hit A/D using the non-synchronous system has
been constructed at Motorola's Application Facility. Using

MECL III Comparators and discrete part D/As, a worst-
case conversion time of 60 nanoseconds was achieved. It
is not unreasonable to expect the synchronous system to
give an 8-bit conversion in 15 ns, at a cost of less than
$250'

APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL

CONVERSION TERMINOLOGY

BIT-PERIODThe terminology used in the literature pertaining to
analog-to-digital conversion can be somewhat confusing to
one that has not worked in this area. The following is a
list of some of the terms and the author's interpretation of
their meaning that may be useful in reading this report and
other papers on this subject.

II
In general, conversion time is that interval required for

the converter to generate a digital representation of the
input voltage. For programmed converters, conversion
time is the elapsed time between a command to perform a
conversion, and the appearance at the converter output of
the complete digital representation of the input voltage.
For continuous tracking encoders, conversion time is the
interval between a significant change occuring at the input,
and that point at which the output settles to its new value.
If an amplifier is used to drive the converter, the settling
time of the amplifier .is also to be included in the con-
version ti me.

Conversion rate is a measure of the frequency at which
conversions are made. It must take into account not only
the conversion time, but recovery time as well, and will
usually be less than the reciprocal of conversion time.

The bit-period is determined by dividing the conversion
time by the number of bits employed in the conversion.
A bit-period of less than two microseconds per bit is
generally considered to be high speed operation.

ENCODER

An encoder is an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. It
is also referred to as a digitizer, or as a quantizer.

DECODER

A decoder is a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter. (More
commonly a monolithic D/A converteL)

AMPLIFIER SETTLING TIME

Ar;nplifier settling time is the interval required for the
output of an amplifier to become stable after the applica-
tion of a step-function input. An output is considered
stable when it has recovered from its transient response to
.such a dgreee that its output approaches its steady state
value within plus or minus one least significant bit (LSD).
Total settling time may include sample and hold time,
multiplexing time, converter settling time, plus the actual
conversion time. Conversion time specifications must be
read carefuUy as some may include all, and others only
part of the above mentioned.



Note that in a 15-bit system, the RC time constants
must be multiplied by at least 12 before the settling
time error can be ignored. With each time constant period,
the error decreases about 36%. After ten time constants, an
exponential voltage is 0.005% away from the full value.

Aperture is the amount of uncertainty about the exact
time when the encoder input was at the value represented
by a given output code. In general, the aperture is equal
to the conversion time. However, with the use of a sample-
and-hold circuit as an input network, the aperture can be
reduced, since more information is known about when the
input sample was obtained relative to the timing of the
output result.

QUANTUM LEVEL

In an n-bit encoder there are exactly 2n different states.
If the analog reference voltage is divided into 2n parts
then one part represents a quantum of voltage. The
reference voltage is quantized into 2n quantum levels
where each quantum level is represented by one of the
2n binary states in an n-bit quantizer.

The error of quantization is a function of the number of
bits in the converter. An AID converter is normally ad-
justed for the center of each of the binary weighted steps;
hence, the error of quantization is at most one-half of a
significant bit (112 LSB).

RESOLUTION

Resolution is the ability of the converter to distinguish
between adjacent values of the quantity being measured.
Normally the resolution would be considered to be limited
only by the number of bits carried. In practice, however,
the ultimate resolution of a given designis limited by the
noise in the various analog and switching circuits, and by
the linearity and monotonicity of the converter. Specifi-
cations for the resolution of a converter should be com-
patible with the number of bits and vice-versa, otherwise
the specification would imply that the readings convey a
higher degree of resolution than could actually exist.

Accuracy must include all of the sources of errors
(quantization, non-linearily, noise, and short term drift).
Relative accuracy is often defined as the deviation from a
straight line pa~ing through zero and the nominal full
scale value (very similar to linearity). A typical accuracy
specification might· be 0.05% ± 1/2 LSB at +25OC.

Long term stability, not included in the accuracy
specification, defines the additional error introduced be-
cause of component aging. It is measured over a period of
time (generally one to three months) at a fixed ambient
temperature. A typical long term stability specification
might be ±0.005%/90 days at +250C.

PRECISION

Precision relates to the repeatability of successive

measurements. Precision is limited in practice by noise and
a small but finite quantization error that always exists in
some "dead band" at each successive numerical value. When
the unknown analog voltage lies within any of the dead
bands around each of the po~ible values, the repeatability
can never be greater than plus or minus one least-
significant-bit. One measure of the quality of the high
speed analog-to-digital converter is the ratio of the dead
band to the full quantization level for each value across
the entire range.

Monotonicity relates to an increasing output for every
increasing value of input voltage. Another way of saying
this is that the derivative of the output with respect to the
input is always positive. A converter must be capable of
producing every coded value within the input range de-
fined. The accuracy of the various resistors in the digital-
to-analog converter ladder network and the offser voltage
in the switching electronics must be minimized, so that the
sum of the errors for any given number of successive lesser
significant bits is less than the error produced by the next
most significant bit; otherwise, it would be possible to
force non-uniform spacing of the quantum levels and miss
some of the output codes altogether. Absolute require-
ments for monotonicity are that all codes are obtainable
and that the quantization level of each code be within one-
half of one least-significant-bit of the ideal, linear-related
quantization level.

Linearity is a measure of the deviation from a straight
line of a plot of the input~utput radio of an analog-to-
digital converter over its operating range and is usually
expressed in a percen t of full scale.

STABILITY

The factor of stability simply relates to the ability of
the converter to maintain the characteristics· (relative
accuracy, resolution, precision, etc.) over a defmed op-
erating interval. Lack of stability occurs primarily for two
reasons: drift in the voltage reference and the resistors, and
drift in the conversion switching networks. IICONVERSION ERROR

The discrepancy between the actual output of an
analog-to-digital converter and the exact digital repre-
sentation of the quantity being measured at the instant of
measuremen t is conversion error. It is generally one-half
of the value represented by the least-significant-bit.

INPUT IMPEDANCE

The input impedance of the converter system is the
amount of load that the ADC represents to its souroe, the
quantity being measured. A typical comparator with a
50 Mn input resistance wiD load a source resistance of
I kn sufficiently to introduce an error of 0.002%.
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The system temperature coefficient in the worst case is
the sum of the contributions of each of the component
temperature coefficients. One- must be careful in reading
A{D converter specifications to avoid being misled by the
"RMS-trick". RMS calculations are good when a large
number of terms are included, but are not valid when only
a few elements are present. Consider the following as an
example of this mis-specification:

Voltage Reference TC = O.OOO6%{OC
Voltage Comparator TC = 0.0005%{OC

ladder Resistor TC = 0.OOO3%{OC

= 0.0014%{OC
= (0.006)2 + (0.005)2

+ (0.003)2
= 0.o00ooo70

rms total 0.OOO8%{OC

The RMS total is obviously a misleading specification
when the algebraic total could quite possibly occur since
the probability that a few things could occur simultane-
ously is not too small.

Algebraic Total
(rms total)2

APPENDIX B
CODES AND NUMBERING SYSTEMS USED IN

AID AND D{A CONV.ERSION

Several computational codes or number systems are
used in data handling machines, the majority of which
may be categorized as positional notations. Positional
notation means that any integar may be represented by
the sum of a number of digits, weighted in value according
to their position in the notation.

Using this notation, it is possible to express any integer
(A) as

A=anBn+an_1 Bn-I + .... +aoBO (I)
where B is the base or radix of the n umber system, and
an is an integer number. A fractidnal number may like-
wise be expressed in the form of equation I by using
negative exponential powers. The three commonly used
bases are 10 (decimal system), 8 (octal system), and
2 (binary system).

One of the basic requirements of all positional no-
tations is that the base of the code equal the total number
of digit symbols, all possible values of an, used to represent
the coded numbers, an is a digit between 0 and (B-1),
where again B is the radix of the number system.

Decimal

The decimal system uses 10 symbols (0, I, 2, 3, ..
8,9); therefore, from our previous discussion the base of
the decimal system is 10, and any integer (A) can be
represented as
A = anlO" + an-I 10"-1 + an_210"-2 + ... + aoloO (2)

Where ai is an integer between and including 0 and 9. As
an example, the number 15 to the base 10, which
symbolically is (15) 10, is represented as shown below.

(15)10= I x 101 + 5 x 100 (3)

Because of its early development and its natural associa-
tion to man (i.e., 10 fingers, 10 toes), the decimal system
is universally used for human computation. However,
when the decimal system is used for notational purposes
in high speed data systems, it becomes clumsy, incon-
venient, and very inefficient.

Using the decimal system, electronic circuitry would
be required to accurately represent ten different states
corresponding to the ten digit symbols. Circuitry of this
type is currently unavailable. However, many methods now
exist for representing two independent states electrically.

Binary

The binary number system was developed to take ad-
vantage of the convenience of the 2-state concept which!
was just discussed. This system uses the number base 2
which means that only two digits (0 and I) can be used to
represent all coded numbers (ai'S). As an example, the
number (15) I 0 represented in base-2 notation is:

(15)10 = I x 23 + I x 22 + I x 21 + 1 x 20 = (1111h (4)
This illustrates that the binary code sacrifices length of
notation for simplicity of digital symbolism.

When the machine language is completely binary, com-
munication between man and machine is frequently im-
possible and at very best, messy. To overcome this problem
a coding system is needed which combines the ease of
machine computation of the binary system with the
familiarity of the decimal system. A coding technique that
combines these features into one code is the binary-
coded decimal (BCD) system which uses an arbitrary four-
digit binary code to represent each of the decimal digits
(0 through 9).

Binary-Coded Decimal

One specific binary-coded decimal code is formed by
using the binary representations of the decimal numbers
o through 9. This is commonly called the 8-4-2-( code.
The first 16 decimal numbers and their representations
in the binary and binary-coded decimal system are shown
in columns one through three in Table I, included at the
end of this appendix. Using the binary-coded decimal
code, the decimal number 715 is written as

7 I 5
0111 0001 0101 (5)

(715ho=(01l100010101)BCD (6)
To convert from binary-coded decimal (BCD) to decimal

numbers, one has only to make the coded number into
four digit sections, starting with the least significant
digit and proceeding to the left, and then apply the
definition of the binary numbers 0 through 9 to each
section.



TABLE I
The Bi..-y. Bi••• y.coded Deci •••••• nd 0r8y Code

Equw. ••••••of the Fir. 18 Deci ••• 1Nu•••••••

BinwyCodod
Deei"..1

G~y

One binary-coded decimal code which finds wide ap-
plication in analog-to-digital converters is the unit-distance
code (also called the Gray Code, after its inventor, and
also commonly called the "cyclic" or the "Reflected
Binary Code".

The Gray Code has the unique property that its states
area unit-distanceapart. That is in going from any decimal
number (i.e., II) to any adjacent decimal number (10 or
12) only one binary digit will change value. The fourth
column of Table I illustrates the Gray code representations
for the decimal number 0 through 15.

As a matter of general information, the generating
equation for the magnitude of each one (I) in the Gray
code is

ooסס
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

j=O

where n represents the digit column in which the one (I)
appears. The most significant one (I) has a positive sign
and each of the succeeding ones (I's) to the right will
have an alternate sign. As an illustration, consider the
Gray-coded number 1110.

ooסס ooסס
ooסס 0001
ooסס 0010
ooסס 0011
ooסס 0100
ooסס 0101
ooסס 0110
ooסס 0111
ooסס 1000
0000 1001
0001 ooסס
0001 0001
0001 0010
0001 0011
0001 0100
0001 0101

Gr.y Code

ooסס
0001
0011
0010
0110
0111
0101
0100
1100
1101
1111
1110
1010
1011
1001
1000

Hence, the Gray code for the decimal II is 1110. The
Gray code for the decimal 12 is 1010. Only the second
most significant digit (bit) changes between the successive
numbers (II and 12) allowing no ambiguity to exist in the
digital readout. The point is of reasonable significance
when decoding is required and erroneous spikes cannot
be tolerated.

(1110)(; =
j=O

2i- V+
j=O j=O

= 20 + 21 + 22 + 23 _ 20 _21 _22+20 + 21

= 23 +20 +21 = (I Iho (8)
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BINARY 0/ A CONVERTERS CAN
PROVIDE BCD-CODED CONVERSION

This note describes the application and
use of integrated circuit D/A converters
for use in providing a BCD-coded con-
version_ The technique is illustrated using
a 2-1/2 digit digital voltmeter.

II



Binary 01A converters can
provide BCD-coded conversion
You can use IC D/A converters, even though they're binary coded,
to do BCD-to-analog conversion. It just takes a few extra parts.

Monolithic digital-to-analog (D/A) converters
have become very popular because of their
versatility and low cost. They have one limitation,
however, and that is that they are all binary
coded. Thus, they cannot be used directly for the
many applications where a binary-coded decimal
(BCD) conversion is required. It is possible,
though, by adding some external components to
make a binary-coded D/A converter perform as a
BCD code converter.

Two-digit converter
A 2-digit. BCD-coded voltage-output D/A con-

verter is shown in Fig. 1. To understand its
operation, note the 4-bit binary code and cor-
responding one digit of BCD code shown in T~ble
1. The BCD code and the 0-to-9 of the binary code
are exactly the same. The 4-bit binary code
sequences through all 16 steps before the next
most-significant bit (fifth bit) increments one
step. However, when counting in BCD the 4-bit
code will only sequence through ten steps before
the next most-significant bit increments once.
This means that 10 least-significant bit steps in
BCD equal 16 least-significant bit steps in binary,
assuming the next most-significant bit of both
codes is the same magnitude.' Therefore, by
making the four least-significant bits of the
binary-weighed D/A converter appear larger,
such that 10 least-significant bit steps equal the
magnitude of the next significant bit, a BCD-
coded D/A converter can be effectively produced.

To make the four least-significant bits of the
D/A appear larger than normal (Fig. 1). current
from the node connecting the output of the D/A
converter and the virtual ground of the op amp is
used. This virtual ground of the op amp provides
a very good summing junction.

In implementing the technique it was found
that the hardware available made it much easier
to switch currents into the node than out of it.
This problem was circumvented by taking a
constant current out of the node and switching
currents into it.

The output of the binary D/A is a current sink,

with the amount of current depending on the
reference current input, 1,." and the digital.word
on its input lines. This is empirically given by:

I"= 1"',(2~6)
Vr",

1",r=R
fI·f

where I" is the output current, I••., is the
reference current and x is the digital word input.

The op-amp feedback resistor changes analog
current 10 to an analog voltage, e", where:

ell = tR
Thus, e" is directly proportional to I", namely R
times.

The outputs of the CMOS NOR gates appear as
voltage sources, with 7500 output impedances. In

'~f
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TABLE 1 - 4·BIT BINARY VS l·DIGIT BCD

BINARY BCD

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0

7 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 0 0

10 0 0

11 0

12 0 0

13 0

14 0

15

other words, when the output of a gate is lOW, it
looks like a 7500 resistor to ground. When the
output is HIGH, a gate looks like a 7500 resistor
to V".,.

If the output of a gate is lOW, the voltage
across its resistor from the output to the virtual
ground (R, through R,) is approximately zero.
However, when the output of a gate is HIGH, the
voltage across its resistor is V".,. Therefore, the
current into the summing node is given by:

I = V,_",
I R,

I = Vrl'l

, R,

I = V•.•.,
" R"

I = V".,
, R,

Since the NOR gates function as inverters for
the digital word input, the outputs of the
inverters are going to be normally HIGH for a
ZERO on the input line. Now, if the currents are
set so that

1ft = I, + I, + I, + I,
when the input word is all ZEROs, no net current
will be taken from or added to the summing
node. If one of the four least-significant bits is
turned ON, the output of that inverter goes lOW

and the current through the resistor to the
summing junction is zero. This requires a net
current, equal to the amount that was being
injected into the summing junction by the
resistor, to be drawn out of the summing
junction, causing that bit of the D/A to appear
larger than it really is. The other three bits work in
exactly the same manner.

The only problem now is to determine the
values of the resistors for proper operation.

Since the output of the D/A is a direct function
of the reference current, it follows that the added
currents must be also. The most-significant cur-
rent of the D/A is 1,.,."2. The second most-
significant bit current is 1"."4 and so on. Table 2
shows the value for the current of each bit of the
D/A and also gives the values needed for BCD
operation. The difference between the binary
value and the BCD value must be taken from the
node to make the binary-W;;ghed D/A behave as
though it were BCD code~r.

It is interesting to note that making the D/A
converter act as if it were BCD coded could also
be achieved if the four most-significant bits of the
D/A were made to look smaller than normal. The
reason the system is set up asdescribed is that the
least-significant bit currents do not have to be as
accurate as the most-sign'ificant bit currents. This
means that the magnitude of the current sub-
racted from the summing junction using the
least-significant bits is not critical.

Determining allowable current error
If the BCD-coded D/A converter is to be

10'S -I :DIGIT 2

1

lB

1'S •

DIGIT ~

Fil. 2-Addition 01 ~ current source ~nd current switch ex-
pands the 2·digit BCD converter 01 Fil' 1 into ~ 2·1/2-digit
converter.



accurate, the maximum amount that any of the bit
currents can deviate from the ideal value is 50%
of the least-significant bit current. Since the
least-significant bit current is larger for BCD than
for binary, a less accurate D/A is required to give
2-digit BCD accuracy (100 steps) than for 8-bit
binary (256 steps).

r.ble 2 shows that the value of the least-
significant bit current for BCD is 0.125 mA. So to
give the required accuracy, each bit current must
not deviate from the ideal value by more than
:!:0.00625mA, or 6.25 ~.

For an 8-bit binary D/A, assuming a 2 mA ladder
current, the maximum I:'rror that any bit may have
is 3.9 ~. Assuming the 8-bit D/A to have the
worst allowable error on each of the least-
significant bits, that leaves an error of 6.25 ~A
minus 3.9 ~A, or 2.35 ~A to be introduced by the
injected currents. In other words, to insure that
the 2-digit BCD-coded D/A is accurate, the
injected currents must be kept within :!:2.35~A of
their ideal value.

It is easy now to determine the accuracy
required for the injected currents. The percent-
age of accuracy is simply the amount of deviation
allowed, 2.35 ~A, divided by the amount of
injected current. This is given by:

% allowable error = 2.35 t'A . x 100
amount current Injected

Using this formula, the injected currents'
allowable errors are:

lSB; 50%
2nd lSB; 25%
3rd lSB; 12.5%
4th lSB; 6.25%
This shows that 5% tolerance resistors are more

than adequate. Fig. 1 gives the resistor values for
a 5.0V reference voltage. These values are suf-
ficient to neglect the output impedance of the
NOR gates.

Calibration of the circuit of Fig. 1 is as follows:
First, V••, or R,.r is adjusted to give a half-scale

TABLE 2 - BIT CURRENTS

BIT NUMBER BINARY BCD DIFFERENCE

A" MSB 1.000MA· 1.000MA· 0

A, 2ND 0.5000 0.5000 0

A. 3RD 0.2500 0.2500 0

As 4TH 0.1250 0.1250 0

A. 5TH 0.0625 0.1000 0.0375

As 6TH 0.0312 0.0500 0.0188

A. 7TH 0.0158 0.0250 0.0094

A., LSB 0.007B 0.0125 0.0047

. I.... 2.0000mA

reading of e" with only the most-significant bit
ON. Next, with all bits turned OFF, R.,is adjusted
so that e" is zero. The D/A is now calibrated.

2-1/2-digit converter
In many applications, a 2-1/2-digit BCD-coded

converter is desired. That is, a circuit that will
count to 199 rather than to 99. Once the basic
2-digit circuit has been designed, it is relatively
easy to add the half digit. Fig. 2 shows such a
2-1/2-digit circuit. It is identical to the 2-digit
configuration, except for the addition of a current
source and a current switch to produce the 1/2
digit.

In operation, the circuit should sequence
through steps 0 to 99 while the 1/2 digit is LOW
and through steps 100 to 199while the 1/2 digit is
HIGH. This means that the 1/2-digit current is
equal to 100 least-significant bits of current. If the
least-significant bit current in the 2-1/2-digit
circuit is the same as the least-significant bit
current in the 2-digit circuit previously described,
the value for the 1/2 digit is 1.250 mA (100xO.0125
mAl. Therefore, the circuit will act as a 2-1/2-digit
BCD-coded D/A if the 1/2-digit switch sinks zero
current for the first 100counts (0 to 99) and sinks
1.250 mA for the second 100 counts (100 to 199).

The 1/2-digit current is added in the same
manner as the least-Significant bit currents were
added in the 2-digit system. Namely, a constant
current, I", is sunk from the summing node, and
the various currents, I, through I:.• are switched
into the node. For the 2-1/2-digit circuit, I" is
obtained by:

III = I, + I, + I" + I, + I,
where I, through I, are identical with their 2-digit
system counterparts.

The tolerance of III to assure that the D/A
remains accurate is 2.35 ~. This is the same value
as that derived in the 2-digit section. Since III is
much larger for the 2-1/2-digit system, the
percentage tolerance of I" is much more critical.
If the values for I, through I, shown in r.ble 2 are
summed with the value of I" we have; 3

III = 4.7 ~A + 9.4 ~A + 18.8 ~ + 37.5 ~-+
1250 ~ = 1320 ~A.

If III can only vary ±2.35 •.•.A, its tolerance is
±O.18%.

In the 2-digit system, current III could be
produced simply by a resistor from the summing
node to the negative supply because the sum-
ming node is a virtual ground. Once the system is
calibrated by adjusting R" current III is constant
except for changes caused by variations in the
negative supply voltage.

In the 2-1/2-digit system, a circuit is needed that
will sink current from the summing node without
being referenced to the negative supply voltage.
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One circuit that fills the need is the operational-
amplifier current source shown in Fig. 2,

There is one other difference between the basic
2-digit system and the 2-1/2-digit circuit. In the
2-1/2-digit implementation, a CMOS hex-inverter
is used instead of a quad 2-input NOR gate
package. This is because the 2-1/2-digit system
requires five switches.

The 2-1/2-digit system is calibrated as follows:

a) Attach an accurate DVM to the output, e".
With all inputs LOW, adjust ZERO CAL
potentiometer for a zero reading of e".

b) Put a HIGH input only on the most-
significant bit of the monolithic D/A (0 1000
,(ooסס then read and record eu,

c) Put a HIGH input only on the 1/2 digit and
adjust the 1/2 SCALE CAL potentiometer to

give exactly 1.25 times the reading of the
previous step.

d) With all inputs LOW, readjust the ZERO CAL
potentiometer for an eo of exactly OV.

e) Finally, input the BCD word for 199, (1 1001
1001) and adjust the F.S. CAL for the desired
full-scale reading.

DVM shows application
Fig. 3 shows how the technique can be

incorporated into a 2-1/2-digit digital voltmeter,
The circuit uses the staircase type of conversion,
with the staircase being produced by the 2-1/2-
digit BCD-coded D/A and the BCD counters. The
MLM301A is used as a comparator to compare the
staircase to the input signal. 0
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SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
AID CONVERSION

Recent advances in integrated circuit
design and technology have resulted in
reduced cost of high performance succes-
sive approximation analog to digital con-
verters. This note describes and illustrates
two examples of how modern Ie com-
ponents have changed this well known
technique_
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SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
AID CONVERSION

INTRODUCTION
This treatise concerns the Successive Approximation

type of analog-to-digital converter. The questions of why,
where, and how to use the S/A system will be discussed
along with the basic theory of operation and analysis. In ad-
dition, some of the recent advances in monolithic state-of-
the-art devices applied to the S/A system ~I be described.

IUSTORY
Through the years the Successive Approximation type

of A/D has established itself as the most popular system
for medium speed applications; that is, conversion times
on the order of 500 ns/bil. There are several reasons for
the dominance of the Successive Approximation or S/A
system. Namely, the system has some very desirable oper-
ational features in addition to a high speed/accuracy
producl. All this coupled with low system cost and ease
of construction account for the system's popularity. Also,
like all of the A/D systems which make use of a D/A con-
verter in a feedback loop. the critical, accuracy determining
components are in the D/A itself. This means one need
only purchase a D/ A with the desired speed and accuracy
specifications and not have to be concerned with these
parameters; a very desirable feature indeed!

With the advent of the monolithic D/A several years
ago, the S/ A system received an additional shot in the arm.
Not only did the monolithic D/A's simplify the construc-
tion, but substantially decreased total system cost while
increasing both reliability and temperature performance.

Recently another product has appeared on the market
which makes the S/A system even more attractive. A digi-
tal MSI function known as the Successive Approximation
storage Register or SAR. This block contains all of the
logic and digital circuitry required to make an S/ A type of
A/D system. As with the case of the monolithic D/A, the
SAR makes the S/A system more economical, easier to
construct and increases the total system reliability. An-
other advantage of the SAR is that it reduces the total
system power significantly.

nfEORY OF OPERATION
As the theory of operation of the S/A type of A/D is

quite well documented and available in many texts on
A/D systems, it will not be dealt with rigorously here.

However, a brief outline of the basic system operation
will be given in order to define our terms for the succeed-
ing portions of the article.

Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram of the system.
In operation, the system enables the bits of the D/A one
at a time, starting with the most-significant-bit: (MSB).
As each bit is enabled, the comparator gives an output
signifying that the input signal is greater or less in ampli-
tude than the output of the D/A. If the D/A output is
greater than the input signal, the bit is "reset" or turned
off. The system does this with the MSB first, then the
next most significant bit, then the next, etc. After all the
bits of the D/ A have been tried, the conversion cycle is
complete. At this time, another conversion cycle is started.

The operation of the system can easily be understood by
referring to Figure 2. This cartoon shows the system in
actual operation.

At the start of the conversion cycle, the MSB of the
D/A is enabled, presenting a voltage to the comparator of
half-scale or Vref/2. The comparator makes a decision as
to which of its two inputs are greater and gives the ap-



propriate output, a high if Vin is the greater and a low
if the D/ A output voltage is the largest. The S/ A storage
register then turns off the MSB if the comparator is low.
This process is repeated sequentially for each bit of
the system.

In the example of Figure 2, we see the MSB was en-
abled and was less than Vin. Therefore, the MSB was
left on and the second MSB was enabled. When the second
MSB, or Vref/4, was added to the magnitude of Vref/2,
the sum was greater than Vin. Therefore, the second MSB,
Vref/4, was disabled (as shown in the cartoon.) Next, the
third MSB was tried and the sum was less than Vin so that
bit was left high. At the present time, the storage register

bit. In this way, the Successive Approximation A/D gives
a serial output during conversion and a parallel output
between conversion cycles.

IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of an S/ A type

A/D using a monolithic D/ A and a CMOS SAR. The system
requires a total of 4 Ie's at a system cost of less than $20.
As shown, the system operates on +5 and -15 volt sup-
plies, requires approximately 200 mW of power, and will
operate at 2 lIS/bit conversion rates.

With the exception that a current output D/ A is being

is turning on the fourth MSB, or Vref/l6. We see that the
sum will surpass Vin and the comparator is getting ready
to "disable" the fourth MSB. In this example, we have
only shown four-bits, but the operation can be extended
to as many as desired. After the conversion cycle has com-
pleted the address of the D/ A is the parallel binary word
output of the A/D.

The serial output of the system is taken from the out-
put of the comparator. While the system is in the conver-
sion cycle, the comparator output will be either low or
high, corresponding to the digital state of the respective

used, the circuit shown in Figure 3 operates exactly as
described in the theory of operations section.

In operation, the input voltage Vin, drives an MLM30lA
op amp connected as a non-inverting, unity-gain buffer.
This is simply to translate impedances so that the im-
pedance of the driving source has no affect on the
AID's output.

The output of the D/ A is a current sink proportional
to the reference current Iref and the digital word on the
address lines of the D/A; inputs AI thru A8. The digital
word input to the D/A will be represented by X.
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(1) 10 = Iref· X
and

(2) Iref = Vref/R I
Where 10 is the output current sink of the 01A.

The voltage on the output of the 01A, Yo, is a function of
Vin and the output current of the O/A.

(3) Vo=Vin-R210

The comparator, A2, compares Vo to V offset which
is -1/2 LSB.

If Vo is greater than V offset the output" of the com-
parator is a "one".

Full scale voltage (11111 J J I), of the system as set up
was 2.56 volts. This gives each LSB a value of 10 mY.
Any value of full scale could be chosen as long as one
does not saturate the input buffer amplifier (input voltage
must stay about I volt below the positive supply of the
op-amp to keep it out of saturation), and the Equations
(A)and(B) are followed. Equations (A) and (8) are shown
with Figure 3.

Calibration of the system is very easy. Simply put a
voltage of full scale minus 1/2 LSB into the input and
adjust the full scale calibrate pot (R) to make the tran-
sition from J II J 1110 to 11111111 occur at this point.

Now put an input of + 1/2 LSB into the system and adjust
the offset adjust pot to set the 00000000 to 00000001
transition to occur at this point. Since the two adjust-
ment described are somewhat interactive it may be neces-
sary to go through the procedure more than once.

As stated earlier the system will run nicely at 2 jls/bit
giving a total conversion of (n+ J) x 2 jlS. In this case, n
is 8 so the system has a conversion time of 9 x 2 or
18 jlS. The primary limit of speed in the system is the
propagation delay time of the comparator (MLM30 IA) and
the SAR. The propagation delay time for the 30lA is on
the order of Ijls with a 5 mV over drive. The propagation
delay of the SAR is about 450 ns at 5 volts. Adding
the prop delays gives about 1.5 jlS. When the setting time
of the O/A is added in, about 250 115, we see the total is
1.75 jlS. Hence the operational figure of 2 jls/bit. Oper-
ational waveforms are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of another system which is
very similar to the one in Figure 3 except that the SAR
is running on +12 volts and a MC 171OC comparator is
used with a one transistor level translator on its output.
At 12 volts VOO on the SAR its prop delay is typically
J 35 ns. The comparator and level translator has a total
prop delay of about 50 ns. Now the total delay time is



135 ns for the SAR, 50 ns for the comparator and the
250 ns for the 01A.

This gives a total time of 435 nslbit or a 2 MHz clock
rate. Total conversion time for this system is 500 r1'!l x 9
or 4.5 !JS. The cost of the high speed system is about the
same as the lower speed version but it requires several
more components and the addition of one more power
supply, as well as requiring about 400 mW of power.
Accuracy, calibration and operation of the high speed
version are exactly the same as described for the lower
speed system. Therefore, for clock speeds up to 500 kHz
the circuit shown in Figure 3 is adequate. However where
higher speeds are required, up to 2 MHz, the system shown
in Figure 4 should be used.

would be truncated to 4-bits and the MC 14549B used for
the remaining 8. For more information on cascading of
the SAR chips see the MC 14559B data sheet.

In this treatise, only binary coded AID systems have
been discussed. All of the circuits shown here and the
theory put forth apply equally well to systems of BCD
coding, or in most cases to non-linearly weighted systems.
The only stipulation being that the 01A used is monotonic.
Everything in the circuits shown would be the same for
these last two cases except that the 01A converters would
have a different transfer function.

SYSTEM ACCURACY
The Successive Approximation AID system has several

Vref 14 ',.f
30 pF Rl

F.S. Cal

4 '0
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(AI V,of .~
Rl R2

(8) 0.5 mA " Ir.f "4.0 mA

Both of the AID systems described in this paper are
8-bit systems. If desired a 4, 5, 6, or 7-bit system could
be implemented using the same configuration as shown
in Figure 3 or Figure 4. The only change being the trun-
cation of the length of the SAR, see Figure 7. Note that
for a 6-bit system only a 6·bit accurate OIA is required.

If a system of more than 8-bits is required, the MCI4559B
may be cascaded with the MCI4549B to make an SAR of
anything from 9 to 16-bits. For 12-bits the MCI4559B

sources of error. They are; Quanitization error, O/A ac-
curacy, Comparator gain, Offset voltages of components,
and OIA settling time. To get a feel for the relative magni-
tude of each of these, they will be examined individually
in detail.

Quanitization error is that error inherent in every AID
system. It comes from the fact that the smallest increment
the system can resolve is ±1/2 of a quantization unit.
That is; an n·bit AID has 2n equal quanitization levels.
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Triggered

ModeO~-----.OExtern.t Trigoer

-For 4-bit System Connect 03 to FF

FQr S-bit System Connect Q4 to FF

For 6·bit System Connect OS to F F

For 7 obi t System Connect 06 to F F

There are 2n possible digital words the AID can give as an
output, each representing one of the 2n discrete levels.
Since there are no words in between these 2n words, a
voltage that is between two levels must be represented by
one or the other, usually the closest one. For example,
the actual value of the input voltage could be exactly half-
way between two levels and the A/O would represent it
with one or the other of the two words. In this case the
system would be in error + J /2 quanitization unit if the
upper level were read out, and -1/2 quanitization unit if
the lower level were read out. The maximum error here is
1/2 quanitization unit. In most A/O systems, and in
particular this one, the quanitization unit and the LSB are
interchangable. Given this, the S/A typeof A/O has a built
in quanitization error of + J /2 LSB.

The digital-to-analog converter gives an analog output
dependent upon the reference and the digital word on its
inputs. The accuracy of the O/A depends on how closely
the actual analog output of the 0/ A matches the ideal
value described by the reference and the digital word input.
In order for a 0/ A to be n-bit accurate, the analog output
must not deviate from the ideal value by more than tJ/2 of
the least significant bit. The value of the LSB is J /2n of
reference.

The comparator is essentially a linear device and as
such has a certain amount of voltage gain. If the voltage
gain of the device is anything less than infinity, the dif-
ferential input voltage required to switch the comparator
output from one state to the other, call it Vd, is greater
than zero. The value of Vd is simply the logic swing of
the comparator divided by the open loop gain. If the
differential input voltage to the comparator is less than
Vd, the comparator's output cannot be guaranteed to be
a logic one or zero. If we say the threshold of the com-
parator is half way through this uncertainty region, then
we must allow an error of up to Vd/2 due to the com-
parator's finite gain.

There are three sources of offset voltage error in the
system of Figure 3. One is the offset voltage of the input
buffer amplifier. Another is the offset voltage of the

comparator and the third is misadjustment of the offset
adjust pot.

The first two offset voltages mentioned are inherent in
the devices used and are fixed; usually they are on the
order of about .±2 mV for commercial grade components.
They are fixed and can be easily compensated for by the
offset adjustment. Once they are adjusted for, one only
need to be concerned with their changing value due to
tem pera t ure or age.

In practice, the settling time of the O/A is usually not a
source of error. It is mentioned here only as a word of
caution because if the O/A is not given time to settle it
can be a source of error. In 0/A specifications, a figure
of time is given for the O/A to settle to some specific
amount of accuracy. This means that once the digital
word on the input of the O/A has been changed, a certain
minimum amount of time is required before the O/A's
analog output can be guaranteed fall within given accuracy
limits. Therefore when designing an S/A system, the clock
period must be long enough to give the SAR and compara-
tor time to function in addition to giving the O/A time to
settle to the desired accuracy. Note also that all of these
events are sequential. That is, the SAR must give the
proper address to the O/A, then the O/A must be allowed
to settle and then time must be allowed for the comparator
to react. All this must be allowed to happen within one
clock period.

Given the sources of error as explained earlier, let us
now examine the circuit of Figure 3 and try to estimate the
total system accuracy.

First of all, there is the quanitization uncertainty of
_tl/2 LSB. In addition to this we must add the error due
to the O/A converter. Usually a O/A has an error speci-
fication of ±1/2 LSB, although it could be better or

worse, depending on the O/A.
In this example (Figure 3) the Me 1408L can be pur-

chased with accuracy specs of 6,7 or 8-bits. 8-bit accuracy
implies error of no more than ± I /2 of one part out of
256 or ± one part in 512. So for an 8-bit system as shown,
the O/A contributes a maximum of ±1/2 LSB. Since the

EJ
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quanitization error and the DIA error are independent,
worst case error is simply the sum or ± one LSB. In addi-
tion, there is the error contributed by the comparator and
the input buffer. As stated earlier the offset voltages of
the input and the comparator can be zeroed by the offset
adjust pot, therefore only the changes due to temperature
and aging need be added. Typical offset voltage drifts of
these components are on the order of 5 /lV/oC. So except
for very wide temperature changes these drifts may be
neglected.

The error due to the finite voltage gain of the com-
parator is also negligible for standard components. The
MLM30 I A has a typical voltage gain of 200,000. For a
5 volt logic swing the uncertainty region is on the order
of 25 /lV. With an LSB magnitude of 10 mV, (full scale
of 2.56 volts) and the ± I LSB error due to the AID quani-
tization and the DI A error, the error due to the comparator
is virtually zero.

The offset adjust pot in the system does more than
just zero out the offset voltages of the input buffer and
comparator. The primary purpose of this adjustment is to
offset the scale of the DI A output 1/2 LSB The reason
for this is quite straight forward. It can be seen that the
output of the SIA type AID system is always less than or
equal to the input voltage. In some cases the output of the
AID can be exactly equal to the input voltage, while at
other times it can be as much as one LSB low. (Quaniti-
zation error). When the +1/2 LSB error due to the DIA
is added, we have a maximum system error of + 1/2 LSB
-1-1/2 LSB. In order to make the error of the AID sym-
metrical we simply offset the reference input of the com-
parator a negative 1/2 LSB. (Offsetting the comparator a
negative 1/2 LSB is identically equal to raising the DIA
output waveform 1/2 LSB). Now the error of the AID
is tJ LSB.

USES OF THE SIA
The Successive Approximation type of AID system has

a myriad of applications in the medium speed, medium
accuracy AID converter category. There are several reasons
for its wide usage. Among these are, constant conversion

time (n + 1 clock periods), gives both a serial and parallel
output, high speed-accuracy product, ease of implemen-
tation, and low cost.

In multiplexing applications, that is when the AID sys-
tem is being used for multiple input signals, constant con-
version time is very desirable. Some AID system's con-
version times are dependent upon the value of the input
signal. This is undesirable in a multiplexing application
because the worst case (i.e., longest) conversion time must
be allowed for each input. This infers a non-optimum use
of hardware and decreases system performance. Since the
S/A system gives a constant conversion time that is inde-
pendent of the input voltage, optimum use may be made
of the system's speed.

In a communications application where the AID output
is to be sent to another location, the serial output of the
S/A system is a natural. Unless the user desires to run
multiple data lines, one for each bit of the AID, the output
of an AID used in this manner must be changed from a
parallel output to a serial output before the information
can be sent to a remote location. As the S/ A system
inherently gives the serial output: a savings in both hard-
ware and cost can be achieved.

The SI A system gives a very high speed-accuracy pro-
duct. When one considers the speeds achievable coupled
with the accuracies obtainable for a given cost system,
the S/A has no peers in this category. For example, using
the SIA system, an g-bit AID conversion can easily be
accomplished in less than 5 /lS, at a total cost of less than
$20. When these same parameters are considered for other
types of AID's such as the Cyclic, Tracking, Parallel etc;
the speed-accuracy product for a given system cost is
considerably less.

As mentioned earlier, the new.monolithic DIA's and
SAR's have not only drastically reduced system cost,
power, and size, but have increased reliability and temper-
ature performance as well. The successive approximation
type of AID system was very popular before these com-
ponents were available. Now, with the addition of these
MSI building blocks the SI A system can do nothing but
become more popular and its field of usage expand.
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ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION
TECHNIQUES WITH THE M6800

MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM

This application note describes several
analog-to-digital conversion systems imple-
mented with the M6800 microprocessor
and external linear and digital IC's.
Systems consisting of an 8- and lO-bit
successive approximation approach, as
well as dual ramp techniques of 3Yz- and
4Yz-digit BCD and 12-bit binary, are
shown with flow diagrams, source pro-
grams and hardware schematics. System
tradeoffs of the various schemes and
programs for binary-to-BCD and BCD-to-
1 segment code are discussed.
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Analog- To-Digital
Conversion Techniques
with the M6800
Microprocessor System
INTRODUCTION

The MPU (microprocessing unit) is rapidly replacing
both digital and analog circuitry in the industrial control
environment. It provides a convenient and efficient
method of handling data; controlling valves, motors and
relays; and in general, supervising a complete processing
machine. However, much of the information required by
the MPU for the various computatioos necessary in the
processing system may be available as analog input signals
lOstead of digitally formatted data. These analog signals
may be from a pressure transducer, thermistor or other
type of sensor. Therefore, for analog data an A/D (analog·
to·digital) converter must be added to the MPU system.

Although there are various methods of A/D converSIOn,
each system can usually be divided into two sectIOns an
analog subsystem containing the various analog functions
for the A/D and a digital subsystem contalOing the digital
functions. To add an A/D to the MPlJ. both of the sec·
tions may be added ex ternally to the microprocessor In
the form of a PC card, hybrid module or monolIthic chip.
However, only the analog subsystem of the A/D need be
added to the microprocessor, since by adding a few
instructions to the software, the MPU can perform the
function of the digital section of the A/D converter in
addition to its other tasks. Therefore, a system design
that already contains an MPU and requires analog infor·
mation needs only one or two additional inexpensive
analog components to provide the A/D. The micropro·
cessor software can control the analog section of the A/D,
detennine the digital value of the analog input from the
analog section, and perform various calculations with the
resulting data. In addition, the MPU can control several
analog A/D sections in a timeshare mode, thus multi·
plexing the analog information at a digital level.

Using the MPU to perform the tasks of the digital sec-
tion provides a lower cost approach to the A/D function
than adding a complete A/D external to the MPU. The
information presented in this note describes this tech-
nique as applied to both successive approximation (SA)
A/D and dual ramp A/D. With the addition of a DAC
(digital-to·analog converter), a couple of operational
amplifiers, and the appropriate MPU software, an 8- or
IO-bit successive approximation A/D is available. Ex-
pansion to greater accuracies is possible by modifying the

software and adding the appropriate 0/ A converter. The
technique of successIve approxImation A/D provide.
medium speed with accuracIes compatible with many
systems. The second techmque adds an MC I 405 dual
ramp analog subsystem to the MPU system and, if desired,
a dIgital display to produce a 12-15 bit binary or a 3~· or
4~·dlgJt BCD A/D conversIOn with 7·segment dIsplay
readout. This A/D technique has a relatively slow conver·
Slon rate but produces a converter of very high accuracy.
In addItion to the longer conversion time, the MPU must
be totally devoted to the A/D functIOn during the conver-
sion period. However, If maximum speed is not required
this technique of A/D allows an lOexpensive and practical
method of handling analog information.

Figure I shows the relative merits of each A/D conver·
slOn technique. Listed in this table are conversion time,
accuracy and whether interrupts to the MPU are allowed
during the conversion cycle.

This note describes each method lIsted m Figure I and
provides the MPU software and external system hard·
ware schematics along with an explanation of the basic
A/D techmque and system peculiarities. In addition, the
MPU Interface connectIOns for the external A/D hardware
schemes are shown. These schemes are a complete 8-bit
successive apprOXimatIOn and a 3~·dlgit dual ramp A/D
system, both of which externally perform the conver·
Slon and transfer the dIgital data into the MPU system
through a PIA.

For addItIOnal Information on the MC6800 MPU sys·
tern or A/D systems, the appropriate data sheets or
other available lIterature should be consulted.

MPU
The Motorola microprocessor system devices used are

the MC6800 MPU, MCM681 0 RAM, MCM6830 ROM and
MC6820 PIA (peripheral Interface adapter). The followmg
IS a brief descriptIOn of the baSIC MPU system as It per·
tains to the A/D systems presented later In this appli·
catIOn note.

The Motorola MPU system uses a 16·bit address bus
and an 8·bit data bus. The 16·bit address bus provides
65,536 possible memory locatIOns which may be either
storage devices (RAM, ROM, etc.) or in terface deVIces
(PIA, etc.). The baSIC MPU contains two 8-bit accumu·
lators, one 16·bit index register, a 16·blt program counter,
a 16-bit stack pointer, and an 8·bit conditIOn code regis·
ter. The condition code register indIcates carry, half
carry, interrupt, zero, minus, and 2's complement over·
flow. Figure 2 shows a functional block of the
MC6800 MPU.

The MPC uses 72 instructions with SIX addressing
modes which provide 197 different operations in the
MPU. A summary of each instruction and function with
the appropriate addressing mode is shown in Appendix A
of this note.
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Interrupt Capability Allowed Allowed Allowed Not Not Not Allowed
Allowed Allowed Allowed

Number of Memory Locations Required 106 145 42 84 296 328 58
(Including PIA ConfiguratIon)

Serial Output Available Yes Ve. Ve. No No No No

The RAMs used in the system are static and contain
128 8-bit words for scratch pad memory while the ROM is
mask programmable and contains 1024 8-bit words_ The
ROM and RAM, along with the remainder of the MPU
system components, operate from a single +S volt power
supply; the address bus, data bus and P[As are TTL
compatible.

The MPU system requires a 2¢ non-overlapping clock
with a lower frequency limit of 100 kHz and an upper
limit of I MHz.
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The PIA is the interface device used between the ad-
dress and data buses and the analog sections of the A/D.
Each PIA contains two essentially identical 8-bit inter-
face ports. These ports (A side, B side) each contain three
internal registers that include the data register which is
the interface from the data bus to the AID, the data
direction register which programs each of the eight
lines of the data register as either an input or an output,
and the control register which, in addition to other func-
tions, switches the data bus between the data register and
the data direction register. Each port to the PIA contains
two addition pins, CA I and CA2, for interrupt capa-
bility and extra [/0 lines. The functions of these lines are
programmable with the remaining bits in the control
register. Figure 3 shows a functional block of the
MC6820 PIA.

Each PIA requires four address locations in memory.
Two addresses access either of the two (A or B sides)
data/data direction registers while the remaining two
addresses access either of the two control registers.
These addresses are decoded by the chip select and regis-
ter select lines of the PIA which are connected to the
MPU address bus. Selection between the data register and
data direction register is made by programming a "I" or
"0" in the third least significant bit of each control regis-
ter . A logic "a" accesses the data direction register while
a logic" I " accesses the da ta register.

By programming "O"s in the data direction register
each corresponding line performs as an input, while
"I"s in the data direction register make corresponding
lines act as outputs. The eight lines may be intermixed
between inputs and outputs by programming different
combinations of "I"s and "O"s into the data direction
register. At the beginning of the program the [/0 configu-
ration is programmed into the data direction register, after
which the control register is programmed to select the
data register for [/0 operation.
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The printouts shown for each A/D program are the
source instructions for the cross assembler from the
Motorola timeshare. Since the MPU contains a 16-bit
address bus and an 8-bit data bus, the hexadecimal num-
ber system provides a convenient representation of these
numbers. Although the assembler output is in hexadeci-
mal, the source input may be either binary, octal, decimal
or hexadecimal. A dollar sign ($) preceding a number in
the source instructions indicates hexadecimal, a percent
sign (%) indicates binary and an at sign (COY) indicates octal.
No prefix indicates the decimal number system.

Only the beginning addresses of the program and labels
are shown in the source programs. These beginning ad-
dresses may be changed prior to assembling the total
system program or the programs may be relocated after
assembly with little or no modification.

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMA nON TECHNIQUES

General

One of the more popular methods of AID conversion is
that of successive approximation. This technique uses a
DAC tdigital-to-analog converter) in a feedback loop to
generate a known analog signal to which the unknown
analog input is compared. In addition to medium speed
conversion rates, it has the advantages of providing not
only a parallel digital output after the conversion is com-
pleted but also the serial output during the conversion.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram and waveform of the
SA-A/D. The DAC inputs are controlled by the successive
approximation register (SAR) which is, as presented here,
the microprocessor. The DAC output is compared to the
analog input (Vin) by the analog comparator and its
output controls the SAR. At the start of a conversion

the MSB of the DAC is turned on by the SAR, producing
an output from the DAC equal to half of the full scale
value. This output is compared to the analog input and if
the DAC output is greater than the input unknown, the
SAR turns the MSB off. However, if the DAC output is
less than the input unknown, the MSB remains on. Fol-
lowing the trial of the MSB the nexl most significant bit
is turned on and again the comparison is made between
the DAC output and the input unknown. The same cri-
teria exists as before and this bit is either left on or
turned off. This procedure of testing each bit continues
for the total number of DAC inputs (bits) in the system.

After the comparison of each bit the digital output is
available immediately thus providing both the serial
output as well as the parallel output at the end of the
conversion. The serial output provides the MSB first,
followed by the remaining bits in order. The total con-
version time for the SA-A/D is the time required to turn
on a bit, compare the DAC output with the input un-
known and, if required, turn the bit off, multiplied by
the total number of bits in the A/D system. The conver-
sion time is hence constant and unaffected by the analog
input value.

One SA-A/D shown in this note uses an 8-bit DAC
(MCI408) to produce an 8-bit A/D; a second version uses
a 10-bit DAC (MC3410)* to produce a 10-bit AID.
Both of these are used in conjunction with the MPU as
an SAR. In addition, the MC 1408 is shown with the
MC 14549 CMOS SAR as a convert-on-command system
under control of the MPU. All of these A/Ds produce a
binary outpu!. However, by adding the appropriate soft-
ware a BCD output or 7-segment-display outputs are
available. Also by using a BCD-weighted DAC, the BCD
output can be produced directly.
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The flow chart for the 8-bit MPU A/D system is shown
in Figure 5; Figures 6 and 7 show the software and the
hardware external to the microprocessor. The DAC
used is the MC 1408L-8 which has active high inputs and a
current sink output. An uncompensated MLM30lA
operational amplifier is used as a comparator while an
externally compensated MLM30lA or internally com-
pensated MC 1741 operational amplifier is used as a buffer
amplifier for the input voltage. The output voltage com·
pliance of the DAC is ±0.5 volt; if the current required by
the D/A does not match that produced from the output
of the buffer amplifier through RI and R2, then the DAC
output will saturate at 0.5 volt above or below ground,
thus toggling the comparator. The system is calibrated by
adjusting RI for I volt full scale, and zero calibration is
set by adjusting R3.

FIGURE 5 - 8-Bit Successive Approxi ••••tion
AID FI_ Diagrom

The first MPU instruction for the 8-bit A/D is in line
45 of Figure 6. After assembly, this instruction will be
placed in memory location SOAOO as defined in the
assembler directive of line 42. The assembled code for
this program is relocatable in memory as long as the PIA
addresses and storage addresses are unchanged. The
program as shown requires 106 memory bytes. Source
program lines 45 through 53 configure the PIAs for the
proper input/output configuration. PIA I BD is used for
various control functions between the MPU system
and the external hardware. The exact configuration of this
PIA is shown in lines 28 through 33 of Figure 6. PIAIAD
provides the 8-bit output needed for the DAC. Lines 51
through 53 set bit 3 of the PIA control register to access
the data register for the actual AID program.

II
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lint'S 55 and 5(> St't the nmversion tinished Ih~,which
('ollsists ~)f 3 LED on tht.~ h3njWJr~ sd,cmatic. afrl'f
whidt thl' pHlgram l'IlUTS a loop ill lin~s hJ-hS whid\
(aUses tht' MPU I,) wail unlil Ihe ,'yde inpul line ~oes
hi~h. (This fealult' (ould he t'1iminaled if Ihe plt)~ram was
a suhrl.-,utint' of a larg('f (()ntH,1 program.) In this caSt',

wht.'1l a \.'llllvt"Tsion was ft.) ht.' mad(' the c011trol pHlgram
w,'uld ~o to the AID suhwutinc and return wllh lilt'
digilal results. Lin,'s (>8 and (><)dear the PIA·A whICh is
(lmllt"l'led tll th(' DAC inputs and an il1tl"rnal I11l'l1hHY

Il",:atlllii. This I1ll'nll)r~' Il)Cation is lIs~d as J pOlllll'r In
keel' Ira,'k "f whit'h hll "I' Ihe DAC is (urr,'nlly hein~
It.'sll'd. Nt.'''! the I.·OTlVl'rStlltl finished line is reset IIldll'ating
a ,-'\,,)I1\'I,.'[5i',.)11 IS in PHl(('SS Jnd till' (Jrry hit of IhL' ,-'lluda-

ti"n ,'ode re~ister is s,'!. The memory loeali,'n POINTR IS
then It'tated ri~hl in lin,' 7<), nllwin~ Ihe (arry h,t of Ihe
(lHlJ..ttiol1 \,.'t..'lIt"' TCglstt'T intt) thl' MSB of that 11\l'l1lnry

ll~Jti\)IL Line 80 is J 1.·t.ll1ditlOllal hrath. ..h that J('I(,fminl's

if all 1\ hits of the DAC have been tesled. Aftn IlIne
rOlations of POINTR Ihe ,'arry hit will again he set
indi,'alin~ all 8 hils have h,'en (olllpared.

Pfl)gralll lines 81 throu~h 8.' load Ihe previous DAC
value lnt" an a,'l'ulllulator and Ihe next DAC bll is lurned
on f,)r Ihe (')llIparal'll les!. An 8 I./S delay pfl)dul'ed hy

the NOP ulStrlll'lioll of lilies X7 Ihmll~h 'Ill allows Ihe
DAC and comparator 10 settle tn a tillal value hefore the
c0111par:ltor Il'st or lint's l) I and 92. AI thiS pomt if the
l'OmpaLltor was high lhl' Yes loop IS eXt'(ut..:d. whil'h
gl',u ..'rates a silllulated dock pulse anu a serial uutpllt
"I". If Ihe ,'olllparalm was low, hiles 95 Ihmu~h 101 arc
exel'uted, resetting the hit under test :md generating ;1
silllulaled do(k pulse and a serial oulpul of "0". The
thn!l' NOP instrlll't1olls of the Yes loop equali/c tile
eXt'l'utioll til1W hetwt'cn the high alld low (Olllparator
IOllpS. Aftcr (olltpktlon of l'ither the lugh or low C0111-
parator loop. the A a(l'ul1lulator wllll.:h (onlains the new
dlltilal IllIl11h", IS sloTed ill PIA I AD and 111a RAM 1111' 1lI-
my IOl'alion laheled ANS. Theil Ihe 1101 hll of Ihe DAC
IS tested in the same manlier Jnu this procedure is conlin-
ued until all ei~hl DAC inpllts have heen tesled. When tillS
has oCl'urred the program relurns 10 lane S5 where the
(nnverSll'n flllished nag IS "sel" and Ihe MPU awalls Ihe
11l'\t l'yde inplIl fmlll PIA IIlD.

The Intal (onversion lillie is 700 I./S for Ihe X·hit nm-
verier assulllin~ a I Mill MPlJ clnck frequency. The silllu-
laled do(k pulse is 7 I./S wide and (an he used In indlcale
when 10 salllple the serial nulpul.

1.000 NA~1 DI...IA12
2.000 OPT ~1Et1
3.000 •
4.000 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5.000 • •
6.000 • 8 BIT SUCCESSIVE APPpo~IMATIDN ~'D •
7.000 • •8.000 ••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
9.000 •

10.000 •
11 .000 opG 0
12.000 ANS PMB 1
13.000 PoINTp RMB
14.000 •
15.000 •
16.000 •
17.000 opG 14004
18.000 PIA1AD RMB
1?000 PIA1AC PMB
20.000 PIA1BD pMB
21.000 PIA1BC RMB
22.000 •
2:2:.000•
24.000 •
25.000 •
26.000 •
27.000 •
28.000 •••••••••••••••••• PIA1ED PIN CONNECTIONS ••••••••••••••••••
29.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
30.000 • Pt7 • PBf. PE5. PB4. PE3. PE2. PBl • PEO.
31.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
32.000 • CoMP • NC • SC • CF • SO • NC • CYCLE • ~C •
33.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
34.000 • •
35.000 •

FINAL ANSWEP MEMORY LOCATION
TEMP MEMORY LOCATION

A SIDE,
A SIDE,
E: SIDE,
E: SIDE,

DATA PEG ISTE':;'
COtHRIJL PEl;I:S:TEP
DATA PEG ISTE':;'
CotH'":oLPEG I:STEF.:

PIA1AD USED FOP DIGIT8L OUTPUT TO D~C
PIA1ED USED FOR A/D CONTROL



·36.000 •
37.000 • COMP-COMPAPATOP,SC-SIMULATED CLOCK,SO-SERIAL OUTPUT
38.000 • CF-CONVERSION FINISHED, NC-NO CONNECTION
3'0'.000•
40.000 •
41.000 •
42.000 ORG 10AOO
43.000 •
44. ('00 •
45.000 CLP PIA1AC
46.000 CLP PIA1BC
47.000 LDA A
4::::.000.S:TAA
4'0'.000 LDA A
50.000 :';TAA
51.000 LIlA A
52.000 STA A
53.000 :':;TAA
54.000 •
55.000 RSTART LDA A =$10
56.000 STA A PIA1BD
57.000 •
58.000 •
5'3.000 •
60.000 •
61.1)00 •
':.2.000 •
63.000 CYCLE LDA A PIA1BD
64.000 AND A =102
65.000 BEQ CYCLE
;:.6.000•
67.000 •
68.000 CLP PIA1AD
69.000 CLR POINTP
70.000 •
71.000 •
72.000
73.000
74.000
75.000
7;:..000
77.000
7:::.000
7':;0.000
:30.000
:::1 .000
::::2.000
83.000
:34.000 •
:::5.000 •
::::;:,.000 •
:::7.000
:::::::.000
89.000
3'0.000
'3'1.000
92.000
'33.000 •
94.000 •
95.000 LLA ~ PIA1AD
96.000 SUB A POINTR

:;i7C
Plo'llBD
:;·!,OFF
PIA1AD
:;$04
PIA1AC
PIAlBC

•CLP PIAU::Ii
·SEC

••••CONVPT POR POINTP
BC S;P·S·TART
LDA A PIA1AD
FiDD A PO ItiH
.S:TAA PIA1AD

II
Imp
~mF'
I·mp
NOP
LDA
Bll1
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97.000 LDA 1:::$20 :SERIAL OUT OF ..0". CLOCI< SET
98.000 STA B PIA1BD
99.000 CLR B CLOCk RESET

100.000 STA B PIA1BD
101.000 1:F.:AEND
102.000 •
103.000 • ..HIGH COMPARATOR LOOP ••
104.000 YES LDA A PIA1AD
105.000 ~mp
106.000 NOP DELAY
107.000 r"iDP
108.000 LIiA B ::$2:::SER I~L OUTPUT OF ..1". CL::JCKSET
109.000 STA B PIA1BD
110.000 LDA 1:::$08 CLOCK F.:ESET
111.000 STA B PIA1BD
112.000 •
113.000 END STA A PIA1AD
114.000 STA A ANS
115.000 BRA CONVPT
116.000 •
117.000 •
118.000 •
119.000 •
120.000 •
121.000 •
122. 000 ~lON

lN914

-
AJ
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10 •

Offset Ad'...•Um.nt
-5 V ~
1 ~

0
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IG-Bit SA Program
Figures 8 and 9 show the MPU software and external

hardware for a IO-bit successive approximation AID using
the MC3410 DAC. The operation of this AID is very
similar to that of the 8-bit AID. Both the A and B halves
of a PIA are required for the DAC output while the con-
trol lines (comparator, conversion finished, etc.) are also
identical to that of the 8-bit AID previously discussed.
The pointer for indicating which bit is currently under
test is contained in two memory locations, PONTRI and

PONTR2. The pointer is initialized in lines 63 and 64 and
as before, it is continuously shifted to the left as each bit
is tested. Lines 72 through 77 and lines 89 through 101
operate on both halves of the PIA, "setting" and "re-
setting" the DAC bits under test. The final answer is
stored in the two PIA memory locations as well as two
internal memory locations (ANS [ and ANS2).

By using the appropriate DAC and changing line 63 of
the software program, the 10-bit SA DIA can be modi-
fied for 9-[6 bit AID operation.

FINAL ANSWER LOCATION
FINAL ANSWER LOCATION
POINTER FOR BIT UNDER
POINTER FOR BIT UNDER

(MSB)
(LSB:.'
TEST
TEST

B ::;IDE,
B ~:I DE,
A::; 1DE,
H : I DE,
E: :~:I DE,
E: '~. I DE,

DATA ~'EGI~TER
CDt-nROL ~'EGI'S:TER
DATA REG I3TEr;'
cmnr;:OL F.'EI;;I:STER
DATA REG I:STER
cmnr;'OL REG I:;TEP

PIAIAD USED FOR DIGITAL OUTPUT TO DAC
PIAI1D USED POP A/D CONTROL

EJ

BEGINNING OF PROGRAM
.P IA AS-SEMEL",'.

1.000 NAM DWA40
2.000 OPT MEM
3.COO •
4.000 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5.000 • •
6.000 • 10 BIT SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION A/D •
7.000 • •
8.000 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
';0.000 •

10.000 •
11 .000 OF.:G0
12.000 ANSI RMB 1
13.00n ANS2 RMB 1
14.000 PONTRI RMB
15.000 PONTR2 RMB
16.000 •
17.000 •
18.000 ORG 14006
19.000 PIAIBD RMB
20.000 PIAIE:C R~B
21.000 PIA2AD RMB
21.500 PIA2AC RME:
22.000 PIA2BD PME:
23.000 PIA2BC RMB
24.000 •
25.0(,1) •
2~,. uon •
27.000 •
2:3.(100 +
29.000 •
30.000 •••••••••••••••••• PIAIBD DIN CONNECTIONS ••••••••••••••••••
31.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
32.000 • PB7 • PB6. PBS. PB4. PB3.. PB2. PBl. PEO.
33.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
34.000 • CO~1P • N.:: • '::C • CF • S:C1 • t'1C • C',"::LE• ;'1C •
35.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
36.000 • •
37.000 •
38.000 •
39.000 • COMP-COMPARATOR,SC-SIMULATED CLOCK,~O-SERIAL OUTPUT
40.000 • CF-CONVERSION FINISHED, NC-NO CONNECTION
41.000 •
42.0(1) •
4:3.000 •
44.000 •
45.000 •
46.000 DRG $OAOO
47.000 •
48.000 ClR PIAIBC
49.000 elF.:PIA2AC
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50.000
51.000
52.000
5:3.000
54.000
55.000
56.000
57.000
58.000
5'3.000
60.000
61.000
62.000
6·3.000
64.000
65.000
66.000 •
67.000 •
6:::.000 •
;:.'3t.OOO •
70.000 •
71.000 CYCLE LDA A
72.000 AND A n~02
73.000 BEQ CYCLE
74.000 •
75.000 ClF:
7.0,.000 ClP
77.000 •
7:3.000 +
7':;'.000 •
:::0.000
:::1.000
:::2. (I (I (I

:3.3.000
:::4.000 •
;::5.000 •
:::.0,.000•
'::7. (I (I (I

::::::.000
'::9.000
'30._ 000
:;1,000
92.000
'?:3.000
94.1)00
'3:,.000
';tE .• OOO •
'37.000 •
9::::.000•
''''':;.000

100,(100
101.0(11)
102.000
103.000
1 04 • (II) 0
105.000 •
106.000 •
107.000 •
103.000
109.0('0
110.000
111.000
112.000

ClR PIA2BC
lDA A
STA A
lDA A
:';;TA A
STA A
lDA A
STA A
STA A
STA A

•RESTART lDA A
:TA A PIA1E:D
CLF.:POtiTR 1
ClR POtHf"2

•

::$7C
PIAIBD
::$OFF
PIA2AD
PIR2BD
::$04
PIAlBe
PIA2AC
PIR2tC

PIA2AD
PIA21::D

Clf" PIAIBD
LDA A :"1:04
:TA A POtH';'l

•

CoNVPT RoR poNTR1
PO'" POtH":2
BCS PE:::TART
LDA A PIA2AD
ADD A POtiTP 1
':TA A PIA2AD
lDA A PIA::::E:D
ADD A ~'OtiTF.'2
:::TA>=i PI'12BD

tioP
tiOP
r·mp
t·mp
lDA
EMI

A PIAl E:!I
YE:::

lD'1 A
.SUI: A
STA A
::T'1 A
LItA A

PIA:::AD
PDt-iT!;'1
PIA2AD
AtEl
F'IA2tD

:ET NEW DIGITAL DUTPUT
PEC'1Ll PREVIOUS DIGITAL oUfPUT(2 MSB)



113.000
114.000
115.000
116.000
117.000
118.000
119.000
120.000
121.000
122.000
123.000
124.000
125.000
126.000
127.000
128.000
129.000
130.000
131.000
132.000
133.000
134.000
135.000
136.000
137.000
138.000

PONTR2
PIA2BD
ANS2
::'1:20
PIA1BD

SUB
:STA
STA
LDA
:TA
CLR
STA
E:RA

•••
'·,'ES LIlA A ::$ 05
I1ELA\' [IEC A

ENE I1ELAY
LDA E: ::$2:3
:s:TA E: PIA1BD
LIlA B ::'f,08
STA E PIA1B['nop
NOP

•
END E:I"A CDt-iVRT

A
A
A
B
E:
E
B PIAlE:D
ENI'

•••
t"mi

2 Vref
VIO (Full Scale)'" - (Rl t R2l

Rre,

.HIGH COMPARATOR LOOP.
TIME EQUALIZATION

AJ
·5V~~15V

10 k

Offset Ad,ustment II-5 V

~
'5 V

Y ~ c

U , ~
..1 ~ ~ c

0

0 •
- E J lVi u

pel PA7.. •. PAO I PBl PBS PBJ PB7
pea I

---------~----------------



The third successive approximation program, shown in
Figures 10 and II, uses an MCI408 DAC with the
MCI4549 CMOS SAR for a convert-on-command AID
system. This system is controlled by the MPU through the
CA I and CA2 PIA pins to start a conversion and store the
results of this conversion in memory when the conversion
is finished. The 8-bit data word from the AID is brought
in to the MPU system through PIA IAD. The advantages
of tltis AID system are that a minimum number of soft-
ware instructions are required, a higher speed conversion
is pOSSible, and the MPU may be performing other tasks
during the conversion. The disadvantage is a higher parts
count and increased cost.

The program for this AID, shown in Figure II, is
written as a subroutine of a larger program. This larger
program is simulated with the instructions of lines 28

through 31. The subroutine starts in line 34, unmasking
the interrupt input on CA I and setting CA2 high. (For
additional information on use of the CAI and CA2lines,
see the MC6820 data sheet.) CA2 initiates the conversion.
Line 35 is a dummy read statement necessary to clear the
data register of the interrupt bit associated with the CAI
input line. Then a wait for interrupt instruction stores the
stack in anticipation of the AID conversion being com-
pleted. When the conversion is finished the CA 1 line is
toggled by the EOC output of the MCl4549 and the
program goes to line 43 where CA I is masked and CA2 is
set low, thus stopping any further conversion sequences
by the AID. The digital results are loaded into the A accu-
mulator through PIA-A and stored in memory location
TEMP. Then the MPU returns from the interrupt and
finally returns from the subroutine.

The entire sequence requires 60 IJ.S plus the conversion
time of the AID.

.• .•
'" '"> ~
PA7 . .. PAO 00 a' 02 03 a. a. OG 07

CA2 SC a

MPU/PIA MC14S4g
Synem

EOC Sout
S ••.• I

CA' OU1Pu1

II
1 • ~'1'ir" Id,IA:::
2. OPT ']T
3. •
4. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5. • 8 Blr BI~RPY ;~CCE;SIVE •
.:. • • AF'P~'m< IMAT I Ot"1 HAJ;'IiI,IA;;'E •
7.0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••
:::. (I •

'~.O OP;~ :1·0100



10.000
11.000
12.000
1:3.000
14.000
15.000
16.000
17.000
18.000
1'3.000
20.000
21.000
22.000
23.000
24.000
25.000
2':'.000
27.000
28.000
2'3.000
30.000
31.000
32.000
33.000
34.000
35.000
';:':,.000
37.000

TEMP f':MB.1
••

DRG :1,4004
PIA1AII RME:
PIA1AC RME:
••••

D~:G
ClR
ClF:
liiA
STA
liiS

$0300
PIA1AC
PIA1AD
A ::1;3C
A PIA1AC
::'1;(1020

••
t~DP
.JSP CmWPT

END ~mp
E:RA nm

••
CDN'·..•PT

lDA E:
STA A
!.•.IAI
ins:

DF1TA PEG I::TER
CDtlTR·Dl PEG I STER

LIlA H :::I..;:F
PIA1AII
PIA1AC

CONVERSION SUBROUTINE
CAI JtlMASKED,POS EDGE--CA2 HIGrl

3:::.000
3'''.000 •
40.000 •
41.000 •
42.000 •
43. 000 Ir~TRPT
44.000 S:TA A
45.000 LIlA A
46.000:TI1 A
47.0UO fHI
4:::.000 •
49.000 •
50.000 •
51. (1)0 plDr'l

LIlA A ::'1;;:':,
PIAIAC
PIA1AII
TEMP

INTERRUPT PPOGRAM
CA1 MASKED-CA2 LOW

General
Another commonly used method for A/D conversion is

the dual ramp or dual slope technique. This approach has
a longer conversion time than that of the successive ap-
proximation method. The conversion time period is also
variable and input voltage dependent. However, this
method yields an AID converter of high accuracy and
low cost.

As the name implies the dual ramp method consists of
two ramp periods for each conversion cycle. Figure 12
shows the basic waveforms for the dual ramp A/D. The

ratio in time of the ramp lengths provides a value repre-
senting the difference between a reference and an un-
known voltage. During time period n, the input un-
known is integrated for a fixed time period (fIXed number
of clock cycles). The integrator voltage increases from the
reference level to a voltage which is proportional to the
input voltage. At the end of this time period a reference
voltage is applied to the input of the integrator causing
the integrator output voltage to decrease until the refer·
ence level is again reached. The number of clock cycles
that are required to bring the integrator output voltage
back to the reference level is proportional to the input
unknown voltage.



The dual ramp converters discussed here use the
MC 1405 analog subsystem in conjunction with the
M6800 MPU system. The MCI405 provides the integra-
tor, comparator and reference voltage required for the
analog functions of the dual ramp A/D. The analog device
also adds an offset current to the integrator input during
the ramp up time period to stabilize small voltage read-
ings. The digital section of the A/D must subtract an equiv-
alent number of counts to produce a zero reading display
output for a zero input. The interface between the analog
and digital subsystems consists of two control lines.
These are the comparator output from the analog part,
which indicates whether the ramp is above or below the
reference level, and a ramp control output from the
digital part to switch the integrator input between the
input unknown voltage and the reference voltage. The
control of these lines, offset subtraction, and calcu-
lations with the resulting data must be handled by the
digital subsystem, which in this case is the MPU.

For additional information on the dual ramp technique
for A/D, consult the data sheet for the MC 1405.

12-Bit Dual Ramp Program

This version of the dual ramp A/D generates a l2-bit
binary output from a 1 volt full scale analog input. Fig-
ures 13, 14 and 15 show the flow chart, MPU software
and external hardware. The interface of the PIAs used for
this A/D is shown both on the schematic and in lines 16
through 22 of the source program. Lines 25 and 26 indi-
cate the two memory locations where the final 12-bit
binary result is stored. These locations are $0000 and
$0001. The four most significant bits are in location
$0000 while the remaining eight bits are in $0001.

Referring to the software of Figure 14, the first in-
structions (lines 37 through 42) initialize the PIA for its
input/output configuration. Source program lines 46
through 49 set the ramp control line of the MC 1405
and check the comparator output from the MCl405 to
insure that the integrator output is below the reference
level at the start of a conversion. Next the "conversion
finished" flag is set indicating a conversion ready status.
Then the MPU enters a loop (lines 55 through 57) waiting
for a cycle input (PBI) from the PIA. When this condi-
tion occurs the conversion finished flag is reset while the

ramp control line (PB2) goes low, thus starting a con-
version cycle. In addition, the index register has been
loaded with $2000 which will be decremented to provide
the ramp up timing period. When the ramp crosses the
threshold level the comparator (PB7) change from low to
high causes the MPU to enter the timing cycle of lines
67 through 69. The index register is continuously decre·
mented until reaching zero, at which point the ramp con·
trolline (PB2) to the MC 1405 is set high (line 74) and the
index register is incremented (line 75). This loop contin-
ues until the integrator output again reaches the threshold
level. Line 76 of the ramp down cycle is a dummy state-
ment included to equalize the timing between the ramp
up and ramp down time periods. The proper timing ratio
(2: I in this example) must be maintained for correct
A/D operation.

After the termination of the ramp down time period
the content of the index register is stored in memory
locations $0000 and $0001 (line 82). Next the offset
counts are subtracted (51210) from this result by sub-
tracting $01 from memory location $0000. The result is



then stored back into the same memory location. Lines 86
and 87 check the contents of memory location TEST for
a number greater than 409510. If this condition occurs,
the overrange, conversion finished, and ramp control
bits are set high. Otherwise the MPU branches back to line
50 where only the conversion finished and ramp control
bits are set high. The program then checks the status of
the cycle input waiting for the next conversion.

When assembled, the first instruction will be located
at SOAOO with 8410 memory locations required. The
full scale conversion time is 165 ms assuming a I MHz
clock in the MPU system.

As with all MC 1405 designs, the integration capacitor
must be large enough to insure that the integrator does
not saturate during the ramp up time period. The value of
this capacitor depends upon the power supply voltage
applied to the MC 1405 and the ramp up time period.
The MC 1405 data sheet contains the equations for calcu-
lation of this capacitor. The MC 1405 is capable of oper-
ating on a single +5 volt power supply; however, a +15
volt supply voltage is recommended to decrease the inte-
grator capacitor size. When using 15 volts the comparator
output must be clamped at 5 volts to prevent damaging
the PIA inputs.

1.000 NR!'1 DI)IAI0
2.000 OPT t1EM
3.000 •
4.000 •
5.000 •
6.000 •
7.000 •
8.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
9.000 • •

10.000 • 12 BIT BINARY DUAL RAMP R/D USINS THE MC1405 •
11.000 • WITH TH~ MC6800 SERIES MPU SYSTEM •
12.000 • •
13.000 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
14.000 •
15.000 •
16.000 •
17.000 •
1:3.000 •
19.('00 •
20.000 •
21.000 •
22.000 •
23.000 •
24.000 •
25. (100 OF<~G'1:0
26.000 TEST RMB 2
27.000 •
28.000 ~~G 14004
29.000 PIAIAD RMB
30.000 PIAIAC RMB
31.000 PIA1ED RMB
32.000 PIAIEC RMB
33.000 •
34.000 D~G $O~OO
"3'5.000•
36.000 •
37.000 CLR
3,='.000
3'''.000
4,).000
41.000
42.000

eLF.:
LDA
.;:TA
o-IIi=t
.;:TI1

PIAIAC
PIAIBC
A ~:1;71::
A PIAlI'D
A ::'f:04
R PIAl f:C

RAMP CONT~OL (OUTPUT)
C/CLE (I r-iF'UT)
OV~RRANGE 'OUTP~T)
CONVERSION ~INISHED
COMPARATOR (INPUT)

PB2
PBl
PE::~:

(OUTPUT)~B4
;:'E:7

B SIDE,DATA REGISTER
B SIDE,CONTROL REGIST£?

B

SET PIA TO ~AV~ 3 INFUTS ~ND 5 OUTP~TS
SET BIT 3 OF PIA CDNT~OL REGISTER
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4:::.000.
44.000 •
45.000 •
46.000
47.000
4:3.000
4':'1.000
50.000
51. (1)0

':.2.000
53.000
54.000
'55.000
56.000
57.000
5:::.000
5':".000 •
60.000 eLF.'PIA1ED
.0,1.000 •
62.000 COMP LDA A PIA1BD
63.000 BPL COMP
64.000 •
65.000 •
66.000 •
67.000 ":AMP,jp LDA !: ::'1.04
6:3.000 DE:''';
6':".000 BNE RAMP UP
70.000 •
71.000 •
72.000 •
73.000 •
74.000 RAMPDN STA B PIA1BD
75.000 It~>':
7':,.000 CP>':
77.000 LIlA
7:::.000 E:t'lI
7'=".000 •
:::0.000 •
:31.000 •
:::2.000
::::::.000
84.000
:::':,.000
:::6.000
:::7.000
::::::.000
:::-=".000
'="0.000
':'11.000

LDA A ::'1:04
STA q PIA1BD RAMP CONTROL HIGH

START LDA A PIA1BD COMPARATOR TEST - INS0F.'ES RAMP IS LOW
BMI START TO START CONVERSION

P:TAF.''l"LDA 1'1 :::1;14
::Th A PIAlE:D

•••CYCLE LDA A PIA1~D
miD A ::'1:02
BEO ,::YCLE
LIJ>':::'1;2(I 0 0

::0000
A F'IAlE:D
l;'A~lP[lt~

ST:";
LDA
:::!J!:
:TA
SUB
Bes

i1F1
TF!
PA
Dti

TEST
A TeT
A ::'1:02
A TE:T
A ::'1:10
F:STAF'T
A ::I;lC
q PIAlE:D
C.•..CLE

~ESET OVERRANGE AND CONVERSION FINISHED
At-iD:ET PC i...~I.J

DuMMY STATEMENT FO~ TIME DELAY
·::Ot'lPARATOF:HST

:ET ~ONVERSION FINIS~ED,~~ERRANGE
AND :~T RAMP CONTROL HIGH



3Yz-Digit Dual Ramp Program

The flow chart, source program and hardware for a
3~-digit system are shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18
respectively. Referring to Figure 17, the basic conversion
routine of lines 96 through 135 in this program is similar
to that of the previously discussed 12-bit binary system.
The initialization of the index register in line 108 has been
changed to increase the ramp up time period. The basic
conversion results in a binary number as did the 12-bit
version previously discussed. This binary result is con-
verted by the software routine in lines 144 through 180
to produce 3~-digit BCD output. This routine converts
up to a 16-bit binary number to the equivalent BCD value.
Also the BCD result is converted to a 7-segment display
code for use in a LED or LCD readout system. Another
feature of the 3~-digit A/D program shown here is a
polari'ty detection scheme. This allows the A/D to handle
both positive and negative input voltages.

The external hardware for the 3~-digit A/D requires
two full PIAs; one of the four ports is used for interface
to the MC1405, cycle input, overrange flag, etc. An I/O
configuration similar to that of the 12-bit binary A/D is
used. The remaining three ports of the PIAs are used for
the 3~-digit display, as shown in Figure 18b.

The conversion initially produces a binary result
which is stored in memory locations MSB and MSB+1.
This result has 10010 offset counts subtracted, and then a
polarity check is made. If the polarity that is currently
being applied to the input of the MCI405 is positive, the

binary number is converted to a BCD number. The tech-
nique used for binary-to-BCD conversion is described in
Appendix B. The BCD results are stored in memory
locations UNTIEN and HNDTHD. Each of these memory
locations contains two BCD words. Following the conver-
sion, an overrange test is made in lines 183 through 186
which checks for a maximum of a BCD "I" in the upper
four bits of memory location HNDTHD. If an overrange
condition occurs, the program branches to lines 227
through 234 where a 199910 is placed in the display and
the overrange flag in PIA I BD is "set".

After the overrange test the BCD code is converted to
a 7-segment code and stored in the memory location for
each PIA port. Segments A through G use PIA outputs 0
through 6 while the half digit output uses PIA2BD output
PB7. The conversion technique for BCD-to-7 segment
utilizes a look-up table in line 251 with the indexed mode
of addressing to access the table. Each of the three full
BCD digits is converted to the 7-segment code by first
separating the lower BCD and upper BCD word and using
the BCD code as the least significant byte of a two byte
address for the look-up table. This address is then loaded
into the index register and used to locate the correspond-
ing 7-segment code. In the case of the upper BCD digit of
each BCD, the memory must be shifted left four times for
correct addressing of the look-up table. Finally, the half
digit output is added to PIA2BD in lines 197 through 226.

Should the MC 1405 have the incorrect polarity on its
input, a polarity reversing relay is operated by toggling the
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CA2 output of PIA I BC control register. Then the conver-
sion is restarted, this time with a positive input polarity.
The polarity detection instruction is found in line 131.
If after the offset count subtraction in lines 129 and 130
the condition code carry bit is "set". the MC 1405 has a
negative input voltage. This occurs when the negative in-
put subtracts from instead of adding to the offset current
in the MCI405 and does not allow the ramp down time
period to reach at least a value of 10010 counts. If the
carry bit has been "set" then the program branches to

line 236 where the CA2 line is toggled_ Also due to the
difference in a positive polarity conversion and a negative
polarity conversion a short delay loop has been added in
lines 238 and 239 to improve accuracy at very small
input voltages_

The entire 3h·digit AID requires 296 memory loca·
tions but can be reduced if the BCD-to-7 segment de-
coding is performed external to the MPU system. With a
I MHz MPU clock frequency this program has a full
scale conversion time of 60 ms.



1.'000
2.000
:;:.000 •
4.000 •
~o. OliO.
6.000 •
{. ('1I0•
:3.0uO •
'30.000.

10.0UO •
11.000.
12.00u •
13.uOO •
14.0(1) •
1:'.1I00·
16.00u •
17.000 •
1:::.00U•
1'30.0(11)•
20.000 •
21.000 •2c.OOO •
2;:.000.
24.oJuO •
2~1. ('0(1 •
2':'.1)00 •
27.000 •
2:=:.000 +
2'?OO(l·
30.uOO •
;:1. UO(I •
32.(1)0 •
;:,;:.0('0 •
';:4.UOO •
-3~1 .1)(1(1 •

36.000 •
~:-? (tl.lO •

3::::.000•
)'0'.000 •
40.0(1) •
41.000.
42.00u •
43.000 •
44.('00 •
45.uOO
46.01.10['1
47.00u i..
4:3.000 I
4'0'.000t'l
5lJ.OOO L
':ol.0uO•
52.0(1) •
53.0liO •
54.000 OPG 10010
5~.000 UNTTEN PMB

Ht1tlTHDF:MB5 .000~ I) 00'-'
':' o U(,
':' o uC,
.:. uOu

NAI1 D1J,IA25
OFT MEM
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THIS CONVERTER USES A MC1405 IN CoNJUffi:TIoN WITH THE
MC6S00 MPU TO PRODUCE A ~ 1/~ DI~IT A/D. THE
DUAL RAMP METHOD OF A-D CONVERSION IS USED.

CYCLE S~ITCH -LDCRTED AT PIA1BD (PB1)
CoMP~RAToR = LOCRTED RT PIAIBD ,F~7)

RAMP CoNTRoL- LOCATED
CONVERSION FINI:HED =
oVERRANGE - LOCATED
POLARITY - LO~RTED

AT PI R H;D (F'I2o

LOChTED AT PIH1BD
I'1TFIl'1lBD 0 PK:)
HT PIAIBI' 'CH2o

7 SEGMENT OUTPUl
TEI1: - F IAlI'1D
HUHDREK .:...PI A2AD
THOUSANDS - PIA2BD
TENS OF THOUSANDS OP

THE AhALrG INFUT FDR THE M(I4U~ MUST HAVE h 2 VOLT
MAXIMUM WHILE THE AUTOPOLARITY CUT PUT FROM THE MFU
MAY BE USED TO TOGGLE A RELR'( TO PROVIDE NEGATIVE
INPUT CAPRBILITY FOR THE A/D

1':1;; :i,(lOOO
B Rt1B I
1:: !"ME: I
I:E:<RI1E 2
l::TEM R~lB I
I:1Et1 PIU 1

EJ

••
0,,'1:' '104 Co 04

F IRl AD 1'111'



61.000
62.000
6:3.000
64.000
65.000
66.000
67.000
68.000
69.000
70.000
71.000
72.000
73.000 Cll<'
74.000 ClR
75.000 CLF:
76.000 ClR
77.000 lDA
7:3.000 STA
7';'.000 LDA
80.000 STA
:31.000 STA
82.000S:TA
83.000 ltlA
:34.000 .S:TA
:3':,.000:STA
86.000 'S:TA
87.000 :S:TA
:38.000 •
:39.000 LDA
'3'0.000 'S:TA
'3'1.000•
92.000 •
'3'3.000•
'0'4.000•
,?~I. 000 •
'0'6.000
'37.000
9:;::.000
'0'9.000
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102.000
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11').000
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115.000
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117.000 •
118.000 •
11';'.000•
120.000 RAMPDN STA ~ PIAIED

PIAIAC RMB
PIAlBD RMB
PIAlBC RMB
PIA2AD RMB
PIA2AC I<:MB
PIA<,:EDI<:MB
PIA2BC Rr1B
••

OI<:G 'f,OAOO
••

A SIDE CONTROL REGISTER
B SIDE DATA REGISTER
B SIDE CONTROL REGISTER
A SIDE DATA REGISTER
A SIDE CONTROL REGISTER
B SIDE DATA REGISTER
B SIDE CONTROL REGISTER

PIA1AC
PIAIBC
PIA2AC
PIA2E:C
A ::$7,::
A PIAtE:D
A ::$OFF
A PIAIAD
A PIA2AD
A PIA2ED
A ::$-::4
A PIAIAC
A PIAtE:C
A PIA2AC
A PIA2BC
A :::1;OC
A HiD D·:

FIRST TWO HEX DIGITS OF LOO~-UP
TABLE AD!WE:S.S:ES

••••••••••••••••
• BFrS I C A.,·D •
••••••••••••••••

lDA A ::'1; 04
:TA A PIAIPD PC HIGH

START lDA A PIA1~D COMPARATO~ TEST
f:~l1·S.TART

CYCLEl lDA A =$14
STA A PIA1BD CONVERSION READY AND PC HIGH

•••CYCLE LDA A PIA1ED
At'HI A :: I; 02
BEO CYCLE

PESTAF' lK·: ::'1; OlD 0
ClP PIAl E:D I"E:S:ET

COMP LDA A PIA1BD
BPl cmlP

•RA~lPUP LDA E: ::1; 04
DE:x:
BtiE RA~lPUP



121.000
122.000
12.3.000
124.000
125.000 •
126.000
127.000
12:::.000
12'0'.000
130.000
131.000
132.000
1T':. 000
134.000
135.000
136.000
137.000
13:3.000
13'0'.000 •
140.000 •
141.000 •
142.000
14-:::.000
144.000
145.000
146.000
147.000
14:::.000
14'0'.000
150.0-00
151.000
152.000
153.000
154.000
155.000
15"':,.000
157.000
15:::.000
15'0'.IJOO
160.000
161.000
162.000
16::.000
164.000
165.000
166.000
1':,7.000
16:::.000
16'0'.(,1)1)
170.000
171.000
172.000 •
173.000 •
174.000 •
175.000
176.(1)0
177.000
17':: .1)00
17'0'.000
1:::0.000

:s:r.,;
LDA
LDA
S:UE:
SE:C
E:CS
S:TA
:S:TA
:S:TA
S:TA

•••

IN:";
CP;":
LDA
E:rH

::0000
'1 PIAlE:D
F:At'lPIIN

t'1:::E:
A t1:S:E:+1
E: t1-S:E:
H ::$0::-4
E: ::'1;00
POLPY1
A t'EE:+1
E: tE E:
A r1SE:Ta1+ 1
E: tEE:T al

••
ClF: UtHTEt-l
CL~' HtlDTHD
LD>< :::1:0010

BEGI~ LDA A UNTTEN
TAE:
A~Hi rl ::'1; OF"
-:;UE: A ::'1; 05
E:MI AT
AIID £: ::'1; (1'3

AT TE:A
At-ID A ::$OFO
SUB A ::$50
BMI E:T
ADD B ::$30

BT s:T"l B UmTEN
•

LliA A Ht-mH,m
TAE:
At'm A ::$OF
S:UE: H ::$ ('5
BMI (:T
ADD E: ::$03

CT H:A
ANII A ::$ 01"" 0
:SUB A ::'1:50
E:MI DT
ADD B ::'1:3(.

DT STA E: Hr-iIlTHD

AS:L
POL
POL
POL

I_SE:TEM
~1'SE:TEt'1
UrHTEN
HtiDTHD

Il~;<
Bt-1t 1::E':Itl

DUt'1t'l'lSTATEMan FO~: T H1E DELF!'r'
CmWAF'ATOF.' TEST

•••••••••••••••••
• E:IMAPY TO BCD •
• C~NVEF.'TEP ••••••••••••••••••
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181.000 •
182.000 •
183.000
184.000
185.000
1'3E,. 000
187.000
188.000
189.000
190.000
191.000
1'32.000
1'3:3.000
194.000
195.000
196.000
197.000
1'38.000
1'3'3.000
200.000
201.000
202.000
203.000
204.000
20':,.000
206.000
207.000
20:::.000
20'3.000
210.000
211.000
212.000
213.000
214.000
215.000
216.000
217.000
21:;::.000
21'3.000
220.000
221.000
222.000
22:;::.000
224.000
225.000
22':.. 000
227.000
22:::.000
229.000
230.000
231.000
232.000
2::::::::.000
234.000
235.000
230:,.000
2:37.000
238.000
23'3.000
240.000

LDA
AND
:SUE:
E:HI

A HtlDTHII
A ::$20
A ::$10
OVRNGE

•
BRA BCD

POLRY1 BRA POLARY
OVRNGI BRA OVRNGE
•••••••
BeIl LIlA 8 UNTTEN

Atlf\ A :::1,OF
STA Fi I NIlE;'·:+ 1
LII>( I tiDE:,;
LIlA A 0,:":
STA Fi PIA1AII
LDA R UtHTEN
L:~:F: A
LSR rl
L:::R R
L~:F: A
STA A I tHiE',,;+ 1
LD:o< I NIIE:x:
L.I1A A 0, :,<
:::TA A PI A2AII
LIlA t'{ HtHiTHII
At'Hi A ::'l:OF
::;TA A HHiE:'<+1
LII'x: I t'HiE;,':
LIlA A 0,:''';
::TA A PI A2BII
LIlA A HtHiTHII
At-Hi H ::$10
:SUB A ::'1;1 0
E:LT END1
LIlA A ::$:::0
ADI' A PI 82BII
':;TA A F'IFi2BII

END1 Jt'1P CYCLE 1
•
OVRNGE LIlA A ~$1C

:~:TA A PIAlE:I1
LIlA A ::$F3
:;TA A PIAIAD
:;TA R PI A2AII
::;TA A PIA2E:It
Jt'1P C.•..CLE

•
POLARY LIIX ~$0100
BR I1E;":

BtiE 'E:R
LIlA A PIAIE,::
C0t'1 A

••••••••••••••••••••
• BCD TO 7 SEGMENT •
• COMVEPTER •••••••••••••••••••••



241.000
242.000
24:3.000
244.000
245.000
246.000
247.000
248.000
24'3.000
250.1)00
251.000
252.000

AND A :;$08
ADD A :;$34
STA A PIA1I<C
.JMP RES:TA!"

••••ORG
FCB
EI"lD
MON

LOOK-UP TABLE FOR BCD TO
Cat·i'· ..•E!':::; I ON

$OCOO
$7E,$30,$6D,$79,$:33,$5B,$5F,$70,$7F,$73

-, U -,b u LJ
P80/PAO G S-ement
P81/PAl F S•••ment
PB2/PA2 E Segment
P83/PA3 o Segment

PIo6.280 PIA280 PlA2AO PlAt AD
PB4,PA4 C Segment
PHS/PA5 B Segment
PB6/PA6 A 5.,m.nt
P87/PA7 Yo Digit (PIA280 onlyl

MPU/PIA System

B
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4Y,-Digil Dual Ramp Prognm

The microprocessor software for a 4\-i-digit dual ramp
AID is shown in Figure 19. This program in an extension
of the 3\-i·digit AID just discussed and has a full scale
input voltage of 1.9999 volts. Due to the addition of the
extra digit, a fourth PIA port for the 7-segment display
is required. The PIA port configuration used for ramp
control, comparator, etc. is identical to that used in the
31>·digitAID.

The addition of the extra digit also implies a longer
ramp up time period which is produced by increasing the
initialization of the index register in line lIS. This longer
ramp up time period also requires the change of the extra
count subtraction statements of lines 137 and 138 to

1. 000 t-iAt~
2.000 Or'T
:::.000•
4.000 •
5.000 •
6.000 •
7.000 •
:::.000 •
':<.000.

10.000 •
11.000.
12.000 •
1:::.000 •
14.000.
15.000 •
16.000 •
17.000 •
1,::.000 •
1':<.000.
20.000 •
21.0flO •
2c: .. (I (I •

23.01(1 •
24.0 (, •
25.0 (I •

26.0 (I •

27 ..0 (I •
2::: .. (I (I •

29 ..0uO •
:::0.000 •
:::1 .00 (; •
';:::.000•
::::::.000•
-:::4.000•
::::C:•.. 000 •
~:.:. .. (1(10 •

37.(10(1 •
::::::.000•
:::'?OOO •
41).0(' 0 •
41.0'-'('•
42.01.10.
4:::.000 •
44.000 •
45.000

maintain the extra COURt subtraction of 10% ramp Up
time. Also, the longer ramp Up time period will require a
larger integration capacitor to prevent saturation of the
Me 1405 integrator. This is of course, assuming the same
MPU clock frequency, The remainder of the AID external
hardware is unchanged except for the addition of the
fourth full digital display. Figure 18a can be used for the
41>-digit AID without modification, and Figure 18b can
be used with only the addition of another digit.

The software for the binary-to-BCD converter remains
the same for the 41>-digit AID since it is capable of han-
dling up to 16 bits, The conversion routine for BCD-to-7
segment code must be modified to handle the extra digit
although the same basic technique is retained,

DI,.I8:::0
t'1n1

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
• 4 1-2 DIGIT A~D •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

TH ~ CONVERTER USES A MC1405 IN CO~JUNCTIDN birTH THE
Me 800 MFU TO PRODUCE A 4 1 2 DIGIT 8~U. TrlE
DU L RAMP METHOD OF AD CONVE~SION IS USED.

CYCLE SWITCH -LOCATED AT PIAIED (~Bl)
CO~PARATOP - LOC~TED AT PIAIBD (PB7)

RAMP CONTPOL- LOCATED
CCNVERSION ~INISHED -
OVERRANGE - LOCATED
~OLARITY - LOCATED
,·:E(:;t'1E~lTDUTPI.lT

TEt'E - PIA2BD
~~~DREDS - PIA3AD
T~QUSAND? - PIA3BD
TENS OF THOUSANDS O~

AT PIA1E:D 0: lO't-O)

LOCATED AT PIA3BD
AT PIAIE:D fPE:2'
AT PIAIBD .t='B':"

rH~ ANALOG INPUT COR THE MC14f15 ~U
1-1A<:I'~UI'1'''HIU:: THE AUTO;:'OL~'"In- 'JUT
t-iFf,'t:E 'J:ED TO TDGGLE A F.'ELA..•.' TO P
INPUT C~PAtILITY FOR THE A'D

T i-lHVE A ',,.'OLT
UT I='RO~1 T E t',pu
0',,.'IDE tH::'::;TI '·...E



46.000
47.000
48.000
4'3.000
50.000
51.000
52.000
5:3.000
54,000
55.000
56.000
57.000
58.000
59.000
60.000
61.000
62.000
63.000
64.000
65.000
66.000
67.000
6:::.000
6;".000
70.000
71.000
72.000 •
73.000 •
74.000 •
75.000 •
76.000 ORG
77.000 CLR
7:::.000 ClR
7';'.000 CLR
:30.000 CLR
:31. 000 CLF~
32.000 LDA
:::3. 000 'S:TA
:::4.000 LIlA
:::5.000 'S:TA
:::"',.OOOSTA
:::7.000 'S:TA
::::::• 000 'STA
:::';"• 0 0 0 LDA
':"0.000 STA
91.000STA
':"2.000 :S:TA
':":::.000 :STA
':"4.000::TA
95.000 •
96.000 LDA A ~$OC
:"7.000 STA A INDEX
9:::.000 •
':"'::0.000 •

100.000 •
101.000 •
102.000 •
103.000
104.000
105.000

MSB RMB 1
LSB R~lB 1
I NDE>( Pi'll: 2
MSBTl'::M RMl: 1
LSBTEM R~lB 1
•••

ORG $0010
UNTTEN RMB
HNDTHD RMB
TENTSD RMB
••

OPG '~4006
PIAlBD "'ME
PIAlBC RMB
PIA2AD ":MB
PIA2AC F:MB
PIA2BD ":I'1B
PIA2BC RMB

01"(, :NOI0
PIA3AD RMl:
PIA3AC R~1l:
PIFr3l:D RME:
F'IA3BC PME:

:l:OAOO
F'IAIBC
PI"'t2AC
PIP2E:C
FIA3AC
PIA:::EC
A :::l:4D
A PIAIBD
A :::l:O!='F
A F'IA2Al)
A PIA;:'BII
A PIA3AD
A P IA3I:I:
A ::'1:34
Ft PIAnC
Ft F'I A2A'S
A PIA2I:C
A PIA::AC
Ft F' IA:;BC

ASIDE,
ASIDE,
l: SIDE.,
B :SI DE,

IDE.
IDE,
IDE:.
IDE,
IDE.
IDE,

DATA REGISTER
CONTROL REGISTER
DATA PE6ISTER
CO~TRDL REGISTER
DATA RE6IS:TER
cmn":OL REGISTER

DATA F'E6I STEP
COTHPOL "'EG I STER
DATA REGISTER
CDtHROL PEGISTER

II
FIRST TWO HE~ DIGITS O~ LOOK-UP

TAE:LE A[IIIF'E SS:E.S
••••••••••••••••
• BA'S: J ':: A.···[I •
••••••••••••••••

DA "'t ::'i. 04
TA A F'IAIRD RC HIGH

S ~"T _DR R F'IAIBD COM~ARATOP TEST



EI

106.000 8MI START
107.000 CYClEl lDA ~ =14
108.000 STA A PIAIED CONVERSION READY AND PC HIGH
109.000 •
110.000 •
111.000 • CYCLE TEST
112.000 CYCLE LDA A PIAIED
113.000 AND A 0$02
114.000 EEQ CYCLE
115.000 RESTART LD:x:~:'lAE2I) INIT IAL IZAT ION FOR RAMP UP
116.000 • TI~ING
117.000 CLR PIAltD RESET OVEPRANGE, CONVERSION FINISHED 8ND SET PC LOW
118.000 COMP LDA A PIAIED COMPARATOR TESJ
119.000 EPL COMP
120.000 • RAMP UP TIMING CYCLE
121.000 RAMP UP LDA B 0104
122.000 DE:'';
123.000 ENE PAMPUP
124.000 •
125.000 • RAMP DO~~ TIMING CYCLE
126.000 •
12i'.000 •
128.000 RAMPDN STA B FIAIBD PC HIGH
12''''.000 IN:x:
1:30.000 CP:x:~:\)IIU\) DUt'H'W·S:TATE~1Ern
1:31.000 LDA A ?IAIBD COMPARATOR TEST
132.000 BMI RAMPDN
13::.000 •
134.000 • EXTRA COUNT SUBTRACTION
135.000 STX ~SB
136.000 STX MSBTEM
137.000 LDA A MSB
13:3.000 SUI: A ::'1:04 E:'<TRACOUt·n:UI:TP'ACT ION
139.000 B~I POLRYI °DLARITY TEST
140.000 STA A MSB
141.000 STA A MSBTEM
142.000 •
143.000 •
144.000 •
145.000 • • ••••••••••••••••
146.000 • • BIN~RY TO BCD.
147.000 • • CONVERTER •
148.000 • •••••••••••••••••
14''''.000.
150.000 eLF 0NTTEN
151.000 eLF HNDTHD
152.000 CLR TENTSD
153.000 LDX 010010
154.000 BEGIN LDA A I.ItHTHI
155.000 TAB
156.000 AND A =$O~
157.000 SUI: A ~:$05
158.000 BMI AT
159.000 ADD B 0$03
160.000 AT TBA
161.000 AND A olOFO
162.000 SUB A =$50
lE,3.00U BMI BT
164.000 ADD B 0$30
·165.000 BT STA B UNTTEN



166.000 •
167.000 LDA A HNDTHD
168.000 TAB
169.000 AND A o$OF
170.000 SUB A 0$05
171.000 BMI CT
172.000 ADD B 0$03
173.000 CT TEA
174.000 AND A o$OFO
175.000 SUB A 0$50
176.000 BMI DT
177.000 ADD B 0$30
178.000 DT STA B HNDTHD
179.000 •
180.000
181.000
182.000
183.000
184.000
185.000
186.000 •
187.000 •
188.000 A"SL
189.000 POL
190.000 POL
191.000 POL
192.000 !"OL
19:3.000 DD<
194.000 BNE BEGIN
1'35.000
1'36.000
197.000
1'32. ,jOO
199.000 •
200.000 POLPYI BRA POLARY
201.000 +
202.000 •
20:;:.(1)0+
204.000 •
205.000 BCD L~A A UNTTEN
206.000 AND A oSOF
207.000 STA A INDEX.l
208.000 LDX INDEX
209.000 LDA A O,X
210.000 STA A PIA2AD
211.000 LDA A UNTTEN
212.000 L:S:!"A
213.000 LSR A
214.000 LSP A
215.000 L:S:F.:A
216.000 STA A INDEX.l
217.000 LDX INDEX
218.000 LDA A O,X
219.000 STA A PIA2BD
220.000 LDA"~ ~NDTHD
221.000 qND A =$OF
222.000 STA A INDEX.l
223.000 LDX INDEX
224.000 LDA A O~X
225.000 STA A PIR?AD

LDA A TENTSI'
TAB
SUB A ::$05
BMI ET
ADD B ::$03

ET STA B TEIiTSII

L"SBTEM
t'EI:TEM
UtHTEIi
HtlDTHD
TEtHSII

•
B~'A I:CII

OVPt"1G 1 I:PA
BPA BCD

BF.'ANCHPAT'::H
•••• +.+ ••• + •• + ••••• +
+ BCD TO 7 SEGMENT •
• CONVEPTER •
+ •••••••• + •• + •••••••

II



II

226.000 LDA A HNDTHD
227.000 LSR A
228.000 LSR A
229.000 LSR A
230.000 LSR A
231.000 STA A INDEX+1
232.000 LDX INDEX
233.000 LDA ~ O,X
234.000 STA A PIA3BD
235.000 LDA A TENTSD
236.000 SUB A US01
237.000 BLT EI'ID
238.000 LDA A u$80
239.000 ADD A PIA3BD
240.000 STA A PIA3BD
241.000 END JMP CYCLE1
242.000 •
243.000 OVRNGE LDA A uSOD OVERRANGE,RC HIGH, CON F
244.000 ST~ A PIA1ED
245.000 LDA A u$F3
246.000 STA A PIA2AD
247.000 STA A PIA2BD
248.000 STA A PIA3AD
249.000 ~TA A PIA3ED
250.000 JMP CYCLE
251.000 •
252.000 •
253.000 POLARY LDX =$0100
254.000 ER DE:>(
255.000 ENE ER
256.000 LDA A PIA1EC
257.000 COM A
258.000 AND A =$08
259.000 ADD A =$34
260.000 STA A PIA1BC
261.000 JMP RESTAP
262.000 •
263.000 •
264.000 •
265.000 ORG $OCOO
266.000 FCE $7E, $3 0,$;:.[1di7'3,$:33d;-'51J,'f;5F,1;70,'f;7F,'I;73
267.000 ENII
268.000 MON



SUMMARY
Many MPU systems require analog information. which

necessitates the use of an AID converter in the micro-
processor design. This note has presented two popular
AID techniques used in conjunction with the M6800
microprocessor system. These techniques, successive
approximation and dual ramp, were shown using the
MPU as the digital control element for the AID system.
This required dedication of the MPU to the AID function
during the conversion. Also shown were systems using
the MPU to control the flow of data from an external AID
allowing the MPU to perform other tasks during the
conversion.

The variety of programs presen led allow the designer
to make a selection based upon hardware cost, conver·
sion speed, memory locations and interrupt capability.
Although the AID programs shown here are complete
designs, they are general designs and may be tailored
to fit each individual application. Also a variety of digital
outputs are available including binary, BCD, and
7-segment. In conjunction with the BCD output a l6-bit
binary to BCD conversion routine is presented in
Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A
MPU INSTRUCTIONS

ADO"'SSI.C 1iII10n

I_fo DllllEeT I.OEX uuo ...,UfD (All rttittw WlIh • 4 3 Z I •
OPERATIONS MllIIU'OJUC O. - " O. - " •• - " O• - .O. - . ,.tlft.CU •••t,' H I

• Z
V C

Add ADOA 88 , , 98 J , A8 8 , 88 4 J At M-A I ·I I I I
AooB C8 , , 08 J , E8 8 , F8 4 J 8 t M-8 I ·I I I I

Add Acmllu A'A 18 , I A. B ....•A I ·I I I I

Add wITh c..uy ADCA 89 , , 99 J , A9 8 , 89 • J ~.".C-A I
• I

I I I

AOCB C9 , , 09 J , " • , F9 , J 8+"·C-8 I ·I I I I

"". ANDA •• 2 2 •• J 2 A4 • 2 84 4 J A· M-A ·.I I • ·"NOB CO 2 2 O' J 2 E4 • 2 " • J B'M-B ··I I • ·811 TUl BITA 8. 2 2 98 J 2 A8 • 2 8. 4 J A-M ··I I • ·8ITS C. 2 2 08 J 2 E8 8 2 " 4 J 8 - M ··I I • •
C•••• Ct. •• 1 2 " , 3 00 -M ··• S • •

ClRA " 2 I OO-A ·.• S • •
ClMS " 2 I 00 -8 ·.• S • •

Co",par, eM'A 81 2 2 91 J 2 AI 8 2 81 • J A-M ·.I I I I
(MPB CI 2 2 01 J 2 EI 8 2 " • J 8-M ·.I I I I

tompaft Aemltf' C8A 11 2 I A-8 ·.I I I I
Co,.p!'lMnl, I', COM " 1 2 13 , J M-M ·.I I • S

tDMA ., 2 I ~-A ·.I I • S

COMB 83 2 I 8 -8 ·.I I • S

ComplIment 2', NEG 60 1 2 1. , J OO-M-" ·.I I

1"'911') NEG" 40 2 I O6-"'-A ·.I I

NEGB 80 2 I 00 - 8-8 ·.I I
D.tIInal Adlust. A OAA 19 2 I ConwrlS Binary Add. of 8 CO ChH.c1tn ·.I I I

Into BCD f olma1

D,U.IMnt OEC 'A 1 2 lA , 3 M-l-M ·.I I 4 ·DECA 'A 2 1 A - I-A ·.I I • ·DECe SA 2 1 8-1-8 ·.I I ,·hclull'." OR EORA 88 2 2 98 3 2 A8 8 2 88 4 3 AeM-A ·.I I • •
EORB C8 2 2 08 J 2 E8 8 2 F8 • 3 80M-8 ·.I

IfIn(.flmenl INe " 1 2 It , 3 »·I-M ·.I I •
INCA " 2 1 A .1-A ·.I I •
INCB 8C 2 1 Bd-8 ·.I I •

lOld "'emh, LOAA " 2 2 " J 2 A' 8 2 " 4 3 M-A ·.I I • •
lDAS " 2 2 0' J 2 E' 8 2 " , J M -8 ·.I I • •

0, tnclUII"" DRAA 8A 2 2 9A 3 2 AA 8 2 8A • J AtM-A ·.I I ·.DRAB eA 2 2 OA 3 2 EA 8 2 FA 4 3 B +M-8 ·.I I • ·Pulh Oall PSHA J6 , 1 A-MSp.SP-l-SP o • ·.·.
PSH8 31 • 1 8 ..• MSp, SP - 1 ..• SP ·.·.·.

f\lll Daul PULA 32 • 1 SP .• 1 -Sf', IISp- A ·.·.·.
PUlS 33 4 1 SP t l-SP, liSp ..•.B ·.·.·.

Roilif lfll .Ol " 1 1 19 , J ~} CD - D:IIJII];J ·.I I I
ROlA •• 2 1 ·.I I I
ROlB •• 2 1 B C b1 - be ·.I I I

ROlllr Rt",t RD. " 1 2 " , J

~} CO - a:o::rn:r:;::J ·.I I I
RORA •• 2 I ·.I I I
ROAB 56 2 1 8 C b1 - blI ·.I I I

Stllil lffl, Anlhmtlle ASl '8 1 2 18 , J :} - ·.I I I
ASlA '8 2 1 0·- =-0 ·.I I I
AStB •• 2 1 C b1 blI ·.I I I

Stllft R'thl, Afltf'llnflle AS. " 1 2 11 , 3

~}CkTI= - 0
·.I I I

ASRA " 2 1 ·.I I I
ASRB 81 2 1 B ,1 bO C ·.I I I

Stllfl R,gtll, lo.e lS. •• 1 2 " , 3 :} - ·.• I I
lSRA •• 2 1 o-m-o ·.• I I• lSRB •• 2 I ., blI C ·.• I I

SHufAemllr SUA 91 • 2 Al , 2 81 8 J A-M ·.I I • ·STAB 01 • 2 E1 , 2 " 8 J 8-M ·.I I • ·s...blrKI SU8A 80 2 2 90 J 2 AO 8 2 80 • J A-II-A ·.I I I I
SUBB CO 2 2 00 3 2 EO 8 2 fO 4 J B-II ..•.8 ·.I I I I

Sublu(I Aemll" S8A 10 2 I A-B-A ·.I I I I
Sublt .• Ilh tlffY 5BCA 82 2 2 92 3 2 A2 8 2 82 , J A-M-C-A ·.I I I I

58C8 C2 2 2 02 J 2 E1 8 2 F2 • J 8-M-C-B ·.I I I I
T,.nsltr Aemlln TA8 " 2 I A -8 ·.I I • •

18A 11 2 I 8-A ·.I I • •
Test, ltro or IIlnus TST '0 1 2 10 , J M - 00 ·.I I • •T5TA 40 2 I A-DO ·.I I • •T5T8 80 2 I B - 00 ·.I I • •

H I
• Z

V C

Ul;EIO:

0' Optl'lllon eo. (t+uadltwnat),
Nu •••• f of IIPU C,eln,

Numbef 01 ".am 8,1";
Atlthmtlle Ph,,;
Atiltu",',( M,ntn.;
Bool.n AND;

Msr Cont_".f 1M"'" lOUllonpotnt" to be 5tK" Po,nt..-:

.•. Boo!t'ln IneluSlwe OR;
o 800tlln Exelu$lwt OR,
II Compliment of II,

lfand..-Into,
OBit & ltfo;
00 8yte· lifO,

H Hall·taffy hombl' J;
I InltffU911M.

N ••••• ', •• lytnb'l)
2 2"0 (byte)
V O¥lfflow, 2's eom,..,....t
C t.rytrombtll
R A•• t Atwe,.S St,A,-,.
I l"tand "f "ltue. d_td ot__ •

NoIA"_t'"



_ED DIRECT 'IOEX EUIO IMPLIED S 4 1 2 , 0

POIITUIOPERATIOIS ".UIOIlIC D' - • D' - • D' - # D' - • D' - • IOOlUI/AfUTHMETIC QHRATION H I • I V e

ea"..,.lntMI R•• erx ae 1 1 ge • 2 Ae 6 2 ae , 1 XH - M. Xl - 'M.1I • .(j) S I 0

OKfI""nt In_. A" DEX 09 • I X-I-X o •• I
• 0

Dta.mtnl StKk Pn. DES 14 • , SP - I -SP t,'! ··.o • .
lner'".."t In*. R" ,.. oa • , X" 1'" X -It .... ·o • I ·.
InU'mlnl St.:k Pnl, INS 11 • I SP •. 1-5P ·• • 0

o •

l.o.cIln •• R•• LDX eE 1 1 DE • 2 H 6 2 FE , 1 M'" XH.IM •. 11'" Xl ·• (1) I o •
loM$I.""'tr LDS aE 1 1 IE • 2 AE 6 2. aE , 1 M-SPH. 1M •. lI-SPl ·0(1) I 0 0

$101',1*_ R•• STX DF , 2 EF I 2 FF 6 1 XH-M. Xl-1M •. 11 ·• (I) I 0 0

$l0f. SlICk Pntt STS IF , 2 AF I 2 IF 6 1 SPH-M.SPt-tM+ 11 0 o® I 0 0

Inb RII ...•StICk Pnlf TXS l' • I x-I-Sf 0
• 0 • ·0

StICk 'nlf -Ind •. R" TSX 10 • I SP •. I'" X ·...·0

RUATIVE IIOEX UlNa IM'lIED , • 1 2 1 0

OPERATIONS ••• EMoI'C D' - • D' - # D' - • D' - # IRANCH TEST H I • I V e
8flllchNMys aOA 20 4 2 Nont 0 0 0 0 ··Sf.."", II tiff, o. aee 14 • 2 e - 0 0 0 · 0 0 0

BrMeh II c.ry Stt acs 2' • 2 e" I 0 0 0 0 ··."",h It· Z.ro aEa II • 2 z" 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Brtneh If;" Z"a aGE 2e • 2 N(!lV-O 0 · 0 0 ··.anch U>ZtfO aGT 2E • 2 Z •. 1M <i VI· 0 · 0 0 · 0 0

Brlf'lChltHipr aH' II • 2 c+z·o 0 0 0 0 0 0

Branch It <z.o aLE IF • 2 z •. IN G) VI- 1 0, 0 0 0 0 ·. It.neh If lowtf Or SI,. aLS lJ • 2 C •. Z •• 1 .1 • ·· 0 0

IBnch It <Zero IlT 2D • 2 N(£l V-1 ······Branch It Mu,,,, "" II • 2 N" 1 ·· 0 0 0 0

Br'nch If Not Eqlllll bJa aNE 16 • 2 2" 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·Il'lM(h It Owrflow a.. ave II • 2 v-o 0 · 0 · 0 ·Br.neh If Overflow St1 avs 19 • 2 V- I 0 · 0 0 0 ·Btltl(hlfAus B'L lA • 2 N-o · 0 0 0 0 0

Br.neh To Subroutuw BSO aD a 2 } 0 0 0 ···Jvm. JM' 6E • 2 IE 1 J s.e $pl<l.1 OPfi.t1ons · 0 0 0 0 0

Jump To Subrout". JSO AD a 2 BD 9 1 0 ···· 0

No O,...hon ND' 02 2 1 Adv.nus Prot. en" Only ..... 0

Rft",n From Inl,"up! OTI 1B 10 , --@--
Rllurn From Subroullnl OTS J9 5 I

} ·1 ·>1·1, ·1 .,.Soh ••.• Inl,"up! $WI 1F 11 I s.. Sp.tlll O.,.,.tlons ......
WIIit tor Inhn'upl WAr JE , , ~I@ • '~i 0 •

onRATIOIS
a..c..,
01. Int.rupt ••••a... O_f1ow

Sel elfry
$It Inllrrupt Milk
Set Owrtlow

"emltr A - eeR
eeR - Aemltr A

•• IEMOIIC

ele
ClI
elV
see
SEI
SEV
TA'
T'A

COlO. CODE REG.

~ '4121 a
0' - # IOOUAIOPERATlOI H I I Z V C

OC 2 1 0- C ••••• R
OE 2 1 0 -I • R • • • •
OA 2 1 o-v • • • • 'I •
00 2 I I-C •• • • • $
Of21 I-I .S ••••
08 2 1 l-V •••• S •
06 2 1 A~eeo ---@---
OJ 2' eeo -A 0 I 0 I 0'. I 0/ 0

(BII Sit jf tnt is nu. Il"Idct•••. td oth.nwi.1
Tnt. RMI" IOIX!OOOO'
Tnt: Rnult •. OOOOOOOO'
Test: OKIIMI .•••Iue of molt " ••.••Iiant BCD DIIf.,,« .a.llf thIn nina?INot d •• td II pl"ro'1oully .1.1
Talt: OPtrand •• 0oooooס1 prior 10 uKution?
T.st: Oper.nd •. 01111111 prtor 10 .utution'
Tnt: StI~" to rnult 01 N@C.ft" stutt his oecuntd.
T.It: $Itn bit 01 mosl sigrlltianllMSI byte" 11
T,st: 2'1 compi.fMnt oVllf1'lowhom subtraction of MS bytes'
Tnt· RfluIllta thin mo'I811 15 •. 11
Ut.d Co"J~iiCJft eodl Rt,utts" Ir~m $ud. (SM $pee'" OPff.llons)
$11 whln inttn"ulU otCUI1. II pr,vlously ai, I Non ••• ~Ibia Inl.fup! IS r'Qulttd to 'Jut the 'Mlt sut •.
$11 litcordi", to the cont,nts of AccumulltOf A.



APPENDIX B

BINARY-lO-BCD CONVERSION

A standard technique for binary-to-BCD conversion is
that of the Add 3 algorithm. Figures BI and B2 show a
flow diagram and example of this algorithm. The tech-
nique requires a register containing the N-bit binary
number and enough 4-bit BCD registers to contain the
maximum equivalent BCD number for the initial binary
number. The conversion starts by checking each BCD
register for a value of 5 or greater. If this condition
exists in one or all of these registers (initially this con-
dition cannot exist), then a 3 is added to those registers
where this condition exists. Next the registers are shifted
left with the carry out of the previous register being the
carry in to the next register. Again each BCD register is
checked for values of 5 or greater. This sequence con-
tinues until the registers have been shifted N times, where
N is the number of bits in the initial binary word. The
BCD registers then contain the resulting BCD equivalent
to the initial binary word. The example in Figure B2
starts with an 8-bit binary word consisting of all "I's."
This word is converted to the BCD equivalent of 255 by
this technique. After 8 shifts the last binary bit has been
shifted out of the binary register and the hundreds, tens,
and units registers contain a 255.

Figure B3 shows an MC6800 software routine for per-
forming this technique of binary to BCD conversion.
The initial binary number is a 16-bit number and occupies
memory locations MSB and LSB; this binary number is
converted to the eqUivalent BCD number in memory
locations TENTSD, HNDTHD and UNTTEN. Each of
these memory locations contains two BCD digits. Eighty-
three memory locations are required for program storage
with a maximum conversion taking 1.8 ms.

H~dr.dI T_. Unitt I·Bit B",.ry

11111111, 1111'", ,
""", , , 11111, 0 , 0 11111, 0 , 0 , ,,,,, , 0 0 0 1111, , 0 0 0 , '", , 0 0 • , ,
", 0 0 , 0 0 , ,
", 0 0 , 0 0 , , , ,, 0 0 , 0 , • , • ,, • • , • , • , • ,

NAM DI,.IA21
OPT MEM

1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
';1.000

10.000
11.000
12.0uO
13.000
14.000
15.000
10:..000
1<'.(:00
18.000
1'3.000
20.(,100
21.001J
22.000
23.000 •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •
• B HlHr":'( TO !:leD cOtiVERS lOti •
• ADD 3 ALGORITHM •
• 16 Bll •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

O,":G (I

f'EB Fi:t1B
LSB ,.'~rB

ltiITIAL BINARY tiUM~ER
MOSl SIGNIFICANT 8 BIT~
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24.000 ORG SOFOO ••BE6INNING OF PROGRAM ••
25.000 CLR UNTTEN
26.000 CLR HNDTHD
27.000 CLR TENTSD
28.000 LDX ;~S0010
29.000 BEGIN LDA A UNTTEN UNITS CDMPARISON
:30.000 TAB
31.000 AND A ~SOF
32.000 SUB A ~$05
33.000 BMI AT
34.000 ADD B ~$03
35.000 AT TBA TEhS COMPARISGN
36.000 AND A ::$OF0
37.000 SUB A ~i50
38.000 EMI BT
39.000 ADD B ~i30
40.000 BT STA B UNTTEN
41.000 •
42.000 LDA A HNDTHD HUNDREDS COMPARISON
43.000 TAB
44.000 AND A uSOF
45.000 ~UB A ui05
46.000 BMI CT
47.000 ADD B ui03
48.000 CT TEA
49.000 AND R uiOFO
50.000 SUB A =$50
:.1.000 11'1I DT
52.000 ADD B U$30
53.000 DT STA B HNDTHD
54.000 •
55.000
56.000
57.00u
58.000
5';'.000
60.00l,
61.000
62.00.)
63.000
64.0('0
65.000
66.000
67.000
68.000
69.000
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71.000
72.0('0
73.000
74.000
75.1I00
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Application Note

AUTORANGING DIGITAL MULTIMETER
USING THE MCl4433 CMOS AID

CONVERTER

This application note describes an
autorange digital multi meter using the
MC14433. The multimeter includes ac
and dc voltage ranges from 200 mV to
200 V, ac and dc current from 2 mA to
2 A full scale, and resistance ranges from
2 kn to 2 Mn full scale.



AUTORANGING DIGITAL MULTIMETER USING
THE MCl4439 CMOS AID CONVERTER

This article describes-. 11ft . autorange digital multimeter
using the MCI4433. The multimeter includes ac and de
voltage ranges from 200 mV to 200 V, ac and de current
from 2 mA to 2 A full scale, and resistance ranges from
2 kil to 2 Mil full scale. The MCI4433 DVM chip used
provides a 3-1/2-digit AID converter with autopolarity,
autozero and a high input impedance. The chip has over-
range and underrange information available to simplify
the design of the autoranging meter. Only two input
jacks are required for all ranges and functions, eliminating
the need for changing leads on the instrument when
changing ranges or functions. Although only four ranges
are provided for each function, the technique used may be
expanded to more ranges if desired.

Range sWitching is done with the use of mechanical re-
lays. The relays may be replaced with solid-state analog
switches; however it was felt that the mechanical relays
would provide a higher degree of reliability due to the high
voltage and currents being measured with the multimeter.

MCI4433 AID CONVERTER

The MCI4433 is a single-chip 3-1/2-digit AID converter
using a modified dual ramp technique of AID conversion.
Housed in a 24-pin package, it features autopolarity, auto-
zero and a high input impedance. Figure I shows the pin
diagram of the MCI4433.

23 }
22 Multlpl.xed
21 BCD Outputs

20

QffMt Corr.ctlon

C.pachor

Dlspley Upd.t.

,.}
18 Die" Select
17 OUtput.,.

The output of the MCI4433 is 3-1/2-digit multiplexed
BCD with the MSD containing not only the half digit but
also the polarity of the input, overrange and underrange
information. Figure 2 shows the decoding for the MSD.
The digit selects for the multiplexed BCD have interdigit
blanking to ensure correct BCD data during the time that
the digit select is true.

The converter is ratiometric and requires an external

Coded Condition \ BCD to 7 S~m.nt
olMSD 030201 ao Decoding

+0 1 1 1 0 Blank
-0 1 0 1 0 Blank
+OUA 1 1 1 1 Blank
-OUA 1 0 1 1 Blank
+1 0 1 0 0 4-,} Hook up
-1 0 0 0 0 0-1 only seg b
+loA 0 1 1 1 7 -1 and c to
-lOA 0 0 1 1 3-' MSD

Notes lor Truth Tabl.
03 - % digit, low lor "1". high for "0"
02 - Polarity: "1":: positive, "0" .= negative
00 - Out of range condition exists If 00 .•• 1. When used in

conjunction with Q3 the type of out of range condition
is indicated. i .•.• 03 = 0 - oA or 03 = 1 - VA.

reference voltage. This voltage is 2.000 volts for the
1.999 volt range and 200 mV for the 199.9 mV full scale
input. Both the unknown and reference inputs and analog
ground are high-impedance inputs. External components
required are two resistors and two capacitors.

The MCI4433 has an End of Conversion (EOC) pin for
indicating the end of one conversion and the start of the
next conversion by a positive pulse 1/2 clock period long.
The device also contains a display update pin which allows
the data to be strobed into the output latches. If at least
one positive edge is received prior to the ramp down
cycle, new data is strobed to the display. Normally this
pin is tied to EOC to allow a data update each conversion
cycle.

The MCI4433 requires two power supplies. The total
voltage must not exceed 18 volts. Pin 13 is the reference
level for the output of the MC 14433. If this pin is tied to
o volts, the BCD output, digit selects and EOC will swing
from 0 volts to VDD' If, however, pin 13 is tied to VEE,
the output swing will be from VEE to VDD'

The clock for the MCI4433 is internal to the chip, re-
quiring only a single external resistor to set the frequency.
An external clock may be used by driving pin 10. The
total conversion time for the MCI4433 is approximately
16400 clock periods. This conversion time includes the
autozero cycle and the unknown input measurement cycle.

EJ
AUTORANGING CIRCUITRY

Figure 3 shows the autoranging DMM. The heart of
the auto ranging circuitry is an MC 14035B CMOS shift
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register which can be configured to shift either right or
left. The direction of the shift is dependent upon whether
an overrange or underrange signal is received at the end of
each conversion. If the meter is in range, no shift signal
is received. For an 'overrange condition, a high level is
clocked to the right, and for an underrange condition
the high level is clocked to the left (see Figure 4). The
Exclusive OR gates decode the shift register output to
produce only one output high. This output is used to
turn on the corresponding range relays.

ao al a2 a3

0 0 0
1 0 0 Not

1 1 0 Used

1 1 1

If at the end of the next conversion the MC 14433 is
still either overrange or underrange, the shift register
receives another clock pulse and thus the next range is
selected. When an extreme overrange or underrange
condition occurs the register is filled with all "ones" or
all "zeros" which selects continuously either the highest
or lowest range. Input voltages that exceed 200 volts as
well as complete overrange conditions for the other func-
tions cause the display to blink on and off. This feature
is provided by the second half of the MCl40l3 flip-flop.
The blinking rate is at half the conversion rate.

Figure 5 describes the functional operation for each
range and function for the multimeter. The 2-volt refer-
ence is used for the ohms function, which means that 2
volts are developed across the unknown resistors at full
scale. All current ranges use the 200-mY reference, while
for voltage both the 200-m Y and the 2-volt reference
are used.

MC14066B transmission gates are used to switch be-
tween the 2-volt reference and the 200-mY reference. A
transmission gate is also used to reduce the integrator
resistor for the 200-mY range. In the current mode,
transmission gates are used to switch the input of the
MC 14433 to the appropriate current-measuring resistor.
This is necessary to eliminate the problem of measuring
the voltage across the contact resistance of the function
switch and relays in addition to the voltage across the
current resistor. MR50 I rectifiers are placed across the
current resistors to limit the power dissipation during
overrange conditions.

A ±6-volt power supply is used for the multimeter,
with the logic sections referenced to the -6-volt level.
This power supply is shown in Figure 6 and uses the
MC7806 and MC7906 three-terminal regulators.

1000 IlF

+~

1000 IlF

~

Voltoge Current R.ist.nce
Roloy Rot Function R.istor Rot Function Me.sur.ment Rot Function Current

Roneo dp UIOd Disploy Divider RonllO dp UIOd Disploy Resistor RonllO dp UIOd Disploy Source

Rl 200mV 199.9 200 mV mV 1:1 2mA 1.999 200mV mA lOOn 2kn 1.999 2V kn 1 mA

R2 2V 1.999 2V V 1:1 20mA 19.99 200 mV mA Ion 20 kn 19.99 2V kn loollA

R3 20V 19.99 2V V 10:1 200mA 199.9 200 mV mA 1 n 200 kn 199.9 2V kn 10llA

R4 200 V 199.9 2V V 100:1 2A 1.999 200mV A 0.1 n 2000 kn 1999 2V kn IIlA
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The circuitry for the ohms section is in Figure 7.
The outputs of the ohms section connect to the function
switch at points W, X, Y and Z. One-fourth of a quad op
amp and a transistor are used to create a current source
for each of the four ranges. The 20-kn pot is adjusted so
that I volt is across the reference resistor. This provides
current sources of I mA, 100 IlA, 10 IlA, and I IlA. A
single pot may be used as shown, or four individual pots
may be used to provide more accuracy by adjusting out
the amplifier offset.

For ac operation, an operational amplifier is switched
in between the MC 14433 and its preceding circuitry. The
op amp configuration in Figure 8 is a precision ac rectifier
that is calibrated to produce the RMS reading for a sine
wave. Following the precision rectifier a single-pole filter
is used to provide a dc level for the MC14433. Upper

and lower frequency limits for ac operation are 30 kHz
and 20 Hz.

A switch is placed in the clock line for a range hold
switch. When in the hold mode, clock pulses are pre·
vented from clocking the MC 140358 shift register. This
feature allows several measurements to be made on a
high range without the multimeter switching back to the
low range between measurements.

The meter must not only be protected from destroying
itself during overrange conditions but must also continue
to make proper overrange measurements so that the next
range may be selected. The analog input to the MCI4433
is internally diode protected. The multimeter has a
lOO-kn resistor in series with this input to limit the cur·
rent during overvoltage measurements.

I251'F



DATA ACQUISITION NETWORKS
WITH NMOS AND CMOS

This article describes an eight-<:hannel
data acquisition network (DAN) using the
Motorola MC14433 CMOS AID converter
and the M6800 microprocessor family.
The AID conversion technique used with
the MCl4433 is a modified dual ramp
featuring auto-zero, auto-polarity, and
high input impedance. Both hardware and
M6800 software are shown for the DAN.

AN- 770
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LSI technology is making it easier and less expensive to
design and build complex electronic systems. This fact
holds true for Data Acquisition Networks (DANs) due to
the new single chip AIDs and microprocessor systems.
Thus, it is now feasible to build your own data acquisition
network instead of buying a completed system, and there-
by save money.

This article discusses an eight-channel DAN using the
Motorola MC 14433 CMOS AID converter and the M6800
microprocessor. The number of channels can be expanded
or reduced very simply. In addition to the eight channel
DAN the program for a single channel system is shown.
The inputs to the system, positive or negative polarity, are
multiplexed with a CMOS analog multiplexer.

MCI4433 AID CONVERTER

The MC 14433 is a single chip 3~ digit AID converter
using a modified dual ramp technique of AID conversion.
Housed in a 24 pin package it features auto-polarity, auto-
zero and a high input impedance. Figure I shows the pin
diagram of the MCI4433.

The output of the MCI4433 is 3th digit multiplexed
BCD with the MSD containing not only the half digit but
also polarity of the input, overrange and underrange
information. Figure 2 describes the decoding for the MSD.
The digit selects for the multiplexed BCD have interdigit
blanking to ensure correct BCD data during the time that
the digit select is true.

The AID converter is ratiometric and requires an ex-
ternal reference voltage. This reference voltage is 2.000
volts for the 1.999 volt range and 200 mV for a 199.9 mV

Integrator R.sistor

& Capacitor

Offset Correction

Capacitor

Display Update

Ext Input

Clock Resistor

full scale input. Both the unknown and reference inputs
and analog ground are high impedance inputs. Other
external components required are clock resistor, inte-
grator resistor and capacitor. and offset capacitor. Precision
components are not required.

Of particular interest for the data acquisition systems
are the display update (DU) and the end of conversion
(EOC) pins. The EOC pin indicates the end of one conver·
sion cycle and the start of the next conversion by a posi-
tive pulse one-half clock period long. The display update
pin is an input to the chip which allows the data to be
strobed into the output latches. If at least one positive
edge is received prior to the ramp down cycle, new data
is strobed to the display. In a stand alone AID system,
EOC is connected to DU.

Also of significance to the data acquisition network is
the input polarity detection sequence for the MCI4433.
Polarity for the current conversion cycle is determined in
the previous conversion cycle. Thus if the polarity is
reversed, a second conversion cycle must be made in order
to obtain a correct measurement.

The MCI4433 requires two power supplies. The total
voltage across the device must not exceed 18 volts. Pin 13
is the reference level for the output circuitry of the
MC14433. If this pin is tied to 0 volts, the BCD output,
digit select and EOC will swing from 0 volts to VDD. If
however, pin 13 is tied to VEE, the output swing will be
from VEE to VDO'

The clock for the MCI4433 is internal to the chip,
requiring only a single external resistor to set the fre-
quency. An external clock may be used by driving pin 10.

23 }
22 Multiplexed

21 BCD Outputl

20

19 }
18 Digit Select
17 Outputs

16

15 Overrange

14 End of Conversion



Coded Condition BCD to 7 Segment
ofMSO 03 02 01 00 Decoding

+0 1 1 1 0 Blank
-0 1 0 1 0 Blank
+0 UR 1 1 1 1 Blank
-0 UR 1 0 1 1 Blank
+1 0 1 0 0

4 ~'}
Hook up

-1 0 0 0 0 0~1 only seg b
+10R 0 1 1 1 7~1 and c to

10R 0 0 1 1 3-1 MSD

Notes for Truth Table
03 - Y,digit, low for "''', high for "0"
02 - Polarity: ",":= positive, "0":= negative
00 - Out of range condition exists if 00 := ,. When used in

conjunction with 03 the type of out of range condition
is indicated, i.e., 03:= a - OR or 03 := 1 - UR.

When only segment band c of the decoder are connected
to the Y, digit of the display, 4, O. 7 and 3 appear as 1.

The total conversion time for the MC 14433 is approxi-
mately 16400 clock periods. This conversion time includes
the auto-zero cycle and the unknown input measurement
cycle. The clock frequency may be operated up to about
400 kHz producing a conversion time of 40 ms.

MPU
The Motorola microprocessor system devices used are

the MC6800 MPU, MCM6810 RAM, MCM6830 ROM and
MC6820 PIA (peripheral interface adapter). The following
is a brief description of the basic MPU system as it per-
tains to the A/D systems presented later in this applica-
tion note.

The Motorola MPU system uses a 16-bit address bus and
an 8-bit data bus. The 16-bit address bus provides 65,536
possible memory locations which may be either storage
devices (RAM, ROM, etc.) or interface devices (pIA, etc.).
The basic MPU contains two 8-bit accumulators, one 16-bit
index register, a 16-bit program counter, a 16-bit stack
pointer, and an 8-bit condition code register. The condition
code register indicates carry, half carry, interrupt, zero,
minus, and 2's complement overflow. Figure 3 shows a
functional block of the MC6800 MPU.

The MPU uses 72 instructions with six addressing
modes which provide 197 different operations in the MPU.
A summary of each instruction and function with the
appropriate addressing mode is shown in the MC6800
data sheet.

The RAMs used in the system are static and contain
128 8-bit words for scratch pad memory while the ROM is
mask programmable and contains 1024 8-bit words. The
ROM and RAM, along with the remainder of the MPU
system components, operate from a single +5 volt power
supply; the address bus, data bus and PIAs are TTL
compatible.

The MPU system requires a 2q, non-overlapping clock
such as the MC6875* with a lower frequency limit of 100
kHz and an upper limit of I MHz.

*MC6875 to be introduced second quarter 1977

Vss (Ground) 7 0 Reset
Halt I AC~A I. Three State Control

Phase 1 Clock 7 0 Not.Used

~~t I Accel
Phase 2 Clock

Data Bus EnableValId Memory Address
15 0

Non Maskable lnleffupt I I Not Used
IX

Bus Ava,lable Read/WrIte
15 0

VCC (·5 Volt Po ••••.ed I I DO
PC

AO 01
15 0

02Al I IA2·
SP 03 Data

7 0 D'
Lines

A3

~A' 05

Address AS D'
L,nes

A' 07

A7 A15 lMC6800
. AS AI' Address

A9 A13 L.nes

Al0 AI2

All VSS (Ground)

The PIA is the interface device used between the address
and data buses and the analog sections of the A/D. Each
PIA contains two essentially identical 8-bit interface ports.
These ports (A side, B side) each contain three internal
registers that include the data register which is the inter-
face from the data bus to the A/D, the data direction regis-
ter which programs each of the eight lines of the data
register as either an input or an output, and the control
register which, in addition to other functions, switches the
data bus between the data register and the data direction
register. Each port to the PIA contains two addition pins,
CA I and CA2, for interrupt capability and extra I/O lines.
The functions of these lines are programmable with the
remaining bits of the control register. Figure 4 shows a
functional block of tire MC6820 PIA.

Each PIA requires four address locations in memory.
Two addresses access either of the two (A or B sides) datal
data direction registers while the remaining two addresses
access either of the two control registers. These addresses
are decoded. by the chip select and register select lines of
the PIA which are connected to the MPU address bus.
Selection between the data register and data direction
register is made by programming a "I" or "0" in the third
least significant bit of each control register. A logic "0"
accesses the data direction register while a logic "I"
accesses the da ta register.

By programming "O"s in the data direction register each
corresponding line performs as an input, while "I "s in the
data direction register make corresponding lines act as
outputs. The eight lines may be intermixed between inputs
and outputs by programming different combinations of

II
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FIGURE 4 - PIA Functions

"I"s and "O"s into the data direction register. At the The MCI4433 BCD output and digit select outputs are
beginning of the program the I/O configuration is pro- connected to the B side of the PIA as shown in lines 21-28
grarnmed into the data direction register, after which the of the software routine. These lines of the software are
control register is programmed to select the data register comment lines only and do not result in code for the
for I/O operation. microprocessor. The B side data register of the PIA is

labeled throughout the program as PIA I BD while the con-
trol register is labeled PIA I Be. The con trol I/O lines
(CBI and CB2) of the B side PIA are connected to EOC
and DU of the MC 1433.

8-CHANNEL DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK

Figures 5 and 6 are the flow diagram for the 8<hannel
data acquisition network. Figure 5 shows the basic opera-
tion of the program while Figure 6 provides more detail
on the A/D conversion routine. These flow diagrams relate
to the actual software shown in Figure 8. The hardware
required for the data acquisition is shown in Figure 9; as
can be seen, it is fairly simple, consisting of the MC 14433,
MCJ403* reference, MCI4051B analog multiplexer, and
an MC6820 PIA. The PIA is used as the interface between
the microprocessor address and the data bus to the A/D.
The microprocessor and associated memory are not shown
due to a wide variety of forms possible depending upon
the task that the total system is performing.

The reference for the MCI4433 is an MCI403 bandgap
reference which provides an output voltage of 2.5 volts.
This voltage is divided down by the 20 ill pot to the 2.000
volt reference required by the MCI4433. If a 200 mV
reference is used, full scale for the DAN will be 199.9 mV.

The analog multiplexing required to handle the eight
input channels is provided by a MC 14051 B CMOS multi-
plexer. This device selects one of eight inputs with a 3-bit
binary code. The device is capable of switching dual
polarity (plus or minus inputs) with a single polarity
control voltage.

(Endles, loop
at end of main

program)

AID Conversion
Subroutine

(Return efter all
8 chennel.)

Oemux
Circuitry

Subroutine
(Return after •• ch

chennel)



The first executable instruction for the program is in
line 55 and starts a section called PIA assembly. The PIA
sets the A side data register as all outputs and the B side
data register as all inputs. From there the program goes to
the main program simulation which, as its name implies,
is a simulation of the user's main program. At such time
in the user's program that some analog information is
required, the AID conversion subroutine starting in line
75 is executed. This routine synchronizes the program
with the AID conversion cycle and selects the first channel
to be measured.

After the AID conversion cycle for the first channel is
completed the microprocessor is interrupted by the EOC
of the MCI4433. The interrupt program of line 88 is then
executed; this demultiplexes the BCD output of the
\lC 14433 and stores the data in memory. After completing
he inter~pt program the microprocessor returns to the

AID conversion subroutine and the next channel is
selected. When the measurement of channel 2 is com-
pleted, the interrupt program is then executed and the
resulting data stored away in memory. This procedure is
repeated until all eight channels are read, after which the
MPU returns to the main program. At this point the data
obtained in the AID conversion subroutine may be pro-
cessed as required.

Looking at the software for the 8-<:hanneldata acquisi-
tion network in more detail, program storage of the fmal
results begins in memory location $0010. Each BCD
character is stored in the four LSBs of these memory
locations. See Figure 7 for explanation of data storage.
Each of the eight channel readings requires four memory

C"-nnel Memory D8ta Input
Num•••• Add,_ Digit Eumpl8 Vol'-

1 0010 MSD 01 1.729 V
0011 07
0012 02
0013 LSD 09

2 0014 MSD Fl Overrangtl
0015 09
0016 09
0017 LSD 09

3 0018 MSD 08 -0.130 V
0019 01
001A 03
0018 LSD 00

4 00lC MSD 09 -1.130 V
0010 01
00lE 03
001F LSD 00

5 0020 MSD 00 0.000 V
0021 00
0022 00
0023 LSD 00

6 0024 MSD 01 1.000 V
0025 00
0026 00
0027 LSD 00

7 0028 MSD Fl Overr.nge
0029 09
002A 09
0028 LSD 09

8 002C MSD 09 -1.000 V
0020 00
002E 00
002F LSD 00

II
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cycle me maex regIster points to the MSD of that channel.
This address is also stored at memory location called
STORL.

Memory location TEST has two purposes; the first is
for keeping track of which WAI was executed when the
MPU was in the interrupt routine. This is required since
more than one AID conversion cycle is required for each
channel. For the first channel three EOC pulses are reo
quired, while the remaining channels require only two
AID conversion cycles. The extra AID conversion cycle in
the first channel is used to synchronize the AID converter
to the MPU system. The second AID conversion cycle in
the first channel and the first conversion cycle of the
remaining channels ensure that the polarity is correct for
the current input. This is required since the MCI4433
determines polarity in the previous conversion cycle.

Since the display update pin is edge triggered it must
be taken high and low again in each conversion cycle
when the data is to read by the MPU. The DU pin is taken
high prior to the WAI for the measurement and low in the
interrupt routine after the EOC occurs.

As mentioned previously, the multiplexed BCD data
from the MC 14433 is demultiplexed in the interrupt
routine. A "I" is placed in bit 4 of POINTR which is

select occurs to look for the next successive digit select line.
After all four digits are placed in memory the MSD is

checked for overrange. If this condition occurs an SFI is
placed in the MSD for this channel. Otherwise the half
digit and polarity are decoded. Memory location TEST is
now used as a temporary storage location to decode the
polarity. The half digit is placed in the LSB of the MSD
and negative polarity is indicated by placing a "I" in the
MSB of the MSD.

The 8<hannel DAN conversion time is approximately
320 ms with a 400 kHz clock frequency on the MC 14433.

SAMPLE AND HOLD

The dual ramp AID conversion process requires that
the input to the AID remain constant during the conversion
cycle. If it does not, a sample and hold circuit must be
used to insure a constan t input.

SINGLE-CHANNEL DAN

Figure 10 contains the software for a single<hannel
DAN. The hardware will be the same as Figure 8 except
for the analog multiplexing. The program is the same
except for the analog multiplexer control.

1.0DO NAM DWA36
2.000 OPT MEM,OTAPE
:3.000 •
4.000 •
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
'3.000

10.000
11.000
12.000
1:3.000
14.000
15.000
16.000
17.000
18.000
l'3.000
20.000
21.000
22.000
23.000
24.000
25.000
26.000
27.000
2:3.000

••••••••••••• +•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 8 CHANNEL DATA AOUrSrION NETWORK IdITH MC144:33 •
• WITH ~JTOPOLARITY •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ORG '1;0000
STORL Rt'l.B2
PO rr-'TF.: l':r·1B 1
TEST RMB 1
•

POINTER FOR DATA STORAGE LOCATI~N
POINTER FOR DIGIT SELECT

ORG :1>4000
PIAIHD R~1E:1
P I A 1 AC RI1B 1
PIAIBII F.:MB1
PIAIBC F.:t'lB1
•
• •• PIA CONFIGURATION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• PA7 • PA6 • PA5 • PA4 • PA3 • PA2 • PPI • PAO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• LSD MSD • MSB LSB ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DIGIT SELECT • BCD ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A SIDE,DATA REGISTER
A SIDE,CONTROL REGISTER
B SIDE,DATA ~E~ISTER
B SIDE,CONT~OL REGISTER



2'3.000 •
::::0.000•
:31.000 •
-32.000 •
:3:3.000•
"34.000 •
:35.000 •
:36.000 •
:37.000 •
38.000 •
:3'3.000•
40.000 •
41.000 •
42.000 •
43.000 •
44.000 •
45.000 •
46.000 •
47.000 •
48.000 •
4'?000 •
50.000 •
51.000 •
52.000 •
5'3.000 •
54.000 •
55.000 OPG
56. 000 CL~:
57.000 CLP
5::;.000 CLF:
5'3.000 CLR
60.000 LDA
61.000 STFl
62.000 LD>=t
63.000 ::;TA
64.000 :;;TFl
65. 000 LD:~;
66.000 CLI
67.000 •
68.000 •
69.000
70.000
71.000
72.000
73.000
74.000
75.000
76.000
77.000
78.000
7'3.000
80.000
81.000
82.000

RESULTS STORED IN ~JCATIONS ~0010-$002F.
€A:rl CHANNEL OCCUPIES FOUR CONSECUTIVE
M~MJRY LOCATIONS WITH ~SD ~IRST.
NEGATIVE POLAFITY INDICATED VIA A
"1' IN t·l.SE; JF THE t·ED.
m·:=:p'pt=tNGE rrmE~TION '·..•IA A~'l "F1" IN
MSD QF EACH CHANNEL.

CH>=tN~EL ELECTI~N V A PIA1AD.
CriANN L NUMBER I CODED IN ~ BINARY
FORM OR CHANNEL 0-7.

:1>0·=;1)0
TE::;:T
PIA1BC
PIA1Er,
PIA1AC
A ::$FF
A PIA1AD
A ~:$:34
A PIA1BC
A PIA1FlC
::lO::;F0

P I A A::SEt'1!::L',
E: :: I DE I:'W'JT::

rmp
JSF: CCit'i".·RT

END flOP
BRA HlD

••CONVRT LDX =$OOOC
SI>; 0000
LDA B :::1;04
:::TAB TEST
LIlA A P fA1BI'
LIlA A ::$37
STA A PIAlBe
I.,) A I



EJ

83.000
84.000
35.000
86.000
87.000
88.000
89.000
90.000
'31.000
92.000
93.000
94.000
'35.000
96.000
97.000
98.000
99.000

100.000
101.000
102.000
10:3.000
104.000
105.000
106.000,
107.000
108.000
109.000
110.000
111.000
112.000
11:3.000
114.000
11'5.000
116.000
117.000
118.000
119.000
120.000
121.000
122.000
123.000
124.000
125.000
126.000
127.000
128.000
129.000
130.000
1:31.000
1:32.000
1:33.000
1:34.000
135.000
136.000

LDA B ::$07
N STA B PIAIAII

LDA A ::$02
STA A TEST
LIlA A ::$37
,:;TA A PIAlBC
i,l.tAI
l'lOP
I.,IAI
DEe B
BPL t'l
IUS

•••
::JR6 '1:0,350
LIlA A :::I.:3F
STA A PIAiEe
L::;P TEST
BCC FIPS:T
LDA A :::£;::34
':;;TA A PIAlBC

BEGHI LIlA A :::U 0
STR A PDItHR
LII:'; $0000

NEXT LDA A PIAIBD
ROP TEST
ADD B TC:ST
nUl
At·m A PO I tHF.:
:E:EO i'ln:r
RSL P!JlriTR
AriD B ::$OF
::;;TA E: 4,:X:
11'1;":
BCe t'IE:-;T
LIlA A I),:",
TAE:
Atm ~ ::$OB
01P ~ ::$0:;
BEO OVRNGE
elR TEST
AND B ::'I;OC
LSR B
LSR B
i...SR B

RO,": TEST
ADD B TE::;;T
COM E:
AND E: ;::181
STA E: 0,;<
BRA FI~iE

O'·..•~NGE LDA A ::IF 1
STA A 0 '~":

~A~~ DIGIT AND PO~ARITY
Ai.. I Grit'lEtn



137.000
138.000
139.000
140.000
141.000
142.000
143.000

xo
Analog VEe
Inputs

-2 to ~2 V
-5

F HiE ::;T:X: STORL
RTI

FIRST LDA A PIA1BD
RTI
ORG i; 0'::5 0
FDB $O.3FO
MON

C
B

Vl A
Vl> lNH

-5
-5

IRO
"Met
R/W

VOO IROA R R/W
OS4 PB7 E <1>2

Co OS3 PB6
AG MC OS2 PBS VSS GndMC14433 OSI PB4 6820
Vx 03 PB3 07
Clk 0 02 PB2 06

01 P81 OS
Clk I 00 PBG 04

VSS OU EOC Data To M6800
Bus System

03
02
01
00

}

Add,."
Bus
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1.000 dAr'1DI,.IA:35
2.000 OPT MEM,DTAPE
3.000 +
4.000 + ++••+•••+
5.000 + .MC14433+
6.000 ++++++++++++.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.
7.000 + SINGLE CHANdEL DATA ACQUISITION ~ETWORK IdITH •
8.000 • AUTOPCLARITY •
9.000 .++++++++++.+.+.++++++++.+.+ •••••+••++++++••++++

10.000 +
11.000 O~G 10002
12.000 POINTR RMB
13.000 TEST RMB 1
14.000 •
15.000 DRG 14002
16.000 PIAIBD RMB
17.000 PIA1Be RMB
1:3.000 +
19.000 + .+PI~ CDNFISURATIDN++
20.000 ••+++++++++++++ ••••++++••+•••••••• +•••••+••••••••
21.000 • PAl • PA6 • ?A5 • PA4 • DA3 • PA2 • PAl. PAO •
22.000 ••••••••••• +••••••••• +••••••••+•••••+.+•••••++++.
23.000 • ~SD MSD • MSB LSB •
24.000 •••••••••••••• ++••••+••••••••• +••+•••••••• +•••+••
25.000 + DIGIT SELECT • BCD •
26.000 •••••••••• ++••••••+••+++••••+•••••••••••••••••• ++
27.000 •
2:::.000•
29.000 •
30.000 +
31.000 +
'32.000 •
:~:3.000 •
34.000 +
35.000 +
36.000 +
37.000 •
38.000 •
3;".000 •
40.000 •
41.000 •
42.000 •
43.000 •
44.000 •
45.000 •
4E,.000 •
47.000 •
4:3.000 +
4';".000.
50.000 •
51.000 +
52.000 +
53.000 •
54.000 •

~:ESULT:~STO~:ED Hi LOCAT IOtr" :I; 0010-'1:0013
~SD=$0013 1/2 DIGIT 10010
J',...E~:F:ArH:;EHmICATIml "/IA n "Fl" Hi $001 I)

tiEGFtTIVEPOLARIT'( E-mICATED B')"'"1" Hi
i"'EB JC" $0010



55.000 +
56.000 +
57.000 +
5:3.000 ORG
5':;'.000 eLF;
60.000 CL.r::
61.000 CLR
62.000 LDA
63.000 STA
64.000 LD:S:
65.000 CLI
66.000 +
67.000 +
6:3.000
6':;'.000
70.000
71.000
72.000 +
73.000 +
-(-'4.000 CmiVPT
75.000 LDA B
76 • 000 S fA E:
77.000 LIlA H
7::::.000 LDA A
7':;'.000 STA A
:30 • 000 1,.181
:31.000 t-iOP
::::2.000 t._IAI
:33.000 ~iOP
:34.000 1_._1 AI
as.ooo RTS:
:36.000 +
:37.000 +
:3:3.000
::::9.000
90.000
91.000
':;'2.000
':;'3.000
':;'4.000
':;'5.000
':;'6.000
97.000
':<8.000
':;'''''.000

100.000
101.000
102.000
103.000
104.000
105.000
106.000
107.000
10:3.000

:1>0::::00
TESf
P I FlUX:
PIAlBD
A :::1;34
A PIAIBC
:::I;O::::FO

t-iDP
-JS:P C!JtiVRT

EtlIt tiOP
I:r::A Et"H1

ORGi: 0:::5 (;
CL;::
LS~: TES r
E:CC DELA'i
LIlA A :::1;34
srA A c'IAIE'::

BEGHi LDA rl ::'t:1 0
STA 8 P:JHiTR

NEXT LDA A PIAIED
TAB
Atm
BE(I
FlSL
FltiD
::Hi
Ir-r<
Br:l"": t-iE:o<T
LDA A $0010
TAB
AtiD FI ::$ OB
CMF' A ::$0:::

LDi': ::$001;)
~:$04
fEST
PIAIED DUMMY LOAD TO CLEAR INTERRUPT
:::i::,,:F
PIt=llI:C

A POItHR
tiE:":T
F'DItHR
B ::$O~
B 0, >,:



1O'? 000
110.000
111.000
112.000
113.000
114.000
115.000
116.000
117 •000
118.000
119.000
120.000
121.000
122.000
123.000
124.000
125.000
126.000
127.000
128.000
12,,..0I)U

BEG' DV~:NGE
CL~: TE'S r
·At·m .E: ::.1; oe
LS~: B
LSP E
LSR f;
~:DP TEST
ADII B TE::-T
CDt-1 E
AND B ::$81
ST8 B $0010
B~:A F I~iE

D'v'RtiGE LDF! A ::$F 1
:::TAA $001 I)

FINE ST;>:; STDF.:L
PTI

DELAY LDA A PIAIED
!HI
DR,:; :I; O::::F:::
FDB $0850
:"1:") t~

~~LF DIGIT AND POLARITY
AL I Gt'l:'1EtiT

Aldridge, Don: "Analog-To-Digital Conversion Techniques
with theM6800Microprocessor System ", AN757,Motoroia
Semiconductor Products Inc.
M6800 Microprocessor Applications Manual, Motorola
Semiconductor Products Inc.
M6800 Microprocessor Programming Reference Manual,
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.
MC6800, MC6820 Data Sheets, M6800 Microcomputer
System Design Data, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.

Me 1403/1503 Data Sheet, Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc.
MC14051B Data Sheet, Motorola Semiconductor Prod-
ucts Inc.
MCI4433 Data Sheet, Motorola Semiconductor Prod-
ucts Inc.



® MOTOROLA

Interfacing The MC6108 AID To a
Microprocessor -
It's Easier Than You Think!

Prepared by
Dennis R. Morgan
Motorola, Inc. Analog Ie Division

INTRODUCTION
This application note will supplement information in

the MC6108 data sheet by describing the detailed re-
quirements for interfacing the Analog-to-Digital convert-
er to a microprocessor. The hardware requirements, and
the programming necessary to execute a conversion and
read the data, in several different configurations, will be
discussed. The microprocessor used in developing this
application note is the MC6802 (operating off a 3.58 MHz
crystal). a representative sample of the MC6800 family.

Because of the short conversion time of the MC6108,
"Wait" states and "Wait for Interrupt" instructions are
generally not needed with most microprocessors. The mi-
croprocessor can issue a CONVERT instruction, and im-
mediately thereafter, issue a READ instruction, regardless
of whether the MC6108 is read through a port (MC6821).
or read off the bus directly.

COMPEN· GAIN REF
A GNO SATION VREF R IN

26 27 25 24 23

12 10 15 11 14 13 16 2 9
CS CC CLK 5 01 R COOESEL LSB MSB

Sf

MC6108 OPERATION
The MC61 08 is a high-speed, 8-bit, AID converter using

the familiar Successive Approximation technique. Refer-
ring to the block diagram in Figure 1, the device includes
the SAR, 8-bit DAC, comparator, 2.5 volt precision ref-
erence, matched resistors for + 10, +5 and ±5 volt in-
puts, and control logic.

By connecting the internal temperature stable 2.5 volt
reference to the Gain R pin, a reference current of =1
mA is supplied to the DAC. That current is gained up
by x4 by the DAC, and then attenuated by the digital
code from the SAR. The analog input signal is applied
to Rin (for 0 to + 10 volts), or Roft for 0 to + 5 volts, and
the current from that signal is compared with the DAC's
output current by the comparator during the successive
approximation process. The converter will accept a ± 5
volt input by connecting the 2.5 volt reference to Roff,

-COMP i;;
18 21

111
1 28 17

Vcc VEE 0 GNO



and the input to Rin. Other input voltages can be ac-
commodated by using external resistors at Ref In and
+ Comp, instead of the internal resistors, and ground-
ing Gain R, Rin, and Roff. In the circuits tested for this
application note, the analog side of the MC6108 was
configured as shown in Figure 2.

SEE
SPECIFIC
EXAMPLE

VCC
13 DtST

R
S CODESEL

D7 CS

D6 D GND

D5
VEE

D4
MC6108 COMPEN

D3 IT
D2 VREF
D1

GAIN R
DO Rin
CLK AGND

-COMP

~
Rolf

Proper operation with a 5 MHz clock is guaranteed, al-
though with careful attention to detail, clock rates as high
as 10 MHz can be used. The control signals include CiiTP
Select (CS), Clock, Read (R), Start (5), Conversion Com-
plete (CC), Data/Status (O/ST), and Code Select (CodeSel).
The digital inputs and outputs are TTL compatible, with
3-state capability controlled by the above inputs.

Figure 3 shows the timing of the MC61 08 during a con-
version. The clock need not be synchronous with the
other signals, and can run continuously. CS enables the
device, and 5 must receive an active low pulse to initiate
the conversion. The timing requirements are two: 1) CS,
5, and Clock must be simultaneously low for a minimum
of 50 ns (they may go low in any sequence); and 2) at
least one low-to-high clock transition must occur during
the 5 low time. After 5 switches high, the conversion
starts on the next clock rising edge. The conversion re-
quires 7 clock cycles thereafter.

CC (Conversion Complete) switches high at the begin-
ning of the conversion process (when 5, CS, and Clk are
low) to indicate "busy," and switches low at the clock's
rising edge corresponding to the end of the conversion.
The data outputs (07-00) are in a high impedance (3-
state) mode during the conversion, and go active (within
40 ns) after CC switches low. The outputs are also in the
3-state mode whenever CS is high.

Not shown in Figure 3 is the effects of the R (READ)
input. R affects the state of the outputs in that when R is
low, the outputs are active (if CS is low and the MC6108
is not converting), and taking R high puts the outputs into
the 3-state mode. The difference between Rand CS is
that CS, when high, inhibits a conversion, whereas R does
not affect the conversion process. Therefore, in the fol-
lowing examples where the MC61 08 is connected directly
to the microprocessor bus, CS is hard-wired low, 5 will
initiate the conversions, and R will be controlled by the
address decoder when data is to be read. Where the
MC6108 is read through a port, R is hard-wired low.

ADDRESS DECODING
In order for the MC6802 microprocessor to read data

from memory or memory-like devices (the MC6108 is a
"read only" device), the timing requirements of Figure 5
must be satisfied. The requirements arethatthe data from
the MC6108 must be valid while Rm is high, while VMA
(Valid Memory Address) is high (which ensures the ad-
dress to the decoder is valid), and while the E clock is
high.

A

CLK I~+tJ1 !
S I I I

I '---/I-.••------C-O-NV-E-RT-IN-G------.,cc --l....J ------~ _

DO-D7 -W.....- 3.S_TA_TE ---4~

OLD NEW
DATA A = SAR RESET; B = CONVERSION STARTS; C = CONVERSION ENDS DATA
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MC6108 EXAMPLES

LS04

Oob EOXX
Ea

01b E4XX
Eb

02b
E8XX

Ea
03b ECXX

Eb
Al OOa FOXX

AO 01a F4XX NOTE:MC6108SELECTED

02a F8XX AT11101011OXXXXXX1.

LS155 03a FCXX
ADDRESSESOlUSEDINmE
EXAMPLES.

In the microprocessor circuit used to develop the fol-
lowing examples, the address block E800H-EFFFH was
unused, and so the address ESOl H was chosen for the
MC6108. Since the entire block of lK bytes was free, an
incomplete decoding was possible, simplifying the
decoder. Figure 4 is the schematic of the decoder, which
uses three LS ICs, plus two inverters. Address lines A15
through A7, and AO, are used to activate the MC6108 at
address ESOl H, although any address satisfying the code
1110 1011 Oxxx xxxl will work. If other addresses satis-

DATA
FROMMEMORY
ORPERIPHERALS

fying that code interfere with other devices in the system,
then a more complete decoding involving A6-Al is
necessary.

RiW, E (phase 2 clock), and VMA are also included in
the decoder to satisfy the requirements of the MC6802
microprocessor. The LS155 (along with the LS20) pro-
vides a decode (active low) for each of the 1K blocks from
EOOOH through FFFFH. The LS30 provides the rest of the
decoding, and provides an active low output which is
connected directly to the R input on the MC6108.

2.4 V
0.4 V



CIRCUIT EXAMPLES
The following seven examples include:

- The MC6108 directly on the microprocessor bus,
controlled from a port (MC6821I. and clocked from
an independent, asynchronous clock (examples 1
and 2).

- The MC6108 directly on the microprocessor bus,
controlled from a port (MC6821I. and clocked from
the microprocessor system clock (example 3).

- The MC6108 directly on the microprocessor bus,
controlled with discrete logic rather than a port, and
using an asynchronous clock (example 4).

- The MC6108 data outputs and control lines on a
port, and using an asynchronous clock (examples 5
and 6).

- The MC6108 data outputs and control lines on a
port, and using the microprocessor system clock
(example 7).

All of the examples involve initializing the port where
necessary, reading the MC6108 1024 times, and storing
the 1K bytes in memory. The port (MC6821 PIA) is at the
following address locations: Port AlData Direction Reg.
A @ E480H, Control Reg. A @ E481 H, Port B/ Data Direc-
tion Reg. B @ E482H, and Control Reg. B (Q. E483H. The
1K bytes of data are stored at EOOOH-E3FFH, and those
beginning and ending addresses are stored at
007CH-007FH (for use with the Index Register). The
addresses used for the instructions in the listings are for
reference only.

Address OpCode Mnemonic

01 86 LDAA #$2C
02 2C
03 87 STAA $E483
04 E4
05 83

06 86 LDAA #$EO
07 EO
08 97 STAA $7C
09 7C
OA 7F CLR $7D
08 00
OC 7D
OD DE LDX $7C
OE 7C
OF 86 LDAA #$E4
10 E4
11 97 STAA $7E
12 7E
13 7F CLR $007F
14 00
15 7F
16 86 LDAA $E482
17 E4
18 82
19 87 STAA $E482
1A E4
18 82
1C 86 LDAA $E801
1D E8
1E 01
1F A7 STAA $OO,X
20 00

EXAMPLES 1-4
Examples 1-3 use the MC6821 PIA (Peripheral Interface

Adapter) to provide the start pulse (5) to the MC6108.
Examples 1 and 3 make use of the PIA's ability to output
a single active low pulse at CB2 in response to a "write"
operation to the B port, by loading the B control register
(CRB) bits 5, 4 and 3 with a 101. The pulse width is one
E clock cycle (1.117 jLs). Example 2 uses bit 7 of port A
(PA7) to provide the 5 pulse for those cases where the
CB2 pin is not available. The pulse width is seven E clock
cycles (7.8 jLs) as a result of the instructions used.

Example 4 eliminates the need for a port, instead using
an address decoding technique to provide both the Start
pulse, and the reading of the data.

EXAMPLE #1
Since port B of the PIA may be used for other periph-

erals, with some or all lines as outputs, this program se-
quence involves first reading port B's Peripheral Data
Register, and then writing back the same information, so
as to not disturb the outputs. The write operation creates
the pulse at the CB2. The data from the MC6108 is read
immediately thereafter. See Figure 6 for the schematic,
and Figure 7 for the timing involved.

-Start Read/Store Program-
Load 007C, 7D with EOOO

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Set Index Register to EOOOH

Load 007E, 7F with E400
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Read Data at Port 8

Write Data back to Port 8; C82 pulses low
for one E Cycle (S pulse).



Address OpCode Mnemonic Notes

21 08 INX Increment Index Register
22 9C CPX $7E Compare Index Reg. with 7EnFH (E400)
23 7E
24 2C BGE $03 Branch if ,. 0 to $0029
25 03
26 7E JMP $0016 Jump to $0016 - Read Next Byte
27 00
28 16
29 ?? ?? 1K Bytes stored - Next Instruction

ADDRESS
DECODER
(FIGURE 41
- EB01H-

R MC6108

5

MC6821 CB2
PIA ~

EXAMPLE #2
This example involves using bit 7 of the PIA's port A

(PA7) to provide the S pulse. The program sequence in-
volves writing to the A port to bring PA7 low, then high,
and then reading the data from the MC6108. See Figure
8 for the schematic, and Figure 9 for the timing involved.

Address OpCode Mnemonic

00 7F CLR $E481
01 E4
02 81
03 86 LDAA #$80
04 80
05 B7 STAA $E480
06 E4
07 80
08 86 LDAA #$04
09 04
OA B7 STAA $E481
DB E4
DC 81
OD 86 LDAA #$80
DE 80
OF B7 STAA $E480
10 E4
11 80

12 86 LDAA #$EO
13 EO
14 97 STAA $7C
15 7C
16 7F CLR $7D
17 00
18 7D
19 DE LDX $7C
1A 7C

-Start Read/Store Program-
Load 007C, 7D with EOOOH

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Set Index Register to EOOOH



Address OpCode Mnemonic Notes - -----
1B 86 LDAA #$E4 Load 007E, 7F with E400H
1C E4 I

1D 97 STAA $7E I
I

1E 7E I
1F 7F CLR $007F I
20 00 I
21 7F I
22 7F CLR $E480 Set PA7 = O~
23 E4
24 80
25 86 LDAA #$80 -5 pulse
26 80

setPA7=/27 B7 STAA $E480
28 E4
29 80
2A B6 LDAA $EB01 Read 6108 Data
2B EB
2C 01
2D A7 STAA $OO,X Store 6108 Data
2E 00
2F 08 INX Increment Index Register
30 9C CPX $7E Compare Index Reg. with 7EnFH (E400H)
31 7E
32 2C BGE $03 Branch IF •• 0 to $0037
33 03
34 7E JMP $0022 Jump to $0022 - Read Next Byte
35 00
36 22
37 ?? 1K Bytes stored - Next Instruction

ADDRESS
DECODER
(FIGURE 4)
-EB01H-

R MCS10B

5 DO-D7

MC6821 PA7
PIA ~

EXAMPLE #3
This example is similar to example #1, except that the

microprocessor's system clock (E) is used by the MC6108,
rather than the faster 5 MHz clock. Because of the clock
cycles required by the MC6108 to complete its conver-
sion, 3 No Op instructions (6 clock cycles) are inserted
between the start command (5 pulse), and the reading

of the data. The program sequence involves reading port
B, and then writing back the same information so as to
not affect any outputs. The write operation creates the 5
pulse at the CB2 output. The data is then read (after the
3 No Ops). See Figure 10 for the schematic, and Figure
11 for the timing involved.



Address OpCode Mnemonic Notes

-Start Initialization-
01 86 LDAA #$2C
02 2C
03 B7 STAA $E483 Set CB2 to Output
04 E4
05 83

-Start Read/Store Program-
06 86 LDAA #$EO Load 007C, 7D with EOOO
07 EO i
08 97 STAA $7C I
09 7C I

I
OA 7F CLR $7D I
OB 00 I

OC 7D I
I

OD DE LDX $7C Set Index Register to EOOOH
OE 7C
OF 86 LDAA #$E4 Load 007E, 7F with E400
10 E4 I
11 97 STAA $7E I
12 7E I

I
13 7F CLR $007F I
14 00 I

15 7F I

16 B6 LDAA $E482 Read Data at Poit B
17 E4
18 82
19 B7 STAA $E482 Write Data back!9 Port B; CB2 pulses low
1A E4 for one E Cycle (S pulse)
1B 82
1C-1E 3x01 3 No Ops MC6108 is converting
1F B6 LDAA $EB01 Read 6108 Data
20 EB
21 01
22 A7 STAA $OO,X Store 6108 Data
23 00
24 08 INX Increment Index Register
25 9C CPX $7E Compare Index Reg. with 7EflFH (E400)
26 7E
27 2C BGE $03 Branch IF '" 0 to $002C
28 03
29 7E JMP $0016 Jump to $0016 - Read Next By1e
2A 00
2B 16
2C ?? ?? 1K By1es stored - Next Instruction

ADDRESS
DECODER

IFIGURE 41
-EB01H-

MC6821 CB2
PIA -u--



II

EXAMPLE #4
This example does not use a PIA port for either the

start (5) or the Read (H) operation, but instead uses some
gates in addition to the address decoder of Figure 4. Ad-
dress line AO is removed from its place in Figure 4, and
instead implemented as shown in Figure 12 so as to pro-
vide decoding at two addresses (EBOOH and EB01 H). The
microprocessor is made to read address EBOOH, creating
an active low pulse at S. The width of the pulse is 0.56
/-Ls (1/2 E clock cycle), which is wide enough when using

Address OpCode Mnemonic

00 86 LDAA #$EO
01 EO
02 97 STAA $7C
03 7C
04 7F CLR $7D
05 00
06 7D
07 DE LDX $7C
08 7C
09 86 LDAA #$E4
OA E4
OB 97 STAA $7E
OC 7E
OD 7F CLR $007F
OE 00
OF 7F
10 B6 LDAA $EBOO
11 EB
12 00
13 B6 LDAA $EB01
14 EB
15 01
16 A7 STAA $OO,X
17 00
18 08 INX
19 9C CPX $7E
1A 7E
1B 2C BGE $03
1C 03
10 7E JMP $0010
1E 00
1F 10
20 ??

a 5 MHz clock for the MC6108. Due to the requirements
of the MC6108, the minimum clock frequency usable in
this configuration is 2x E clock frequency. Reading the
data, by means of the R input is the same as in the pre-
vious examples. The two LS04 inverters in series with the
lower OR gate provide a propagation delay to allow for
the propagation delay of the address decoder block, thus
preventing glitches at the S input. Figure 13 shows the
timing involved.

-Start Read/Store Program-
Load 007C, ~D with EOOOH

I
I
I
I
I
I

Set Index Register to EOOOH

Load 007E, 7F with E400H
I
I
I
I
I
I _

Read $EBOO- create S pulse through
Address Decode Logic

Increment Index Register
Compare Index Reg. with 7EnFH (E400HI

Figure 12. Reading Data Off The Bus Without a Port-
Example #4



EXAMPLES 5-7
Examples 5-7 use the MC6821 PIA for reading the data

(through its B port) from the MC6108, as well as for the
control. Examples 5 and 7 make use of the PIA's ability
to output a single active low pulse at CB2 in response to
a "write" operation to the B port, by loading the B control
register (CRB) bits 5, 4, and 3 with a 101. The pulse width
is one E clock cycle (1.117 /-,s). Example 6 uses bit 7 of
port A (PA7) to provide the S pulse for those cases where
the CB2 pin is not available. The pulse width is seven E

Address OpCode Mnemonic

01 7F CLR $E483
02 E4
03 83
04 7F CLR $E482
05 E4
06 82
07 86 LDAA #$2C
08 2C
09 B7 STAA $E483
OA E4
OB 83

10 86 LDAA #$EO
11 EO
12 97 STAA $7C
13 7C
14 7F CLR $7D
15 00
16 7D
17 DE LDX $7C
18 7C
19 86 LDAA #$E4
1A E4
1B 97 STAA $7E
1C 7E
1D 7F CLR $007F
1E 00
1F 7F
20 7F CLR $E482
21 E4
22 82
23 01 No Op
24 B6 LDAA $E482
25 E4
26 82
27 A7 STAA $OO,X
28 00
29 08 INX
2A 9C CPX $7E
2B 7E
2C 2C BGE $03
20 03
2E 7E JMP $0020
2F 00
30 20
31 ??

EXAMPLE #5
The program sequence for this example is to write a

DOH to the B port to create the pulse at CB2 (writing to
inputs does not affect them), and then reading the same
port to obtain the MC6108's data. The conversion se-
quence requires one No Op before the read instruction
due to the setup time required by the PIA. See Figure 14
for the schematic, and Figure 15 for the timing involved.

Access Per. Data Reg. B,
Set CB2 to Output
-End Initialization-

-Start Read/Store Program-
Load 007C, ~D with EOOOH

I
I
I
I
I
I

Set Index Register to EOOOH

Load 007E, 7r with E400H

I
I
I
I
I
I

Write OOHto Port B; CB2 pulses low for
one E Cycle (5 pulse)

Required for PIA's setup time
Read port B (Read MC6108)

DIncrement Index Reg.
Compare Index Reg. with 7EnFH (E400H)



E CLOCK

CB2 S
MC6B21 D7 MC6108

PB7 PIA• •• • ENABLE

• •
P80 DO

R IT

5MHz ClK
START

Figure 14. Reading Data Through a Port -
Example #5

EXAMPLE #6
The program sequence for the conversion is to write

to the A port to bring PA7 low, and then high, and then
read the B port to obtain the MC6108's data. The con-
version occurs within the cycle time between PA7 switch-

Address OpCode Mnemonic

01 7F CLR $E481
02 E4
03 81
04 86 LDAA #$80
05 80
06 B7 STAA $E480
07 E4
08 80
09 86 LOAA #$04
OA 04
OB B7 STAA $E481
OC E4
00 81
OE 86 LOAA #$80
OF 80
10 B7 STAA $E480
11 E4
12 80
13 7F CLR $E483
14 E4
15 83
16 7F CLR $E482
17 E4
18 82
19 86 LOAA #$04
1A 04
1B B7 STAA $E483
1C E4
10 83

20 86 LDAA #$EO
21 EO
22 97 STAA $7C
23 7C

3-114

ing high and reading the data, requiring no WAIT or NO-
OP instructions in between. See Figure 16 for the sche-
matic, and Figure 17 for the timing involved.

-End Initialization-

-Start Read/Store Program-
Load 007C, 70 with EOOOH

I
I
I



Address OpCode Mnemonic Notes

24 7F CLR $70 I
I25 00 I

26 70 I
27 DE LOX $7C Set Index Register to EOOOH
28 7C
29 86 LDAA #$E4 Load 007E, 7F with E400H
2A E4
2B 97 STAA $7E
2C 7E
20 7F CLR $007F
2E 00 I
2F 7F I
30 7F CLR $E480 SET PA7 = 0
31 E4

~-32 80
33 86 LDAA #$80 / -Spulse
34 80
35 B7 STAA $E480 Set PA7 ~ 1
36 E4
37 80
38 B6 LDAA $E482 Read Port B (Read MC6108)
39 E4
3A 82
3B A7 STAA $OO,X Store Port B Data
3C 00
3D 08 INX Increment Index Reg.
3E 9C CPX $7E Compare Index Reg. with 7EnFH (E400H)
3F 7E
40 2C BGE $03 Branch IF'" 010 $0045H
41 03
42 7E JMP $0030 Jump to $0030H - Read Next Byte
43 00
44 30
45 ? 1K Bytes stored ~ Next Instruction

Figure 16. Reading Data Through a Port -

Example #6

EXAMPLE #7
The program sequence for this example (using the sys-

tem E clock rather than a 5 MHz clock for the MC610B) is
to write a OOH to the B port to create the 5 pulse at CB2
(writing to inputs does not affect them), and then reading
the same port to obtain the MC6108's data. Between

those instruction 4 No Ops are required to give the
MC6108 the necessary clock cycles to finish the conver-
sion. See Figure 18 for the schematic, and Figure 19 for
the timing involved.



Address OpCode Mnemonic Notes

-Start Initialization-
01 7F CLR $E483 Access PIA's DDRB
02 E4
03 83
04 7F CLR $E482 Set PB7-0 = Inputs

Initialize05 E4
PIA06 82

07 86 LDAA #$2C
08 2C
09 B7 STAA $E483 Access Per. Data Reg. B,
OA E4 Set CB2 to Output
OB 83 -End Initialization-

-Start Read/Store Program-
10 86 LDAA #$EO Load 007C, 7D with EOOOH
11 EO I
12 97 STAA $7C I
13 7C I
14 7F CLR $7D I
15 00 I

I16 7D I
17 DE LDX $7C Set Index Register to EOOOH
18 7C
19 86 LDAA #$E4 Load 007E, 7t with E400H
1A E4 I
1B 97 STAA $7E I
1C 7E I
10 7F CLR $007F I
1E 00 I
1F 7F I
20 7F CLR $E482 Write OOHto fort B; CB2 pulses low for
21 E4 one E Cycle (S pulse)
22 82
23-26 4x01 4 No Ops MC6108 is converting
27 B6 LDAA $E482 Read Port B (Read MC6108)
28 E4
29 82
2A A7 STAA $OO,X Store Port B Data
2B 00
2C 08 INX Increment Index Reg.
2D 9C CPX $7E Compare Index Reg. with 007EnFH (E400H)
2E 7E
2F 2C BGE $03 Branch IF '" 0 to $0034H
30 03
31 7E JMP $004B Jump to $0020 - Read Next Byte
32 00
33 20
34 ? 1K Bytes stored - Next Instruction

CB2 E CLOCK

MC6821 PB7 07 MC6108• • PIA• • ENABLE• •PBO 00

if

IT

START

Figure 18. Reading Data Through a Pll'rt-

Example #7



OTHER EXAMPLES
Figure 20 illustrates a method for controlling several

MC6108 AID converters. The four devices are perma-
nently enabled (CS = low) as shown in Figure 2. The PIA
is set up to output a single active low pulse at the CB2
pin, as described prior to Example #1 in this application
note, to initiate the conversion. The convert command (S
pulse) is provided to all four converters simultaneously.
The address decoder, composed of the 74LS30, LS04s,
LS11, and LS155, results in one of the four converters
being read by the microprocessor, depending on which
address (EBOO through EB03) is selected. It should be

CB2
MC6821

PIA

lSl1 Eo Ooa EBOO

Ea 01a
EBOI

02a
EB02

Al 03a
EB03

AO lS155

noted that the decoder shown in this example is incom-
plete, as address lines A7-A2 are not included. Each in-
dividual application will determine the need for more
complete decoding.

Some variations of the circuit shown are:
1) Extend the decoder to include address line A2, and

use one line of the other half of the LS155 (only the
"A" half is shown) to provide the 8 pulse to the
converters, eliminating the need for the PIA.

2) Use the other half of the LS155 to provide individual
8 pulses to each converter.

ClK 07•
S MC6108 •DO
R

ClK 07•
S •MC6108 DO
R

ClK 07•
S MC6108 •DO
R

ClK 07
•

S MC6108 •DO
R

Figure 21 illustrates an additional configuration for con-
trolling several MC6108 AID converters. In this case, the
MC6821 PIA is used to both initiate the conversion, and
read the data. The active low pulse at CB2 is provided to
all the converters simultaneously. The selected MC6108
is then activated by bringing its READ pin low, by means
of the appropriate line at the A port. The data is then read
through the B port, and then the READ input is taken high.
The remaining pins of each MC6108 are connected as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 22 illustrates the circuitry for reading in an ana-
log signal, processing it according to the system require-
ments, and then producing an analog signal out by
means of the DAC-08 D/A converter. The digital data to
be converted to analog is stored in the 74LS273 octal
latch when its CP input receives an active low pulse from
the address decoder. In Figure 22, the latch is considered
a "write only" location at address EB01. On the rising
edge of the CP pulse, the data is transferred to the DAC-
08 by means of the Q outputs. The output of the DAC is
a current proportional to the reference current and the
digital data presented to it. The op amp converts that
current to an output voltage by means of the feedback
resistor Rx (Max Vout = Rx x 2 mAl.

The reference current for the DAC-08 is supplied from

the MC6108's reference supply (Vref). Settling time of the
output voltage is approximately 1 J1-swith any of the
currently available fast op amps, such as the MC34001
family, MC33070 family, MC34074 family, or the MC34080
family. The DAC-08 can be powered from the same + 5
and - 5.2 volt supplies used for the MC6108.

The MC6108 receives its Start command (8 pulse) from
an MC6821 PIA's CB2 output,. as described in Example
#1. Since the MC6108 can be considered a "Read Only"
memory location, and the 74LS273 latch a "Write Only"
location, they are placed at the same address (EB01 in
Figure 22), but set to respond to Read and Write com-
mands (LDAA and STAA for the MC6802 MPU). In Figure
22, the address decoder is the same as in Figure 4, except
that the RNV line has been relocated. Reading the MC6108
is the same as in previous examples. When writing to the
74LS273 latch, the output pulse from the decoder (at the
upper LS32 gate) is shortened to 300 ns to ensure that
its rising edge occurs while data on the data bus is still
valid.

D

The examples have shown that interfacing the MC6108
AID converter to a microprocessor is a relatively simple
process. The flexibility asso'ciated with the various control
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5 MHz CLOCK CLK D7
•

MC6108 •DO

co
Q

'" { 07 CB2 CLK'"o~ •>-u MC6821~ • PA3 5 MC6108
"oi DO PIA

PA2 R
PB7 PAl•• PAO CLKPBO

5 MC6108

R

CLK

5 MC6108

R

lines allow several combinations of a port and address
decoder to be used for controlling the converter, and for
reading the data.

The examples indicate there is an inverse relationship
between the amount of hardware and the length of pro-
gramming required. Each individual application will de-
termine the right combination of the two.

The MC6108's high speed (1.8 jLs) facilitates program-
ming the system since interrupts and long wait states are

VOUT
Max Vaut
Rx x 2 mA

NOTE: MC6108 and 74LS273
selected at 1110 lOll OXXX XXX,
Address ESOl used in this
example. All inverters are LS04.

generally not required. In most cases, the READ instll'c,
tion can immediately follow the CONVERT instructions.

REFERENCES
- MC6108 Data Sheet, 1986
- MC6802 Data Sheet, 1979
- MC6821 Data Sheet, 1978
- DAC-08 Data Sheet, 1986


